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PREFACE 

So much has been written popularly and in a scientifie way on 

trees that no book on the subject would be warranted unless it 

was designed to meet a decided need. At present there is no 

general work upon American trees which combines illustrations 

of the individual forms with keys for their identification based 

upon winter characters. The forester and lumberman, however, 

are more called upon to distinguish trees in winter when leaves 

and flowers are fallen than in summer. Trees, as the most con- 

spicuous elements in the winter landscape, must also appeal to the 

student of out door life. The interest shown by classes of school 

teachers in the Summer School in identifying specimens of twigs 

collected the previous winter indicated that the winter study of 

trees can be taken up with enthusiasm by teachers in their schools. 

In our experience, the winter identification of trees has proven to 

students one of the most interesting subjects of their course. It is 

of decided value for its training in the power of accurate obser- 

vation. The work comes at a time when material for natural 

history study seems scanty and might therefore be used to bridge 

over the period between fall and spring which are unfortunately 

considered by many the only seasons when study of out door hfe 

is possible in the schools. A tree in winter is far from being 

the characterless object many believe. Freed from its covering 

of leaves, the skeleton of the tree is revealed and with the method 

of branching thus clearly discernible, the species may generally 

be more readily identified at a distance than in its summer garb. 

There are many forms, moreover, that are difficult to distinguish 

from suminer features alone but which in winter have twig, bud 

or other characters which make their separation comparatively 

easy. It is believed that the combination of keys, text, and illus- 

trations from photographs will furnish the assistance which the 

current texts fail to supply and render the identification of our 

common trees in winter a relatively simple task. 

The text with keys is an outgrowth of outlines that one of the 

authors has developed and used with various modifications for 

the last four years in his college classes in Botany and Forestry. 
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The photographie illustrations are all originals, most of them 

by the other author. Although one of us is responsible for the 

text and for the selection of the material photographed and the 

other for the photographs, we have freely consulted and the 

bulletin is therefore to be considered a joint publication. 

The order of arrangement of the species in the text and the 

scientific names follow the-usage of the seventh edition of Gray’s 

Manual and the latter are in accord with the rules laid down in 

the Vienna Congress. The figures and descriptions given are of 

trees for the most part growing wild in New England. A few 

rarer species which occur in New England only very locally or in 

isolated instances have been omitted from illustration. In their 

places, however, some of the more frequently cultivated trees, have 

been included because of their value for forestry planting in New 

England or beeause of their familiarity in city ornamental plant- 

ings. The varieties of cultivated forms are so numerous that it is 

obviously possible to take account of only the most common types. 

Their inclusion, it is believed, will add to the value of the publi- 

cation especially for its use in cities. The keys can be absolutely 

relied upon only for the species just mentioned from New England. 

New England, including as it does the meeting ground between 

the northern and southern floras, is extremely rich in the species 

of trees represented. The bulletin, therefore, especially in its 

descriptive text and illustrations should prove of service outside of 

the geographically restricted region described. 

The final keys to the genera and to the species as well as the 

descriptive text in galley were placed in the hands of the present 

s in Botany and Forestry. A student after finding year’s cla 

the species by the keys, read the twig characters in the galley 

and signed his name opposite the species if the description corres- 

ponded with the twigs supplied. All of the trees described and 

illustrated have thus been checked up hy students and some of them 
by as many as seventy different persons. In this way limitations 
to the use of certain of the characters employed as means of 
separating allied species have been discovered and the constancy 
of other characters has been confirmed in so far as the material 
available could allow. The greatest assistance rendered by the 
students, however, has heen in disclosing difficulties in the use of 

the keys, due to unfortunate choice of contrasted characters or of 
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terms used in their description. The keys in conse- 

quence have been considerably modified before final paging. 

Many of the explanatory phrases which may appear to 

be unnecessary have been inserted at the demand of the students. 

Where possible the most obvious characters have been employed 

and though the keys in consequence have become somewhat more 

cumbersome it is hoped they will prove more usable. Errors 

and omissions have no doubt crept in despite the efforts to avoid 

them. We would be grateful for any additions or corrections that 

may be suggested in the descriptions or keys in view of a possible 

revision of the text. 

The photographs of the twigs and of the fruit of the deciduous 

trees are very nearly natural size. They have been slightly reduced 

in production but all of them to the same scale, except the 

fruits of the Catalpa, the Chestnut, and the Honey Locust as 

indicated under these species. Line drawings or touched- 

up photographs would no doubt show important details 

more clearly by emphasizing certain of the minute markings. 

Since, however, these details are often obscure, and moreover receive 

full recognition in the accompanying text, it has been thought that 

a truer idea of the twigs would be gained if they were left as they 

appeared in the photographs. Accordingly, they have not been 

“doctored” in preparation or reproduction. The leafy twigs of the 

cone-hearing evergreens have been more or less reduced as indicated 

under the descriptions of the genera in the key. All the twigs 

of a single genus, however, are on the same scale. 

LITERATURE 

The following is a list of books which will be found useful 

to the student of New England trees. They have been freely 

consulted, as well as others not listed, and have been of value 

in determining the ranges and wood characteristics of the indi- 

vidual species, in confirmation of bark and habit characters, and 

to a less degree of the other winter features. The dimensions of 

the trees in the heading “Habit” and the information under the 

heading “Distribution” have been taken with little change from 

Dame & Brooks’ Handbook, except what is given in the subhead- 

ing “In Connecticut” which was obtained from the catalog of 

the flowering plants and ferns of Connecticut; Bulletin No. 14, 
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Conn. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, 1910. The characters under 

the heading “Wood” were taken chiefly from Sargent’s Manual. 

To obtain information in regard to the dimensions, the distribution 

and the wood characters of cultivated species, Bailey’s Cyclopedia 

of Horticulture and various European works have been freely 

consulted. 

GENERAL Works ON TREES. 

Sargent, C. S.—Manual of the trees of North America, 826 pp. 

Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1905. The best general book 

on the subject. The text and illustrative drawings are taken 

chiefly from summer characters, but winter characters receive some 

attention. 

Sargent, C. 8.—Silva of North America in 14 quarto volumes. 

Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1902. The most extensive work 

of its kind. Except for the more elaborate drawings, of less 

general value than the Manual, the text of which is practically the 

same but more conveniently arranged. 

Britton, N. L.—North American Trees, 894 pp. Henry ILolt 

& Co., New York, 1908. Of the same general scope as Sargent’s 

Manual. Contains occasional habit photographs. 

TTough, R. B.—Handbook of the trees of the northern states 

and Canada, 470 pp. Lowville, N. Y., 1907. A most valuable 

publication, without habit illustrations, but with excellent photo- 

evaphs of leaves, fruit and bark and less successful photographs 

of winter twigs. The keys and the text are based upon 

summer characters. This is our only book giving bark photographs 

for cach species treated. 

Dame, L.L. & Brooks, H—Handbook of the Trees of New Eng- 

land, 196 pp. Ginn & Co., Boston, 1901. The best manual for the 

region covered. 

Emerson, G. B.—Report on the trees and shrubs of Massachu- 

setts, 624 pp. in two volumes. Little, Brown & Co., Boston, 1875. 

Especially valuable for its habit descriptions. 

Collins, J. F. and Preston, H. W.—Key to New England 

Trees, 42 pp. Preston & Rounds Co., Providence, 1909. A useful 
little book. Contains keys only, based on summer characters. 
Includes cultivated forms. 

Rogers, Juha E.—The Tree Book, 589 pp. Doubleday, Page & 

Co., New York, 1908. The best of the popular books on trees, 
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Contains habit and twig photographs of some of the species treated 

and occasional photographs of the bark taken chiefly from museum 

specimens. 

Works Dearing With THE WINTER CoNDITION oF TREES. 

Schneider, C. K.—Dendrologische Winterstudien. 290 pp.; 224 

fig. Gustav Fischer, Jena 1903. A yery extensive work giving 

descriptions and drawings of twigs of 434 individual species 

cultivated and native in Europe, together with keys and an intro- 

ductory text. 

Huntington, Miss A. L—Studies of Trees in Winter, 198 pp. 

Knight & Millet, Boston, 1902. A popular book excellent as far 

as it goes. Figures at least the winter twig, the habit, or the 

bark of 65 species. Has descriptive text with habit notes and 

poetical quotations. 

Wiegand, K. M., and Foxworthy, F. W.—A key to the genera 

of woody plants in winter, 33 pp. Ithaca, N. Y. 1904. Treats 

of wild and cultivated plants of New York state, including shrubs 

as well as trees, contains keys only. Scientific names alone used, 

a valuable key to genera, has passed through several editions. 

Trelease, Wm.—Winter synopsis of North American Maples, 

tep’t Mo. Bot. Gard., vol. 5, pp. 88-106, 1894. A critical treat- 

ment of the Maples based upon winter characters with keys and 

twig figures. 

Trelease, Wm.—Juglandaceae of the United States. Rep’t Mo. 

Bot. Gard., vol. 7, pp. 25-46. A critical treatment of the genera 

Carya & Juglans with keys, twig figures and bark photographs. 

Schaffner, J. H.—Key to the Ohio woody plants in the winter 

condition. The Ohio Naturalist vol. 5, no. 4, pp. 277-286, 1905. 

Keys only, limited to genera, shrubs as well as trees treated. 

Hitchcock, A. S.—Keys to Kansas Trees in their winter condi- 

tion, 6 pp. Keys only, leading to species. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Before considering the individual trees in detail it seems de- 

sirable to give a general discussion of the different terms used as 

headings in the description of the species. 

NAME 

tree and this name is used throughout the book as the designation 

A common English name heads the description of each 

of a particular species. The same form may be known 

in different localities by several entirely different common 

names. Thus the Tupelo in some places is called only Pepperidge, 

in others, Sour Gum or Black Gum. After consultation with the 

literature the name Tupelo was chosen as being somewhat more 

desirable for the whole of New England than the other names 

given in smaller type as synonyms. Often several common names 

may be in about equally frequent use. There is, however, only 

one scientific name at present sanctioned by botanical authorities 

and this is placed first, followed by the Latin synonyms in italics. 

THABIT—By the word habit, we denote the general appearance 

of a tree seen as a whole. <A tree strictly speaking is generally 

considered as a woody growth having an undivided trunk at the 

base and rising to at least twice the height of a man. <A shrub 

on the other hand is low-growing and may branch from the very 

base. No hard and fast line, however, can be drawn between a 

tree and a shrub. Many trees at the limit of their range or 

under unfavorable conditions are reduced to the form and dimen- 

sions of a shrub and some forms growing as shrubs in New 

England become trees in states outside this group. A young tree 

sometimes resembles a shrub, but is more rapid in growth and 

generally does not bear fruit until it has reached a considerable 

size. Of the forms on the borderline between trees and shrubs 

only those have been treated that have demanded recognition on 

account of their commonness or their relationship with other 

forms. 

The information regarding the dimensions of a tree are of 

minor importance for purposes of identification, but are of con- 

siderable value to the woodsman. The diameter of the trunk may 

be best measured directly by calipers at breast height from the 

ground or indirectly obtained by dividing the circumference by 

3 (more accurately by ™ =3.1416). A number of rough methods 

of estimating height are given in books on forestry. For example, 
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from a distance equal to several times the length of the tree, the 

height of a 10 ft. pole beside the trunk or a mark on the trunk 

of known height may be compared with the height of the whole 

tree. Instruments for more accurate measurement are on the 

market under the name of hypsometers. A home-made instru- 

ment may readily be constructed which has been found to compare 

favorably in accuracy with the expensive Faustmann hypsometer 

of which it is a modification. A rectangular board about a foot 

in length is ruled in squares or more conveniently has squared 

coordinate paper pasted on one side (fig. 1). Care should be 

Fig. 1. Home-made Height Measurer, 

observed that the top of the board AF is straight and accurately 
parallel to the lines running lengthwise of the paper. The line 
MC is numbered from M in any convenient unit, say up to 100, 

and using the same unit, the line TIK is numbered i both direc- 
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tions beginning at C. A thread with a weight is attached at M 

and hangs free from the zero point of the top of MC. In use a 

convenient distance, say 100 ft. from the tree, is first measured off 

as a base line, and upon this measurement largely  de- 

pends the accuracy of the height estimation. At the 

100 ft. mark the top of the tree is sighted along the 

straight edge AF which may more conveniently be — fitted 

with some simple form of sights. At the point B, where 

the plumb line crosses the hne CIX the height of the tree above 

the eye is indicated in feet. The height of the eye above the 

ground is added to this reading if the measurement is on the 

level, or a second sight may be made to the base of the tree and 

the reading noted on CH added or subtracted, according to whether 

the base of the tree is below or above the eye level. If in the 

instrument as figured, the base line had been 100 ft. as suggested, 

the height of the tree above the eve is given as 40 ft. If, however, 

the base line had been 50 ft. the height is given as 20 ft., the 

reading being taken at the intersection of the thread with the line 

running lengthwise through whatever number on MC has been 

used to represent the base line. The two smaller diagrams show 

the instrument in position for sighting to top and base of tree 

J 
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Fig, 2. Height Measurer in position for sighting to top of tree. 
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Fig. 3. Height Measurer in position for sighting to base of tree. 

respectively. In figure 2, the eye is assumed to be on the level 

with the base of the tree and only a single sight is necessary. In 

figure 3, the base of tree is below eye level and the distance CD 

must be found by a downward sight and added to the reading 

obtained for BC. It can be readily seen from inspection of the 

figures that the method is based upon the similarity of the triangles 

ABC and ACD with the smaller triangles abe and acd. 

Two general habit types are recognized—the spreading and the 

erect—often termed deliquescent and excurrent respectively. The 

former is well represented by the Apple (p. 487) and White Elm 

(p. 461) and the latter by the Evergreens and those of the Poplars 

that form narrow conical heads (p. 395-397). By its more erect 

habit of growth the Sweet Cherry (p. 503) is readily distinguished 

from the Sour Cherry (p. 505) and in like manner the Pear 

(p. 485) from the Apple (p. 487). It is these habit differences 

that form the most ready means of separating the contrasted trees 

just mentioned which may closely resemble each other in twig char- 

acters. The angle which the branches make with the trunk is 

frequently a diagnostic character of considerable value. For 
example, the ascending and gracefully outward curving limbs of 
the American White Elm (p. 461) stand in contrast with the 
sharply divergent limbs of the English Elm (p. 459). Likewise the 
horizontal branches of the Tupelo (p. 555) and the strongly pendant 
lower limbs of the Swamp White Oak (p. 439) are characteristic 
of these species. The relative thickness of the branchlets contrasted 
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in the Sweet Cherry (p. 503) and the Black Birch (p. 415) and 

the arrangement of the branchlets whether opposite or alter- 

nate and whether erect or drooping, may further be mentioned 

as habit characters. 

As one becomes more familiar with trees in their winter aspect, 

the number that cannot be recognized at a distance becomes greatly 

diminished. We come to know trees by hardly definable traits, 

much as we recognize our friends at a distance by some peculiarity 

of form or gait. Watching the trees from a car window is a great 

help in acquiring this familiarity with the habit characters. The 

method of branching and other features included in the habit, 

however, do not furnish such precise marks as do the twigs, and 

cannot therefore be of much value in a descriptive key. In fact the 

habit varies considerably among individual trees of the same 

species, no two trees having exactly the same method of branch- 

ing. Moreover trees grown in woods in company with other 

trees are prevented by lateral shading from developing their normal 

form and produce tall trunks with but little branching. On the 

other hand trees apart from other trees have usually been planted 

for ornament or have originally grown in woods but have been 

left isolated by the cutting down of their neighbors. In the latter 

case the habit will be more or less that of a forest-grown tree 

dependent upon the age at which the conditions of lght and 

shade were altered (see lower habit picture p. 463). In the 

former case the top of the young tree may have been cut in the 

process of transplanting causing an increased branching at the 

point of cutting and the lower limbs may have been trimmed off, 

giving a greater show of trunk. ‘These mutilations, however, have 

less influence upon the outline of the head or crown than might 

be imagined since the tree is generally able to accommodate itself 

to such accidents as those mentioned and express its individuality 

despite them. The age of the tree is also an important factor in the 

outline, young specimens being in general narrower and more coni- 

cal than in later life while those in old age may have lost shape 

through ice storms, high winds and the attacks of fungi. 

So far as possible the photographs have been taken from mature 

specimens growing in the open and only those have been chosen 

which have been considered to present an appearance typical of 

the species. They will help one to form-a mental picture of those 
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generalized features of a tree in the landscape which may be 

recognized at a distance, but which are difficult of analysis. 

BARK—Although it is upon the appearance of the bark more 

than upon any other character that the woodsman depends in his 

recognition of timber trees, the bark shares with the habit the 

misfortune of being difficult of precise description. A study of 

the photographs, however, in connection with the description of 

the color and texture will enable one to recognize a large propor- 

tion of our trees by the appearance of the bark alone. They 

have been taken from mature trees of moderate size which have 

developed the characteristic sculpturmg of the bark rather than 

from those of larger size which are less frequently seen. A tape 

measure surrounding the trunk or in some instances a penknife 

stuck into the bark may serve to give an idea of the relative size 

of the markings on the trunk. The heading “Bark” is used 

throughout the descriptions in reference to the trunk and larger 

limbs and not to the twigs which are described under another 

heading. 

The color of the outer bark is an important mark of distinction 

and is the chief means of separating the different species of the 

Birches (p. 415-425). The color and taste of the inner layers 

of the bark are in some cases also characteristic. The Black 

Oak for example is best distinguished from other Oaks by the 

velloy and intensely bitter inner bark. = Similarly, — the 

Black Birch, the Sassafras and the genus Prunus including 

the Cherries have barks with characteristic flavors. The swamp- 

loving Poison Sumach (p. 529) is the only poisonous tree 

in New England so that after this shrubby form is known there 

need be no fear of tasting bark and twigs of any unknown tree- 

like species. 

The bark varies in character according to the age of the tree. 

In the young tree the bark is smooth, but, as the trunk expands 

from the growth of the wood within, the covering of dead bark 

outside is forced to crack in a variety of ways giving rise to 

characteristic fissures and ridges which become more prominent 

as the tree grows older. The bark of few trees such.as the Beech 
(p. 429) and the American Hornbeam (p. 413) remain smooth, 

their outer layers expanding with the growth of the tree. The barks 

of others as the Paper and Yellow Birch (p. 417) stretch and peel 
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off in thin papery layers. In the Birches (p. 423) and Cherries 

(p. 503) the breathing pores (lenticels) become horizontally elon- 

gated to form narrow transverse streaks which are characteristic for 

these forms. When ridges or scales are formed they may be close 

and firm and with difficulty removed from the trunk as is the case 

with the bark in the Black Oak group or, on the other hand, they 

may be easily rubbed off as are the scales of the bark of the 

White Oak and of most members of the White Oak group. Bark 

of this latter type is called flaky in our descriptions and this 

distinction between barks that are flaky and those that are not 

flaky is of considerable importance in classification. To avoid 

confusion little notice is taken of the minute scales that are 

likely to oceur on the surface of both types of bark. The bark 

may come off in large sheets as in the Shag-bark Hickory (p. 403) 

and the Sycamore (p. 483), and the ridges may be long as in 

the Chestnut (p. 431) or short and run together to form more 

or less perfect diamond-shaped areas as in the White Ash (p. 557) 

but these as well as other differences in the sculpturing are shown 

in the photographs and do not require further discussion in the 

introduction. 

TWIGS—The unqualified word twiy refers in the descriptions 

to the growth of the past season only. Older twigs and branch- 

lets are the designations employed for the small growth of several 

seasons. The Horse-chestnut (fig. 4) may be taken as a convenient 

form to illustrate the various markings found on the twig. The 

large triangular patches resembling somewhat closed horse-shoes 

in shape are the leaf-scars showing where the bases of the leaf- 

stalks were attached to the twig before their fall. The little dots 

corresponding to the nail holes in a horse-shoe are the bundle-scars 

and mark the location of the so-called fibro-vascular bundles that 

run up through the leaf-stalks and connect with the veins of the 

leaf acting thus as the channels for the transference of raw material 

and manufactured food to and from the leaf. The leaf-scars are 

located at the nodes and the portion between the nodes is called 

the internode. Scattered along the twig are little dots, the lenticels, 

which are openings that function to a certain extent like breathing 

pores. Above each leaf-scar is normally produced an axillary bud 

so called because located in the aril or angle made between the 

twig and the leaf-stalk when the latter was present. The lateral 
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Fig 4. Twig of Horse-chestnut. 

buds are in distinction to the terminal buds at the ends of the 

twigs. Each bud contains the rudiments of next year’s growth with 

shortened internodes and minute leaves folded together like a fan 

and packed away within the protective covering of the bud-scales. 

Growth in the spring consists for the most part of a rapid elon- 

gation of the internodes and an enlargement of the parts which 

are already formed in the bud but which remain during winter 
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in a condensed condition. The bud-scales are modified leaves which 

protect the parts within from mechanical injury and from loss 

of moisture, but are of little value as a protection against cold as 

is often supposed. At falling they leave a ring or band of scale- 

scars marking the hmit of each year’s growth. These bands often 

remain distinct for many years (see twig of Beech  p. 429) 

and by counting their number the age of the branchlet may be 

estimated. Thus it can be readily seen that the figure of the 

Horse-chestnut represents growth made during three years. Hach 

year a ring of new wood is formed just underneath the hark, and a 

count of the number of these annual rings between the central pith 

and the bark, as seen in a cross section of a branch or trunk, 

will likewise give the age of the part investigated. The uppermost 

buds of a year’s growth are generally the largest and inost likely 

to develop into branches the following spring. In some species, 

such as many of the Evergreens, and the Carolina Poplar (p. 395) 

for example, the branches coming from these more vigorous buds 

form regular whorls along the trunk at the upper part of each 

year’s growth and afford for such species a third means of esti- 

mating the age. Certain of the buds do not continue the growth 

of the twig but form flowers which develop into fruit. Where the 

individual fruit (in the Horse-chestnut the fruit cluster) was 

attached, a fruil-scar is left and these fruit-scars furnish evidence 

of the amount of fruit produced in previous years. 

In some species, such as the Black Birch (p. 415) and the 

cultivated Cherry (p. 503), a sharp distinction can be drawn 

between rapidly-grown long shoots which have clongated inter- 

nodes and continue the growth of the twig and slowly grown 

short spurs which have greatly abbreviated internodes and crowded 

leaf-scars. The fruit-spurs of the Apple (p. £87) and Pear 

(p. 485) are of this latter type. 

Of the distinctive characters given under the heading twigs may 

be mentioned the relative thickness, whether stout or slender, the 

presence or absence of thorns or prickles, the color, the taste 

indicated under the discussion of the bark, and the character of 

the surface, whether smooth or more or less covered with hairs. 

Twigs are called hairy when the hairs are individually distinct, 

downy when they are fine and numerous, and woolly or cottony 
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when they are twisted together into a more or less felt-like mass, 

but these distinctions cannot be always sharply drawn. A twig 

if smooth may be dull or shiny in appearance. The lenticels are of 

most distinctive value in those forms like the Birches (p. +28), in 

which they become horizontally elongated with age. The color, 

size and shape of the pith are often characteristic as seen in the 

wide salnon-colored pith of the Kentucky Coffee Tree (p. 515) 

and the star-shaped pith of the Oaks and to a less degree in the 

Poplars (fig. 5). Some few trees have their pith separated by 

hollow chambers such as the Hackberry and the Butternut 

(tig. 6) or have solid pith but with woody cross partitions such as 

the Tupelo. 

LEAF-SCARS—The arrangement of the leaf-scars form 

primary divisions in the classification. They may be opposite with 

two scars at a node as in the Horse-chestnut, or alternate with only 

one scar at the node as in the majority of species. Alternate leaf- 

scars may be arranged along the twig in two longitudinal rows 

when they are said to be 2-ranhked, as in the Mulberry (fig. 8), 

or in several rows when they are more than 2-ranked as in the 

Poplars (fig. 5). Twigs sometimes if rapidly grown have the 

leaf-scars which are normally opposite pulled apart to appear 

alternate, but the typical condition will be found on other parts of 

the tree. A few species like the Chestnut sometimes take the 

2-ranked, an:l sometimes the more than 2-ranked position, and the 

number of ranks in other forms may be at times somewhat ob- 

scured by a twisting of the twig. The distinctions in the main, 

however, hold good and where a doubt is likely to occur in regard 

to the arrangement, a place has been made in the key for the 

species in both the 2-ranked and the more than 2-ranked groups. 

The size and shape of leaf-scars are important factors in identi- 

fication. They may be very narrow as in the Pear and 

their upper margins may be flat or convex as in the Black Ash 

(p. 561) or deeply notched as in the White Ash (p. 557) 

or form a band nearly surrounding the bud as in the Sycamore 

(p. 483). They may become dingy and inconspicuous or be 
sharply distinct by color contrast with the rest of the twig. Thus 

the Elms and the Poplars have their leaf-scars covered with a 

light-colored cork-like layer which makes them conspicuous 
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irrespective of their size. TLeat-scars may be level with the twig or 

raore or less raised with their surfaces parallel with the twig or 

making various angles with it up to a right angle. Ridges in 

some cases run down the twig from the base and corners of the 

leaf-scar. 

At the bases of the leaves of some species a pair of sinall leaflets 

called stipules are regularly formed and Jeave, at the fall of the 

leaf, more or less definite stipule-scars at either side of the leaf- 

searas shown in the Carolina Poplar (fig. 5). 

The number, the size, the relation to the surface of 

the leaf-scar whether sunken or projecting, and the 

distribution of the bundle-scars form important points 

of distinction. When they are indistinct, as is [re- 

quently the case, they may be revealed if a thin slice 

is taken off the surface of the leaf-scar. This surface 

section must be very thin, however, since the number 

of bundle-sears exposed by a deep cut is often different 

from that on the surface, and this latter number is the 

one used in the keys and descriptions. A. distinction 

is made between a group in which the bundle-scars 

form a single Jine and a second group in which they 

are yariously scattered and grouped or ina 

double line. 

BUDS—In regard to their position buds are ter- 

minal or lateral. Buds produced at or near the nodes 

but not in the avxil of a leaf-scar are called 

accessory buds, Of these there are two kinds: Super- 

posed buds located above the axillary buds and 

collateral buds located at cither side of the axillary 

buds. The former are shown in the Butternut (fig. 6) 

and the latter in the Red Maple (fig. 7). Classified 

according to what they produce there are flower buds 

vie. 5, Twig of Which contain the rudiments of flowers, leaf bids 

farolinaPop- Which contain rudiments of leaves, and mired buds 
sx—Stipule 

Sear, Which produce both flowers and leaves. Flower buds 
--Star-s 

fa é 

TL ae generally stouter than leaf buds. 
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Most species by the end of the growing season have formed 

terminal buds which remain through the winter and are destined 

io continue the growth the following spring. In 

some species, however, such as the Mulberry (fig. 8) 

the terminal bud together with the tip of the twig 

cies away and drops off before the beginning of winter 

leaving a small scar at the end of the twig. The 

presence or absence of the terminal bud is a very 

valuable point of distinction and is used throughout 

in the keys. Unfortunately it is not always possible 

at a cursory glance to say whether the terminal bud 

is present or absent and a hand-lens must generally 

be used for an accurate determination of this point. 

In the Mulberry figured, the self-pruning scar formed 

by the dropping off of the terminal 

bud is perched on the tip of the twig 

with the topmost lateral bud obvi- 

ously in the avil of the last leaf-sear. 

Frequently, however, the self-prun- 

ing scar may be nearer the lateral 

bud which bends in and gives the 

--P appearance of being terminal. The 

Fig. 6-Twig of presence of a leaf-scar below it Fig. 7-1wig of Red 
Butternut. a . . apex eS Maple. 

tr—terminal bud. shows that it is in fact axillary, — ax—axillary bud. 
ax—axillary bud. “ ‘ el—collateral acces- 
sp—Superposed but since leaf-scars are sometimes ~ sory bud. 
accessory bud. . : 2 | st 

p—chambered present toward the end of twigs without muds in 
pith . % * ; 

their axils the presence of the self-pruning scar at 

the twig end must be used as the decisive sign that the terminal 

bud is really absent. 

Aside from the color, the presence or absence of hairs, stickiness, 

fragrance and other such surface characters, the position of the 

buds in relation to the twig may be of importance. Buds that le 

close up against the twig as those of the Small-toothed Aspen 

(p. 389) are called appre 

less away from. the twig as those of the Carolina Poplar 

(fig. 5) are called divergent. In the Common Locust 

and a few other forms the buds are sunken below the surface of the 

twig, and can be found only by cutting the twig lengthwise 

through the leaf-scar. 

-d, while those that project more or 
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The characters of the bud-scales of most importance are the 
shape, the number visible in the unmutilated bud, their arrange- 
ment—whether alternate or opposite—and the number of ranks 
they form on the bud. 
FRUIT—The fruit generally forms a good means of identifi- 

cation when it can be found. Unfortunately there are a number of 
limitations to its use for this purpose. In the first place many 
species of trees do not fruit every year, and it may happen that the 

species under examination is not in its fruiting 

period and consequently all the trees of the region 

will fail to show fruit. Again, in some species 

such as the Ash the sexes are separate and con- 

sequently only female trees can ever be expected 

to bear fruit. The fruit generally does not. re- 

main on the tree throughout the winter but if the 

tree is sufficiently isolated from other species, a 

careful search on the ground will often be re- 

warded by the finding of specimens of fruit that 

one can feel sure came from the tree in question. 

However, some species such as the Poplars and 

Fig. 6 Twig of Mul’ the Red and Silver Maples scatter their fruit 
) y: 

ax_lastaxillary bud early in spring, and fruiting material of such 
aterminal bud. Pace 4 ‘ SEA aie L . an aA leas Pag oe fe SD eNFE RE MAS forms im consequence is not to be looked for in 

scar left by faa winter. The immature fruit of some species 
SEN See may be found on the tree in winter and be of 

value in identification. Thus the presence of young acorns on 

an Oak in winter shows that it belongs to the Black Oak group. 

The staminate flowering clusters are of similar diagnostic value in 

certain groups, their presence or absence, for example, separating 

the American Hornbeam from the Hop Hornbeam. 

COMPARISONS—Under this heading are contrasted the 

different species that are considered likely to be confused. It is 

believed that the information in this section will prove more 

valuable to one with some knowledge of trees than the more 

detailed descriptions first given. 

DISTRIBUTION—The habitat first discussed under this 

heading shows in what kind of locations as to soil, moisture and 

exposure the species normally grows. The information may be of 

identificational value by elimination. Thus if one finds a cedar-like 
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tree on a hillside pasture one can be sure it is not a Coast 

White Cedar since this latter species grows only in swamps. In 

like manner the geographical limits may assist in identification; a 

Pine found growing wild in Rhode Island or Connecticut, for 

example. could not be the Jack Pine since this is a northern 

form found native only in the northern New England states. 

Although some cultivated trees have escaped from cultivation, an 
introduced tree is generally characterized by the places in which 
it is found growing. 

WOOD—Under this heading the information given in regard to 
the characters of the wood and the economic value of the species 
is of practically no value for purposes of identification of standing 
timber, but may prove of general interest to the student of trees. 
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ANALYTICAL KEY 

METIIOD OF USE 

Despite the fact that the appearance of the bark and the method 

of branching are almost exclusively depended upon by the experi- 

enced woodsman in recognition of species, these characters are 

difficult of precise description and not adapted to use ina key. The 

twigs therefore with the scaly buds and leaf-scars are used, as a 

basis of the following keys. The word “twig” in the sense here 

used, it should be remembered, denotes the growth of the past 

season only, and the word “bark” refers to the bark of the trunk 

and older imbs and not of the twigs or branchlets. The student 

should read the introduction and note the limitation of terms and 

characters used in the following pages. 

3efore attempting to identify an unknown tree it is necessary 

to have good material to work with. Care should be taken that 

the twigs selected are normal in appearance, being neither abnor- 

mally stunted in growth nor unusually clongated as are twigs on 

young sprouts. Frequently the species may be determined by an 

inspection of the twigs alone but notes on the character of the 

bark and the habit of growth as well as specimens of the fruit 

will generally be found useful and sometimes necessary. 

In the key a choice is given between two paragraphs preceded 

hy the same number. This choice leads to a new number or to the 

name of the species followed by the page where a detailed 

description of the tree may be found. The White Ash imay be 

used to show the method of procedure. Starting with No. 1 we 

have the choice between trees with “leaves persistent and green 

throughout winter” and trees with “leaves nof persistent and green 

throughout winter.” We choose the latter and this takes us to No. 

11 where the decision must be made between “leaf-scars opposite 

or in 3°s° and “leaf-scars alternate.” The leaf-scars on the Ash 

are opposite and we take the first 11 and are led to No. 12. At 

12 we have the alternative between “leaf-scars, or some of them, 3 

at a node” and “leaf-scars always 2 at a node.” The first pair 

of contrasting characters mentioned are always the most important. 

The constant presence in the Ash of two leaf-scars at a node is 

sufficient to cause us to choose the second 12, and our choice is 

corroborated by the position of the bundle-scars and by the presence 

of a terminal bud, so we pass to 13. The upper lateral buds of 
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the Ash are not covered by persistent bases of leaf-stalks and there 

are 2 or more pairs of scales to the leaf buds. we therefore pass 

to 14. The relatively small size of the buds and their freedom 

from stickiness takes us to 15 where the number of the bundle- 

scars and the other characters given show us that we have in hand 

a twig of one of the Ashes. We now turn to No. 164 and contirm 

our determination of the genus by reading the general description 

of the Ashes. To find out which Ash we are dealing with we 

procede with the key of the Ashes and, knowing that the leaf-scars 

in our specimens are deeply concave on their upper margins, we 

conclude that we have the White Ash (Fravinus americana). 

At page 556 we find a detailed description with photographie 

illustrations of this species and may learn the winter characters 

of the tree not already given in the key. If the description and 

photographs do not correspond to the tree under investigation, we 

know that we have gone astray at some poimt in the key, and 

turning back we repeat the analysis taking if need be the other 

alternative of a pair where the choice had been doubtful. 

Sometimes a tree is variable in the characters used in the key. 

Thus the Chestnut has terminal buds sometimes present on the twigs 

though they are generally absent. In such cases, however, and 

where there is a legitimate doubt as to whether the tree should be 

placed in the first or the second group, it has generally been placed 

in both so that either of the two choices should lead to the correct 

name. The determination of the presence or absence of the ter- 

minal bud is perhaps the greatest pitfall likely to be found in the 

use of the key, but should give little difficulty if the discussion in 

the introduction is understood and the terminal scar is looked for 

with the aid of a hand-lens. 
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KEY TO GENERA AND SPECIES 

Leaves persistent and green throughout winter (Evergreens) ....2 
Leaves not persistent and green throughout winter (dead leaves 
often persistent in the Oaks and IBESGHES)) siwininas solsta meds ose aes 

Leaves broad, prominently spiny-margined. Holly (Ilex opaca) p.530 
Leaves narrow, often minute and scale-like; Conifers (i.e. cone- 
bearing trees) 

Leaves, except scale-leaves, needle- shaped, in definite, generally 
sheathed clusters on the sides of the branches. ..... Pine (Pinus) 
Leaves, not in definite clusters 

Leaves opposite or in 3's, therefore 2 or 3 at a node 
Leaves alternate, scattered, therefore only Lat :a& NOAC a sa56 ss 8 

Leaves whorled in 3’s, all alike, whitened above and green below, 
awl-shaped, sharp-pointed and spreading; fruit bluish, berry-like; 

a shrub or low tree. (See also juvenile condition of Red Cedar) 
Sera ey So oy AeA torah sarees’ Common Juniper (Juniperus COMMUNES) Ped 78 
Leaves opposite in 4 ranks, minute, scale-like, c ly overlapping 6 

Young twigs prominently flattened and forming a flat, 2-ranked, 
fan-shaped spray often mistaken for the true leaves which are 
minute and of two shapes, those on edges of twig being narrower, 
those on flat sides being broader and more abruptly pointed with 
each leaf generally showing a conspicuous raised glandular dot; 
fruit a thin-scaled, oblong, woody cone. 2.0.0.0... eee 

ae eisai fee de Soares, Sid Bieass Arbor Vitae (Thuja occidentali 
Young twigs not prominently flattened; fruit spherical ........ q 

Spray somewhat fan-shaped; young twigs not prominently 4-angled; 
leaves all alike in shape, some of them with prominent 
glandular dot on back; fruit a spherical woody cone, ....... 

§ missponeptae ee ica attiyase ys Coast White Cedar (Chamaecyparis thyoides) p.374 
Spray not fan-shaped, young twigs with typical leaves and promin- 
ently 4-angled: leaves without conspicuous glandular dots, of two 
kinds; (a) the juvenile form—awl-shaped, spiny-pointed and 
spreading, in 2’s or 3’s at a node and resembling leaves of Common 
Juniper, the usual leaf form on young trees but generally to be 
found on some parts of older tre (b) the typical form—smaller, 
scale-like and closely appressed; fruit bluish, berry-like. ........ 

Sch nates irae wii np anes om netics Teena Ge baa abbene Red Cedar (Juniperus virginiana) p.380 

Leaves: distinctly flattemed) cccccccaccs bo damn ase ures oe Beatie eS eas ae 
Leaves not distinctly flattened, needle-shaped, 4-angled, s i 
on. projections Of the Darley 4.15 syawkiect 4a gingekete Spruce (Picea) 91 

Leaf about 1 cm. long with definite leaf-stalk, leaving prominently 
projecting scar when detached. Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) p.3872 

Leaf about 2 cm. or more long, without leaf-stalk, leaving a flat 
or only slightly raised scar when detached ................--4. 10 

Buds small, nearly spherical to broadly ovate, their scales covered 
and glued together by resinous coating; leaf-scars flat. ...... ‘ 
earn eran chs fi ckane Mick te a Gna euade nee ateirne Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea 70 
Buds larger, narrow conical, without resinous coating; leaf-scars 
Slightly raised .......... Douglas Fir (Pscudotsuga taxifolia) p.368 

Leaf-scars opposite or in 3’s, therefore 2 or 3 at a node 12 
Leaf-scars alternate, therefore only 1 at a node ................ 16 

Leaf-scars or some of them 3 at a node; bundle-scars in an 
ellipse; terminal bud absent ............ Catalpa (Catalpa) p.562 

Leaf-scars always 2 at a node; bundle-scars not in an ellipse; 
terminal bud: present 4.i3 5 asccad Meet keene Sas Sateen ey eames 13 

Lateral buds, at least the upper ones, covered by persistent bases 
of leaf-stalks; leaf buds with only a single pair of scales. ........ 
SAE en cal eo aaa eke BAe Gwe Sis Flowering Dozwood (Cornus florida) p.552 
Lateral buds not covered by persistent bases of leaf-stalks; leaf 
buds ‘with 2 or more pairs of (scales «2 wee. eee ee ee tees 14 
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Terminal buds large, over 1.5 cm. long, sticky or varnished; leaf- 
scar larg inversely triangular; bundle-scars 3-9, conspicuous. 
RigMe Ode aie Hat ennai eaeaierwraears Horse-ehestnut (Aesculus Hippocastanum) p.54S 

Terminal smaller, under 1.5 cm. long, not sticky-v arnished, 
leat=scars: smaller Gaxjeig cos sates leben pete be ieee ara gee sles any 15 

Bundle-scars, minute, numerous in a U-shaped line often more or 
less confluent: bud-scales scurfy (i.e. rough-downy). .............. 

zB Ash (Frarinus) 164 

Bundle in number; bud cales not SOUT PY. cds nics 
Lda, hethaetins a PREMAIS TAs ay cs 12a aekraueel fae grestaagig beans re Gy de eal stPENONE Sea se Maple (Acer) 155 

Stipule-scars entirely encircling the twis sacs sb decease ao Sa 17 s 
Stipule-scars when present not encircling the twig 

Terminal bud absent; (the last lateral bud may appear to be ter- 
minal but absence of terminal bud is shown by small scar at end 
of twig); leaf-scar almost completely surrounding the bud. ...... 
Seagae  criasarg bs Sah eR area ae ao Syeamore (Platanus occidentalis) p.482 

Terminal bud present; leaf-scar not surrounding the bud ..... 18 

Sear of rudimentary leaf surmounting decurrent ridge on side of 
bud; buds ovate to conical, hairy at least within. 
haMeatvla es asadeyiseg iat cers ania iat er slay ude set a Soha imia ahaa oon et aea ae a Magnolia (Magnolia) 141 
Scar of rudimentary leaf if present at base of bud; buds flattened 
oblons, smooth without and “within, sccsee ces aa gogce do also raining 
Si a MR AAA Ae SRE ae Be Tulip Tree (Liriodendron Tulipifera) p.Av74 

Twigs with thorns, spines, or prickles, or branches ending in 
MUN OTIS 5 aise ees rocterecctteeeos also anes ia orion sh atisyransec ney os ahs Ridrauai ray Nee 
Twigs without thorns, spines, 

Spines in pairs at the nodes, or twigs covered with weak hair- 
TGs TOTETC MSS ty, Sessa estas ve rtetre lave rossi ebay sl tras fogs hak aTeerae afar aioe oo empires 21 
Spines not in i at the nodes, twigs not covered with weak 
WO PUGHALESE. Soeecpectnass bo miata mareyccend io sesouia shea yee aoe er eer er ED Sued Mus tee Ae BRN Tae a 22 

Buds rusty-hairy, more or less covered by bark; terminal bud 
ADSCN ts. vena: ees t ba dewsae olaiele ules a rare dee hero bass Locust (Robinia) p.522 
Buds, red, expo a shrub. 

Prickly Ash (Zanthorylon americanum) under Comparisons p.522 

Thorns lateral, regularly placed on the twig at or near the 
NOES nnn segeesaoeke tokens eos a ee ered a eagle Oe 
TORS: SKERMI Mall ofc: hedges a-cie cap Were tek nero Gna y Sek we Cie 6. are ee a 25 

Thorns generally branched, situated above the nodes; buds several 
in a longitudinal row, the lower ones covered by the bark. ........ 
Ne daa dae AI, antenna Me Ta ee eho ae Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthus) p.516 

Thorns generally unbranched on twigs, situated at the nodes; 
sometimes branched thorns on trunk; buds exposed .......... 24 

Thorns generally present at all the nodes; bundle-scar single. . 
ere ee Osage Orange (Maclura pomifera) under Comparisons p- 494 

Thorns generally absent from many of the nodes; bundle-scars 3. 
et faecal ashichres oy usted spjeli ee omm sehen bn a iahus cosa nay ay eeetamn tne eer ea Hawthorn (Cratacgus) pA94 

Terminal bud absent but leaving a terminal scar on twig. .......- 
Plum (Prunus) 

Terminal bud present, at least on spineless branches .......... 

Tree with bushy habit of growth; twigs with characteristic 
licorice-like taste, generally reddish-brown, more or less pale- 

woolly at least toward apex; lateral buds blunt, flattish, appressed 
and more or less pale-woolly Apple (Pyrus Malis) p.486 
Tree with upright habit of growth; wigs without characteristic 
taste, generally yellowish green and generally smooth; lateral buds 
sharp-pointed, smooth or sometimes ‘slightly downy, generally not 
flattened nor appressed. a....e6-85 Pear (Pyrus communis) p.AS4 

Pith in section lengthwise of twig seen to be interrupted by hollow 
chambe Or Dy MOOd I ManrtillOMS: Vy .can wah eta eacsls eiateas Anew Ae Alo as 28 
Pith continuous; i.e. without hollow chambers or woody parti- 
SEROITN SS) ras oscscr seta sekesenes ee bek Caer Sire ca eso moet CO EID ck ome as ie ee Sen dg Bg tues cag aire aeramrtioecc Aniel Siva pals eis tee 32 

Pith chambered but with chambers confined to the nodes. 
+... Hiekory (Carya) 101 

rs not confined to the nodes.. 29 Pith when chambered with chambe 
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Pith wide, brown, with hollow chambers; fruit a nut ........... 3 
Pith narrow, light colored; fruit a small stone-fruit ........... 3 

Downy patch present above leaf-scar; nut elongated: x.ccacncde wees od 

Butternut (Juglans cinerea) p. 
Car) NUE TOUNG. of igsa nl aserntecscaid ta Downy patch absent from leaf-s 

Pith with hollow chambers; buds brown, terminal bud absent, 
lateral buds appressed. ...... Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) p.464 
Pith with woody partitions in the solid ground-mass; buds reddish, 
terminal bud present, lateral buds divergent. 

Leaf-scars regularly 2-ranked, i.e. arranged in 2 longitudinal rows 
OMCs LWPS: Verano padensauaeanersnaGnaleyniaiens 
Leaf-scars regularly more than 2 
on the twig 

, ie. in more than 2 rows 
de sti cal cara eaten rete apcsedeh se MuleiRealon ls wash augras RTA Tea te ta a IN oe 49 

Terminal bud absent (the last lateral bud may appear to be ter- 
minal but absence of terminal bud is shown by small scar at 
EN Gl GE EWA « Pete Greta icra Ade Ulbcg gittee Gl Sunenlel seatioue Sey WA cs PEW LAS Ace aaa ends 39 
Terminal bud. presemt, Wiss aeswacie se ha, whee wee ee akan ade Sack £03 3 

Buds: stalked! su ywis tq ane ap eA eee ea ee nae eee hee AY 35 
BWdSe Ot “Sta IPS! + 79.5 wt saaisass S mckescans sears esevehe a wah ane seoamen ih oh entousidntrertaraer ees 36 

Buds, for the most part naked, i.e. with undeveloped leaves serving 
the function of scales; woody, 4-parted fruits and the remains of 
last season’s flowers generally present. ........ 0... e cece eee eee eens : 
ee ee eee ee eae Witch Hazel (Hamamelis virginiana) p.ATs 
Buds covered with bud-scales; fruit a woody cone-like catkin. 
a Melaleac Byer eco eat Ue eas ules Pathe OMEN CUI IeTC caret ees Nat aa icretns devetes et eugene a Alder (Alnus) p.426 

Stipule-scars nearly encircling twig; buds long and _= narrow, 
generally over 5 times as long as wide, divergent; bud-scales in 
pairs, 4-ranked, 10 or more scales visible; bundle-secars 5. ........ 
Nfeh es Bee ahora os SC aancne, rinaes Mere ske Beh Gees SIO awe Tag asa ae Sey Beech (Fagus) p.428 

Stipule-scars when present relatively short; buds stouter, generally 
not over 4 times as long as wide; bud- scales less numerous oT 

Leaf-scars very narrow, V-shaped, swollen at the 3 bundle-scars; 
buds long, appressed; bud-scale tipped with dark point; stipule- 
scars absent. Shad Bush (Aimelanchier canadensis) p.A92 
Leaf-scars relatively broad; buds shorter; bud-scale without con- 
spicuous dark point; stipule- present though often incon- 
SDIGUOUS: Vas noswieoS curled wee aye wera ocean Sen bg Rade Ga RAW ee ts la RR a 3 

Bundle-scars 3; bark of young stem and branches with horizon- 
tally elongated lenticels, often peeling into papery layers; pith 
generally elliptical often with irregularly toothed edges; fruit a 
catkin, immature catkins generally present on tree in winter. .... 

lek ts Bireh (Betula) 104 
several; lenticels not horizontally elongated; bark 

never pesling in papery layers; pith more or less 5- pointed, star- 
shaped; fruit a bur. ..........---- Chestnut (Castanea dentatda) ».430 

Leaf-scar almost entirely surrounding the buds; buds brown, 
hairy, several massed together to form a bud-like cone; bundle- 
scars raised, generally 5 in a single curved line. ...............00. 
ES NER tae Ol wuld ot yl Hla G EN DLR RG eee ATES Yellow Wood (Cladrastis lutea) p.52 

Leaf-scar not more than half surrounding the bud; buds not mass 
together into a hairy COME 1... . 1. eee ee eee eee 

Bundle-scars 3 or more in a single curved line ..............4. 43 
Bundle-scars more than 3 in a closed ellipse, double line, vari- 
ously clustered or irregularly scattered ....-...... see eee eee ee 41 

2-3 scales S to a bud; bundle-scars not prominently pro- 

JeCtINE: coed ethws Goa Wes Rhee ESE ee A Relea ee ee ee Meats hele Gime nwiae 

4 or more scales visible to a bud; bundle-scars rather prominentiv 

projecting. Mulberry (Morus) 140 

Twigs usually zigzag; pith roundish; buds and twigs mucilaginous 

when chewed; fruit spherical, woody, about size of pea, attached to 

a, leafy Dract:. eect esas kee ewe olnaamign oe eee Linden (Tilia) p.550 
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46. 

48. 

48. 
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Twigs nearly straight; pith more or less 5-pointed, star-shaped; 
buds and twigs not mucilaginous when chewed; fruit a large bur. 
ee ee ere er ee Chestnut (Castanea dentata) p.430 

Buds superposed, at least at some of the nodes; stipule-scars absent; 

older pith with reddish streaks... scissor se AER Soe REA A Sees 
ihe Be GU sas Ng Byrne conan uiepaer sega a tLe eights Redbud (Ceicis candcensis) p.518 
bBuas never superposed; stipule-scars present; pith without red- 
GUST SEO ICS ecsyn Se ES I ak Gy reso Malan enhye a teenaicshener ara trai toacus ae Rae a canteens 44 

2-3: Seales Visible to. a DU Sesh e yokes eR EY 6 oe eS ee aa olguns 45 

4Or MOTE “SCLlES: VISTUDIS COC WW. 3 2 eis SG) ercuscere ehh aoerd are, hans ouaar Seanad 46 

Buds stout; buds and twigs mucilaginous when chewed; lenticels 
not horizontally elongated; fruit spherical, woody, about size of 
pea, attached to leafy bract.. . 66s. ckesccsaaane Linden (Tilia) p.550 
Buds narrower, buds and twigs not mucilaginous when chewed; 
lenticels on stems and branches horizontally elongated; bark often 
peeling in papery layers; fruit a winged seed-like body borne in 
GATES 5. 2a ccccarzeseuie larprayo mace mieten rian autiseciaplaets hal eesneip ise eat Rie Birch (Betula) 104 

rows); leaf-scars covered with a smooth corky layer; bundle- 
scars typically sunken; bark ridged; catkins absent. ............ 
Bina aiiseEa aes Diep arc aU Saami MOONS soRC AI SIRO Nghe Siam wlat hata Elm (UImus) 137 
Bud-scales more than 2-ranked; leaf-scars not covered with 
ae corky layer; bundle-scars not sunken; fruit borne in cat- 

LTS) sec, 5f coh, hous ears 7S Jara 2S hss Bg av saree Nr 4 ae Sd rg Ayes BW uw eG SI ee ae fi 

Bud-scales 2-ranked (i.e. arranged on the bud in 2 longitudinal 

Lenticels horizontally elongated with age; bark on young trunks 
and branches smooth, not becoming fluted, often peeling into papery 
layers but not flaky; fruit a flat seed-like body borne in catkins; 
catkins generally present on tree in winter. Bireh (Betula) 104 
Lenticels not horizontally elongated; bark flaky or fluted; bud- 
scales 4-ranked; fruit a nutlet attached to a bract .............. 48 

Bark flaky; twigs 1-2 mm. thick; buds usually 3-7 mm. long; 
nutlet enclosed by a sac-like bract; staminate catkins generally 
abundantly ‘present. Gn: Waiter: os edaie bree pa eosheioeeng 3g acs em somnaew eee 
Jas s nginn tA GH Reta ERS Hop Hornbeam (Ostrya virginiana) p.410 
Bark smooth, close, sinewy-fluted; twigs about 1 mm. or less 
thick; buds usually 2-4 mm. long; nutlet attached to flattish, 
toothed bract; staminate catkins enclosed in enlarged scaly buds, 
therefore no catkins visible on tree in winter. ............---20055 
Sieh ea of area catia tase American Hornbeam (Carpinus caroliniana) p.412 

Buds clustered at tips of vigorous shoots; terminal bud not greatly 
jarger than others: of the cluster <2. iccsiaaictevteseeesceaaeies 50 
Buds not clustered at tips of vigorous shoots, or if slightly clus- 
tered, then terminal bud much larger than others of the cluster 53 

Bundle-scars numerous, scattered; pith regularly 5-pointed, star- 
shaped 22643 s6cdo2 a toiaees we Qe man vex Oak (Quercus) 109 and 120 
Bundle-sears 3; pith not 5-pointed, star-shaped .............44. 51 

Terminal bud absent, but leaving a terminal scar on twig. .......-. 
Sicha Eagle teh cosa Ten oh she ga covet cates coe hoa a eatas ean geo cea ds OREN AUN Plum (Prunus) uo) 
Terminal bud “present: “6425.24 os inadioe ts amerek eae Rae aS HE le 

Buds woolly at least at tip; collateral buds generally present. .. 
eb Bese etp ncaa aig MCSE sch coer th Era Weaver omtaataehN ce sean Peach (Prunus Persica) p.512 
Buds smooth; collateral buds generally absent................005- 

2 fecdualseuial al chanel eon Dae Wild Red Cherry (Prunus pennsylvanica) p.500 
(See also other cherries 144.) 

FUNG Sh eSital LC sits Snes conn ia secutin ist NEPAL Ave. Mid iaste mana noes aaah Ee eetacl Mme eed eae 54 
BUS MOtr SUA Wei wie 26 2. stolen Dee ei dernacies Aenea aa BEA As AR pada BS Bes 56 

Buds bright yellow dotted, often superposed. ...........22..--00 205 
dusspna ap Ghaitea acct alae are wharbbral ng cetrn cals alegiabaTe Bitternut (Carya cordiformis)p. eve 
Buds not bright yellow dotted, not superposed ................ 

Buds always stalked, blunt; stipule-scars present; catkins present 
in winter. ites eaodatee teks Seine nie eee ee nents Alder (Alnus) p.426 

Buds, except occasionally on rapidly grown twigs, generally not 
stalked, pointed; corky generally present on branchlets: 
stipule-scars and catkins 5 sent. eS aes aestrgan h , SORTSIIRNYSH ON GE ie oh cee eatin deiuaitar ne 
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Buds sunken, partially or completely coverea by the bark, for the 
most part minute and superposed; best seen in a section length- 
wise of the twig, through the node at right angles to the surface 
OT Ge VOAEISCATS sais dh Grace olsca: beh ectegemunee Pr Ove we ear ence 57 
Buds not sunken and generally not superposed 59 

Twigs very stout, generally 1 cm. or more thick; pith salmon- 
colored; buds bronze-silky, exposed but surrounded by an incurved 
downy rim of the bark; bundle-secars generally more than 3. ...... 

auih ah area Ra cct irg Kentucky Coffee Tree (Gymnocladus dioica) p.514 
Twigs rather slender generally less than 5 mm. thick; pith whitish 
not salmon-colored; bundle-sears 3 58 

3uds smooth, distant, the uppermost breaking through the bark 
above the leaf-scar, the lower ones submerged, appearing in sec- 
tion of twig Sevarace Sree iGOCSs as ss 58 VAS ete ae ANAC eS oh aes 

wet ete eee ee Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthus) p.516 
Buds downy, clustered together in cavity below leaf-scar........ 

Sialtra aie ara ay GOlan qviely aks Ar AAT Ros Guapo a emcee net ae Eh ease Locust (Robinia) p.522 

Bud-scale one, large cap-like, terminal bud absent. ............ : 
ar sryraaigsaatesl ies anes te hush Sy gia lead. gan taarh GUM tore A ee ene een See ook Willew (Salix) p.384 
Bud-scales more than one or bud-scales absent; terminal bud 
present or absent 60 

First scale of lateral bud directly in front (i.e. facing directly out 
away from twig); leaf-scar covered with a light-corky layer, large 
inversely triangular; bundle-scars 38; often compound; pith more 
or less 5-pointed star-shaped. Poplar (Populus) 96 
First scale of lateral bud not directly in front ................. 61 

Twigs branching freely the first season, the branches surpassing 
the Iman axis Mini leniethy: vs acct aoe ee soe ote ee aR Ree eS Sa ote 32 
Twigs generally not branching the first s -on or if branching then 
branches not surpassing main axis in length ...............00.4 63 

Bundle-scar one; twigs greenish, spicy, mucilaginous when chewed. 
antes Sassafras (Sassafras variifolium) p.476é 

Bundle-scars 3, ‘twig S NOt. MuUciIASINOMSs ve aww do Gs ved ae Cae Alter- 
nate-leaved Dogwood (Cornus alternifolia) under Comparisons p.552 

Bundle-sears 1 or 2; leaf-scars, except on young shoots, mainly 
densely clustered on short, stout, wart-like branches .......... 64 
Bundle=scars: 3 OF MOPre: <wusewe aes SS EA OLS G Pek eee es ees 65 

minute, scattered leaf-scars also 
F erous and strongly decurrent; twigs 

slender; fruit a cone, generally present ..... Larch (Larix) 90 
Bundle-sears 2; leaf-scars larger, scattered f-scars if present 
relatively far apart and not decurrent; twigs stouter; fruit a stone- 

fruit generally absent. ............... R 

Bundle-scar single; leaf-scars 
present on twig very nur 

Bundle-scars 38 or more in a single curved line ................. 69 
Bundle-scars more than 3, variously grouped or scattered, but not 
ITs ao Si el Ga VMS y Wie eons Ge OSS EDU G SAA Rok oe an or awa eda ra ele 1s arene 66 

Stipule-scars absent; terminal bud present ...............-.00- 8 
Stipule-scars present; terminal bud present or absent .......... 67 

2-3 bud-scales visible; bundle-scars not ‘projecting; terminal bud 
present or generally absent. Chestnut (Castanea dentata) p30 
4 or more bud-scales visible; bundle-scars projecting; terminal 

DW) APSE. sainiacien wen aces MAAR KS arte Soke Mulberry (Morus) 140 

Buds large; twigs without resinous juice; fruit_a nut; a tree. ... 
Sip ties is Seti ak cols lanai suse cote eansise Ra aHMG ae RRR CN eter tetta, et Hickory (Carya) 101 

Buds small; twigs with resinous juice; fruit a small white drupe; 
a shrub growing in swamps. Poison Sumach (Rhus Vernix) p.528 

Bundlé-sears: 3. sa yo eet see SE VSS ome Malas sonnet eae eS 7: 
Bundle-sears 4 OF MOP wie ee ee 70 

Terminal bud absent, but leaving a terminal scar on twig ..... 72 

Terminal bud Present ai iss pesca des Riwe SETA Ce Ee Ee 71 

Lateral buds mostly large, twig without resinous juice; fruit red, 

berry-like; a small tree 2. icseweeceenns Mountain Ash (Pyrus) p.A88 
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Lateral bu small, cut twig exuding water resinous juice; fruit 
small, whitish drupes; a shrub growing in Swamps. ...--+++--+-+:- . 
Sgt St ese ane coerce Selanne Nye eB at Poison Sumaech (Rhus Vernirc) p.528 

jyaped, almost entirely surrounding the buds 73 
y triangular to heart-shaped, large, not more 

than half surrounding the bud; twigs stout; pith chocolate-brown., 
Lud ches fuass oy Se ha reise ne ick alae ates ors 2 ceca Ailanthus (Ailanthus glandulosa) p.52. 

Pith yellowish-brown; twigs stout, exuding a milky juice when 
NEU Utb gr prash antici ecrahe te Lah ecto es tal Gh othe] eres een gestae cn tet ea Palade Raga ak a Sumach (Rhus) 152 
Pith w hiti h; twigs slender, without milky juice, «...60.6s36%s 

AE eee td gts Br eu hee Rata ace, ae 2A Le Yellow Wood (Cladr astis lutea) p.520 

Terminal buds on rapidly grown shoots absent, but leaving a ter- 
minal scar 53 

Lateral buds flattened, appressed, about as broad as Une ats ane 
Lateral buds not distinctly flattened and appress 
than broad 

Terminal bud large, generally 12 mm. or more long; some of the 
é ral buds generally long, nearly equalling terminal bud; leaf- 

raised on dark red, polished ridges of the bark. ......... 
BUR arth irae he SARS aR hal aaokn as Mune ae Ae Wo akatnneut Sod Ce Mountain Ash (Pyrus) p.48 

Terminal bud smaller, generally under 8 mm. long; all later 
buds small; leaf-scars not on specially colored ridges of the bark it 

Tree with bushy habit of growth; twigs with characteristic licorice- 
like taste, generally reddish-brown, more or le pale-woolly at 
least toward apex; lateral buds blunt, more or less pale-woolly. ... 

Apple (Pyrus Malus) p- 
Tree with upright habit of growth; gs without characteristic 
ta generally yellowish-green and generally smooth; lateral buds 
sharp-pointed, smooth or sometimes slightly downy. .............- 

Rn siainie Goctnas DS apeasat anus mahte aia yaSeeatec etamare ot altos Pear (Pyrus communis) p.AS4 

Buds spherical or nearly so, seldom pointed; bud-scales thick, 
shining; leaf-scars narrow; twigs more or less zig branches 
generally thorny; fruit a small pome; small trees or shrubs...... 

Sasha weir RUT aITI tl ao teireMan ram veainen tial Mrauauatien se rarat cae whee same Hawthorn (Crataegus) es 

Buds: not. ‘spherical; biud=scales: thinner’ wis ctewes saan e003 38a 

Leaf-scars narrow crescent-shaped, several times as broad as 
Jad Salih, Sen rk hn shpat acs cule ee Crean aticesealeriss ie Wemietriier So wy 5 sams shgah raat AU RAEN SNe eh ain Rates uach 80 
Leaf-scars semicircular to broadly seldom as much 

zs 
as 3: times. as: broad: sas: High 3:42 seas See ESS Bae ee 81 

Buds long, narrow, elliptical, 3 as long as wide. 
nce hex eget Sree ike lah ates -aPeawahses ts eR RIS Shad Bush (sLinelanchier canadensis) p.A492 
Buds conical, -stowts.  .ccesa we wens Pear (Pyrus communis) pAS4 

Twigs densely speckled with very minute pale dots, brightly 
colored, generally green-yellow below and more or less_ reddish 
above and highly polished; buds generally densely downy at least 

toward apex; collateral buds usually present. ame 
iSpy yet fBvieo TS] Yes Peach (Prunus Persica) i 

Twig s not den y speckled with minute dots; buds not densely 

downy, collateral buds generally not present 82 

Twigs without bitter taste; branchlets generally becoming corky- 
ridged; bud-scales downy-margined; leaf-s rs large with con- 

spicuous bundle-scars; fruit a spherical bur-like head generally 
present in winter Sweet Gum (Liquidambar Styracifiua) p.Aso 
Twigs with bitter taste often resembling bitter almonds; branches 
without corky ridges; bud-scales not downy-margined; fruit a 

CEWEK AR Leto aot Atvtone tok ak amu a Cherry or Plum (Prunus) 144 

Buds spheric al or nearly so; bud-scales thick, shining; twigs more 
or less Zz often thorny; fruit a small pome. . 2 

Partha tata acs Sy 2 tesco ero Hawthorn 

han: broad. sxesmieen s o eee EG Rubee 8 
- toward apex; buds” blunt, brown- 
the Sides" Of Neat- SCAR. ic nc. wong ete at 
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84. Twigs smooth or downy but not woolly; buds 
smooth or somewhat downy; Sslpule: 
leaf-scar. 

pointed, generally 
rs more or less behind 

Plum (Prunus) 150 

THE PINES 
Pinus. 

Needle-shaped leaves in many small clusters of 5 or less, each 
cluster surrounded by a persistent or deciduous sheath and borne ona 
rudimentary branch which is subtended by a scale-like primary leaf; 
fruit a cone with woody scales, maturing at the end of the second or 
third season; seeds winged. The position of the resin-ducts in the 
leaves is a distinctive character of some value and may be observed 
if a thin cross section is made with a sharp knife and viewed toward the 
light with a hand-lens. Twig photographs are about 4 natural size. VA 

85. 6 meedles im <4, cluster: sc. ccasidasss White Pine (Pinus Strobus)p.344 
85. Less than 5 needles in a cluster ....... Ma HG eeg OG Aa TR Ea eA ee 8 

86. 3 meediles im & ClUSLEr, 2... ees Pitch Pine (Pinus rigida) p.346 
86. 2 needles in a@ ClUSlTED wanna ga ea Ne eee ne Hee bow a kee cna e es 87 

87. Needles 3-6 in. long, cones at right angles to branch ........... 88 
87. Needles %4-38% in. long, cones pointing either backward or for- 

WAL: eee diem doe Creer ear Baste Sale RAMBLE ELROD WEIS 89 

88. Twigs reddish-brown, leaves slender and flexible, resin-ducts peri- 
pheral; TWatiVexSPESCLES. wx ees slaw so ats Red Pine (Pinus resinosa p.350 

88. Twigs yellowish-brown, leaves thicker and stiff, resin-ducts between 
periphery and bundle; European species... ...... 2. cece eee eee 

Aianiare ted ohesedeaue tte eomtle Austrian Pine (Pinus Laricio, var. austriaca) p.352 

89. Cones pointing forward, leaves %-114 in. long, dark yellowish- 
green, resin-ducts between periphery and bundle; native species. 
JALsee Ra pees e Saas Sete Mee Jack Pine (Pinus Banksiand) p.348 

89. Cones pointing backward, leaves 114-314 in. long, bluish-green, 
resin-ducts peripheral; European SpecieS. 2... ... cece cee eee eens 
RIN ENP leche Peat Mh ss ek oa in tae ee asea es) 50 Seoteh Pine (Pinus sylvestris) p.354 

THE LARCHES 
Larix. 

Pyramidal deciduous-leaved cone-bearing trees; twigs with resin- 
ous taste; rapidly-grown shoots with numerous scattered strongly de- 
current leaf-scars with single bundle-scars; short stout wart-like 
branches with densely clustered leaf-scars abundant. 

90. Cones 4-8 inch long with few scales; twigs pale reddish-brown; 
a native tree growing IN SWAMPS. oes ewr esc evceneeccecenseeecne 
ei pregr ay avec ae gies Clete bse aamae Gleam ce te American Lareh (Larix laricinad) p. B06 

90. Cones 1 inch or more long with many scales; twigs yellowish, 
Stouter® <a. UTrOpean Cre. w/o Adak x scence ainin Ge eae ta ene a uh 8 Suk od ea ena 

ae Sa ee European Larch (Lariz decidua) under Comparisons p.356 

THE SPRUCES 
Picea. 

Evergreen pyramidal trees with scaly bark, alternate scattered, 4- 
angled leaves without proper leaf-stalks but perched on persistent 
decurrent projections from the rk and ovate to cylindrical pendant 
cones which fall off the tree enti The Spruces are distinguished from 
the Balsam Fir by the 4-sided scattered leaves, the projecting leaf-scars 

and the scaly bark Twig photographs are about 4% natural size. 

91, Twigs hairy cccnce sce eee nnd ee om sae eer eee ee 92 

91. Twigs smooth or nearly so, cones cylindrical 

92. Cones cylindrical, more than 3 inches long; cultivated species. 
SRA oh mL AE Ni re tat Stee tanta ts eM ae Norway Spruce (Picea Abies) p.366 

92. Cones ovate to oblong, less than 3 inches long ..............5. 93 

93, Leaves dark yellowish green, w-% inch long. Cones ovate-oblong 
14-2 inches long; a tree growing on uplands, rarely in wet places, 

reaching 40 ft. or more in height. .... Red Spruce (Picea rubra) p.360 
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15-114 inches 93. Leaves bluish green, 4,-14 inch long, cones ovate, I 
long, persistent on tree for more than a year, a tree growing 
chiefly in swamps or lowlands, generally under 30 ft. in height, 
sometimes fruiting when less than 5 ft. high. ....--++seeee eee eens 
mcteihe hrped dayahte il uersyse denis Sas siedustoeeneteusize eravictienaeats Black Spruce (Picea mariana) p.362 

94. Leaves green, cones 4-7 inches long, cultivated species. ...... 
.. Norway Spruce (Picea ADies) p.366 

94. Leaves bluish green or si very Sgr ects Gels: aide See: Aves aah: Se waa Din eda a araar 390) 

95. Cones 215-4 inches long, cone scales distinctly longer than broad 
with narrowed, ragged, blunt apex; cultivated western species. ... 
Saoeed es fakes : sigs seeeeeeeess.-Blue Spruce (Picea Menziesii) p.364 

95. Cones 11 cone scales rounded, not ragged; leaves 
generally with unpleasant odor, native in northern New England 
but cultivated further south. White Spruce (Picea canadensis) p.358 

THE POPLARS 
Populus. 

Rapidly growing trees generally with erect more or less continuous 
trunk forming generally distinct whorls of branches at top of each 
year’s growth by which the age of the tree may be estimated: branchlets 
brittle easily separating at point of attachment; young bark smooth, 
generally light colored; pith, -pointed star-shaped, upon drying 
generally turning brown or black; leaf-scars large, 3-lobed, inverted 
triangular, covered with a light colored corky layer; stipule-scars 
generally distinct. narrow; bundle-scars 3, simple or compound in 3 
groups; buds with the first scale anterior (facing outward), the first 
pair of scales small and opposite; scale-scars marking annual 
growth persisting for several years; seeds downy, produced from catkins 
in spring, the tree often spreading widely by formation of root 
suckers. The Poplars resemble the Willows but are easily distinguished 
by the numerous scales to the bud. In addition to the native species 
here described a rare form, the Downy Poplar. [Populus heterophylla L.] 
occurs locally in swamps in southern New England 

96. Twigs of past season more or less slender, covered at least at apex 
with white cottony felt which may be readily rubbed off exposing 
the greenish bark below. ...... Silver Poplar (Populus alba) p.386 

96. Twigs smooth, not at all covered with white felt .............. 97 

St. AMwies- sellowishy 02.5 sadness bet enne eae Ne Le ee sees 98 
97. Twigs not yellowish (generally reddish-brown). ......-.-+.+++ 99 

98. Lateral buds for the most part divergent, large, about 10 mm. or 
more in length, tree with more or less pyramidal head, but not 
narrowly spire-shaped. .... Carolina Poplar (Populus deltoides)p.394 

98. Lateral buds for the most part appressed, smaller, generally under 
§ mm. long, tree narrowly spire-shaped. ........6- ee eee eee eens 

Lombardy Poplar (Populus nigra, var. italica)p.396 

99. Buds more or less pale dusty-dOwny. ........cceeeeeceecrenereate 
org a nine Orman agua ® Large-toothed Aspen (Populus grandidentata) p.390 

G9. 0 RWG STO “GOW ING: secs serden ss 2 \phsuaiaveraiteusliotg sand soeyeleulenn inn Ruy ie. ehantonaay sadusar ee 100 

100. Buds large, over 15 mm. long, covered with fragrant sticky gum. 
eh Gr erneun ics tatoahird aealeuce mata Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera) p.392 

100. Buds small, under 10 mm. long, shiny, slightly sticky but not 
FRAG TAT cece s deanehenie Smali-toothed Aspen (Populus tremuloides)p.388 

THE HICKORIES 
Carya. 

Trees with smooth gray tough bark in young trees, becoming rough- 
ened with age; twigs in the main stout, tough, flexible, but with 
difficulty broken, dark, sharply outlined against the sky; buds more or 
less naked to evidently scaly, frequently superposed, the lateral some- 
times enclosed in a sac soon splitting at the top and often stalked; 

rs alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, conspicuous, more or 
less 3-lobed inversely triangular; bundle-scars conspicuous, more than 3, 
irregularly scattered or collected in 3 more or less regular groups, rarely 
in a straight line; pith not chambered except at nodes, sometimes some- 
what star-shaped in cross section; lenticels oblong, conspicuous; fruit 
an unsculptured nut, inclosed in a husk which splits into four valves 
at least at the apex. 
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101. Buds conspicuously bright yellow with minute glandular dots; 
terminal buds elongated, flattened; bud-scales 4-6, valvate in pairs. 
isteiese we (bid. eIUate. we MiaIEM RE MCh meh Aled ae ete ANS Bitternut (Carya cordiformis) p.408 

101. Buds not conspicuously bright yellow-dotted; terminal buds ovate; 
bud-scales, 10 or more, overlapping, or the outermost on lateral 
buds usually forming a closed sac soon splitting from the top; 
INNER “scales GHEY eee kcal ap aany Minty Aieaiseis em Gees SARA a AO IS 102 

102. Buds small, terminal buds 5-10 mm. long, their outer darker scales 
generally somewhat glandular dotted, but not conspicuously 
yellow; outer scales often falling and exposing downy scales 
beneath; twigs smooth, comparatively slender; bark not at all or 
Dut Sie htly Sa eye coos ce wwe se armarecastee Pignut (Carya glabra) p.406 

102. Buds large, the terminal buds 8-15 mm. long, ovate, nearly or 
quite glandless; twigs stout, often downy toward tip ........ 103 

103. Bark not shaggy; terminal buds broadly ovate to spherical, outer 
scales soon falling off entire, exposing pale yellowish-gray silky 
Seales beneGathe. ssi caccaa ss axe cers Mockernut (Carya alba) p.404 

1038. Bark distinctly shaggy; terminal buds elongated ovate, outer 
scales persisting through winter but shagging off in pieces from 
their apex downward. ...... Shag-bark Hickory (Carya ovata)p.402 

THE BIRCHES 

Betula. 

Bark smooth, in some species peeling into papery layers but not flaky; 
lenticels becoming conspicuously horizontally elongated with age; 
leaf-scars alternate, 2-ranked, semi-oval to crescent-shaped; stipule- 
scars narrow, often inconspicuous; bundle-scars 3 rather inconspicuous; 
fruit a flat seed-like body borne in catkins, staminate catkins generally 
present on the tree in winter. 

104. Bark close, not easily separated into thin papery layers ..... 105 
104. Bark easily separated into thin papery layers and generally peel- 

ing? SPONtAMECOUSIYS. oecscia 5G Hae mA Sao Ak arate BORLA ROMS ee oe ah 106 

105. Bark dark reddish brown; twigs with strong wintergreen taste. 
ee rere eae etree ree etn ye ar Black Bireh (Betula lenta)p.414 

105. Bark chalky-white; twigs without wintergreen taste, generally 
roughened with resinous dots. Gray Birch (Betula populifolia)p.420 

106. Outer layers of bark chalky-white .............. cece eee eee 107 
106. Outer layers of bark not chalky-white .............0. cee euee 108 

107. Native species. ...... Paper Birch (Betula alba, var. papyrifera)p.422 
107. European species. ...... European White Bireh (Betula alba) pAzd4 

108. Bark reddish-brown to light pink; rare and local in New Hamp- 
shire and Massachusetts, occasionally cultivated. ................ 
Boar ach ei death ova. aut arate eee bam GANS Bie ede che Gh Red Birch (Betula nigra) p.418 

108. Bark dirty-yellow; common throughout New England. . 
ss Ast Sa Bays Ta eat eauratbaiapneb arpasseRatatavaliodas Tio SAS a aes Yellow Bireh (Betula lutea)p.416 

THE OAKS 
Quercus. 

The Oaks form a large genus, of which 52 are North American. Of 
these, 12 are native to New England. Buds clustered at ends of twigs, 
more or less 5-sided pyramidal, covered with 5 rows of closely over- 
lapping brownish scales. Leaf-scars concave to rounded above, rounded 
at base, generally broader than high and raised with a ridge more or 
less well marked, decurrent from lower edge, the ridges from the 5 
ranks of leaf-scars causing twig to be more or less 5-angled especially 
when dried. Bundle-scars irregularly scattered, inconspicuous. Stipule- 
scars inconspicuous. Pith of cut twig 5-pointed, star-shaped. Cross- 
section of branch or trunk showing layers of large, porous spring wood 
alternating with dense layers of summer wood. Medullary rays of wood 
very prominent, showing as radial lines in cross section of a log, 
also generally showing prominently, especially through a hand-lens, on 
cut end of stout branchlet of several years growth. Fruit an acorn 
inclosed in a scaly cup. Dead leaves often persistent on the tree 
during winter. 
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Key to Oaks based upon fruiting material. 

109. Fruit maturing in autumn of second year, ripe acorns therefore 
borne upon parts of twig two years old; immature acorns to be 
Tound in winter on twigs of the past season's growth; shell of 
nut hairy inside; abortive ovules at the top of the nut; scales 
of acorn-cup broad and thin; lobes of leaves bristle-pointed. ...... 
Sais Agee Nts Spm ai SeDira o eh abienay S Sila weer ee Black Oaks 110 

109. Fruit maturing in one year, ripe acorns therefore borne upon past 
seasons growth; no immature acorns to be found upon twigs in 
winter; shell of nut smooth inside; abortive ovules at base of nut; 
lower scales at least of acorn cup more or less thickened at base 
giving a knobby appearance to surface of cup; scales more or less 
densely woolly; kernel commonly sweetish; lobes of leaves not 
bristle-pointed; bark flaky except in Chestnut Oak. ............ 

110.. Cup of acorn shallow Saucer-shaped «2.6¢/¢o:3 0526428004 4540858 111 
P10; (GUD COPSSN AD Cdk suk 4 ease aestee, Sha Bae warren eG kiptarectaentn or Gel dah Mamata aa eA 112 

111. Cup thin, 15 mm. or less wide; buds 4+ mm. or less long. .......... 
BS iscaraersesst ray rey avie rds ta el Rte detains post Yoybet wi eehiemictechys aisedas OULD Pin Oak (Queicus patustris) pAAS 

111 Cup or re wide; buds over 4 mm. long. .......... 
Red Oak (Quercus rubra) p AAG 

112. Buds under 4 mm. long; twigs slender; shrubs. .. 
Sivteyh alo yatoyh Ary hotecann asian ie eas Molatet Bear Oak (Querc us ‘ilicifolia) p- . 

112. Buds over 4.5 mm. long; twigs rather stouti trees: « ccosccsan ae 113 

113. Upper scales of cup loosely overlapping; buds pointed, whole 
surface woolly; inner bark yellow. Black Oak (Quercus velutina)/p.452 

113. Upper scales of cup closely overlapping; buds blunt, downy above 
middle; inner bark pale red. Searlet Oak (Quercus coccinea) p.450 

114. Upper scales of cup with thread-like outgrowths forming a 
fringe to cup; branchlets often with corky ridges; lateral buds 
frequently appressed. ....... Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa) pA3e 

114. Cup without distinct fringe; branchlets without corky ridges; 
lateral buds Givereent: wii sewikch asad seed Pacts sisi Ge ate as 115 

115. Bark on branchlets peeling back in dark _ stiff-papery layers; 
marginal scales of cup narrow awn-pointed; acorns long-stal : 

se a . Swamp White Oak (Quercus bicolor) pA 
anchlets not peeling back in dark stiff-papery layers; 115 
ile or short-stalked (at times long-stalked in White 

Gas dink ecarkenoncsie” Wise! ov eaottadaas sy ote male har auedaueiGusn/ ot ean sieaclic weerenoy Gamers eee 116 

TL6;- Buds sharp-=pointed: Ways sakega dee een 2S Reo ate meniaueio toed 117 
TAG» - BUGS) Soi ee ee ea Ar os Segre edad eat we foot eR eye av ate aorra ses 118 

117. Nut 20- mm. long; buds 4-10 mm. long; bark thick, furrowed, 
not flak Chestnut Oak (Quercus Prinus)pA44 

117 mm. long; buds mm. long; bark thin, flaky. .......- 
ids are, Onassis were ear eee Chinquapin Oak (Quercus Muhlenbergii)pAs0 

118. slender, generally not over 2 mm. thick; shrubs. ........ 
Dwarf Chinquapin Oak (Quercus prinoides)pAA2 

118. y stout, generally over 2 mm. thick; trees .... 119 

119. Twigs, at least in part, covered with very fine close olive-green 
dow? buds, generally nearly hemispherical, about as broad as 
long; scales of cup only slightly knobby, apex of nut generally 
UD INOTIN GS “aig ahaa Rui uancnaaninan Salam Aes Post Oak (Quercus stellata) pA3s4 

119. Twigs smooth; buds distinctly longer than broad, broadly ovate; 
scales of cup thie k-knobby at base, apex of nut generally smooth. 

ake anath G ian RGU RAV eee. Sak. & AUN AD aS ee White Oak (Quercus alba) p.A32 

Key to Oaks without fruit. 

NOTE. (W) after name indicates that the tree belongs to the White 
Oak Group. 

(B) after name indicates that the tree belongs to the Black 
Oak Group. 

Immature acorns therefore may often be found on winter twigs of 
species marked with (B) but not on those marked with (W). 

120. Buds large, those at tip of eels 4.5 5 mm. or more long ........ 121. 
120. Buds sm: iller, less than 4.5 mr: 



eee MOUS TUS ae hes, 22 oso 4 4 GER a wees a x aoe 122 
Bare Of TRU Me TOs GE ye ect cas cSt RA ees ie ar dete al Se aged ca TAL Bae me 1 

Lateral buds generally appressed, buds downy: older twigs often 
with corky ridges. ...... Bur Oak (W) (Quercus macrocarpa)p.436 
Lateral buds div ergent, buds smooth; twigs without corky ridges 
Dist SEN SUE Ce 2 gp Shah aoe deer ta ths a acca aN Aat edna Ser arate tate sa. sel betel A eve vielan in Avni ales whan aban aus tase lacie wea 123 

Buads narrow conical, Pointed. qcicaccnssusae va caueddeded oa ye oaecare 
Beenie eye ice UN Ade Wein ae Chinguapin Oak (W) (Quercus Muhlenbergii)p.440 
Buds shorter, blunt. .......... White Oak (W) (Quercus alba)p.432 

Surface Of buds: Pale-woollys decd vey e 84s ub da d walanre mew we s 125 
SuULlace Of PWS NOt WOOLY ss ¢vrnncaveisld ateaveuened.-e bhuroamovernaces os 127 

Inner bark of trunk orange-yellow; whole surface of bud woolly; 
buds large, ovate-conical. Black Oak (B) (Quercus velutina) p.A52 
Inner bark of trunk not yellow; not more than upper half of bud 

12 WOOMY acacia MUA PEA PASS oN POSEN Ya Rad Stone gS Goebel dna 

Buds sharp-pointed; ovate, the widest part about 
base; slightly or not at all woolly toward apex. 
date a tica Gite ese. He BS Gp Sy So SMe OSES ERATOR So G8 Red Oak (B) (Quer ‘ L 
Buds blunt-pointed; the widest part at or slightly 
below middle; distinctly OOGILY AVOWE: MIG Ss “4 eee ed Ae eiverdrioctr sera 
ints dee hartieqaande avlas wicchisice™ ose pe | Scheie Searlet Oak (B) (Quercus coccinea) p.450 

Fissures of bark separated by long flat ridges; buds ovate, more 
or less constricted at base; twigs not bitter. 
NE ee eee ee ee ae EO a Red Oak (B) (Q cus rubra)pA46 
Fissures of bark separated by long rounded ridges; buds narrower, 
conical, seldom constricted at base; twigs more or less bitter when 
Cheweds csavaxvciees ended Chestnut Oak (W) (Quercus Prinus) pAd4 

Buds Marrow: conieal sone¢-2syssyek ees pia See eee he bee ees 129 
Bids ASMORT DUM Maite. 535 cca eaha intr enersenr aarti soos grate Mee a Siti cien ene ae Cute eee 132 

Bark of trunk flaky oncwiicosns catsae eames aia as 130 
Bark of trunk Not Maky e.asaWewwswaen spa ae es aeibalew es pas ook 131 

Buds downy, lateral buds generally appressed; older twigs often 
with corky ridges....... Bur Oak (W) (Quercus macrocarpa) p.A36 
Buds smooth, lateral buds divergent, twigs without corky ridges 

Chinguapin Oak (W) (Quercus Muhlenbergii) p.A4d0 

Twigs of past season dull, finely downy; shrubs. .............-40. 
Morar Meabeae says Bear Onk (B) (Quercus ilicifolia)pA54 

Twig s smo h, shining; slender pin-like twigs numerous, arising 
at nearly a right angle with the branchlets; trees. ..............- 
Sites ALP AG AS JER erated Bre MOS Pin Oak (B) (Quercus palustris) p.448 

Bark on branchlets peeling into long, dark, stiff-papery layers. 
TN eee POM eS ET Swamp White Oak (W) (Quercus bicolor)p.438 
Bark on branchlets not peeling into long, dark, stiff-papery lay 

13 ETS aig us, ghar winchewgns wa Hav aae Cae veee: WEENIE Bit ae aw RUscaeara dog waa ea cielo 33 

Twigs slender, generally not over 2 mm. thick; shrubs ...... 134 
Twigs stout, generally over 2 mm. thick; trees .............. 135 

Bark of trunk smooth; young acorns generally found on winter 

twigs; buds more generally conical. ........... a rs 
C4 QteS AAR SRR RE BM GUAR Bear Oak (B) (Quere 
Bark of trunk flaky; young acorns never found on winter twigs. 

Dwarf Chinqguapin Oak (W) (Quercus prinoides)p.A4z 

Lateral buds generally appressed; buds densely downy; older 
twigs often “with. corky rides. «acaceey tare i eee ka ea ak weet eed 
eee) eee ee cer Bur Oak (W) Ss macrocarpa) PA3bE € 

Lateral buds divergent; buds not densely downy; twigs without 
CORR Y MIPS ES <sigrsneciacs coc aoa secs BPE Hm Sere e a he Pe Se ewe Grane Beh el tiael a 136 

Twigs at least in part covered with very fine close orange-brown 
down; buds generally nearly hemispherical and about as broad as 
LONE) wisn saves Vets 4S ehameees Post Oak (W) (Quercus stellata) p.434 
Twigs smooth; buds broadly ovate, distinctly longer than broad. 

White Oak (W) (Quercus alba)p.432 
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THE ELMS 

Ulmus. 

Leaf-scars alternate, 2-ranked, semi-circular, small, but conspicuous, 
covered with a light corky layer; bundle-scars prominent, 3 to several, 
sunken; terminal bud absent, lateral buds medium sized with 2 ranks 
of over-lapping bud-scales; twigs slender; bark ridged; fruit small, flat, 
winged, ripening in spring. 

137. Twigs gray and rough and strongly mucilaginous;: tips of buds 
conspicuous with long rusty hairs. Slippery Elm (Ulmus fulva)p.456 

es neither gray and rough nor strongly mucilaginous; buds 
Without lOMp> LUSEY -ATAUES: ais giowences aod) ews Grace meme ooa Gs Gears eters . 138 

TIE ECOs Natiye SPECTES = » pul aadinsiae-e care wis ambakese sia aeaserealevene es wus 139 
38. Buds smoky brown to almost black; bud nearly uniform in 

color, bark firmer, roughened into dark oblong blocks; trunk 
mostly continuous into crown with stout limbs arising at a broad 
angle; head, “O eS BUPOpGanm “SPECIES, nos eaneaieu sues dh Qrecew iene 
Ee Peowayorsy a ibe dk Bute wer Siete piee lee aN Bp Ripa maasesresce English Elm (Ulmus campestris) p.458 

188. Buds chestnut brown; bud-scales with darker margins; bark 

1 

189. Twigs often with corky ridges; trunk generally continuous into 
crown with stiff dependent lower branches; head narrow, “Hickory- 
Us A teed Says actonatteiic imate cere aeyen alan loner er aha) Cork Elm (Ulmus racemosa) p.462 

139. Twigs without corky ridges; trunk dividing into several limbs, 
spreading adually upward and gracefully recurving: head broad, 
HM TO alas s 2astets atatis cain emacs eee White Elm (Ulmus americana) p.460 

THE MULBERRIES 

Morus. 

Leaf-scars alternate, 2-ranked, nearly circular: stipule-scars narrow; 
bundle-scars projecting in a closed ring or irregularly scattered; ter- 
minal bud absent; bud-scales 2-ranked; twigs with milky juice. 

140. Buds about as broad as long, more or less flattened and appressed, 
generally under 4 mm. long; bud-scales reddish brown without 
darker mMarerins.: <:2i-dajcwes ss White Mulberry (Morus alba) p.A68 

140. Buds longer than broad, not at all or but slightly flattened, diver- 
gent, generally over 5 mm. long; bud-scales greenish brown with 
darker margins: sa%icsvexhse-< ware ous Red Mulberry (Morus rubra) p.466 

THE MAGNOLIAS 
Magnolia. 

Terminal bud much larger than lateral buds; bud-scales valvate, 
united in pairs to form a cap, corresponding to stipules, each pair 

enclosing in succession an erect folded leaf connected with the next 
inner pair of scales; the unmatured leaf which belongs to the outer pair 
of stipular scales falling off in autumn and leaving a scar on side 
of bud with a decurrent ridge below. representing its leaf stalk; 
stipule-scar narrow, encircling the twig; leaf-scars alternate, more 
than 2-ranked, broad, oval to narrow crescent-shaped, bundle-scars 
numerous, irregularly scattered or in a double row; twigs aromatic; 
fruit a cone made up of numerous follicles which split open in the 
autumn and let out the large flattish seeds. 

141. Buds large 25 50 mm. long, twigs stout, leaf-scars large ...... 142 
141. Buds small 10-20 mm. long; twigs slender; leaf-scars small ... 143 

142. Buds densely pale-downy; twigs light yellowish to bluish-green, 
more or less downy, fruit nearly spherical. Large-leaved Magnolia, 
Large-leaved Cucumber Tree, Large-leaved Umbrella Tree....... 
ee ore (Magnolia macrophylla Michx.) under Comparisons p.470 

142. Buds smooth; twigs brown; fruit elongated. ...............00005 
ey essecp sae Rae wits Se sbaayar sig, ea, Bebra ale Umbrella Tree (Magnolia tripetala)p. 472 

143. Twigs brown: leaf-scars narrow, crescent to U-shaped; buds blunt, 
densely downy; bark flaky; a tree; in New England found only in 
CUlERVAt ION. oes hiss gash bee Cues ™hor Trea (Maanoalia acuminatain Arta 
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143. Twigs and buds bright green; leaf-scars oval to broadly crescent- 
shaped; buds pointed, with long, silky hairs, often nearly smooth; 
pith with more or less distinct transverse woody partitions in the 
ground mass; bark smooth; in New England usually a shrub, 
srowing wild in deep swamps in Eastern Massachusetts, also 
extensively cultivated. Sweet Bay, Swamp Bay, Laurel Magnolia, 
Beaver Tree. (Magnolia virginiana L.; M. GlAUCG. Ta.). ea ae gaccs Bas 
Sis ovicyrns a. Miri nee Wal way wh awa airs Ug eI ae oak Meee Cha ge tae under Comparisons p.470 

THE CHERRIES, PLUMS AND PEACH 

Prunus. 

Leaf-scars alternate, more than 2-ranked; bundle-scars 3; stipule-sears 
present, inconspicuous, or absent; buds with scales overlapping in sev- 
eral rows; terminal bud present or absent; fruit a drupe. 

144. Terminal bud present 
144. Terminal bud absent. (Flums) 

145. Twigs densely speckled with very minute pale dots, brightly 
colored, generally green-yellow below and more or less reddish 
above and highly polished; buds generally densely downy at least 
toward apex; collateral buds usually present. .............2+20005 
aad Fase t at elas ony cae (baer ater car peeeaty ee artes eh abe CE a Peach. (Prunus Persica) p.512 

145. Twigs not densely speckled with very minute dots; buds not 
densely downy; collateral buds absent (occasionally present in 
WL: RE OM COMER TV). 2) ran Scicdile fe soe icniss ta ievesnticcetendte nt prs saad diaedy tesa aeslonle wicatepuinae sat tae 146 

146. Buds clustered at tips of all shoots; twigs under 2.5 mm. thick. 
Nay ARE Gites vata on Sota aire Lal eat Wild Red Cherry. (Prunus pennsylvanica)p.500 

146. Buds not clustered, or clustered only on short fruit spurs; twigs 
OMOTE G25) TMT Ms GMC HE Wis Oa sach Rha he eles Be es ahi erly, WP Gan gestae ate pote tahoe 147 

147. Short stout slow-growing fruit spurs present with buds clustere 
at their ‘tipss: Kuro pea “SpeGies: 2.) peciduaicig spd sia aie me wmaiarate, Buea 14 

147. Short fruit spurs absent; native species ..................0008 149 

148. Habit erect, generally with a central leader. .................4.4. 
bs Sire be potcthaton acl teaches ec RS cert Ae eee nN Sweet Cherry (Prunus aviwmn)p.502 

148. Habit spreading, without central leader; buds smaller; twigs more 
SLENGERS )os sweats sale eodw ara die wrertiie a Sour Cherry (Prunus Cerasus) p.504 

149. Buds generally over 5 mm. long; bud-scales gray-margined; bark 
smooth: jcemerally only a 4Sh en be vayew tina oust eee eka yea ee SEES 
eed eh ae ace eee ee eeeeess. Choke Cherry (Prunus virginiana) p.498 

149. Buds generally under mm. long; bud-scales uniform in color; 
bark becoming rough-scaly; a small to large tree. ...........000- 
i Solas Sea ete RORA sec 2ake Heian aa teats Wild Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) p.496 

150. Native species, growing wild ..... ct he vane abate Seti Peak cit Ma epee te 151 
150. Cultivated species. Varieties chiefly of the American, European, 

pieeenaiiacth Bats, deta aisesis GReMa tap nie hw eSB or Japanese type of Plum. p.508 

151.. Buds generally under 4 mm. long: «is scensecuaes paras a airaaaaiawe s 
siesaislastety piace ata soe eee: American Wild Plum (Prunus ame na) p.508 

151. Buds generally over 4 mm. long. Canada Plum (Prunus nigra) p.506 

THE SUMACHS 

Rhus. 

Shrubs or small trees with pithy twigs and milky or watery juice; 
leaf-scars alternate, more than 2-ranked; bundle-scars numerous scat- 
tered or in a single curved line; stipule-scars absent; terminal bud 
present or absent; fruit a small drupe borne on erect or drooping 
clusters. 

152. Terminal bud present; fruit smooth white in loose drooping clus- 
WER Sie BOs + os soa ne drain tsaasy heen Poison Sumach (Rhus Vernix) p.528 

152. Terminal bud absent; fruit more or less hairy, red, in dense erect 
CLUSEEES gk F oo cited nae fa ear ater aces cra eeresaate page shee Beecadetece aa, ara arrearage 153 
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153. Leaf-scars narrow, V-shaped, nearly encircling the buds; cut twig 
showing: milky Juice: 20% sv esos Geen cies: PekG@a See eee Sie SE ele < 154 

158. Leaf-scars broader; inversely triangular to broadly crescent- 
shaped; twig with watery juice and resinous taste. .............. 

Romine nats) habe ae Dwarf Sumach (Rhus copallina) under Comparisons p.52 

1354, Twigs densely hairy: ...seses Staghorn Sumach (Rhus typhina) p.526 
LG, “OWS: “STOO EM: srcce feeds tesa na wae eae we hee S eaeiaete so Bien a ah BP eld eae 

kid enee cine Smooth Sumach (Rhus glabra) under Compar 

THE MAPLES 

Acer. 

Leaf-scars opposite, narrow U or V-shaped; bundle-scars conspicuous, 
typically 3, equidistant, though sometimes each of these becomes 
compounded; fruit winged, in pairs. 

155. Adjacent edges of leaf-scars meeting and prolonged upward into 
a conspicuous tooth : 156 

155, Adjacent edges not meeting, therefore not fe rming a tooth .... 158 

156. Buds white-downy, collateral buc generally present, twigs gener- 
als: with a DIlGOM S24) vecs'ss ee ee Box Elder (Acer Negundo) p.546é 

156. Buds smooth, collateral buds never present, twigs without 
DUG Ge Ae Orc Ancrshas ve ntact es Pusstnace aA taing ERS ES duGira gate netmapr a aha acaa saat ater opeeNs wanes LOT 

157. Buds with only one pair of scales visible, older branchlets white- 
Streak e deci akes bra a Shap eed Striped Maple (Acer pennsylvanicum/p.532 

157. Buds with several pairs of scales visible, branchlets not white- 
Streakeds..ssanesdoeaie ies Norway Maple (Acer platanoides) p.5sAz 

158. Outer single pair of bud-scales equalling the bud in length, their 
edges meeting and enclosing the bud, therefore generally only one 
pair of scales visible: pith brown; shrubs or at the most small 
WE COS 25 ss Se SiGe orasiarrdcare cunt etiahigis a atin: wea eranslethahl Sie Mande Bats Ean RN GAL Hea hob toed ab ao 159 

158. Outer pair of scales shorter than bud, their edges not meeting, 

therefore several pairs of scales visible; trees 160 

159. Buds and twigs stout, smooth; young bark with longitudinal white 
ik GHATIG Sie stesso wt Mesh Arsotiia wipes at's ete Striped Maple (Acer pennsylvanicum p32 

159. and twigs more slender, both buds and twigs white-downy, 
white lines absent from bark. Mountain Maple (Acer spicatum)p.534 

160. Buds brown, narrow, sharp-pointed, generally 4-8 pairs of closely 
over-lapping scales visible, collateral buds absent. ..........0c0e8 

. Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) p.536 
160. Buds red or green, broader, blunt-pointed, fewer scales visible 161 

161, Terminal buds small, red, generally under 5 mm. long and not 
distinctly larger than lateral buds; collateral buds generally 
present; pith pink; native trees 162 

161. Terminal buds large, stout, g nerally over 5 mm. long and gener- 
ally distinctly larger than lateral buds; collateral buds never 
PICSENtS IPOResn CECER Boca aan cnibalst paen ean suRee ee Les ses LG 

162. Broken twigs with rank odor, bark falling away in large, thin 
flakes on old trees. .......... Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum)p.53S 162. Broken twigs without rank odor, bark rough on old trees but gen- 
erally not ‘flaking in large thin scales 

163. Buds red, inner scales covered with rusty wool; adjacent edges of leaf-scars meeting and forming a slight projection; bark close- 
a, Hidged, mot flaky. siscesas aces Norway Maple (Acer platanoides)p.5Az 163. Buds green, inner scales white-woolly, edges of leaf-scars not meeting; bark flaking off in squarish scales. 

eRe RAT ae anos plane Sycamore Maple (Ace: Pseudo-Platanus) p.d4t 
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THE ASHES 

Fraxinus. 

Leaf-scars opposite, large, conspicuous, bundle-scars minute, forming 
a curved line often more or less confluent; buds stout, scurfy, brown or 
black with ovate bud-scales opposite in pairs; twigs stout and brittle; 
fruit winged, 

164, 

164. 

165, 

165. 

166. 

166. 

167. 
167. 

Leaf-scars deeply concave on upper margin. ..........00. 00 ee 
Beers assar lo -adichrae notievieclocsasrapvenaicepie hia sal-a ates eae TS White Ash (Frazinus americana) 
Leaf-scars not deeply ncave on upper margin, semicircular to 
shield-shaped ........... a rabies acta vas ary apace sisteraconenans Sieceacaica/Tane Aon asecane . 165 

Bark soft-scaly; buds generally black; last pair of leaf-scars 
generally some distance below end of twig giving a stalked Tue 
appearance to the terminal bud. ......... ee eee eee eee 

Buds black; trees found only in cultivation. ............ cece eens 
ee ke European Ash (Fraxvcinus excelsior) under Compari ms p.55s 
Buds dark brown; trees native .......... ee terry Se ee eas 167 

PWS COW Ys «se seGees soars Red Ash (Frazvinus pennsylvanica)p 
Twigs smooth. Green Ash (Frazxinus pennsylvanica, var. lanceolata) 

under Comparisons p.558 
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WHITE PINE 

Soft Pine, Weymouth Pine. 
Pinus Strobus L. 

HABIT—The tallest conifer of New England, 50-80 ft. high with a 
trunk diameter of 2-4 ft., in virgin forests of northern New England 
trees have been found over 150 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 7 
ft.; trunk straight, tapering gradually, normally continuous into the 
crown, with wide-spreading, horizontal limbs, in young trees generally 
arising in whorls of five, and with secondary branches in the same plane, 
producing characteristic horizontal layers; head broadly conical, spray 
delicate, bluish-green. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches, smooth, greenish-brown, 
becoming fissured into comparatively shallow, broad, flat-topped, longi- 
tudinal ridges. i ; ; 
TW1GS—Slender, light brown smooth or slightly hairy, resinous. 

LEAVES—In clusters of 5, without sheaths in winter, soft, bluish- 
green, flexible, 3-5 inches long, slender, 3-sided. MICROSCOPIC 
SECTION—showing a single fibro-vascular bundle, 1 or 2 peri- 
pheral resin-ducts, a single lay er of strengthening cells only beneath the 
epidermis, stomata only on the two inner sides. 

BUDS—Ovate to oblong, about 1 cm. long, sharp-pointed, bud-scales 
long, pointed, yellowish-brown. 

FRUIT—Cones, 4-10 inches long, stalked, drooping, cylindrical and 
more or less curved. SCALES—thin, not thickened at apex and without 
spines. Seeds winged. 

COMPARISONS—The White Pine is the only Pine of New England 
that has 5 needles in a cluster. The layered arrangement of its 
secondary branches enables it to be recognized as far as it can be seen. 
Young trees can be further distinguished from the Pitch or Red Pines 
by the greater delicacy and bluer color of the leafage. Frequently the 
terminal bud of the central leader is killed by an insect, the Pine 
Weevil, thus interrupting the growth and causing one or more of the 
young lateral branches to grow erect to take its place. Gnarled old 
specimens which have many times in their lifetime suffered these 
insect injuries may present a rather picturesque appearance but are of 
little value for lumber. The tree photographed perhaps had its leader 
killed when young but despite the three erect limbs which have taken 
the place of the single leader it still shows the outline characteristic 
of the species. 

DISTRIBUTION—In fertile soils; moist woodlands or dry uplands; 
often planted for ornament, wind-breaks and for reforestation. New- 

foundland and Nova Scotia, through Quebee and Ontario to Lake 
Winnipeg; south along the mountains to Georgia, ascending to 2,500 
feet in the Adirondacks and to 4,300 feet in North Carolina; west to 
Minnesota and Iowa. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common, from the vicinity of the sea coast 
to altitudes of 2,500 feet, forming extensive forests. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional near the coast becoming frequent 
northward and common in northeastern Connecticut. 

WoOoOD—Light, not strong, straight-grained, easily worked, light 
brown often slightly tinged with red, largely manufactured into lumber, 
shingles and lathes, used in construction, for cabinet- making, the in- 
ee finish of buildings, woodenware, matches and the masts of ves- 
sels. 
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PITCH PINE 

Hard Pine, Yellow Pine. 

Pinus rigida Mill. 

HABIT—Generally a low tree 30-50 ft. in height with a trunk 

diameter of 1-2 ft. occasionally 70-80 ft. in height with trunk diameter 

of 2-4 ft.; trunk more or less tapering, branches thick, gnarled, often 

drooping, forming an open pyramidal or oblong head; foliage in coarse 

rigid, yellowish-green tufts. Dead branches and old persistent cones 

are frequent and the tree has generally a decidedly scraggly appearance. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches rough, broken into reddish 
brown scales, with age becoming deeply furrowed into broad _ flat- 

topped ridges separating on the surface into rather loose dark reddish- 

brown scales. Clusters of leaves and short branches are not infre- 

quently formed directly from the old trunk (see in photograph above 

the tape measure.) 

TW1GS—Stout, light brown, not downy, roughened especially after the 

fall of the leaves by the decurrent bases of scales subtending the leaf- 

clusters. 

LEAVES—In clusters of 3, with persistent sheaths, yellowish- 
green, 2-5 inches long, stout, stiff, spreading, with pointed tips. 
MICROSCOPIC SECTION ided, showing 2 fibro-vascular bundles, 
resin-ducts located intermediate between bundles and_ periphery, 
strengthening cells beneath the epidermis in patches several layers 
thick, generally surrounding the resin-ducts and at one side of 
the vascular bundles, stomata on all three sides. 

BUDS—Cylindrical to ovate, pointed, resin-coated, scales reddish- 
brown. 

FRUIT—Cones 115-4 inches long, without stalks, ovate becoming more 
or less spherical when opened, borne laterally, singly or in clusters 
at about a right angle to the twig, often remaining on the branches 
for ten or a dozen years and frequently found on trees only a few 
feet high. SCALES—thickened at tip and with a stiff recurved prickle. 

COMPARISONS—The Pitch Pine is the only native Pine in New 
England that has three needles in a cluster. Its ragged appearance with 
frequent dead branches, persistent cones, and yellowish-green stiff 
foliage renders it easily distinguished from the White and Red Pines 
without examination of the needles. 

DISTRIBUTION—Most common in dry, sterile soils, occasional in 
swamps. New Brunswick to Lake Ontario; south to Virginia and along 
the mountains to northern Georgia; west to western New York, Ohio, 
Kentucky, and Tennessee. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—mostly in the southwestern section near 
the seacoast; as far north as Chesterville, Franklin county; scarcely 
more than a shrub near its northern limits: New Hampshire—most 
common along the Merrimac valley to the White Mountains and up 

the Connecticut valley to the mouth of the Passumpsic, reaching an 
altitude of 1,000 feet above the sea level; Vermont—common in the 
northern Champlain valley, less frequent in the Connecticut valley; 
common in the other New England states, often forming large tracts 
of woodland, sometimes exclusively occupying extensive areas. 

ue Sone oe Rare or local in Litchfield county, frequent else- 
Pnenre. 

_WwooD—Light, soft, not strong, brittle, coarse-grained, very durable, 
light brown or red, with thick yellow or often white sapwood; largely 
used for fuel and in the manufacture of charcoal; occasionally sawed 
into lurnber, 
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JACK PINE 
Northern Scrub Pine, Gray Pine, Spruce Pine. 

Pinus Banksiana Lamb. 

P. divaricata auth. 

HABIT—Usually a low tree 15-30 ft. in height with a trunk diameter 
of 6-S inches, under favorable conditions becoming 50-60 ft. high with 
a trunk diameter of 10-15 inches; with large spreading branches forming 
an open symmetrical head sembling somewhat the Spruce in regular- 
ity of outline or on exposed windy situations and in poor soil becoming 

stunted with gnarled stem and irregular scraggly distorted head. 

BARK—Dark reddish-brown with irregular rounded ridges roughened 
with close scales. 

s—Rather slender, reddish to purplish brown, not downy, rough- 
ales subtending leaf-clusters. 

TWIG 
ened by 

LEAVES—In clusters of 2, with short persistent sheaths, dark 
yellowish-green, %-1% inches long, stout, stiff, generally curved and 
twisted, flattened or concave on one side, rounded on the other, tip 
pointed. MICROSCOPIC SECTION—showing 2 widely separated 
fibro-vascular bundles, resin-ducts located intermediate between bundles 
and periphery, a single layer of strengthening cells around the resin- 
ducts and one or more layers beneath the epidermis. 

BUDS—Ovate, short-pointed, coated more or less thickly with resin. 

FRUIT—Cones 1-2 inches long, without stalks, conic-oblong usually 
curved and pointing forward, appearing between or sometimes at the 
whorls of lateral branches, more or less distorted. remaining closed 
for several years, persisting on the tree often for a dozen years. 
SCALES—in young cones with an incurved prickle, when mature 
thickened at the apex without spines or prickles. 

COMPARISONS—The short yellowish-green needles of the Jack Pine 
will distinguish this species from other Pines. The longest needles some- 
times approach in size short needles of the Scotch Pine, but those of 
the Seotch Pine are of a bluish-gre2n color and moreover their cones 

point backward instead of forward as in the Jack Pine. 

DISTRIBUTION—Sterile, sandy soil; lowlands, boggy plains, rocky 
slopes. Nova Scotia, northwesterly to the Athabasca river, and north- 
erly down the Mackenzie to the Arctic circle; west through northern 
New York, northern Illinois, and Michigan to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—Traveller Mountain and Grand Lake; 
Beal's Island on Washington county coast, Harrington, Orland, and 
Cape Rosier; Schoodic peninsula in Gouldsboro, a forest 30 ft. high; 
Flagstaff; east branch of Penobscot; the Forks; Lake Umbagog; New 
Hampshire—around the shores of Lake Umbagog, on points extending 
into the lake, rare; Welch mountains; Vermont—rare, but few trees 
at each station; Monkton in Addison county; Fairfax, Franklin county; 
Starkesboro. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Not reported. 

WoOD—Light, soft, not strong, close-grained, clear pale brown or 
rarely orange color with a thick nearly white sapwood; used for fuel 
and occasionally for railroad ties and posts; occasionally manufactured 
into lumber. i 
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RED PINE 

Norway Pine. 
Pinus resinosa Ait. 

HABIT—A tree 50-75 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 2-3 ft., in 
Maine, reaching a height of over 100 ft.; trunk erect, continuous into the 
crown with stout spreading branches often dependent and ascending at 
their tips, more distinctly whorled than in the Pitch Pine, in young trees 
clothing the trunk to the ground, forming a broadly pyramidal head 
becoming irregularly round-topped with age. Foliage in long flexible 
dark green tufts. 

BARK—Reddish-brown, with shallow flat ridges, separating off in 
irregular thin tlaky scales. 

TWI1GS—Stout, light reddish brown, not downy, roughened by decur- 
rent scales subtending leaf clusters especially toward base of each year’s 
growth. 

LEAVES—In clusters of 2, with long persistent sheaths, dark 
green, shining, 3-6 inches long, slender, soft, flexible, flattened on one 
side, rounded on the other, with pointed tip. MICROSCOPIC SECTION 
—showing 2 fibro-vascular bundles, peripheral resin-ducts, a 
single layer of strengthening cells beneath the epidermis and around the 
resin-ducts, stomata all around. 

BUDS—Oblong to conical, pointed; scales reddish-brown. 

FRUIT—Cones about 2 inches long, without stalks, ovate-conical, 
when opened more or less spherical, making a right angle with the stem, 
ripened cones remaining on the tree during winter. SCALES—thickened 
at apex but without spines or prickers. 

COMPARISONS—The Red Pine with two long needles in a cluster is 
not to be confused with our native New England Pin It resembles 
however, the Austrian Pine, but may be distinguished from this species 

by its more slender flexible needles (see under Austrian Pine). 

DISTRIBUTION—In poor soils; sandy plains, dry woods. Newfound- 
land and New Brunswick, throughout Quebee and Ontario, to the 
southern end of Lake Winnipeg; south to Pennsylvania; west through 
Michigan and Wisconsin to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common,. plains, Brunswick, (Cum- 
berland county); woods, Bristol (Lincoln county); from Amherst 
(western part of Hancock county) and Clifton (southeastern part of 

Penobscot county) northward just east of the Penobscot river the 
predominant tree, generally on dry ridges and eskers, but in Green- 
bush, and Passadunkeag growing abundantly on peat bogs with Black 
Spruce: hillsides and lower mountains about Moosehead, scattered: New 
Hampshire—ranges with the Pitch Pine as far north as the White 
Mountains, but is less common, usually in groves of a few to several 
hundred acres in extent; Vermont—less common than the White or 
the Pitch Pine, but not rare; Massachusetts—still more local, in sta- 
tions ee separated, single trees or small groups; Rhode Island—occa- 
sional. 

IN CONNECTICUT Rare or local; Granby, Salisbury. 

woopd—Light, hard, very close-grained, pale red, with thin yellow 
often nearly white sapwood; largely used in the construction of bridges 
and buildings, for piles, masts and spars. The bark is occasionally used 
for tanning leather. 
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AUSTRIAN PINE 

Black Pine. 
Pinus Laricio, var. austriaca Endl. 

HABIT—A tall tree reaching 60-80 ft. in height; trunk erect contin- 

uous into the crown, branches in young trees regularly whorled, foliage 

in rigid dark green tufts. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, roughened with scaly ridges, reddish-brown 

within. 

TWIGS—Stout, yellowish-brown, not downy, roughened by decurrent 

scales subtending leaf-clusters especially toward base of each year's 

growth. 

LEAVES—In clusters of 2, with relatively short persistent sheaths, 

dark dullish green, 3-5 inches long, rigid, flattened on one side, rounded 

on the = other, sharp-pointed. MICROSCOPIC SECTION—showing 

2 fibro-vascular bundles, resin-ducts located intermediate between 

bundles and periphery, strengthening cells beneath the epidermis in 

patches several layers thick also surrounding the resin-ducts and on 

one side of the fibro-vascular bundles, stomata all around. 

BUDS—Oblong-conical, pointed, sometimes covered with a white resin. 

FRUIT—Cones 2144-3 inches long, without stalks, ovate-conical, becom- 

ing broadly ovate when opened, making about a right angle with the 

stem. SCALES—thickened at apex, generally with a short dull spine. 

COMPARISONS—The Austrian Pine resembles most closely the Red 

Pine among our New England species. The stiff character of its 

sharp-pointed leaves in distinction to the soft flexible leaves of the 

Red Pine may be observed by striking the open hand against a tuft 

of the needles. The winter twigs of the Austrian Pine are yellowish- 

brown, those of the Red Pine are bright red. The microscopic sections 

of the leaves of the two species are very distinct. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of Europe but frequently cultivated in 

this country as an ornamental tree and to some extent used in forest 

planting. 

WwooD—Light, soft, rich in turpentine and very durable. In Europe 

the wood is used as a building timber and turpentine is obtained from 

the tree. 
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SCOTCH PINE 

Scotch “Fir.” 

Pinus sylvestris L. 

HABIT—A tree up to 70 ft. or occasionally 120 ft. in height; as 

cultivated in this country in the open, often a low branching tree with 

more or less pendant limbs and inclined trunk presenting a rather 

straggling unkempt appearance; frequently of more erect habit, espe- 

cially in company with other trees. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, scaly, upper part of trunk and_ branches 

characteristically smoothish in appearance by flaking off of the outer 

bark in thin papery light-reddish layered scales. 

TWIGS—Of medium thickness, dull grayish-yellow, not downy, rough- 

ened by scales subtending leaf clusters. 

LEAVES—In clusters of 2, persistent, sheaths becoming lacerated, 

dull bluish-green 114-315 inches long, stiff. generally twisted, flat or 

concave on one side, rounded on the other, pointed. MICROSCOPIC 

SECTION—showing 2 fibro-vascular bundles, peripheral  resin-ducts, 

strengthening cells around resin-ducts, at one side of the bundles and 

beneath the epidermis, stomata all around. 

BUDS—Oblong-conical, brown, often somewhat resinous-coated. 

FRUIT—Cones 1%-2% inches long, short-stalked, grayish or reddish 

brown, conic-oblong, generally appearing with the whorls of lateral 

branches, usually pointing backward. SCALES—in young cones with a 

short projection which when mature may persist as a short weak incon- 

spicuous point or is deciduous, apex of scale thickened with a more or 

less prominent four-sided boss often recurved especially toward base 

of cone. 

COMPARISONS—The Scotch Pine often improperly called Scotch “Fir” 

may be distinguished from the other Pines native or cultivated in New 

England by the bald reddish appearance of the upper part of trunk 

and branches, the short bluish-green leaves and the backward-pointing 

cones. 

DISTRIBUTION—A European tree cultivated abroad in extensive for- 

ests for its timber. In this country more or less planted as an orna- 

mental tree, and sparingly escaped from cultivation. In Connecticut 

rare or local as an escape; New London, Lyme, Southington, Bridgeport. 

WooD—Light, soft, reddish-brown with thick light yellowish or red- 

dish sapwood, easily split and durable, corresponding in importance 

abroad to the White Pine in this country. 
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AMERICAN LARCH 

Tamarack, Hackmatack, Black Larch, “Juniper.” 
Larix laricina (Du Roi) Koch. 

L. americana Michx. 

HABIT—A tree 30-70 ft. in height, with a trunk diameter of 1-8 ft., 
at high altitudes reduced to 1-2 ft. in height; trunk erect continuous 
into the crown, branches irregular or indistinctly whorled, in young 
age and when crowded and in swamps forming a narrow symmetrical 
pyramidal head, in old age becoming broader and of irregular form. 
The Larch is the only New England cone-bearing tree that sheds its 
leaves in the fall; specimens in winter consequently are frequently 
mistaken for dead trees. 

BARK—On young trunks smooth, with age becoming roughened with 
thin, close, reddish-brown, roundish scales. 

TW1GS—Slender, smooth, pale orange colored to reddish-brown with 
short lateral wart-like branches, with resinous taste. 

LEAF-SCARS—Scattered on rapidly grown shoots, very numerous 
and strongly decurrent, minute, triangular, with a single bundle-scar; 
also on short wart-like branches, smaller and densely clustered. 

BUDS—Scattered along last season's twigs, on older growth at the 
ends of the short lateral branches, small, about 1 mm long, spherical, 
reddish, shining. 

FRUIT—Ovate, oblong cones, about 144-% inch long on short, stout, 
incurved stalks, persistent on trees throughout winter. SCALES—thin, 
about a dozen or fewer in number. 

COMPARISONS—The American Larch or Tamarack as it is more com- 
monly called by woodsmen is hardly to be confused with any other 
tree except the European Larch [Larix decidua Mill.; L. europaea DC.]. 
The European Larch is a species adapted to dryer situations than the 
American form. It is readily distinguished by its stouter, yellower 
twigs, larger cones, about 1 inch long, with numerous cone _ scales 
(see lower twig in plate). 

DISTRIBUTION—Low lands, shaded hillsides, borders of ponds; in 
New England preferring cold swamps; sometimes far up mountain 
slopes. Labrador. Newfoundland, and Nova Scotia, west to the Rocky 
mountains; from the Rockies through British columbia, northward along 
the Yukon and Mackenzie systems, to the limit of tree growth beyond 
the Arctic circle; south along the mountains to New Jersey and 
Pennsylvania; west to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont—abundant, 
filling swamps acres in extent, alone or associated with other trees, 
mostly Black Spruce; growing depressed and scattered on Katahdin at 
an altitude of 4,000 ft.; Massachusetts—rather common at least north- 
ward; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Absent near the coast; rare in the eastern part 
of the state; Union, Tolland; becoming occasional westward and fre- 
quent in Litchfield county. 

WwooD—Very heavy, hard and strong, rather coarse-grained, very 
durable in contact with soil, bright light red with thin nearly white 
sapwood; largely used for the upper knees of small vessels, fence posts, 
telegraph poles, railroad ties, in cabinet making and for interior finish 
of buildings. 
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WHITE SPRUCE 

Cat, Skunk or Labrador Spruce. 

Picea canadensis (Mill.) BSP. 

P. alba Link. 

HABIT—A tree 40-75 feet in height with a trunk diameter of 1-2 ft.; 
trunk straight, slowly tapering, branches numerous, slightly ascending 
or nearly horizontal, with numerous lateral, generally somewhat pendant 
branchlets, spread in more or less well marked dense planes, forming a 
broad-based pyramidal head; foliage bluish-green. 

BARK—Gravyish to pale reddish-brown; on young trunks and branches 
smoothish or slightly roughened becoming in a relatively late stage 
flaky with small closely appressed scales. 

TWIGS—Light, yellowish-brown, smooth. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, more than 2-ranked, on strongly projecting, 
decurrent ridges of the bark. BUNDLE-SCARS—single. 

LEAVES—Bluish-green, 4-angled, 10-25 mm. long, blunt or sharp- 
pointed, straight or incurved, without proper leaf-stalks with a strong 
rank odor when bruised which is responsible for some of the common 
names. 

BUDS—Ovate, blunt-pointed, light brown 

FRUIT—Oblong-cylindrical cones, 1144-214 inches long, generally fall- 
ing the first winter. SCALES—thin, flexible and elastic; margin rounded 
or straight-topped, generally entire. 

COMPARISONS—The White Spruce differs from our other native 
Spruces, the Red and the Black, by its smooth twigs, less scaly bark, 
rather longer and more nearly cylindrical cones and usually by the 
rank odor of its leaves; from the Red Spruce further by its bluish- 
green foliage. From the smooth-twigged Blue Spruce it is distinguished 
by its smaller cones and less distinctly layered arrangement of branches. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low, damp, but not wet woods; dry, sandy soils, 
high, rocky slopes and exposed hilltops, often in scanty soil. 
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, through the provinces of Quebec and 
Ontario to Manitoba and British Columbia, northward beyond all other 
trees, within 20 miles of the Arctic sea; west through the northern 
sections of the northern tier of states to the Rocky mountains. Some- 
times cultivated as an ornamental tree. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—frequent in sandy soils, often more com- 
mon than the Red Spruce, as far south as the shores of Casco bay; New 
Hampshire—abundant around the shores of the Connecticut river, dis- 
appearing southward at Fifteen-Mile falls; Vermont—restricted mainly 
to the northern sections, more common in the northeast; Massachusetts— 
occasional in the mountainous regions of Berkshire county; a few trees 
in Hancock; as far south as Amherst, and Northampton, probably about 
the southern limit of the species; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare. Waterford, a few trees in a pasture as an 
escape from cultivation. 

wooD—Light, soft, not strong, straight-grained, light yellow, with 
hardly distinguishable sapwood; manufactured into lumber in the 
eastern provinces of Canada and used in construction for the interior 
finish of buildings and for paper pulp. 
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RED SPRUCE 

Picea rubra (Du Roi) Dietr. 

P. nigra, var. rubra Engelm.; P. rubens Sarg. 

HABIT—A tree 40-75 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 1-2% 

ft.; trunk straight, slowly tapering; branches toward the middle of the 

tree horizontal with upward tips, more or less strongly declined 

toward the base forming a narrow conical head somewhat broader than 

that of the Black Spruce; foliage dark yellowish-green. 

BARK—Reddish-brown, flaky with thin scales. 

TW1IGS—Brown, more or less densely covered with short rusty to 

black hairs. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked. on strongly projecting 

decurrent ridges of the bark. BUNDLE-SCARS—single. 

LEAVES—Dark yellowish-green, 4-angled, 10-20 mm. long, blunt- 

pointed, straight or curved, without proper leaf-stalks. 

BUDS—Ovate, pointed, reddish-brown. 

FRUIT—Ovate-oblong cones, 1144-2 inches long, with short stalks not 

at all or but slightly recurved, falling the first autumn or sometimes 

remaining on the tree a year longer. SCALES—stiff, thin; margin 

rounded, entire or slightly toothed. 

COMPARISONS—The Red Spruce from its close resemblance to the 

Black Spruce is considered by some authors as merely a variety of this 

latter species (see Black Spruce under Comparisons). It differs from 

the White and the Blue Spruce by its hairy twigs and yellowish-green 

foliage and from the Norway Spruce by its shorter cones. 

DISTRIBUTION—Cool, rich woods, well-drained vallevs. slopes of 

mountains not infrequently extending down to the borders of swamps. 

Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia along the valley of the St. 

Lawrence; south along the Alleghanies to Georgia, ascending to an alti- 

tude of 4,500 feet in the Adirondacks, and 4,000-5,000 feet in West 

Virginia; west through the northern tier of states to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—throughout; most common towards the 

coast and in the extreme north, thus forming a belt around the 

central area, Where it is often quite wanting except on cool or elevated 

slopes; New Hampshire—throughout; the most abundant conifer of upper 

Coos, the White Mountain region where it climbs to the alpine area, 

and the higher parts of the Connecticut-Merrimac watershed; Vermont 

—throughout; the common Spruce of the Green mountains, often in 

dense groves on rocky slopes with thin soil; Massachusetts—common in 

the mountainous regions of Berkshire county and on uplands in the 

northern sections, occasional southward; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT Rare. Litchfield, Canaan, Salisbury. 

WooD—Light, soft, close-grained, not strong, pale, slightly tinged 

with red, with paler sapwood generally about 2 inches thick; largely 

manufactured into lumber in the northeastern states and used for the 

flooring and construction of houses, for the sounding-boards of musical 

instruments and in the manufacture of paper pulp. 
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BLACK SPRUCE 

Swamp, Bog, Water or Double Spruce. =~ 
Picea mariana (Mill.) BSP. 

P. nigra Link; P. brevifolia Peck. 

HABIT—In New England usually a small slender tree 10-30 ft. in 
height with a trunk diameter of 5-§ inches, much larger northward and 

d. reduced to a shrub 2-5 ft. in height at high altitudes; with 
short, generally scattered branches, horizontal or usually 

“and curving upward at the ends; in open-grown trees, basal 

frequently resting on the ground, taking root and sending up 

shoots; crown an irregular open narrow-based cone; foliage bluish- 

green. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, flaky, with thin scales. 

TWIGS—Brown or yellowish-brown, more or less densely covered with 

short rusty to black hairs. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked on strongly projecting 
decurrent ridges of the bark. BUNDLE-SCARS—single. 

LEAVES—Bluish-green, 4-angled, 5-15 mm. long,  blunt-pointed, 
straight or slightly incurved, without proper leaf-stalks. 

BUDS—Ovate, pointed, reddish-brown. 

FRUIT—Ovate cones, 1% to 1% inches long becoming nearly spherical 
when open, on short strongly recurved stalks generally remaining on 
the tree for many years. SCALES—stiff, thin; margin rounded, uneven, 

ragged, toothed or rarely entire. 

COMPARISONS—The Black Spruce closely resembles the Red Spruce 
from which it may be distinguished by its shorter, more nearly spherical 
cones which generally remain for many years on the tree, by the more 
ragged edging of the cone-scales, by the bluish-green color of its foliage 
and by its habitat in swampy land. Extreme forms of the two species 
are sufficiently distinct but they are often difficult to distinguish even 
in the fruiting condition. 

DISTRIBUTION—Swamps, sphagnum bogs, shores of rivers and ponds, 
wet, rocky hillsides; not uncommon, especially northward, on dry up- 

lands and mountain slopes. Labrador, Newfoundland, and Nova Scotia, 
westward beyond the Rocky mountains, extending northward along the 
tributaries of the Yukon in Alaska. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common throughout, covering extensive 
areas almost to the exclusion of other trees in the central and northern 
sections, occasional on the top of Katahdin (5,215 ft.); New Hampshire 
and Vermont—common in sphagnum swamps of low and high altitudes; 
the dwarf form, var. semiprostrata, occurs on the summit of Mt. Mans- 

field; Massachusetts—frequent; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Swamps and sphagnum bogs. Rare or local over 
most of the state but absent near the coast. Usually a small stunted 
tree 5 to 15 ft. high but growing much larger in the cool swamps of 
Litchfield county. In open bogs the trees often produce cones when 
not more than 5 ft. high, and the cones persist on the tree for many 
years. 

woopD—Light, soft, not strong, pale yellowish-white, with thin sap- 
wood probably rarely used outside of Manitoba and Saskatchewan 
e pt in the manufacture of paper pulp. Spruce gum is gathered from 
this and the other New England spruces. Spruce beer is made by 
boiling the branches of the Black and Red Spruces. 
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BLUE SPRUCE 

Colorado Blue Spruce, Silver Spruce. 
Picea Menziesii Engelm. 

P. Parryana (Andre) Sarg.; P. pungens Engelm. 

HABIT—A tree reaching in Colorado a height of 100 ft. and a trunk 

diameter of 2-3 ft.. much smaller in cultivation; branches rigid, horizon- 

tal with short, stout, stiff, lateral branchlets arranged in horizontal 

planes giving a layered effect to the tree, especially in the young 

stages; older trees becoming less regular with a thin, ragged, pyramidal 

crown; foliage bluish-green to silvery-white or rarely dull green. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, scaly becoming deeply ridged toward the base. 

TWIGS—Bright yellowish to reddish-brown, smooth. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, on strongly projecting 

decurrent ridges of the bark. BUNDLE-SCARS—single. 

LEAVES—Bluish-green to silvery-white or rarely dull green, 4-angled, 

25-30 mm. long on sterile branches, often not over half as long on 

fruiting branches, stout, stiff, sharp-pointed, incurved, without proper 

leaf-stalks, with a pungent somewhat disagreeable odor when bruised. 

BUDS—Ovate, blunt-pointed, light brown. 

FRUIT—Oblong-eylindrical cones 2% to 4 inches long, generally not 

remaining on the tree after the second winter. SCALES—thin, distinctly 

longer than broad with narrowed, flexible, ragged, blunt tips. 

COMPARISONS—The Blue Spruce as cultivated as an ornamental tree 

is strikingly distinct from other Spruces in its bluish-green or silvery 

foliage and the horizontally layered arrangement of its branchlets. The 

long stiff sharp-pointed needles and the narrowed elongated scales of the 

large cones are further characteristic. 

DISTRIBUTION—Along or near streams. Colorado and eastern Utah, 

northward to the Wind River mountains of Wyoming. Often planted as 

an ornamental tree in the eastern and northern states and also in 

Europe, especially individuals with blue foliage. 

wooD—Light. soft, close-grained, weak. pale brown, or often nearly 

white with hardly distinguishable sapwood. 
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NORWAY SPRUCE 

Picea Abies (L.) Karst. 

P. excelsa Link. 

HABIT—A large rapidly growing tree, 50-100 ft. or more in height 
with a trunk diameter up to 2 ft.; with spreading horizontal or ascending 

branches and in mature trees generally with strongly drooping lateral 

branchlets, forming a rather broad pyramidal head; foliage dark green. 

The tree usually has a single erect trunk continuous into the crown 

but although the tree photographed shows a double stem it is typical 

in general outline. 

BARK—Reddish-brown, on young trunks and branches smoothish with 

very fine flaky scales becoming with age roughened with larger thicker 

flaky scales. 

TWIGS—Brown, smooth or hairy. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, on strongly projecting 
decurrent ridges of the bark. 

LEAVES—Dark green and usually shining, 4-angled, 15-25 mm. long, 

sharp-pointed, without proper leaf-stalks. 

BUDS—Ovate, pointed, light brown. 

FRUIT—Cylindrical-oblong, pendant cones, 4-7 inches long, light 
reddish-brown, falling after the first winter. SCALES—thin, stiff, gener- 
ally broader than long, margin more or less irregular and finely toothed. 

COMPARISONS—The large cones form the most distinctive character 

of the Norway Spruce, and when present easily separate this species 

from all others with which it might be confused. The pendant lateral 
branches generally strikingly noticeable on the older trees together 

With the vigor of growth furnish good habit characters of distinction. 

DISTRIBUTION—A large tree of Europe especially abundant in Nor- 
way: largely cultivated in this country as ornamental individual trees, 

in hedges and for windbreaks. 

WoOD—Light, soft, close-grained, reddish to yellowish-white; used 

for spars, oars and masts to small vessels. 
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DOUGLAS FIR 

Red Fir, Douglas Spruce. 

Pseudotsuga taxifolia (Lam.) Britton. 

P. mucronata (Raf.) Sudw.; P. Douglasii (Lindl.) Carr. 

HABIT—A tree under favorable conditions in the west reaching a 

height of 200 ft. or over and a trunk diameter up to 10 or 12 ft.; 

branches horizontal with more or less pendulous branchlets forming a 

pyramidal head. A number of varieties are in cultivation varying 

somewhat in habit and color of foliage. 

BARK—On young trunks dark gray, smooth, with few resin blisters, 

soon becoming roughened, with reddish-brown scales and eventually 

deeply ridged. 

TWIGS—Reddish to yellowish-brown, more or less downy, becoming 

with as smooth and dark grayish-brown. Photograph of twig is about 

tz natural size. 

LEAVES—Scattered, sometimes appearing somewhat 2-ranked but 

less distinctly so than leaves of the Balsam Fir, dark green above, pale 

below with grayish lines of minute dots, flattened, generally blunt, 

3, inch or more long, slightly narrowed at base but not distinctly 

stalked, arising at about a right angle to the twig and leaving in falling 

a round scar slightly raised at the base, and slightly fragrant and aro- 

matic when crushed. MICROSCOPIC SECTION—showing a single fibro- 

vascular bundle, 2 resin-ducts next to the epidermis, strengthening cells 

beneath the epidermis and generally around the resin-ducts, giant 

thick walled irregularly lobed cells frequently appearing in cross- 

sections of the leaf on either side of the bundle, stomata on the 

under side. 

BUDS—Comparatively large, narrowly ovate to conical, sharp pointed, 

reddish-brown, 7-12 mm. long, loosely clustered at tips of twigs; bud- 

scales not resinous-coated, often with reflexed tips. 

FRUIT—A cone maturing in one season, pendant, stalked, 2-415 inches 

long. SCALES—persistent, rounded on edges with conspicuous pro- 

truding bracts which are long-pointed and laterally winged like the 

feathering on an arrow. 

COMPARISONS—The Douglas Tir resembles the Balsam Fir but 

may be readily distinguished by its large dark brown buds, free from 

resin, by the slightly projecting leaf-scars and especially by the 

cones with persistent scales and lobed bracts. Further a thin knife 

section held toward the light and looked at with a hand-lens shows the 

two resin-ducts on the edge of the leaf while those of the Balsam Fir 

are located between the edge and the bundle. 

DISTRIBUTION—Throughout the Rocky mountain system south of 

latitudes 55 degrees north to the Pacific coast, forming extensive for- 

ests. Planted for ornament in the eastern states where, however, only 

plants grown from seed~—obtained from the interior of the continent 

are successful. 

wooD—Light red or yellow, with nearly white sapwood, very 

variable in density, quality and in the thickness of the sapwood; 

largely manufactured into lumber in British Columbia, western Wash- 

ington and Oregon and used for all kinds of construction, fuel, railroad 

ties and piles. The bark is sometimes used in tanning leather. 
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BALSAM FIR 

Balsam, Fir, Balm of Gilead Fir. 

Abies balsamea (L.) Mill. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree, 25-60 ft. in height with a trunk diameter 
of 1-2 ft.. becoming a shrub toward the tops of high mountains; 
branches usually arising in distinct whorls and throughout horizontal, 

ascending or declining, or declining toward the base horizontal in the 
middle and ascending toward the top of the tree forming a symmetrical 
broad-based conical head. A rapidly growing comparatively short-lived 
tree losing its lower branches at an early period. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, smooth with raised blisters containing a 
fragrant oily resin; in old trees becoming somewhat roughened with 
small scales at base of trunk. 

TWIGS—Grayish and more or less downy, becoming with age grayish- 

brown and smooth, branchlets mostly opposite arising at a wide angle. 
Photograph of twig is about 13 natural size. 

LEAVES—Scattered, on young trees and. sterile twigs generally 
twisting so as to appear 2-ranked as in the Hemlock, on upper fruiting 
branches and leading shoots generally covering the upper side of the 

dark green and shining on upper side, pale below with grayish 
Ps of minute dots, flattened, generally blunt about *, inch or more 

long, slightly narrowed at base but not stalked, arising at about a 
right angle to the twig, leaving after falling a flat, round scar, 
fragrant, aromatic when crushed. MICROSCOPIC SECTION—showing 2 
fibro-vascular bundles closely adjacent and appearing as one in a knife 
section, 2 resin-ducts between the bundles and the epidemis with 
stomata chiefly on the under side. 

BUDS—Small, broadly ovate to spherical, generally less than 5 mm. 
long, closely grouped at tips of main twigs; bud-scales varnished and 
glued together by resinous coating. 

FRUIT—Erect cones ripening in the autumn of the first season. 
SCALES—falling and leaving only the ereet central axes to which they 
Were attached persistent through winter. 

COMPARISONS—The Balsam Fir is distinguished from our native 
New England evergreens by its smooth blistery bark and by its leaves 
Which are attached directly to the twig and leave a round, flat scar on 
falling. From the Hemlock it is further distinguished by the absence 
of leaf stalks and from the Spruce by the flattened apparently 2-ranked 
leaves. See under Douglas Fir for Comparisons with this species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Rich, damp, cool woods, deep swamps, mountain 
slopes. Occasionally cultivated as an ornamental tree. Labrador, New- 
foundland, and Nova Scotia, northwest to the Great Bear Lake region; 
south to Pennsylvania and along high mountains to Virginia; west to 
Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—very generally distributed, ordinarily 
associated with White Pine, Black Spruce, Red Spruce, and a few 
deciduous trees, growing at an altitude of 4,500 feet upon Katahdin; 
New Hampshi common in upper Coos county and in the White 
Mountains, where it climbs up to the alpine area; in the southern part 
of the state, in the extensive swamps around the sources of the Con- 
toocook and Miller's rivers it is the prevailing timber; Vermont— 
common; not rare on mountain slopes and even summits; Massachusetts 
—not uncommon on mountain slopes in the northwestern and central 
portions of the state, ranging above the Red Spruces upon Graylock; 
a few trees here and there in damp woods or cold swamps in. the 
southern and eastern sections, where it has probably been accidentally 
introduced; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare. Cold swamps and woods. Middlebury, 
Goshen, Cornwall, Salisbury. Also occurs as an escape from cultivation 
at Woodstock, Andover and Farmington. 

WOOD—Light, soft, not strong, coarse-grained, perishable, pale brown, 
streaked with yellow, with thick lighter colored sapwood, occasionally 
made into lumber, principally used for packing cases, used largely in 
manufacture of wood pulp. From the blisters in the bark Canada 
balsam is obtained which is used in medicine and as a medium for 
mounting microscopic preparations. The fragrant leaves and small 
twigs are used to stuff balsam or so-called “pine’’-pillows. 
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HEMLOCK 

Hemlock Spruce. 
Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carr. 

HABIT—A large tree 50-SO ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 
2-4 ft.; branches long, slender, horizontal or drooping at base, ascend 
ing above, forming a broad-based pyramidal head with fine feathery 
sp y giving a delicate airy appearance to the tree. The apex is plume- 
li and generally bent to one side indicating, so woodsmen claim, the 
direction of prevailing winds. 

BARK—Reddish to grayish-brown, with shallow broad connecting 
ridges somewhat scaly on the surface. 

TW1GS—Slender, yellowish-brown, more or less downy, branchlets 
generally not opposite and arising at less than a right angle. Photo- 

graph of twig is about 43 natural size 

LEAVES—Seattered but generally twisting so as to appear 2-ranked, 
dark, slightly yellowish-green above, pale green below with grayish 
lines of minute dots on either side of midrib, flattened generally blunt 
at the apex, about % inch long with a distinct short stalk, borne upon 
a reddish-brown decurrent projection of the bark which is left as a 
raised scar at the fall of the leaf. MICROSCOPIC SECTION—showing 
a single fibro-vascular bundle and a large resin-duct filling the space 
between the bundle and the epidermis. 

BUDS—Small, about 2mm. long, ovate, reddish-brown, not resinous- 

coated, 

FRUIT—Small. stalked, pendant cones, ripening the first season, and 

generally persistent through winter, about *, inch long. 

COMPARISONS—In_ its) flattened, apparently 2-ranked leaves the 
Hemloc k resembles the Balsam Fir, but aside from the difference in 

it and bark, the leaves of the Hemlock are shorter, distinctly 
and leave projecting s ‘"s when they fall off. From the 

Spruces it is distinguished by its distinctly flattened and stalked leaves 
and flattened spray. 

DISTRIBUTION—Cold soils, borders of swamps, deep woods, ravines, 
mountain slopes, and also cultivated as an ornamental tree. Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, through Quebee and Ontario; south to Delaware 
and along the mountains to Georgia and Alabama, ascending to an 
altitude of 2000 feet in the Adirondacks; west to Michigan and Minne- 

sota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—abundant, generally distributed in the 
southern and central portions, becoming rare northward, disappearing 

entirely in most of Aroostook county and the northern Penobscot region; 
New Hampshire—abundant, from the sea to a height of 2,000 feet in the 
White Mountains, disappearing in upper Coo ounty; Vermont—common 
especially in mountain forests; Massachusetts and Rhode’ Island— 

common, 

IN CONNECTICUT—Usually frequent but rather local in its distribu- 
tion. 

WocD—Light, soft, not strong, brittle, coarse-grained, difficult to 
work, liable to wind-shake and not durable when exposed to 
the air, light brown tinged with red, with thin somewhat darker 
sapwood; largely manufactured into coarse lumber, employed for the 
outside finish of buildings. The astringent inner bark furnishes the 
largest part of the material used in the northeastern states and Canada 
in tanning leather. Oil of Hemlock is distilled from the young 
branches. 
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COAST WHITE CEDAR 

White Cedar, Cedar. 
Chamaecyparis thyoides (L.) BSP. 

C. sphaeroidea Spach ; Cupressus thyoides L. 

HABIT—A small tree, 20-50 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 
1-2 ft.. further south reaching 90 ft. in height and a trunk diameter of 
4 ft.; trunk tall, erect, tapering gradually, branches short, slender, more 
or less horizontal, with delicate feathery secondary branches and 
branchlets lo¢ ly enveloping the narrow conical head and surmounted 
by an airy, pliant, plume-like terminal shoot. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, separating off in narrow shreddy strips, more 
or less spirally twisted; on younger and sometimes also on older 
trunks the bark separates off in broader reddish-brown strips, (see 
photograph of young trunk). 

TW1IGS—Generally less than 1.5 mm. thick, slightly but not 
prominently flattened, arranged in more or less fan-shaped clusters in 
planes at various angles, the last season’s growth bluish-green from the 
complete covering of minute leaves, with death of leaves the second 
season becoming reddish-brown, older growth slowly losing its leaves 
and marked by scars of deciduous branchlets. Photograph of twig is 
about 45 natural size. 

LEAVES—Minute, scale-like, 1-2 mm. long, appressed and closely 
overlapping, opposite in 4 ranks, but not giving a conspicuously 4-sided 
appearance to the twigs, more or less keeled and with a raised glandular 
dot at least on leaves of rapidly grown shoots, with spicy aromatic odor 
when crushed. 

FRUIT—Small, spherical cones, 5-8 mm. in diameter, inconspicuous in 
winter, opening toward the center never toward the base, maturing 
the first season and persistent through the winter. SCALES—thickened, 
woody, shield-shaped, with a slight projection in middle, each perched 
on a stalk connecting it with the center of the cone; seeds winged. 

COMPARISONS—The Coast White Cedar resembles the Arbor Vitae 
as indicated under this species but its twigs are only slightly flattened, 
the clusters of twigs are less distinctly fan-shaped, the twigs and leaves 
are smaller and the leaves are of a bluish rather than of a yellowish- 
green. The cones are distinctive being spherical and with thickened 
shield-shaped scales perched on stalks connecting them with the center. 
Aside from the fruit characters which separate them, the Coast White 
Cedar is distinguished from the Red Cedar by the more or less distinct 
fan-shaped arrangement of its twigs, the absence of two kinds of leaves, 
the more distinct glandular dot generally present on the leaf and by 
the fact that the twigs are round or slightly compressed in section 
and not distinctly 4-sided as are those of the Red Cedar. - 

DISTRIBUTION—In deep swamps and marshes, which it often fills 
to the exclusion of other trees, mostly near the seacoast. Cape Breton 
island and near Halifax, Nova Scotia, perhaps introduced in both; 
southward, coast region to Florida and west to Mississippi. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—reported from the southern part of York 
county; New Hampshire—limited to Rockingham county near the coast; 
Vermont—no station known; Massachusetts—occasional in central and 
eastern parts, very common in the southeast; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare in western and central districts; Danbury 
and New Fairfield, becoming occasional or frequent eastward. 

WOOD—Light, soft, not strong, close-grained, slightly fragrant, light 
brown, tinged with red, largely used in boat building, and cooperage 
and for woodenware, shingles, the interior finish of houses, fence posts 
and railroad ties. 
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ARBOR VITAE 

White Cedar, Cedar. 

Thuja occidentalis L. 

HABIT—Commonly 25-50 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 1-2 
ft.. in northern Maine occasionally reaching a height of 70 ft. and 
a trunk diameter of ft.; trunk more or less lobed and buttressed 
at base, often inclined and twisted, frequently dividing into two or 
more stout erect stems; branches short, horizontal, lower branches often 
strongly declined, branchlets numerous, forming a dense, conical head 
clothed with foliage to near the base. 

BARK—Ashy-gray to light reddish-brown, separating off in long, 

narrow, flat, shreddy strips, often more or less spirally twisted. 

TW1IGS—Generally more than 2 mm. wide, decidedly flattened, 
arranged in fan-shaped clusters, placed vertically or in planes at 
various angles, often mistaken for the true leaves which are minute 
and completely cover the last season’s growth, dark yellowish-green, 
paler on the underside, with the death of the leaves in the second season 
becoming pale cinnamon brown and later shining reddish-brown, round 
in section, swollen at place of attachment to main branch, and marked 
by sca of deciduous branchlets. Photograph of twig is about 4 nat- 

ural size. 

LEAVES—Minute, 5-6 mm. long, scale-like, appressed and closely 
overlapping, opposite in 4 ranks; on the flattened spray those in the 
side pairs keeled, those in ine other pair flat, ovate, each with a single 
raised glandular spot especially conspicuous on leaves of leading 

shoots; with a characteristic camphor-like aromatic odor when crushed. 

FRUIT—Small, oblong cones, about % inch long, pale reddish-brown, 
opening to the base when mature, maturing the first season and persis- 
tent through the winter, SC. SS—6-12, thin, oblong, dry with margins 
mostly entire. 

COMPARISONS—The Arbor Vitae is often called White Cedar and 
r mbles the Coast White Cedar, which likewise is often Known as 
White Cedar, in its bark, its habit of growth and its flattened fan- 
shaped spray. The twigs of the Arbor Vitae are much more flattened 
and larger and the clusters of twigs more decidedly fan-shaped; the 
leaves are also larger and of a yellowish-green color. The cones of 

the two species are decidedly different, those of the Arbor Vitae being 
oblong with thin scales opening to the base of the cone, those of the 

Coast White Cedar being spherical with thickened shield-shaped scales, 
perched on stalks attached to the center of the cone. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low, swampy lands, rocky borders of rivers and 
ponds. Often cultivated as single ornamental trees and in hedges. 
Southern Labrador to Nova Scotia; west to Manitoba; south along the 
mountains to North Carolina and East Tennessee; west to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—throughout the state; most abundant 
in the central and northern portions, forming extensive areas known 
as “Cedar Swamps”; sometimes bordering a growth of Black Spruce 
at a lower level; New Hampshire—mostly confined to the upper part 
of Coos county, disappearing at the White river narrows near Han- 
over; seen only in isolated localities south of the White Mountains 
Vermont—common in swamps at levels below 1,000 ft.; Massachusetts— 
Berkshire county; occasional in the northern sections of the Connecti- 
eut river valley; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare; Canaan, on a limestone ridge and in a 
nearby swamp, Salisbury, rocky hillsides and at another locality in a 
deep swamp; apparently native at these three localities. Escaped from 
cultivation to fields and roadsides at Norwich, East Hartford, Killingly 
and Windsor. 

WwooD—Light, soft, brittle, very coarse-grained, durable, fragrant, 
pale yellowish-brown, largely used in Canada and the northern states 
for fence posts, rails, railroad ties, spools and shingles. 
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COMMON JUNIPER 

Dwarf Juniper. 
Juniperus communis L. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree 5-15 ft. high; in the type form with 
generally several erect stems, bearing erect branches densely clothed 
with foliage, forming a narrow or rather broad compact plume-like 
erect growth (habit picture at the right); in the more common dwarf 
variety; [Juniperus communis, var. depressa Pursh; J. nana or Britton’s 
Manual in part; J. communis, var. canadensis Loud.; J. communis, var. 
alpina Gray's Manual ed. 6 in part] with low-lying branches, frequently 
rooting below, radiating from the center and curving upwards to form 
low, broad, round mats. resembling gigantic birds’ nests 1 to 3 
ft. high and often 10 to 20 ft. in diameter (habit picture at the left). 

BARK—Grayish-brown, breaking on the surface into thin papery 
shreddy longitudinal layers, which lift at the ends and edges exposing 
the reddish bark below. 

TWIGS—Smooth, light yellow, turning to red, prominently 38-angled 

the first two years by decurrent ridges from below the leaves. Photo- 
graph of twig is about 4% natural size. 

LEAVES—All alike in whorls of 3, separated by short internodes, 
spreading from the twigs at a broad angle, 7-20 mm. long, awl-shaped, 

stiff and sharp-pointed, free from glandular dots, compressed, the 
upper side concave and conspicuously streaked with a broad white line, 
the dark green under side appearing uppermost by the bending over 
of the twigs and leaves; persistent for several seasons. 

BUDS—Distinct, scaly. 

FRUIT—About the size of a pea, fleshy, berry-like, dark blue, covered 
with a bloom, sweetish with a resinous flavor, remaining on the plant 
during winter, but as the species is dioecious, to be found only on a 
part of the plants. 

COMPARISONS—The Common Juniper is distinguished from its near 
relative the Red Cedar by its lower habit of growth, by the fact that 
its leaves are all alike and without glandular dots; in distinction 
from the typically appressed leaves of the Red Cedar, the leaves of 
the Common Juniper are spreading at a wide angle. They thus resemble 
the juvenile type of leaves found on young specimens of the Red 
Cedar and on rapid-growing twigs of older trees of the same species 
but may be distinguished by being almost always in 3’s, wider and 
longer, more distinctly whitened above, with a greater separation 
between the nodes and by the presence of distinct scaly buds. A number 
of forms are described but not always recognized. The dwarf variety 
(var. depressa) is described as having leaves 8-13 mm. long, and the 
type as having leaves 12-21 mm. long but they are best distinguished 

by their different habits of growth as shown in the photographs. 

DISTRIBUTION—In poor rocky soil, pastures and waste open places. 
Widely distributed through the colder regions and mountains of the 
northern part of the U. S., in a broad band extending westward from 
Newfoundland on the north and New Jersey and Pennsylvania on the 
south. The dwarf form (var. depressa) occurs throughout New Eng- 
land. The type is reported as less common and as occurring ip 
Massachusetts and southward. 

IN CONNECTICUT—The type is listed as rare and is reported only 
from Norwich. It is not uncommon, however, about Storrs. The variety 
depressa is frequent throughout this state. 

wooD—Hard, close-grained, very durable in contact with soil, light 
brown, with pale sapwood. In northern Europe the fruit is extensively 
used in giving its peculiar flavor to Holland gin. 
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RED CEDAR 

Savin, Cedar, Red Juniper. 

Juniperus virginiana L. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree 25-40 ft. in height with trunk diameter 
of 8-20 inches, much larger in the southern states; trunk more or less 
ridged and buttressed at base, with slender branches horizontal below 
erect above, forming in young trees a narrow, conical head, becoming 
in old age wider, spreading, ovate, round-topped, or on bleak situations 
especially near the sea shore more or less irregularly distorted. 

BARK—Light reddish-brown separating off in long narrow shreddy 
strips more or less fringed at the edges, frequently somewhat spirally 
twisted. 

TW1IGS—Generally 4-sided in mature trees, green from covering of 
minute leaves, not flattened nor arranged in fan-shaped clusters, 
becoming reddish-brown after the fall of the leaves. Photograph of 
twig is about 45 natural size. 

LEAWES—Dark green or reddish-brown with aromatic odor when 
crushed, persistent for several years, of two kinds:— 

1. The form typical of the species; about 2 mm. or less long, scale- 
like, opposite in pairs, forming 4 ranks, closely overlapping and 

appressed, rounded, with or without an inconspicuous glandular dot on 
the back, ovate, sharp or blunt-pointed. (See left hand twig.) 

2. The juvenile form; occurring often exclusively on very young 
trees and also frequently together with the typical form on older 
trees; narrow, awl-shaped to needle-shaped, sharp-pointed without 
glands, spreading, scattered and not overlapping, opposite or in 3's, 
5-20 mm. long. (See right hand twig.) 

BUDS—Inconspicuous. 

FRUIT—About the size of a small pea, fleshy, berry-like, dark blue, 
covered with a bloom, sweetish with a resinous flavor, containing gener- 
ally 1-2 bony seeds. The fruit remains on the tree during winter but 
the species is dioecious and consequently not all the trees bear fruit. 

COMPARISONS—The Red Cedar resembles the Coast White Cedar but 
it fails to show a flattened fan-shaped arrangement of its twigs, its 
twigs further are generally 4-sided when bearing typical leaves and 
on young trees and generally on some twigs of older trees leaves of 
the juvenile type may be found. The berry-like fruit of the Red Cedar 
when present is the most distinctive character separating this species 
from the Coast White Cedar. The Common Juniper is not to be con- 
fused with Red Cedar trees that have typical leaves. It resembles 
somewhat the juvenile leaved form of the Red Cedar, however, but the 
growth of the former is generally less upright, the leaves always in 
3's and generally more whitened above and the buds are more 
conspicuous. 

DISTRIBUTION—Dry, rocky hills but not at great altitudes, borders 
of lakes and streams, sterile plains, peaty swamps. Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick to Ontario; south to Florida; west to Dakota, Nebraska, 
Kansas and Indian Territory. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—rare, though it extends northward to 
the middle Kennebee valley, reduced almost to a shrub; New Hampshire 
—most frequent in the southeast part of the state; sparingly in the 
Connecticut valley, as far north as Haverhill; found also in Hart’s 
location in the White Mountain region; Vermont—not abundant; -curs 
here and there on hills at levels less than 1,000 feet; frequent in the 
Champlain and lower Connecticut valleys; Massachusetts—west and 
center occasional, eastward common; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Common. 

wooD—Light, close-grained, brittle, not strong, dull red with thin 
nearly white sapwood, very fragrant, easily worked; largely used for 
posts, the sills of buildings, the interior finish of houses, the lining of 
chests and closets as a protection of woolen garments against attacks 
of moths, and for pails and other small articles of wooden-ware. A 
decoction of the fruit and leaves is used medicinally and oil of Red 
Cedar is distilled from the leaves and wood as a perfume. 
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GINKGO 

Maidenhair Tree. 
Ginkgo biloba L. 

Salisburia adiantifolia Smith. 

HABIT—A tree reaching a height of 60-80 ft., with generally a single 

erect trunk (a double trunk in tree photographed) continuous into the 

crown with straight, slender branches, making an angle of about 45 

degrees with the trunk and regularly parallel except those below which 

are more or less declined, forming in mature specimens a very regular 

symmetrical broadly ovate to pyramidal head. There are several 

horticultural varieties including one weeping form. 

BARK—Ashy gray, on younger trunks and branches smooth, becoming 

with age seamy and longitudinally roughened. 

TW1IGS—Rather stout, smooth, yellowish-brown, shining, a thin 

grayish skin separating off in narrow shreds on older twigs; rapidiy- 

grown twigs of one year's growth, comparatively rare, with scattered 

leaf-scars; stout lateral or terminal spurs with thickly crowded leaf- 

scars common. PITH—pale yellowish, with ragged outline. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, 2-ranked or more than 2-ranked, semi-oval, 

raised, upper margin generally fringed. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. 

BUNDLE-SCARS—2, often most distinct in recent leaf-scars on short 

spurs. 

BUDS—Light chestnut brown, short, conical, generally under 4 mm. 

long, isolated lateral buds on rapidly grown shoots divergent, on short 

spurs generally only terminal buds developed. BUD-SCALES—about 5 

visible, broader than long, thickened and dotted toward the middle with 

small reddish transparent lumps. 

FRUIT—A stone-fruit with a sweet ill-smelling flesh. The tree is 

dioecious, there being separate male and female individual trees. On 

account of the disagreeable odor of the fruit the male trees are more 

frequently planted. The two sexes are said to differ in their growth 

forms, the male tree being more narrowly pyramidal while the female 

forms a broad head. 

COMPARISONS—The Ginkgo belongs to the Gymnosperms, an order 

of plants which are mostly cone-bearing like the Pines and Spruces. It 

has a peculiarity with the Larch in that it is not evergreen as are 

most of its relatives but sheds its leaves in the fall. Like the Larch, 

too, it has numerous stubby spurs with crowded leaf-scars. It differs 

from the Larch in that its large leaf-scars are not strongly decurrent 

and are relatively far apart on the rapidly grown shoots and further 

have 2 bundle-scars. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of northern China, introduced into America 
early in the century and generally successful in the eastern states as 
far north as eastern Massachusetts and central Michigan and along 
the St. Lawrence River in parts of Canada. 
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YELLOW WILLOW 

Golden Osier. 

Salix alba, var. vitellina (L.) Koch. 

S. vitellina Koch. 

HABIT—A large tree reaching 50-80 ft. in height with a trunk diam- 

eter of 3-5 ft.; trunk short, rarely erect, generally inclining to one side, 

dividing low down into a number of stout spreading limbs, forming an 

irregular broad rounded head. 

BARK—On young stems smooth, becoming with age dark gray and 

deeply furrowed. 

TWIGS—Rather slender, bright yellow, smooth and shining or dull 

with more or less dense covering of fine silky hairs, bitter to taste. 

LENTICELS—scattered, inconspicuous. PITH—more or less 5-pointed. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, more than 2-ranked, narrow, raised, broadly 

V-shaped, more or less swoolen at the bundle-scars. STIPULE-SCARS— 

oblique, close to leaf-scars and often appearing connected with them. 

BUNDLE-SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds about 5 mm. long, oblong, 

rounded at apex, smooth or more or less silky-downy, flattened and 

appressed against twig. BUD-SCALES—a _ single bud-scale visible, 

rounded on back, flattened toward the twig, forming a cap to silky- 

hairy green leaves within. 

FRUIT—A catkin of small capsules, containing numerous hairy seeds 

ripening in spring. The willows are dioecious and the male trees of the 

Yellow Willow are seldom planted in this country. 

COMPARISONS—The species of Willows are closely related and have 

hybridized abundantly. Their classification is based largely upon 

differences in the pistils and stamens but since the Willows are 

dioecious and therefore bear the male and female flowers upon separate 

trees their determination even when in flower is often a matter of con- 

siderable difficulty. The Yellow Willow here described, a yellow 

of the less common European White Willow [Salix twigged variety 
in New alba LJ, is one of the most common tree Willows 

England. The European Weeping Willow [Salix babylonica L.] was 

formerly much planted for ornament especially in cemeteries and may be 

distinguished by the drooping habit of its branches. The Black Willow 

Marsh.], a small-budded species is the one sizable native 

Willow in New England. The Willows may be most readily separated 

from the other trees by the single cap-like scale to the bud in con- 

nection with the 3 bundle-scars in the narrow leaf-scar. 3 

DISTRIBUTION—A European tree much planted in this country for 

ornament. It has become naturalized throughout the populated regions 

of New England, in moist places, near streams and ponds. 

(Salix nigra 

woopd—Very light, soft, tough, light brown in color with thick nearly 

white sapwood, easily worked and taking a beautiful polish; used in 

this country for charcoal and for fuel. 
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SILVER POPLAR 

White Poplar, Silver-leaf Poplar, Abele. 
Populus alba L. 

HABIT—A good sized tree 40-75 ft. high, with a trunk diameter of 

2-4 ft.; branches wide-spreading, developing a large, irregular, open, 

broad, round-topped head; spreading abundantly by means of root 

suckers, 

BARK—On young trunks and limbs smooth, characteristically light 

greenish-gray or whitish, often with dark blotches; base of older 

trunk at length deeply furrowed into firm dark ridges. The Silver 

Poplar retains its smooth light colored bark longer than our other 

members of the genus. 

TWIGS—Slender or sometimes stout, greenish-gray, densely covered 

with thick whitish-cottony wool which can be readily rubbed off and 

often remains throughout the winter only toward the apex; where wool 

is removed the surface is shiny; short spurs numerous with conspicuous 

raised leaf-scars and with terminal buds only. LENTICELS—pale, 

round, raised dots. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, semi-circular to in- 

versely triangular; on short spurs narrower. STIPULE-SCARS—distinct. 

BUNDLE-SCARS—3, simple or compound. 

BUDS—Small, ovate to conical, light chestnut brown; neither sticky 

nor fragrant; shining or more or less covered especially toward base 

with cottony wool; lateral buds 5-7 mm. long, terminal buds somewhat 

larger, thicker. BUD-SCALES—margined with very minute hairs; the 

first scale of lateral buds anterior. This first scale in front has a 

scale directly above it, the edges of the two being essentially parallel; 

likewise the first scale in back generally has a scale directly above it 

with similarly parallel edges. The first four scales therefore form two 

ranks facing respectively front and back. This condition seems constant 

for typical buds, but does not hold for abnormally small buds. 

COMPARISONS—The Silver Poplar, acquires a roughened trunk later 

than the other Poplars, retaining the smooth whitish-green appearance 

of its bark as a distinctive character. Its generally delicate twigs, 

greenish-gray when not covered with cottony wool which generally can 

be found at least at the apex, furnish further characters that distinguish 

es from the other poplars. The two rows of scales with parallel 

in the 
this sf 

edges in the lateral buds are found to a less striking degree 

larger buds of the Small-toothed Aspen and the Large-toothea 

Aspen. 

DISTRIBUTION—Widely distributed in the Old World. Introduced 

from England by the early settlers and soon established in the colonial 

towns on the western shore of Massachusetts Bay. Planted or sponta- 

neous over a wide area. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, occasional; 

southward to Virginia. 

IN NEW ENGLAND —Occasional throughout, local, sometimes com- 

mon. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Oceasional, escaped from cultivation to roadsides 

and waste places. 

WwooD—Light, soft, weak, reddish-yellow with nearly white sapwood; 

difficult to split and to ignite; used in Europe for rollers, packing 

cases and flooring. 
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SMALL-TOOTHED ASPEN 

American or Quaking Aspen, Popple, Poplar, Aspen. 
Populus tremuloides Michx. 

HABIT—As generally found a small tree 35-40 ft. high though not 
infrequently reaching 50-60 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 14% 
ft. or more; trunk tapering, con.inuous into top of tree; main branches 
slender, scattered, often drooping at the ends forming an open, narrow, 
round-topped head; spreading by means of root suckers. 

BARIX—On young trunks and branches thin, pale yellowish-brown, 
orange-green or nearly white with dark blotches below the branches, 
smooth with horizontal raised ridges (often encircling limbs); on older 
trunks especially toward the base, thick, furrowed and nearly black. 

TW1GS—Slender, round, bright reddish-brown, smooth, shining. Older 
twigs grayish-brown. roughened by elevated leaf-scars and by swollen 
bases of detached branchlets. LENTICELS—light reddish-orange, scat- 
tered, oblong. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, inversely trian- 
gular, covered with light colored corky layer, upper edge of scar more 
or less depressed. STIPULE-SCARS—blackish, more or less conspicuous. 
BUNDLE-SCARS—3, simple or each compounded. 

BUDS—Narrowly conical, sharp-pointed, generally appressed especi- 
ally toward apex of twig or incurved, about 5-7 mm. long, shining, 
slightly sticky but not fragrant; flower buds larger, ovate. BUD- 
SCALES—6 or 7 in number, smooth, reddish-brown, shining, scarious 
along the margins; the first scale of lateral buds anterior (i.e. facing 
outward), reaching about l_ of the way to the apex, often splitting at 
the top. 

COMPARISONS—In general habit and bark characters the Small- 
toothed resembles the Large-toothed Aspen. It is readily distinguished 
from the latter by its shining reddish-brown, often slightly sticky, 
mostly appressed buds which are free from down. Those of the Large- 
toothed Aspen are thicker, dull dusty-looking, more or less gray-downy, 
and for the most part divergent. The bark of the Small-toothed Aspen 
is generally somewhat lighter in color, often nearly white and generally 
earlier and more deeply roughened at the base; the larger branches of 
the Large-toothed Aspen have a tendency to grow out at a wider 
angle with the trunk than those of the Small-toothed Aspen. The 
buds resemble somewhat those of the Balsam Poplar but are much 
smaller, only slightly sticky and not fragrant. It is separated from the 
Carolina Poplar and Lombardy Poplar by its reddish twigs, those of the 
latter two species being yellow; from the Silver Poplar by absence of 
down on twigs. 

DISTRIBUTION—In practically all soils and situations except in deep 
swamps though more often in dry ground; one of the first trees to 

take possession of clearings or burnt lands. Newfoundland, Labrador, 
and Nova Scotia to the Hudson Bay region and Alaska; south to New 
Jersey, along the mountains in Pennsylvania and Kentucky, ascending 
3,000 feet in the Adirondacks; west to the slopes of the Rocky mountains, 
along which it extends to Mexico and lower California. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common, reaching in the White Mountain region, 
an altitude of 3,000 ft. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WooD—Light brown, with nearly white sapwood of 25-30 layers of 5 
annual growth, soft, weak and soon decaying; used in great quantities 
for paper pulp and in the manufacture of excelsior. 
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LARGE-TOOTHED ASPEN 

Popple, Poplar. 
Populus grandidentata Michx. 

HABIT—Generally a small tree 50-45 ft. in height with trunk diameter 

of up to ll, ft., at times reaching much greater dimensions; resembling 

the Small-toothed Aspen; spreading by means of root suckers. 

BARK—Resembling that of Small-toothed Aspen though generally 

with more yellow or buff color to young trunks and limbs. The older 

trunks seem to be rather less deeply furrowed. 

TWIGS—Stout, round, reddish-brown or somewhat yellowish-brown, 

in early winter often more or less pale-downy in protected portions, 

older twigs greenish-gray, otherwise resembling Small-toothed Aspen. 

LEAF-SCARS—Resembling Small-toothed Aspen though the rather 

larger stipule-scars are often indistinct or absent. 

BUDS—Averaging larger than those of Small-toothed Aspen, ovate to 

conical, pointed, generally divergent, dull, dusty-looking, due to fine, 

close, pale wool, especially at margins of scales; flower buds larger 

and thicker. BUD-SCALES—light chestnut brown with scarious mar- 

gins; first scale of bud anterior. 

COMPARISONS—The Large-toothed Aspen resembles the Small- 

toothed Aspen with which it is frequently confused. For points of 

distinction see under the latter species. The Lombardy and Carolina 

Poplars are distinguished by their yellow twigs and smooth buds; the 

Balsam Poplar by its shining fragrant resinous buds; the Silver Poplar 

by its generally more delicate, greenish twigs which are cottony- 

woolly at least toward the apex. 

DISTRIBUTION—In rich or poor soils; woods, hillsides, borders of 

streams. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, southern Quebec, and Ontario; 

south to Pennsylvania and Delaware, along the mountains to Kentucky, 

North Carolina, and Tennessee; west to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common, occasional at altitudes of 2,000 feet or 

more. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WoOOD—Light brown, with thin nearly white sapwood of 20-30 layers 

of annual growth, weak and soft, used in manufacture of paper, 

excelsior, and to a small extent for woodenware. 
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BALSAM POPLAR 

Balsam, Tacamahac, Balm of Gilead. 

Populus balsamifera L. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree, 30-75 ft. in height with trunk diameter 

of 1-3 ft.; head open, comparatively narrow, with spire-like tendency; 

spreading by means of root suckers. 

BARIK—On young trunks and branches smooth, light brown tinged 

with red, on older trunks dark gray tinged with red, broken into broad, 

firm, rounded ridges. 

TWIGS—Stout, round, bright reddish-brown, smooth, shining; older 

twigs dark orange colored becoming gray tinged with yellowish-green, 

roughened by thickened leaf-scars; short spurs numerous with terminal 

but without lateral buds. LENTICELS—oblong, light reddish-orange, 

scattered. PITH—4-pointed, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, 3-lobed, inversely 

triangular, rather narrow for the group. STIPULE-SCARS—distinct. 

BUNDLE-SCARS—3, simple or compound. 

BUDS—Large, dark red, resinous, sticky, fragrant especially if 

crushed, narrowly ovate to conical long-pointed, 15-25 mm. long, terminal 

larger and relatively wider than lateral buds. BUD-SCALES—thick, 

smooth, oblong, pointed, red or green, saturated with fragrant amber- 

colored resin which on the outside, where exposed to the air, forms a 

dark reddish, shining varnish to the bud; the first scale of lateral 

bud anterior. 

COMPARISONS—The Balsam Poplar with its varieties is distinguished 

from all other forms by the fragrance of its large resinous buds. Twigs 

and buds resemble those of the Small-toothed Aspen in color but are 

much larger and are distinctly fragrant especially if crushed. The 

Balm of Gilead [Populus candicans Ait.] is considered a distinct species by 

some and by others only a variety. It is extensively planted. It differs 

from the typical Balsam Poplar in its more spreading branches forming 

a broader and more open head but the twig characters are closely 

similar. The photographs were all taken from this latter variety, the 

descriptions from the type. 

DISTRIBUTION—Alluvial soils; river banks, valleys, borders of 

swamps, woods. Newfoundland and Nova Scotia; west to Manitoba; 
northward to the coast of Alaska and along the Mackenzie River to 

the Artic circle; west through northern New York, Michigan, Minnesota, 

Dakota (Black Hills), Montana, beyond the Rockies to the Pacific 

coast. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common; New Hampshire—Connecticut 

river valley, generally near the river, becoming more plentiful north- 

ward; Vermont—frequent; Massachusetts and Rhode Island—not re- 

ported, 

IN CONNECTICUT—Local. River banks, wet woods and roadsides, 

usually as an escape from cultivation; Southington, Milford, Wilton, 

Sherman, New Milford and Kent. Apparently native at Norfolk. 

wooDdD—Light, soft and weak; light brown, with thick nearly white 

sapwood; used for pails, boxes and paper pulp. 
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CAROLINA POPLAR 

Cottonwood, Necklace Poplar. 
Populus deltoides Marsh. 

P. monilifera Ait.; P. canadensis Moench. 

HABIT—A large tree, ine largest of the Poplars, 75-100 ft. in height 
with a trunk diameter of 3-5 ft.; lower branches massive nearly horizon- 
tal, those above arising at a sharper angle and forming altogether in old 
trees a broad- spreading rather open head, often as broad as high; in 
younger individuals forming a more pyramidal head; of very rapid 
growth hence much planted for quick effects. The form cultivated under 
the name Carolina Poplar and considered by some distinct from the 
Cottonwood, is of pyramidal habit of growth with erect tapering trunk 
continuous to the top of the tree and producing branches in whorls at 
the upper limit of each year’s growth. The figures in the plate were all 
taken from the more commonly cultivated form. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches thin, smooth, light yellowish- 
green. On older trunks thick, ashy-gray, deeply divided into long, 
broad, flattish or eventually rounded ridges of characteristic appearance 
in native-grown trees. 

TWIGS—Stout, yellowish to greenish-yellow, smooth, round or marked 
especially on vigorous trees With more or less prominent Wings running 
down from the two sides and bases of the leaf-scars. LENTICELS— 
large, pale, elongated longitudinally. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, 3-lobed, inver- 
sely triangular. STIPULE-SCARS—generally conspicuous, blackish. 
BUNDLE-SCARS—3, simple or compound. 

BUDS—Conical, large, the lateral buds reaching 15 mm. and the 
terminal buds reaching 20 mm. in length, frequently muv¢ smaller; 
lateral buds, especially the larger flower buds, generally divergent and 
often strongly recurved; terminal bud more or less distinctly 5-sided. 
BUD-SCALES—smooth, light chestnut brown, shining; first scale of 
lateral bud anterior; outer scales slightly resinous-sticky, inner scales 
thickly coated with a light yellow sticky resin which is scarcely fra- 
grant. 

COMPARISONS—The Carolina Poplar is distinguished from our 
other Poplars except the Lombardy Poplar by its light yellow twigs. 
The Lombardy has somewhat similar twigs but they are more slender, 
the buds are generally much smaller and typically appressed. Appressed 
buds do occur on the Carolina Poplar and divergent buds on the 
Lombardy but they are more typical on each tree as indicated. The 
distinct habit of the Lombardy Poplar is however a sufficient criterion 
of this latter species. 

DISTRIBUTION—In moist soil, river banks and basins, shores of lakes, 
not uncommon in drier locations, often cultivated. Throughout Quebec 
and Ontario to the base of the Rocky mountains; south to Florida; west 
to the Rocky mountains. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—not reported; New Hampshire—restricted 
to the immediate vicinity of the Connecticut river, disappearing near 
the northern part of W estmoreland; Vermont—western sections, abun- 
dant along the shores of the Hoosac river in Pownal and along Lake 
Champlain; in the Connecticut valley as far north as Brattleboro; 
Ma chusetts—along the Connecticut and its tributaries; Rhode Island 

occasional. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent in the valleys of the Connecticut, 
Farmington, and Housatonic rivers; rare or occasional elsewhere. 

MOC Dak brown, with thick nearly white sapwood, light and soft, 
warping badly in drying and difficult to season, used for paper pulp 

and in the manutaeture of boxes. 
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LOMBARDY POPLAR 

Populus nigra, var. italica Du Roi. 

P. dilatata Ait.; P. pyramidalis Rozier; P. fastigiata Desf. 

HABIT—A tall tree reaching over 100 ft. in height with a buttressed 

tapering, continuous trunk, sometimes as much as 6-8 ft. in diameter 

at base; branches numerous, arising low on the trunk, bending upward 

at a sharp angle with numerous branchlets also sharply ascending to 

form a very narrow spire-shaped tree of decidedly characteristic ap- 

pearance; spreading by means of root suckers. It tends to retain its 

leaves on the lower part of the tree. (See bark picture.) 

BARK—On old trees gray to brown, deeply furrowed. 

TWIGS—Resembling those of Carolina Poplar but slender, round and 

appressed. 

LEAF-SCARS—Iesembling those of Carolina Poplar but smaller. 

BUDS—Resembling those of Carolina Poplar but for the most part 

appressed, distinetly smaller, terminal buds seldom over 10 mm. long 

and lateral buds snerally under § mm. in length. 

COMPARISONS—The Lombardy Poplar is readily distinguished from 

all our other trees by its striking spire-shaped habit of growth. In 

twig characters it resembles the Carolina Poplar but the twigs are 

slender and the buds average smaller and are more characteristically 

appressed, 

DISTRIBUTION—A European tree much planted in this country for 

ornament, escaping to a certain extent to roadsides and river banks. 

wooD—Light, soft, weak, close-grained, reddish-brown with thick 

ht extent inthe manufacture of nearly white sapwood, used to a slig 

boxes and wooden ware 
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BUTTERNUT 

Oilnut, White Walnut. 

Juglans cinerea L. 

WABIT—A small to medium-sized tree 20-45 ft. in height, with 
trunk diameter of 1-4 ft.; comparatively large for the height; soon 
dividing into a few stout spreading branches with lower branches 
somewhat drooping forming a symmetrical, broad, low, round-topped 
head of inversely pyramidal outline. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches smooth, light gray, on older 
trunks deeply divided into long, rather broad, flat-topped, whitish ridges 
separated by smoothish, broader fissures, which are likewise gray or 
frequently become black in striking contrast to the whitish ridges; inner 
bark becoming yellow on exposure to air, bitter. 

TWIGS—Stout, reddish-buff to greenish-gray, downy or nearly smooth, 
round or somewhat angled from lobes of leaf-scars, bitter to taste, 
and coloring saliva yellow when chewed. LENTICELS—small, pale, 
raised dots. PITH—somewhat 5-pointed, star-shaped, dark brown, 
chambered, the narrow chambers a little wider than the intervening 
diaphragms. 

LEAF-SCARS—Large, conspicuous, 3-lobed, inversely triangular; mar- 
gins elevated, upper margin generally convex seldom slightly notched, 
surmounted by a raised, downy pad. BUNDLE-SCARS—dark, conspicu- 
ous in 3 U-shaped clusters. 

BUDS—Densely pale-downy; terminal buds large, conical-oblong, 10- 
20 mm. long, longer than broad, flattened oblong to conical, obliquely 
blunt-pointed; lateral buds smaller, ovate, rounded at apex, 1-3 super- 
posed buds generally present above axillary bud, the uppermost the 
largest, often far above the leaf-scar and more or less stalked or 
developing into a twig the first season, especially on rapidly grown 
shoots; staminate flower buds lateral, rather spherical, protruding the 
undeveloped catkins like miniature scaly cones from the envelope of 
short scales. BUD-SCALIES—thick, outer scales of terminal bud lobed 
at apex. 

FRUIT—Elongated, 4-10 cm. long, husk thickly covered with sticky 
hairs, not regularly splitting. NUT—light brown, elongated-ovate, 4- 
ribbed, pointed, rough, deeply sculptured; within, 2-celled at base, 1- 
celled above; seed sweet, edible, very oily, soon becoming rancid. 

COMPARISONS—In twig characters the Butternut most nearly re- 
sembles the Black Walnut but is easily distinguished from this species 
(see Comparisons under Black Walnut). Its points of dissimilarity to 
the Bitternut are given under this latter species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Roadsides, rich woods, river valleys, fertile, moist 
hillsides, high up on mountain slopes. New Brunswick, throughout 
Quebec and eastern Ontario; south to Delaware, along the mountains 
to Georgia and Alabama; west to Minnesota, Kansas, and Arkansas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine, common, often abundant; New Hamp- 
shire—throughout the Connecticut valley, and along the Merrimac and 
its tributaries, to the base of the White Mountains; Vermont—frequent, 
Massachusetts—common in the eastern and central portions, frequent 
westward; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WwooD—Light, soft, not strong, coarse-grained, light brown, turning 
darker with exposure, with thin, light-colored sapwood, composed of 5 
or 6 layers of annual growth; largely employed in the interior finish 
of houses and for furniture. The inner bark possesses mild cathartic 
properties. Sugar is made from the sap and the green husks of the 
fruit are used to dye cloth yellow or orange color. 
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BLACK WALNUT 
Juglans nigra L. 

HABIT—A large tree, 50-75 ft. high with a trunk diameter of 2-5 ft., 
reaching a height of 150 ft. and a trunk diameter of 6-8 ft. in the Ohio 
valley; trunk straight, tapering, giving off stout branches, those below 
often nearly horizontal or declined, those above arising at a sharper 
angle, spreading, forming an open, symmetrical, round-topped head. 

BARWK—Thick, dark, rough, deeply furrowed into rounded ridges; 
inner bark becoming yellow on exposure to air. 

TWIGS—Stout, densely gray-downy to smooth and reddish-buff; bitter 
to taste and coloring saliva yellow when chewed. LENTICELS—small, 
pale, raised dots, rather inconspicuous. PITH—buff, paler than that 
of Butternut, chambered, the open chambers several times wider than 
the intervening diaphragms. 

LEAF-SCARS—Large, conspicuous, elevated, 3-lobed inversely 
triangular to heart-shaped, upper margin distinctly notched enclosing 
the axillary bud; no downy pad above leaf-scar. BUNDLE-SCARS— 
dark, conspicuous in 3 U-shaped clusters. 

BUDS—Pale, silky-downy; terminal buds ovate, generally under 10 
mm. long and scarcely longer than broad, slightly flattened, obliquely 
blunt-pointed; lateral buds smaller, their outer scales opening at apex 
during winter, frequently a single superposed accessory bud above 
axillary bud. BUD-SCALIES—thick, outer scales of terminal bud gener- 
ally not evidently lobed. 

FRUIT—Round-oval, 4-10 em, in diameter, husk smooth not regularly 
splitting. NUT—dark brown, round-oval, slightly flattened, sculptured 
with interrupted, irregular, thick ridges; within 4-celled below the 
middle, 2t-celled above; seed sweet, edible, oily, soon becoming rancid. 

COMPARISONS—The Black Walnut is most closely related to the 
Butternut which it resembles in its chambered pith and the general 
twig appearance. The Butternut, however, has terminal buds longer 
than broad, downy pads above leaf-scars which are not notched as are 

leaf-scars of the Black Walnut and it further has elongated rather 
than spherical nuts. The pith is dark brown while that of Black 
Walnut is pale buff and the chambers are not much wider than the 
diaphragms. In habit it is lower, more spreading tree than the 
Black Walnut and the light color especially of the flat ridges of 
the bark is further characte tic. The points of dissimilarity to the 
Bitternut are mentioned under this latter species. 

te 

DISTRIBUTION—Rich woods, largely destroyed for its valuable tim- 
ber and now scaree; occasionally cultivated as an ornamental tree in 

the eastern United States. Massachusetts; south to Florida; west to 
Minnesota, Kansas, Arkansas and Texas. 

IN NEW ‘D—Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont—not re- 
ported native; chusetts—rare east of the Connecticut river, occa- 
sional along the western part of the Connecticut valley to the New 
York line; Rhode Island—doubtfully native, Apponaug, and elsewhere. 

IN| CONNECTICUT—Rare. Roadsides and rocky hillsides, in most 
localities derived from planted trees: Norwich, East Hartford, Newing- 
ton, Southington, Seymour and Southbury, Trumbull and Easton. 
Probably native at North Canaan. 

WoOOD—Heavy, hard, strong, rather coarse-grained, very durable, 
rich dark brown, with thin lighter colored sapwood of 10-20 layers of 
annual growth; largely used in cabinet-making, the interior finish of 
houses, gun-stocks, and in boat and ship building. 
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SHAG-BARK HICKORY 

Shell-bark Hickory, Walnut. 
Carya ovata (Mill.) K. Koch. 

C. alba Nutt. ; Hickoria ovata Britton. 

HABIT—A large tree, the tallest of the Hickories 50-75 ft. high, 
with trunk diameter of less than 2 ft.; in the forest producing a tall, 
straight trunk often free from branches for 50 ft. or more, surmounted 
by a narrow head of few limbs; in the open generally forking low 
down or below the middle of the tree into stout ascending limbs 
forming an irregular open narrow oblong or inversely conical round- 
topped head. 

BARK—On young trunks and limbs smooth, light gray, becoming 
seamy; on old trunks shagging characteristically into long flat plates 
which are free at the base or both ends. 

TWIGS—Stout, somewhat downy or smooth and shining, reddish- 
brown to light gray. LENTICELS—numerous, pale, conspicuous, longi- 

tudinally elongated. PITH—obscurely i-pointed, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, conspicuous, 
pale, slightly elevated. 3-lobed, heart-shaped to semi-circular. STIPULE- 
SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—numerous, irregularly scattered or 
arranged in 3 more or less definite circular groups. 

BUDS—Large, terminal bud 10-20 mm. long, broadly ovate, rather 
bluni-pointed. BUD-SCALES—the 3-4 outer scales dark brown, slightly 
downy or nearly smooth, fine-hairy on margins, broadly triangular, 
sharp-pointed, the outermost keeled and often with apex prolonged 
into a long, rigid point, persistent through winter but cracking and 
shagging off from tiie apex downward; inner scales yeilowish-green, 
often tinged witn red, densely downy on outer surface, shining within. 

FRUIT—Nearly spherical, 3-5 cm. long, depressed at apex; husk 5-8 
mm. thick. with small pale lenticels, splitting to the base into four 
pieces. NUT—whitish, variable in size and shape, generally oblong, 
flattened, 4-ridged, rounded or pointed at base and apex; seed sweet. 

COMPARISON The Shag-bark Hickory is distinguished from other 
trees by the distinct shagging of its bark. The bark especially of one 
variety ot the Pignut shags to a certain extent but not so extensively. 
From the Pignut, however, it is distinguished by its larger buds, and 
stouter twigs. From the Mockernut it is distinguished by its relatively 
longer buds, the darker, comparatively smooth, outer scales of which 
remain throughout the winter though shagging away more or less 
completely from the tip toward the base. 

DISTRIBUTION—In various soils and situations, fertile slopes, brook- 
sides, rocky hills. Valley of the St. Lawrence; south to Delaware and 
along the mountains to Florida; west to Minnesota, Kansas, Indian 
Territory, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine, along or near the coast as far north as 
Harpswell; New Hampshire—common as far north as Lake Winnepesau- 
kee; Vermont—occasional along the Connecticut to Windsor, rather 
common in the Champlain valley and along the western slopes of the 
Green mountains; Massachusetts and Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent or common. 

WooD—Heavy, very hard and strong, tough, close-grained, flexible, 
light brown with thin nearly white sapwood; largely used in the manu- 
facture of agricultural implements, carriages, wagons, and for axe- 
handles, baskets and fuel. The nut is the common hickory nut of 
commerce, 
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MOCKERNUT 

Big Bud Hickory, White-heart Hickory. 
Carya alba (L.) K. Koch. 

C. tomentosa Nutt. ; Hickoria alba Britton. 

HWABIT—A tall tree 50-70 ft. high with trunk diameter of 2-5 ft.; 

lower branches more or less drooping, those above ascending at a sharp 
angle, forming a narrow oblong or broad round-topped head, trunk 
sumewhat swollen at base. 

BARK—Light to dark gray, not shaggy, broken by irregular inter- 
rupted fissures into shallow rounded and smooth-topped ridges which 

are transversely cracked at intervals; the smoothness of the furrows 
and of the rounded ridges together with the grayness of the bark is 
quite characteristic, giving an appearance as if the roughness of the 
bark had been sandpapered down or as if a thin veil had been drawn 
over the trunk. 

—Very stout, generally more or less finely-downy, reddish- 
gray. LENTICELS—numerous, pale, conspicuous, longitudin- 

ally elongated. PITH—-obscurely 5-pvinted, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, similar to those of 
Shag-bark Hickory but rather tending to be more distinctly 3-lobed with 
basal lobe elongated, 

BUDS—Terminal buds pale, densely hairy, broadly ovate, blunt or 

sharp-pointed, 10-20 mm. lon outermost scales falling in early autumn, 
exposing the yellowish-gray silky inner scales, some of which fall 
during the winter. 

FRUIT—Spherical to obovate, 4-6 ecm. long, more or less narrowed at 
the ends; husk 3-4 mm. thick, splitting to middle or nearly to base. 
NUT—brown, variable in size and shape, spherical to oblong, more or 
less flattened and angled and generally pointed at both ends; shell very 

thick; seed comparatively small, sweet. 

COMPARISONS—The Mockernut, so named from the disappointingly 
small kernel obtained from the relatively large nut, is distinguished 
by fat. pale, downy buds, which do not retain the outer 
dark do the narrower buds of the Shag-bark Hickory. The 
peculiar smoothness of the ridges and furrows of the gray bark is also 
a distinctive characteristic. 

DISTRIBUTION—In various soils; woods, dry, rocky ridges, mountain 
slopes. Niagar peninsula and westward; south to Florida, ascending 
3.500 feet in Vi nia; west to Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Indian 
Territory, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine and Vermont not reported; New Hamp- 
shire—sparingly along the coast; Massachusetts—rather common east- 
ward; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Oceasional or frequent. 

Very heavy, hard, tough, strong, close-grained, flexible, rich 
brown, with thick nearly white sapwood; used for the same 

purpose as that of the Shag-bark Hickory. 
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PIGNUT 

Pignut or Broom Hickory. 
Carya glabra (Mill.) Spach. 

C. porcina Nutt.; Hickoria glabra Britton. 

HABIT—A good sized tree, 50-60 ft. in height with a trunk diameter 
of 2-5 ft.; branches slender, more or less contorted, the lower ones 
especially usually strongly pendulous, forming a narrow oblong head, 
well shown in the tree photographed, or broader in other specimens. 

BARK—Dark gray, fissured into irregular diamond-shaped areas 
somewhat suggesting bark of White Ash, but narrow ridges flattened, 
tough, tending to become detached at ends; sometimes somewhat shaggy 
especially in one of the varieties mentioned below, which has a bark 
approaching that of the Shag-bark Hickory. 

TWIGS—Comparatively slender for the genus, smooth, reddish- 
brown, to gray. LENTICELS—numerous, longitudinally elongated, more 
or less conspicuous. PITH—obscurely 5-pointed, star-shaped 

LE. AF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, obscurely 3-lobed, 
‘t-shaped to semi-circular or oblong. BUNDLE-SCARS—numerous, 

irresulariy scattered or collected in 3 more or less definite groups. 

BUDS—Reddish-brown to gray, small, terminal bud under 10 mm. 

long, oval, blunt or sharp-pointed, becoming subglobuose toward spring. 
BUD-SCALES—outer scales dark, smooth or finely downy, generally 
slightly yellow glandular-dotted, more or less keeled, and sometimes 
long pointed, often falling before the end of winter and exposing the 
pale-silky inner scales. 

FRUIT—Pear-shaped to oblong to nearly spherical, 3-5 cm. long; very 
variable in size and shape; husk under 2 mm. thick, in some forms 

splitting only at the apex and enclosing the nut after it has fallen 
to the ground, in other forms splitting to the middle or to the base. 
NUT—thick or rather thin shelled, generally not ridged nor sharp- 
pointed; seed sweet or sometimes bitter. 

COMPARISONS—The Pignut is a very variable species and there are 
several varieties described, some of which have been recognized as 
distinct species, as for instance Carya microcarpa Nutt.,—the Small- 

fruited Hickory—which is perhaps the most conspicuous. It has a 
somewhat shaggy bark and a nearly spherical fruit with the husk 

splitting to the base. The most distinctive feature of the whole spe- 
cies is the small size of the buds, which before the vuter dark scales 
drop off resemble buds of the Shag-bark Hickory except for size, and 
after these outer scales have been shed may be compared with minia- 
ture Mockernut buds. Its bark is not smoothed off like that of the 
ae aia nor except in extreme cases shaggy like that of the Shag- 
ark. 

DISTRIBUTION—Woods, dry hills and uplands. Niagara peninsula 
and along Lake Erie; south to the Gulf of Mexico; west to Minnesota, 
Nebraska, kansas, Indian Territory, and Texas, 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—frequent in the southern corner of 
York county; New Hampshire—common toward the coast and along the 
lower Merrimac valley; abundant on hills near the Connecticut_river, 
but only occasional above Bellows Falls; Vermont—Marsh Hill, Ferris- 
burgh, W. Castleton and Pownal; Massachusetts—common eastward; 
along the Connecticut river valley and some of the tributary valleys, 
more common than the Shag-bark; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Oceasional or frequent. 

WwooD—Heavy, hard, very strong and tough, flexible, light or dark 
brown, with thick, lighter colored or often nearly white sapwood; used 
for the handles of tools and in the manufacture of wagons and agri- 
cultural implements,’and largely for fuel. 
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BITTERNUT 

Swamp Hickory. 
Carya cordiformis (Wang.) K. Koch. 

C. amara Nutt. ; Hickoria minima (Marsh.) Britton. 

ABIT—A tall tree 50-75 ft. in height, with a trunk diameter of 
1-2% ft.; trunk generally early developing several stout ascending 

somewhat diverging branches to form a broad spreading head 
generally widest toward the top. 

BARK—Thin, light gray, close, With shallow fissures and narrow 
ridges rarely flaking off in small thin scales. 

TW1IGS—Slender, buff or gray or reddish, smooth or slightly downy 
toward apex, generally yellow-glandular above. LENTICHLS—more or 
less distinct, pale, numerous, longitudinally elongated. PiITH—infre- 

quently star-shaped, brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, obscurely  3-lobed, 
heart-shaped, inversely triangular to elliptical, pale, raised, large, 
prominent, the upper margin generally rounded, convex to_ sharp- 
pointed, often 2-toothed at apex. BUNDLIE-SCARS—prominent, irregu- 
larly scattered or collected into 3 more or less regular groups or 
sometimes apparently in single curved line. 

BubDS—Slender, strikingly yellow with crowded glandular dots, 
slightly hairy between the scales; terminal bud 5-15 mm. long, flattened, 
obliquely blunt-pointed; lateral buds more or less 4-angled, the axillary 

bud generally minute with one or more larger superposed buds above 
it, often considerably separated from each other, the uppermost of the 
series stalked or developing into a twig the first season. BUD- 
SCALES—4, valvate in pairs. 

FRUIT—Nearly spherical to pear-shaped 2-3.5 em. long, generally 
4-winged from the apex to about the middle; husk about 1 mm. 
thick, yellow glandular-dotted, tardily splitting to about the middle 
into 4 valves. NUT-—-usually thin-shelled, sometimes broader than 
long, smooth, short-pointed; seed deeply and irregularly roughened, 
sweetish at first, becoming intensely bitter. 

COMPARISONS—The Bitternut is not to be confused with any other 
tree if due notice is taken of the narrow bright yellow, glandular- 
dotted often superposed buds. The Butternut has superposed buds but 
they are pale greenish-yellow and very downy, not bright yellow nor 
glandular dotted and the pith though similarly brown is distinctly 
chambered. 

DISTRIBUTION—In varying soils and situation wet woods, low, 
damp fields, river valleys, along roadsides, occa nal upon uplands 
and hill slopes. From Montreal west to Georgian bay; south to Florida, 
ascending 3,500 feet in Virginia; west to Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Indian Territory, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—southward, rare; New Hampshire— 
eastern limit in the Connecticut valley, where it ranges farther north 
than any other of our Hickories, reaching Well’s river; Vermont— 
occasional west of the Green mountains and in the southern Connecti- 
cut valley; Massachusetts—rather common, abundant in the vicinity 
of Boston; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional. 

WwooD—Heavy, very hard, strong, tough, close-grained, dark brown, 
with thick light brown or often nearly white sapwood; largely used 
for hoops and ox-yokes and for fuel. 

o 
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HOP HORNBEAM 

Ironwood, Leverwood, Deerwood. 

Ostrya virginiana (Mill.) K. Koch. 

HABIT—A small tree 25-40 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 

generally less than 1 ft.; branches long, slender, those below widely 

spreading and often drooping but with branchlets tending upward 

forming an irregular oblong or broadly ovate head often as broad as 

tall with slender, stiff spray. 

BARK—Thin, flaky, light grayish-brown broken into narrow flattish 

pieces, loose at the ends. 

TW1IGS—Slender, 1-2 mm. in thickness, dark reddish-brown, often 

zigzag, for the most part smooth and shining. LENTICELS—scattered, 

pale. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, minute, 1.75 mm. or less in 

diameter, flattened, elliptical, projecting. STIPULE-SCARS—triangular, 

rather inconspicuous. BUNDLE-SCARS—generally 3, inconspicuous; if 

scar is surface-sectioned, 5 bundle-scars are evident. 

BUDS—Small, 3-7 mm. long, narrowly ovate, pointed, light reddish- 

brown, smooth or somewhat finely downy, slightly gummy especially 

within, generally strongly divergent; terminal bud absent. BUD-SCALES 

—in 4 ranks, about § scales visible, increasing in size from below 

upwards, longitudinally striate if viewed toward light. 

FRUIT—A small seed-like nutlet, enclosed in an inflated sac-like, 

veiny bract, long-hairy at base; the fruits aggregated together in a 

hop-like cluster about 7 cm. long, with stalks often hairy, generally 

falling before winter. Young staminate catkins abundantly present, 

cylindrical, usually in 3’s, their scales bristle-pointed. 

COMPARISONS—The Hop Hornbeam from its general appearance and 

bark character is sometimes mistaken for a young Elm. The scales of 

the bark, however, are narrower and more flaky, the leaf-scars are 

smaller and the bundle-scars are not sunken, the bud-scales are in 4 

ranks and the staminate flowers are borne in catkins which are gener- 

ally present on the tree in winter. For differences between the Hop 

Hornbeam and the American Hornbeam, see under latter species. 

DISTRIBUTION—In rather open woods and along highlands. Nova 

Scotia to Lake Superior, scattered throughout the whole country east of 

the Mississippi, ranging through western Minnesota to Nebraska, 

Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common in all parts. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WwooOD—Strong, hard, tough, durable, light brown and tinged with 

red or often nearly white, with thick pale sapwood of 40-50 layers of 

annual growth, used for fence posts, levers, handles of tools, mallets and 

other small articles. 
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AMERICAN HORNBEAM 

Hornbeam, Blue Beech, Ironwood, Water Beech. 

Carpinus caroliniana Walt. 

HABIT—A low tree or shrub 10-30 ft. high with a trunk diameter 

generally under 1 ft.; with long, slender, tough, more or less zigzag 

branches not easily broken, Which are somewhat pendulous at ends 
forming a bushy wide spreading, flat or round-topped head; the trunk 
is frequently zigzag abuve giving appearance of being forked with 
broad rounded crotches, 

BARK—Smooth, thin, dark bluish-gray, close-fitting, sinewy-fluted 
with smooth, rounded, longitudinal ridges. The smooth ridges of the 

“ery characteristic and may be compared to the appearance 
st which becomes similarly ridged by the protrusion of the 

sinews When the hand is clenched. 

TWIGS—Slender, about 1 mm. thick or less toward apex, dark red, 

and shining, smooth, or often somewhat hairy. LENTICELS—scattered, 
pale, generally conspicuous. 

LE: AF- SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, minute, flattened, elliptical, 
'LE-SCAR rrow, triangular, rather inconspicuous. 

generally. oe inconspicuous, up to 4d visible when SCARS 
surface-sectioned. 

BUDS—Small, usually 2-4 mm. long, narrowly ovate to oblong, point. 

ed, reddish-brown, more or less hairy especially the buds containing 
staminate catkins which are larger and oval to obovate; leaf buds 
more or less appressed or only slightly divergent, terminal bud absent, 

BUD-SCALES—in 4 ranks about $-12 scales “risible, increasing in size 
from below upward white-scarious and often downy on edges, fre- 
quently with a woolly patch of down on tip; longitudinally striate when 
viewed toward light. 

FRUIT—A small ribbed seed-like nutlet enclosed by a veiny generally 

8-lobed bract about 2.5 em. long, Which is saw-toothed on one side of 
larger lobe and often has one of lower lobes lacking, usually falling 
before winter. Staminate catkins entirely enclosed in the larger buds 
therefore not visible during winter. 

COMP ARISONS—The American Hornbeam is often confused with the 
Hop Hornbeam perhaps chiefly from their unfortunate similarity in 
common names. The smooth, close, bluish-gray bark together with 

the habitat in which it grows has given it the name of Water Beech. 
The sinewy-fluting to the bark is unique among our trees and readily 
distinguishes the American Hornbeam from the Hop Hornbeam, the 
bark of which is flaky in narrow scales. Further the American Horn- 
beam never shows any catkins in winter while they are generally 
abundant on the Hop Hornbeam; the buds of the American Hornbeam 

are smaller, and have whitish down on the edges; those of the Hop 
Hornbeam are for the most part smooth and slightly gummy. The 
Beech which the American Hornbeam resembles in its bark has much 
larger and relatively longer buds. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low, wet woods, and margins of swamps. Province 
of Quebec to Georgian bay: south to Florida; west to Minnesota, 

Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Rather common throughout, less frequent 
towards the coast. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent or common. 

woon—Light brown with thick, nearly white sapwood. sometimes 
used for levers, the handles of tools and other small articles. 
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BLACK BIRCH 

Cherry Birch; Sweet Birch. 
Betula lenta L. 

HABIT—A medium to large sized tree 50-75 ft. high, with a trunk 
diameter of 1-4 ft.; branches long and slender, in young specimens 
upper branches ascending at sharp angle, lower branches horizontal 
or drooping with delicate spray forming a narrow head; in older 
trees becoming wide spreading, ovate in outline. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches smooth, close, not peeling, 
dark reddish-brown, shining, with horizontally elongated pale lenticels 
resembling the bark of the cultivated Cherry whence the common 
name; in older trunks tardily broken into large thick irregular plates; 
inner bark with distinct wintergreen taste. 

TW1GS—Slender, light reddish-brown, smooth, shining, with strong 
wintergreen flavor when chewed; short spur-like lateral shoots abund- 
ant, bearing two leaves each season, much roughened by leaf-scars of 
numerous past seasons. LENTICELS—pale, raised dots, becoming 
horizontally elongated with age. PITH—elliptical. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, small, semi-oval to depressed 
inversely triangular to crescent-shaped, projecting. STIPULE-SCARS— 
present, narrow, inconspicuous. BUNDLE-SCARS—generally 3 and 
inconspicuous, 

BUDS—Medium, 5-10 mm. long, conical, sharp-pointed, reddish-brown, 
divergent; terminal bud absent on long shoots; buds on short spurs 
terminal. BUD-SCALES—downy on margins, overlapping with more than 
2 ranks; in buds of long shoots 8 scales visible, two lateral of 
equal size reaching half way up and a third with edges rolled around 
the bud; scales of terminal buds on short spurs more numerous, about 
7 visible. 

FRUIT—An erect, stalkless, oval-oblong catkin, 2-4 cm. long, with 
smooth scales about 4-6 mm. long, equally 8-lobed above the middle 
and with seed-like winged nutlets about as broad as their wings. 

COMPARISONS—The Black Birch differs from other Birches in its 
close dark cherry-like bark. It is most closely related to the Yellow 
Birch in the character of its fruit and the aromatic flavor of the young 
bark. Besides the bark differences, however, the twigs of the Black 
Birch have a more decided wintergreen flavor. It has in general a 
somewhat less spreading habit of growth, the buds are divergent and 
the catkins are downy. 

DISTRIBUTION—Moist grounds; rich woods, old pastures, fertile 
hill slopes, banks of rivers. Maine; south to Delaware, along the moun- 
tains to Florida; west to Minnesota and Kansas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—frequent; New Hampshire—in the high- 
lands of the southern section, and along the Connecticut river valley 
to a short distance north of Windsor; Vermont—frequent in the 
western part of the state, and in the southern Connecticut valley: 

Massachusetts and Rhode Island—frequent throughout, especially in 
the highlands, less often near the coast. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Widely distributed, especially in the Connecticut 
river valley, frequent or common. 

WoOOD—Heavy, very strong and hard, close-grained, dark brown 
tinged with red, with thin light brown or yellow sapwood of 70-80 
layers of annual growth; largely used in the manufacture of furniture 
and for fuel, and occasionally in ship and boat building. Oil of winter- 
green, used medicinally and as a flavor, is distilled from the wood, and 
beer is abtained by fermenting the sugary sap. 
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YELLOW BIRCH 

Silver or Gray Birch. 

Betula lutea Michx. f. 

HABIT—A large tree 60-90 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 

2-4 ft.. reaching its largest size in northern New England; in the open 
branching low down with long slender wide spreading somewhat 
pendulous branches forming a broadly ovate to hemispherical head. 
Older trees than the one photographed generally show a broader outline 
with the trunk less conspicuously continuous into the head. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches close, bright, silvery-yellow- 

ish gray, generally at length peeling into thin ribbon- like layers which 
roll back and extend up the trunk in long lines of ragged fringe. There 
is considerable variation in the amount of peeling of. the outer bark. A 
well marked condition of peeling is shown in the bark photographed; 
the bark of the tree used for the habit showed scarcely oe peeling. On 
older trunks especially toward the base the silvery bark is entirely 
shed and the bark below shows reddish-brown and becomes rough and 
fissured into irregular plate-like scales. 

TWIGS—Slender, light yellowish- brown, becoming darker, smooth or 
somewhat hai with only wintergreen flavor when chewed; 
short spur-like lateral branches abundant, similar to those of Black 
Birch, LENTICELS—pale, raised dots, inconspicuous, becoming horizon- 

tally elongated with age. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, similar to those of Black Birch. 

BUDS—Similar to those of Black Birch, more or less appressed. 
BUD-SCALES—more or less downy. 

FRUIT—An erect, stalkless or short-stalked downy catkin, ovate to 
oblong, 2-4 em. long and about 2 mm. wide and relatively wider than 
fruit of Black Birch; scales downy on ‘kK and edges, 8-10 mm. 
long, longer than broad, nearly equally to the dae: with 
seed-like winged nutlets about as broad as their wing 

from the Black Birch as COMPARISONS—The Yellow Birch differs 
indicated in Comparisons under the latter species. In the peeling of the 

outer bark it resembles the Paper and the Red Birch. Its outer bark, 
however, is a dingy yellow and not a chalky white as is that of the 
exposed layers of the Paper Birch; moreover, in peeling the thin layers 
tend to curl back to form longitudinal lines of ragged fringe. The 
fringes of bark are larger and more ragged than in the Red Birch 
but the color alone is sufficient to distinguish the two forms. 

mountain slopes. Newfound- 
the middle states, and 

west to Minne- 

DISTRIBUTION—Low, rich woodlands, 
land and Nova Scotia to Rainy river: south to 
along the mountains to Tennessee and North Carolina; 
sota, 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Abundant northward; common throughout, from 
bore s of lowland swamps to 1,000 feet above the sea level; more 

common at considerable altitudes, where it often occurs in extensive 

patches or belts 

IN CONNECTICUT—Ocecasional or frequent. 

strong, hard, close-grained, light brown tinged 
used in the manufac- 

s, the hubs of wheels 

wooD—Heavy, very 
With red, with thin nearly white sapwood; largel 
ture of furniture, button and tassel moulds, box 
and for fuel. 
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RED BIRCH 

River Birch. 

Betula nigra L. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree, 30-50 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter of 1-1% ft., much larger southward; trunk often divided 
relatively low down as shown in photographs into a few slightly 
spreading limbs beset with numerous slender more or less pendulous 
branchlets, forming a rather narrow oblong head, becoming irregular 
and broader with age. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches, thin, shining, light reddish- 
brown, peeling freely into thin papery layers of various shades of 
red and brown which curl back and remain for several years as 
ragged fringes and show the light pinkish tints of the freshly exposed 
inner layers; at base of older trunks, dark reddish-brown, deeply 
furrowed and broken into thick irregular plate-like scales. 

TW1IGS—Slender, dark red, for the most part smooth. LENTICELS— 
pale, becoming horizontally elongated. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked. 

BUDS—Small, about 6 mm. long, shining, light chestnut brown, 
smooth or more or less hairy, ovate, pointed, more or less appressed. 

FRUIT—Ripening in late spring or summer, a stalked, downy, cylin- 
drical, erect, catkin, 2-5 cm. long; scales downy, with 3 narrow 
lobes; seed-like nutlet about as wide as the downy margined wings. 

COMPARISONS—The Red Birch resembles the Yellow Birch in the 
more or less persistent ragged fringes of papery layers into which the 
outer bark peels. Its bark, however, is dark reddish to light cinnamon 
color and is rather less ragged in peeling than that of the Yellow Birch 
which, moreover, is of a dirty yellowish color. The Black Birch with 
its dark bark and the white barked species cannot be confused with 
the tree under discussion. This tree is rare and local in New England 
and except as planted for ornament is found along river banks. 

DISTRIBUTION—Along rivers, ponds, and woodlands inundated a 
part of the year. Doubtfully and indefinitely reported from Canada; 
south, east of the Alleghany mountains, to Florida; west, locally 
through the northern tier of states to Minnesota and along the Gulf 
states to Texas; western limits, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory, and 
Missouri. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Not reported in Maine, Vermont, Rhode Island or 
Connecticut; New Hampshire—found sparingly along streams in the 
southern part of the state; abundant along the banks of Beaver Brook, 
Pelham; Massachusetts—along the Merrimac river and its tributaries, 
bordering swamps in Methuen and ponds in North Andover. 

IN CONNECTICUT 

WoobD—Light, rather hard, strong, close-grained, light brown with 
pale sapwood of 40-50 layers of annual growth; used in the manufacture 
of furniture, wooden ware, wooden shoes and in turnery. 

Not reported. 
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GRAY BIRCH 

Old-field, White, Poverty, Small White or Poplar Birch. 
Betula populifolia Marsh. 

HABIT—A small short-lived tree, 20-35 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter of generally less than 1 ft, commonly growing in clumps; 
trunk slender, generally inclined to one side, continuous into top of tree, 
with a fringe from top to bottom of short slender branches which grow 
upward for a short distance but soon bend downward, with delicate 
spray forming a narrow, open, pyramidal, pointed head. 

BARK—Dull chalky-white, close, not peeling, with distinct dark 
triangular patches below insertion of branche inner bark reddish- 
orange yellow; base of older trees nearly black and roughened by 
irregular fissures; young trunks and branches bright reddish- brown, 

, bright reddish-brown or grayish, becoming with age 
much roughened by warty resinous exudations. 

raised dots becoming with age conspicuous and hori- LENTICELS—pale, 
zontally elongated. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, 2-ranked, small, with characters of the 
genus, 

BUDS—Small, about 5 mm. or generally less in length, smooth, some- 
what inous especially within, ovate, pointed, divergent. BUD- 
SCALES—finely downy on margins, 3-4 visible. 

FRUIT—An erect or pendant, slender-stalked, narrow-cylindrical cat- 
kin. 1.5 to 3.5 em. long; scales minute 2-4 mm. long, finely downy with 
broad lateral recurved lobes, and narrow middle lobe suggesting the 
silhouette of a soaring bird; seed-like nutlet, minute, narrower than 
the wings. Staminate catkin usually solitary. 

COMP ARISONS—The Gray Birch resembles the Paper Birch in having 
a Whitish outer bark. The bark however is a dingier gray and does 
not peel into thin papery layers as does that of the Paper Birch. A 
close inspection of its bark sometimes may show a certain breaking 
away of the outer part in minute inconspicuous seales, but this is not 
to be confused with a natural peeling. The bark, moreover, cannot be 
separated into thin papery layers. The slender twigs are generally 
conspicuously roughened with resinous dots while those of the twigs 

of the Paper Birch are in general not so roughened except slightly 
in certain varieties. The Gray Birch is less inclined to produce large 

limbs and the numerous small branches are rather strongly pendant 
after leaving the trunk. The species is short lived, never forming a 
large tree, and is most frequently met with as a waste-land tree. 

DISTRIBUTION—Dry, gravelly soils, occasional in swamps and fre- 
quent along their border often springing up on burnt lands and usually 
the first tree to take possession of abandoned or neglected fields; often 
dificult to eradicate as it sprouts readily from the cut stump. Nova 
Scotia to Lake Ontario; south, mostly in the coast region, to Delaware; 

west to Lake Ontario. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—abundant: New Hampshire—abundant 
eastward, as far north as Conway and along the Connecticut to West- 
moreland; Vermont—common in the western and frequent in the south- 

ern sections; Massachusetts and Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Common. 

WoOD—Light. soft, not strong, close-grained, not durable, light 
brown, with thick nearly white sapwood; used in the manufacture of 
spools, shoe pegs and wood pulp, for the hoops of barrels and largely 
for fuel. 
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PAPER BIRCH 

Canoe or White Birch. 

Betula alba, var. papyrifera (Marsh.) Spach. 

B. papyrifera Marsh. 

HABIT—A large tree, 50-75 ft. or occasionally more in height with 
a trunk diameter of 1-3 ft.; developing when not crowded an open, 
irregular, rounded head, with numerous branches and erect branchlets. 

BARK—Trunk and older branches chalky-white, peeling or easily 
separated into thin paper-like layers of a delicate pinkish to yellowish 
tinge where not exposed to the sun, with conspicuous, horizontally 
elongated, raised lenticels; inner bark reddish-orange yellow. With age 
the outer bark rolls back in ragged sheets and the trunk becomes more 
or less black-streaked and blotched and the base rough and fissured 
into large irregular thick scales. The bark of the Paper Birch is much 
sought after by visitors in the woods for use as letter paper, small 
picture frames and other souvenir articles. In consequence trees of 
this species in the neighborhood of picnic grounds generally are 
despoiled of their bark and even its close-barked relative the Gray 
Birch is not immune from attacks of those who are ignorant of the 
difference in bark characters between the two species. 

TW1GS—Stouter than those of the Gray Birch; smooth or somewhat 
hairy, reddish-brown. LENTICELS—pale, orange colored dots becoming 
horizontally elongated. LEAF-SCARS—2-ranked, resembling those of 
the Gray Birch. 

BUDS—About 5-10 mm. long, ovate, pointed, divergent. BUD-SCALES 
—downy on margins. 

FRUIT—A_ short-stalked, cylindrical, smooth catkin 2-5 cm. long; 
scales 4-6 mm. long, with thick lateral lobes, hairy-margined; seed- 
like nutlet, narrower than the wings; staminate catkins in 2’s or usually 
in 3’s. 

COMPARISONS—The Paper Birch, as known to woodsmen, is distin- 
guished by its chalky-white bark peeling into thin papery layers. A 
number of botanically more or less distinet separate varieties and 
species have been recognized but Betula alba, var. papyrifera is the most 
common. The peeling of its bark distinguishes it from the Gray Birch. 
The exposed outer bark is more distinctly white and the dark triangular 
patches noticeable at the insertion of branches in the Gray Birch are 
often absent especially on older trunks or less distinct. The bark 
does not typically form the ragged fringe characteristic of the Yellow 
Birch and while it may not show the characteristic chalky-white where 
it has peeled, the color is not a dingy yellow but some delicate shade, 
generally of cinnamon. 

DISTRIBUTION—Deep, rich woods, river banks, mountain. slopes. 
Canada, Atlantic to Pacific, northward to Labrador and Alaska to the 
limit of deciduous trees; south to Pennsylvania and Illinois; west to the 
Rocky mountains and Washington on the Pacific coast. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—abundant; New Hampshire—in all sec- 
tions, most common on highlands up to the alpine area of the White 
Mountains, above the range of the Yellow Birch; Vermont—common; 
Massachusetts—common in the western and central sections, rare 
towards the coast; Rhode Island—not reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare near the coast, Lyme, Huntington, becoming 
occasional northward and frequent in Litchfield county. 

WooD—Light, strong, hard, tough, very close-grained, light brown, 
tinged with red, with thick nearly white sapwood; largely used for 
spools, shoe-lasts, pegs and in turnery, the manufacture of wood pulp 
and for fuel. The tough resinous durable bark impervious to water is 
used by all the northern Indians in their canoes, and for baskets, 
bags, drinking cups and other small articles, and often to cover their 
wigwams in winter. 
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EUROPEAN WHITE BIRCH 

European Paper Birch. 
Betula alba L. 

The European Birch of which our American Paper Birch is considered 

a variety is closely related to this latter species. There are many 

horticultural varieties. Aside from the weeping variety the forms most 

frequently seen in cultivation are erect with fine drooping spr The 

bark is often slashed at the base of the trunk with deep “gusset’’-like 

furrows exposing the dark inner bark in sharp contrast to the whiteness 

of the outer layers. The outer bark is separable into thin papery layers 

but does not seem so inclined to peel spontaneously as our native Paper 

Birch. 
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SPECKLED ALDER 

Hoary Alder, Alder. 
Alnus inecana (L.) Moench. 

HABIT—A small tree, or more frequently a shrub 8-25 ft. high with 

a trunk diameter generally under 5 inches; generally growing in 

clumps of several stems. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, smooth, with prominent whitish lenticels 

somewhat elongated horizontally. 

TW1IGS—Rather slender, more or less zigzag, finely downy, grayish- 

brown, becoming hoary white toward the tips especially of fruiting 

twigs. LENTICELS—scattered, whitish, conspicuous. PITH—dark green, 

3-cornered. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, or sometimes apparently more 

than 2-ranked, conspicuous, inversely triangular, raised, light yellowish- 

brown. STIPULE-SCARS—narrow, triangular. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, 

often compounded. 

BUDS—Distinctly stalked, about § mm. long, reddish, more or less 

whitened with fine down, slightly sticky within; terminal buds scarcely 

larger than laterals. BUD-SCALES—3 scales visible, closely stuck 

together. 

FRUIT—A woody cone-like catkin, 6-12 mm. long, remaining on the 

plant during winter, often distorted by strap-shaped projections 

caused by a fungus. Staminate catkins of the coming season pendant 

at the ends of reflexed branchlets with the young fertile catkins 

appearing lateral and pointing downward; seed-like nutlets, round, 

flattened. 

COMPARISONS—The Speckled Alder is distinguished from its most 

common relative, the Smooth Alder [Alnus rugosa (Du Roi) Spreng.], 

by position of the fertile catkins which in the Smooth Alder are erect 

and seem to be terminal and in the Speckled Alder point downward and 

seem to be lateral. These two common species occur throughout New 

England but intermediate forms are found especially near their north- 

ern limits. The European Black Alder [Alnus vulgaris Hill.] is some- 

what planted for ornament in this country and is reported in several 

localities as escaped from cultivation. In contrast to our native Alders 

it has an erect, distinctly tree-like habit of growth and reaches in 

Europe a height of 70 ft. 

DISTRIBUTION—Swamps and borders of streams. Newfoundland to 

Saskatchewan, south to Pennsylvania and Nebraska. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Throughout, more or less common especially 

toward the north, local in sections toward the south. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Local or occasional except in the southeastern 

part of the state where it is rare. 

WoOOD—Soft. used as a source of gunpowder charcoal and said to be 

further valuable because of its durability in water. 
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BEECH 

American Beech. 

Fagus grandifolia Ehrh. 

F. ferruginia Ait.; F. americana Sweet; F. atropunicea Sudw. 

HABIT—A tall tree 50-75 ft. or more in height with a trunk diameter 
of 142-4 ft.; in the forest with a tall slender trunk free of branches for 
more than half its length; in the open low-branched with numerous 
long, slender, widely spreading or drooping branches, forming a sym- 
metrical, broad, dense, rounded, oblong or obovate head; roots near the 
surface, widely spreading and sending up shoots which often surround 
the parent plant with a thicket of small trees 

BARK—Close, smooth, steel-gray; 
covered with lichens in the countr 
STOR is prevented by injurious g% in the air, a clear, lighter bluish- 

gray; from the ease with which it carved, generally adorned with 
fnieieis and coventionalized outlines of the human heart. 

more or less dark mottled and 
; in or about cities where lichen 

TW1IGS—Slender, somewhat zigzag, smooth, shining, reddish-brown, 
becoming ay on older growth. Spray flattish from 2-ranked position 
of the buas; slow-growing branchlets numerous, leafy at tips, elongat- 
ing each season ¢ , a small fraction of an inch, and growing but 
slightly in thickn thus one of the twigs in photograph is 29 
years old and had grown only 4% inches in length and acquired a 

thickness of less than 3 mm. during this time. LENTICELS rous, 
conspicuous, orange to gray, elongated longitudinally. LEAVES—fre- 
quently remaining on tree in winter, pale yellow, oval, sharp-pointed, 
With prominent, straight veins, ending in teeth. 

LEAF-SCARS—Small, raised, elliptical to semi-circular. STIPULE- 
SCAKS—narrow, distinct, nearly encircling twig. BUNDLE-SCARS— 
inconspicuous, best seen by cutting surface section, 5 or more in double 
row or scattered. 

BUDS—Conspicuously long and ve slender, 10-20 mm. long, about 5 
times as long as wide, gradually tapering to sharp-pointed apex; ter- 
minal bud present not conspicuously larger than-laterals. BUD-SCALES 
—numerous, 10-20 in 4 nks, increasing in length from base to apex, 
reddish-brown, their margins more or less finely hairy and often with 
a woolly patch of down at tip, leaving a rather long and distinct set 
of scale-scars marking each year’s growth. 

FRUIT—A stalked bur, densely downy and covered with soft spread- 
ing and more or less recurved prickle 4-valved, splitting to near the 
base, remaining on the tree into winter, after the nut has fallen. NUT— 
brown, shining, 1.0-1.5 cm. long, 3-sided pyramidal; seed sweet, edible. 

COMPARISONS—The long narrow buds and the smooth, bluish-gray 
bark of the Beech make it an easy tree to identify in the winter. The 
pale persistent dead leaves in connection with the habit may frequently 

be used to distinguish the tree from a distance, the Oaks being about 
the only other trees that have a similar retention of their withered 
leaves. The PUTO A Beech [Fagus sylvatica L.] with weeping and 
purple-leaved varieties is frequently planted for ornament. It has a 
darker bark than the American tree but quite closely resembles it. 

DISTRIBUTION—Moist, rocky soil. Nova Scotia through Quebec and 
Ontario; south to Florida; west to Wisconsin, Missouri, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—abundant; New Hampshire—throughout 
the state; common on the Connecticut-Merrimae watershed, enters 
largely into the composition of the hardwood forests of Coos county; 
Vermont—abundant; Massachusetts—in western sections abundant, 
common eastward; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Oceasional or frequent, rarely maturing perfect 
fruit. 

WwooD—Hard, strong, tough, very close-grained, not durable, dif- 
ficult to season, dark or often light red, with thin nearly white sap- 
wood of 20-30 layers of annual growth; largely used in the manufacture 
of chairs, shoe lasts, plane stocks. the handles of tools and for fuel. 
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CHESTNUT 

Castanea dentata (Marsh.) Borkh. 

Cc. sativa, var. americana Sarg. ; C. vesca, var. americana Michx. 

HABIT—A large tree 60-80 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 5-6 
ft. or larger; in the forest, trunk tall and slender, in the open trunk 
short and thick generally tapering rapidly from point of branching 
into top of tree; lower branches horizontal or declining, often gnarled 
and twisted, upper branches arising at a sharper angle, forming a low, 
open, broad, spreading, rounded, ovate head often as broad as high. 
Young branches tend to bend up from all sides and give an even-edged 
outline to the tree as if the head had been trimmed like a round- 
topped hedge. The Chestnut when cut sprouts readily from the stump 
and in consequence in wood-lots Chestnut trees are most commonly to 
be found in groups of 2-4 or even more surrounding the old stump from 
which they originally sprouted. (See plate). 

BARK—On young trunks and branches smooth, reddish-bronze, often 
shining; with age broken by shallow fissures into long, broad, flat, 
more or less oblique ridges. 

TWIGS—Stout, generally straight, greenish-yellow or reddish-brown, 
smooth, round or somewhat angled from base and outer edges of leaf- 
scars; somewhat swollen at nodes. LENTICELS—Numerous, conspicu- 
ous, forming minute, raised, white dots. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—Sometimes distinctly 2-ranked, generally more than 
2-ranked, raised, semioval. STIPULE-SCARS—narrow, triangular, often 
inconspicuous. BUNDLE-SCARS—scattered, inconspicuous, if leaf-scar 
is surface-sectioned bundle-scars are found in two small lateral clus- 
ters and a large more or less circular basal cluster. 

BUDS—Small, ovate, light to dark chestnut brown, 4-6 mm. long, 
often oblique to the leaf-scar; terminal bud generally absent, the end 
of the twig being marked by a small scar and the bud at end of twig 
being in the axil of the uppermost leaf-scar. BUD-SCALES—2-3 only 
visible, thin-margined. 

FRUIT—A large, round bur, sharp-spiny without and hairy within, 
opening by 4 valves. Photograph of bur reduced to about % natural 
size, NUTS—generally 3 (1-5), dark brown, white-downy at apex, 
ovate, flattened where in contact with other nuts; seed—sweet, edible. 

COMPARISONS—From the appearance of gnarled old _ specimens 
grown in the open, the Chestnut might be taken for one of the Oaks. 
Its pith, further, is star-shaped but its buds are not clustered at ends 
of the twigs as in Oaks and have only 2-3 scales visible. At times 
the buds of the Chestnut have a 2-ranked arrangement and 
in this condition the twigs alone might be confused with 
those of the Linden (which see under Comparisons). Since 
the tree begins bearing early,and the characteristic burs remain on 
the ground, the fruit is a valuable winter character. The bark in 

middle-aged trees resembles somewhat that of the Red Oak. If the 
bark is blazed the wood exposed does not show the short clear lines 
representing medullary rays in tangential section seen in Oaks under 
similar treatment. 

DISTRIBUTION—In strong, well-drained soil; pastures, rocky woods, 
and hillsides. Ontario, common; south to Delaware, along the moun- 
tains to Alabama; west to Michigan, Indiana, and Tennessee. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—southern sections, probably not indi- 
genous north of latitude 44° 20’; New Hampshire—Connecticut valley 
near the river, as far north as Windsor, Vt.; most abundant in the Mer- 
rimac valley south of Concord, but occasional a short distance north- 
ward, Vermont—common in the southern sections, especially in the Con- 

necticut valle occasional as far north as Winds¢ West Rutland, 
Burlington; Massachusetts—rather common throughout the state, but 
less frequent near the sea; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Common. 

WOOD—Light, soft, not very strong, liable to check and warp in 
drying, easily split, durable in contact with the soil, reddish-brown 
with thin lighter colored sapwood of 3 or 4 layers of annual growth; 
used largely in the manufacture of cheap furniture and in the interior 

finish of houses, for railroad ties, piling, fence posts, and rails. The 
nuts which are superior to those of the Old World Chestnut in flavor 
and sweetness are gathered in great quantities in the forest and sold 

in the cities. 
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WHITE OAK 
Quercus alba L. 

HABIT—A large tree with average height of 50-75 ft. and trunk 
diameter of 1-6 ft., somewhat various in habit, tending in the open 
to show a broad outline, sometimes 2-3 times as broad as high, with 
short trunk and lower limbs horizontal or declined, characteristically 
gnarled and twisted. 

BARK—Light gray or nearly white, whence its name; broken by 
shallow ssures into long, irregular, thin scales which readily flake 
off. On some trees ridges broken into short oblongs giving a rougher 
appearance to bark. Bark up to 2 inches thick in older trees; inner 
bark light. The bark is rich in tannin, is of medicinal value and is used 
in tanning. 

TWIGS—Of medium thickness, greenish-reddish to gray, smooth, 
sometimes covered with a bloom. LENTICELS—forming conspicuous, 
ght-colored, minute, rounded, raised dots. LEAVES—frequently remain- 

ing on tree throughout winter, oblong to obovate with generally 7 
large blunt lobes. PITH—i-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Broadly ovate, blunt, about 3 mm. long (2-6 mm.), reddish- 
brown, sometimes slightly hairy. 

FRUIT—Maturing in autumn of first year singly or in pairs, sessile 
or sometimes on slender stalks. NUT—ovoid to oblong, rounded at 
apex, shiny, light chestnut brown, 1.5 em. long, enclosed 144-4 
of its length by deep saucer-shaped to hemispherical cup. Scales of 
cup white-woolly, thick- Knobby at base, with short, blunt tips 
becoming thinner and flatter at rim of cup. Meat, ‘sweet edible 
pmetimes roasted and used as substitute for coffee, or when boiled 

said to be a good substitute for chestnuts. 

COMPARISONS—The White Oak is the most common of the White 
Oak group. Its light flaky bark resembles that of several other oaks. 
It is readily distinguished from the Swamp White Oak by absence of 
peeling of bark on young branches and by its larger and more 
pointed buds; from the Post Oak by absence of greenish down on 

rs and by generally larger, narrower buds; from the Chinquapin Oak 
by its blunt buds; from the Dwarf Chinquapin Oak by its larger stature, 
larger twigs and buds. 

DISTRIBUTION—On moist or dry ground and in various soils, 
sometimes formir nearly pure forests. Quebec and Ontario; south to 

the Gulf of Mexico; west to Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas and 
Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—southern sections; New Hampshire—most 
abundant eastward; in the Connecticut valley confined to the hills in 
the immediate vicinity of the river, extending up the tributary streams 
a short distance and disappearing entirely before reaching the mouth 
of the Passumpsic; Vermont—common west of the Green Mountains, 
less so in the southern Connecticut valley; Massachusetts, Rhode Island 
—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Common throughout. 

WooD—Strong, very heavy, hard, tough, close-grained, durable, light 
brown, with tt lighter colored sapwood; the most valuable of the 
Oaks for timber, used in shipbuilding, for construction and in cooper- 
age, the manufacture of carriages, agricultural implements, baskets, the 
interior finish of houses, cabinet making, for railroad ties and fences, 
and largely as fuel. 
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POST OAK 

Box White Oak, Iron Oak. 

Quercus stellata Wang. 

Q. minor Sarg.; Q. obtusiloba Michx. 

HABIT—In New England a small tree with height in southern 
section up to 60 ft., with trunk diameter of 3 ft.; at northern limit 
a shrub 10-35 ft. high with trunk diameter of %-1 ft.; in the open 
forming a broad dense, round-topped head with stout spreading 
branches. 

BARK—Flaky; similar to that of White Oak but rather darker, 
rougher, corresponding more to type of White Oak bark with short 
oblong ridges; %4-1 inch in thickness. Twigs when 1% inch to 1 inch 
in diameter begin to acquire a flaky bark with loose, dark gray scales 
lifting at sides and ends. 

TW1IGS—Stout, light orange, reddish-brown; the younger growth by 
its light color, in striking contrast with darker, older growth which is 
often almost black; young twigs covered, at least in part, with short, 

dense orange-brown down, rough to the touch, often not easily noticed 
without a hand-lens. Late in season down may become almost black 
and disappear from the more exposed parts of twig. Bases of leaf- 
scars projecting with a sudden curve from the twig. LENTICELS— 
pale, minute. LEAVES—often persistent, oblong, obovate, thick with 
generally 5 rounded lobes, the middle pair much the largest. PITH— 
5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Broadly ovate, often as broad as long and hemispherical, 
blunt, rarely acute, generally under 3 mm. long, sometimes up to 6 mm. 
in length. BUD-SCALES—bright reddish-brown, sparingly downy. 

FRUIT—Maturing in autumn of first year, single or in pairs or 
clustered; sessile or short-stalked. NUT—ovate, to oblong 1.5-2 cm. 
long, generally covered with pale down at apex. CUP—covering 
%-% the nut, top-shaped or cup-shaped, scales rather thin and flat, 
only slightly knobby, pale, woolly. Meat sweet. 

COMPARISONS—Readily distinguished from White Oak which it most 
nearly resembles by rough, dirty orange-brown down which is to be 
found more or less completely covering twigs. Buds are blunter, 
shorter, generally more nearly hemispherical and of a brighter reddish 
tinge. 

DISTRIBUTION—Doubtfully from southern Ontario; south to Florida; 
west to Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Mostly in sterile soil near the sea-coast; 
Massachusetts—southern Cape Cod from Falmouth to Brewster, the most 
northern station reported, occasional; the islands of Naushon,Martha’'s 
Vineyard where it is rather common, and Nantucket whe it is rare; 
Rhode Island—along the shore of the northern arm of Wickford harbor. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Local. Usually in rocky ground on and near the 
coast; East Lyme and Old Lyme, Branford, New Haven, Orange and 
Milford, and westward; extending inland as far as Hamden; on Mt. 
Carmel and Huntington at 350 ft. elevation. 

WooD—Very heavy, hard, close-grained, durable in contact with 
soil, difficult to season, light or dark brown, with thick lighter colored 
sapwood; used for fuel, fencing, railroad ties and sometimes in the 
manufacture of carriages, for cooperage and in construction. 
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BUR OAK 

Mossy-cup or Over-cup Oak. 

Quercus macrocarpa Michx. 

HABIT—Although one of our largest Oaks in the central states, in 
New England of medium size only 40-60 ft. in height with a trunk 

diameter of 1-3 ft.; in the open forming a broad, round top with thick 
spreading limbs and numerous often drooping branchlets. 

BARK—Flaky, resembling that of White Oak but rather darker and 
with ridges rather firmer. 

TWIGS—Stout, yellowish-brown, smooth or downy, twigs on some 
trees aft the first year developing cor ridges. LENTICELS—minute, 
pale, raised dots, inconspicuous. LEAVES—which sometimes persist, 
obovate-oblong, divided by deep indentations into 5-7 rounded lobes, the 
terminal lobe the largest. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Conical to broadly ovate, sharp-pointed or blunt, 38-5 mm. 
long, reddish-brown, covered with pale wool; lateral buds more or 
less strongly appressed and flattened against the twig. Stipules often 
persisting at tips of twigs, long, downy thread-like. BUD-SCALES— 
relatively few to a bud. 

FRUIT—Maturing in autumn of first year, very variable, sessile or 
stalked, generally single. NUT—ovate to oval, 2-5 cm. long, apex 
rounded or depressed, covered with pale down. CUP—thick hemis- 
pherical to top-shaped enclosing from 1, to the entire nut; scales of 
cup, pale, woolly, thickened at base with pointed tips, tips of upper 
scales prolonged into a more or less distinct fringe. 

COMPARISONS—The Bur Oak is sharply distinguished from our 
other Oaks by a number of well-marked characters such as the presence 
of corky ridges on the young branchlets, the copious fringe to the 
large acorn, the appressed and downy buds. These characters however 
are not always present in a given specimen; thus the corky ridges 

may fail to appear throughout an entire tree; the acorns may be 
reduced in size and in the distinctness of the fringe; and the lateral 
buds may be more or less divergent. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low rich bottom lands. Nova Scotia to Manitoba; 
south to Pennsylvania and Tennessee; west to Montana, Nebraska, 

Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—known only in the valleys of the middle 
Penob ot and the Kennebec; Vermont—lowlands, about Lake Cham- 

plain, pecially in Addison County, not common; Massachusetts—valley 
of the Ware river, Stockbridge and towns south along the Housatonic 
river; Rhode Island—no station reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rich bottom lands or swampy places; rare or 
local and confined to the northwestern part of the state; reported 
from Canaan and Salisbury. 

WO0OD—Similar to that of White Oak from which it is not generally 
distinguished commercially, although superior in strength. 
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SWAMP WHITE OAK 

Quercus bicolor Willd. 

Q. platanoides Sudw. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree, 40-60 ft. high, with trunk diameter 
of 2-3 ft.; in the open with round-topped open head, sometimes broader 
than high, upper limbs ascending, lower limbs rather small, horizon- 
tal or declined even to the ground, with numerous tufted, small, 
scraggly, lateral, pendant branchlets. The scraggly branchlets in 
connection with the peeling of the bark give a very rough unkempt 
appearance to the tree. Trunk erect, generally continuous, sometimes 
forking above to give somewhat the aspect of an Elm in respect to 
main limbs. 

BARK—Flaky, grayish-brown, divided by deep longitudinal fissures 
{nto rather long, flat ridges. Bark on small branchlets, dark reddish- 
brown to black, peeling into long, persistent, stiff-papery layers, 

which curl back and expose the lighter bark beneath. 

TWI1GS—Mediumly stout to slender, yellowish-green to _ reddish- 
brown, smooth (seldom slightly downy). Medullary rays generally absent 
in branchlets even of 6 to § years growth. LENTICELS—pale, raised. 
LEAVES—which may persist obovate-oblong, wedge-shaped at_ base, 
wavy-margined to blunt-lobed, with 6-8 pairs of primary veins. PITH— 
5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Broadly ovate to oval to spherical; blunt-pointed; small, 2-4 
mm. long. BUD-SCALES—brown, at times slightly hairy above middle. 

FRUIT—Maturing in one year, single or in pairs or groups of 3, 
generally with long stalks, 2.5 to 10 cm. long. NUT—light chestnut, 
ovate to oblong, 2-3 cm. long, apex covered with pale down, rounded 
or pointed. CUP—thick, cup-shaped, about ¥% enclosing nut; scales 
pale woolly, those at base more or less thickened, at rim of cup tips 
of scales elongated, narrow, awn-pointed, often forming short fringe. 
Meat sweet, edible. 

COMPARISONS—The sycamore-like peeling of the bark from_ the 
young branchlets easily distinguishes this species from all other Oaks. 
The bark somewhat resembles that of White Oak but is somewhat 
darker and the ridges are longer. 

DISTRIBUTION—Borders of swamps and streams. Quebec to Ontario 
where it is known as the Blue Oak; south to Delaware along the 
mountains to northern Georgia; west to Minnesota, Iowa, East Kansas 
and Arkansas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—York county; New IIlampshire—Merrimac 
valley as far as the mouth of the Souhegan, and probably throughout 
Rockingham county; Vermont—low grounds about Lake Champlain; 
Massachusetts—frequent in the western and central sections, common 
eastward—Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WooD—Similar to that of White Oak, and used for same general 
Purposes; sapwood, thin, hardly distinguishable from heartwood. 
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CHINQUAPIN OAK 

Chestnut Oak, Yellow Oak. 

Quercus Muhlenbergii Engelm. 

Q. acuminata Houba. 

HABIT—Small to medium sized tree 30-40 ft. high with a trunk 
diameter of 1-2 ft.; in basin of the Mississippi reaching an exception- 
al height of 160 feet; trunk buttressed at base in older specimens, 
branches comparatively small forming narrow, round-topped head. 

BARK—Thin, flaky, broken into loose grayish or sometimes slightly 
brownish scales. 

TWIGS—Rather slender, light orange to reddish-brown, smooth. 
LENTICELS—pale, inconspicuous. LEAV ES—resembling those of 
Chestnut with large incurved, glandular-tipped teeth or rarely with 
Wavy margin resembling the leaf of the Chestnut Oak. PITH— 
5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Narrowly ovate to conical, sharp-pointed, 3-5 mm. long. BUD- 
SCALIES—light chestnut brown, slightly hairy on edges, appearing 
longitudinally striate if held toward light and viewed with a hand- 
lens. Buds similar to those of Chestnut Oak but smaller. 

FRUIT—Maturing the first season, sessile or short-stalked, singly or 
in pairs. NUT—broadly ovate to oval, 1 -20 mm. long, narrowed and 
rounded at pale downy apex, light chestnut brown. CUP—thin, rather 
shallow cup-shaped enclosing about % or less of the nut; scales pale 
brown, woolly, slightly knobby at base of cup, the brownish tips of the 
scales sometimes forming a slight fringe at rim of cup. Meat sweet, 
edible. 

COMPARISONS—The Chinquapin Oak resembles the Chestnut Oak on 
the one hand and the Dwarf Chinquapin Oak on the other. It is 
distinguished from the former by its flaky, gray bark, and the smaller 
aiZe of buds and acorns; from the latter by its sharp-pointed buds and 
arger size. 

DISTRIBUTION—Rare and local in the Atlantic states, usually on 
limestone soil, on dry hillsides, rocky ridges and rich bottoms. Ontario; 
south to Delaware and District of Columbia, along the mountains to 
northern Alabama; west to Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Terri- 
tory and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Vermont—Gardner’s Island, Lake Champlain, 
Ferrisburg. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare. Calcareous ridges in the northwestern 
part of the state: Canaan, Salisbury, also along the Housatonic river 
in Kent, New Milford and bordering tide water in Milford. 

, WOOD—Heavy, very hard, strong, close-grained, durable, with thin 
light-colored sapwood, largely used in cooperage, for wheels, fencing 
and railroad ties. 
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DWARF CHINQUAPIN OAK 
Scrub Chestnut Oak, Chinquapin Oak, Scrub Oak. 

Quercus prinoides Willd. 

HABIT—A low shrub generally 2-4 ft. high or occasionally reaching 
15 ft. in height, forming broad clumps by prolific stolons. 

BARK—Light brown, scaly; scaliness evident when trunk reaches a 
diameter of 1% inches. 

TW1GS—Slender; generally not over 2 mm. thick, orange to reddish- 
brown; generally smooth; a variety, rufescens Rehder with yellowish 
hairs on twigs. LENTICELS—pale, rather conspicuous. LEAVES— 
oblanceolate to obovate-oblong, coarsely wavy-toothed. PITH— 
5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Spherical to ovate, rounded or slightly narrowed at apex, 
about 3 mm. long. SCALES—chestnut brown, thin, scarious and slightly 
hairy on edges; small collateral buds sometimes present on either side 
of axillary bud. 

FRUIT—Maturing the first season, produced in great abundance, ses- 
sile or short-stalked, singly or in pairs. NUT—oval, light chestnut 
brown and shiny, apex blunt-pointed and covered with pale down, 15 
to 25 mm. long. CUP—thin, deep cup-shaped, covering % or more 
of nut; scales pale woolly, more or less Knobby, thickened at base 
of cup, thinner toward rim. Meat sweet. 

COMPARISONS—In habit the Dwarf Chinquapin Oak most nearly 
resembles the Bear Oak but is smaller when of the same age; has flaky 
bark, after reaching a trunk diameter of 1% inches or more, while the 
bark of the Bear Oak is close, for the most part smooth, even on old 
specimens not flaky though developing small close seales. It further 
belongs to the White Oak group (see page 338) and since both these 
two Scrub Oaks produce fruit in great abundance acorns are generally 
accessible and easily distinguished. The Bear Oak generally has redder, 
sharp-pointed buds while those of the Dwarf Chinquapin Oak are 
blunt with edges of scales ashy with fine wool or mealy scurfiness. 
Moreover, except in variety rufescens, twigs of the Dwarf Chinquapin 
Oak are smooth. The Chestnut Oak and the Chinquapin Oak are 
distinguished by their larger and sharp-pointed buds. The buds of 
the Swamp White Oak are somewhat similar to those of the Dwarf 
Chinquapin Oak but the larger size of the tree and peeling of the bark 
on branchlets of the Swamp White Oak are distinctive. Further west 
apparently the species inter-grades into the Chinquapin Oak. 

DISTRIBUTION—Dry woods, rocky slopes and hillside pastures, somes 
times in open sandy soil. From Maine south to North Carolina, west 
to Kansas, Nebraska and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—More or less common throughout. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional or frequent. 

WoOOD—From small size of plant, of no economic value except as fuel. 
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CHESTNUT OAK 
Rock Chestnut Oak, Rock Oak. 

Quercus Prinus L. 

HABIT—A medium sized or small tree, 25-50 ft. high with a trunk diameter of 1-2\% ft.; further south much larger reaching 100 ft. in height; trunk tall, straight, continuous, or divided rather low down inte large spreading limbs, forming broad open head, sometimes broader than high. 

_ BARK—Brown to black, deeply fissured into long, more or less con- tinuous, thick, rough ridges which are somewhat flattened on surface or on older trees more characteristically rounded or sharp-edged, a section through one of the ridges forming thus an inverted letter “WV” with its apex somewhat rounded or in younger specimens flattened; bark of young trees and of smaller branches smooth, ‘ 

TWIGS—Stout, light orange to reddish-brown, smooth with some- what bitter taste. LENTICELS—pale, generally inconspicuous. LEAVES —oblong, lanceolate to obovate, Wavy-margined with 10-16 pairs of primary veins. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Narrowly ovate-conical, sharp-pointed, 4-10 mm. long. BUD- 
SCALES—light chestnut brown, slightly hairy toward apex” Plas margins, appearing longitudinally striate if viewed toward light with a 
hand-lens. Margins of scales tend to lose their brown color and to 
become light or dark gray. 

FRUIT—Maturing the first season, short-stalked, singly or in pairs. 
NUT—shiny, light chestnut brown, oval to ovate to nearly cylindrical, 
variable in size and relative thickness; 20-35 mm. long; from three 
times to less than twice as long as broad. CUP—thin, deep, top- 
shaped to hemispherical, covering 44 or less of nut; scales reddish- 
brown, woolly, more or less knobby especially toward base of cup. Meat 
sweet. 

COMPARISONS—The Chestnut Oak is readily distinguished from 
the other members of the White Oak group by the fact that its bark 
is not flaky. Its firm, round-ridged bark is definitely characteristic 
when typically developed. The buds resemble somewhat those of the 
Red Oak, but are somewhat lighter in color with edges of scales 
bleached, are much narrower and for the most part conical, with the 
widest part at or very near the base, whereas the buds of the Red Oak, 
when typically developed, are much fatter, with the widest part about 
a third of the distance from the base. The bark of the Red Oak, 
moreover, has flat ridges. 

DISTRIBUTION—W oods, rocky ridges and hillsides. Along the Cana- 
dian shore of Lake Erie; south to Delaware and along the mountains 

to Georgia, extending nearly to the summit of Mt. Pisgah in North 
Carolina; west to Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—Saco river and Mt. Agamenticus, near 
the southern coast; New Hampshire—belts or patches in the 
eastern part of the state and along the southern border, Hinsdale, 
Winchester, Brookline, Manchester, Hudson; Vermont—western part of 
the state throughout, not common; abundant at Smoke mountain at 
an altitude of 1,300 feet, and along the western flank of the Green 
mountains, at least in Addison county; Massachusetts—eastern sections, 
Sterling, Lancaster, Russell, Middleboro, rare in Medford and Sudbury, 
frequent on the Blue hills; Rhode Island—locally common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional near the coast; frequent or common 
elsewhere. 

woopD—Heavy, hard, strong, rather tough, close grained, durable in 
contact with the soil, largely used for fencing, railroad ties, ranking 
next to the White Oak for this purpose, and for fuel. : The bark is 
rich in tannin and is consumed in large quantities in tanning leather. 
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RED OAK 
Quercus rubra L. 

HABIT—The largest of our New England oaks, 50-85 ft. high, reach- 
ing an exceptional height of 150 ft.; with trunk diameter of 2-6 ft.; 
trunk branching rather higher up than in the White Oak, often continu- 
ous into the top of the tree with ascending branches forming a rather 
narrow, round-topped head or spreading more widely as shown in the 
specimen photographed becoming even broader than high. The limbs 
in“the main are not so horizontal or declined nor so crooked as in the 
White Oak and the tree in consequence offers a less gnarled aspect. 

BARK—On young trees and upper parts of older trees smooth, gray- 
brown; on trunks of mature trees and on their thicker limbs up to 4 cm. 
thick, tardily broken by shallow furrows into dark brown, rather 
regular, elongated, firm, coarse, flat-topped ridges. The flat ridges 
which are characteristic of the species are often in older trees roughened 
up toward the base of the trunk so that the distinctive character of 
the bark must be sought higher up on the trunk or on the larger 
limbs. Inner bark, light reddish, not bitter. 

TW1IGS—Mediumly stout to slender, reddish to greenish-brown. 
LENTICELS—pale, often inconspicuous. LEAVIES—obovate to oblong, 
with bristle-pointed lobes, often difficult to distinguish from those of 
Black Oak. PITiI—%i5-pointed, star-shaped. A 

BUDS—Oval to ovate, 4-8 mm. long, with widest part typically 
% to 4; above base suggesting appearance of a short stalk to the bud: 
sharp pointed with more or less distinct development of rusty hairs at 
the extreme apex, otherwise smooth or sometimes slightly pale-woolly 
on upper half. BUD-SCALES—numerous, light chestnut brown seen 
to be longitudinally striate with darker lines when viewed toward 
light with a hand-lens, margins slightly hairy. 

FRUIT—Maturing in autumn of second season, singly or in pairs, 
sessile or on a short, thick stalk NUT—ovate to cylindrical with broad 
base and narrowed, rounded apex, dark chestnut brown, large, 2-3 cm. 
long. CUP—flat, shallow, thick, saucer-shaped (rarely somewhat 
top-shaped). rim somewhat cortstricted. enclosing about ¥% of the nut, 
2.-3.5 cm. across. Scales thin. reddish-brown, shining, not at all or 
but slightly hairy, closely overlapping. Meat pale yellow, slightly 
bitter. Immature acorns generally divergent or but slightly appressed, 
with basal scales reaching about half way u», giving appearance of 3 
rows of scales. 

COMPARISONS—If the acorns are obtainable the Red Oak Is not 
to be confused with any of our other species, the large flat cup being 
distinctive. The flat flutings of the bark and the fat, basally con- 
stricted, sharp-pointed buds are further characteristic. See Black 
Oak for comparison with Red and Black and Scarlet Oak, and Chestnut 
Oak for comparison with latter species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Woods, widely adapted to various conditions of soil 
and situation except distinctly wet lands, ranges further north than 
our other Oaks and is most planted of the American Oaks in Europe. 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to divide west of Lake Superior; south 
to Tennessee, Virginia, and along mountain ranges to Georgia; reported 
from Florida; west to Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common, at least south of the central 
portions; New Hampshire—extending into Coos County, far north of the 
White Mountains; Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island—common,; 
probably in most parts of New England the most common of the genus; 
found higher up the slopes of mountains than the White Oak. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent throughout. 

WwooD—Heavy, hard, strong, close-grained, light reddish-brown, with 
thin lighter colored sapwood; used in construction, for the interior 
finish of houses, and in furniture. Timber of this species as also of 
Black and Scarlet Oak is relatively poor but is more used than for- 
merly on account of scarcity of better. 
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PIN OAK 

Swamp Oak, Water Oak. 

Quercus palustris Muench. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree 40-50 ft. high with trunk diameter of 1-2 
ft., reaching a maximum height of over 100 ft. in the lower Ohio 
basin; trunk tall, straight, continuous up through the pyramidal head; 
limbs numerous ender; lower limbs short, drooping. upper limbs longer 

horizontal or ascending, generally studded with short lateral shoots 
which give rise to the common name. The habit of this tree is very 
characteristic and is well shown in the two specimens in the illustra- 
tion. In older trees the head is more open and irregular. 

BARK—Of young trunks and limbs, smooth, shiny, light brown; on 
older trunks darker, furrowed with close, narrow, firm, low ridges. 

TW1GS—Slender, reddish-brown to orange, shining. LENTICELS—pale, 
scattered, inconspicuous. LEAVES—small, obovate or oblong; lobes 
bristle-tipped, separated by deep-rounded sinuses, resembling leaves of 
Scarlet Oak but smaller. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Conical to ovate, generally sharp-pointed, small, 2-4 mm. long. 
BUD-SCALES—light chestnut brown, sometimes slightly hairy on the 
thin margins. 

FRUIT—Maturing the second season, abundant, sessile or short- 
stalked, solitary or in pairs or clusters. NUT—light brown, often striate, 
nearly hemispherical, 10-15 mm. long, wider than long, and generally 
wider than the cup. CUP—thin, saucer-shaped, 10-15 mm. across, enclos- 
ing only the base of the nut; scales thin, slightly downy, closely over- 
lapping. Meat pale yellow, slightly bitter. 

COMPARISONS—When young the Pin Oak is one of the most easily 
recognized of any of our trees in winter from its general habit of 
growth. Its continuous trunk, fringed with slender branches and its 
comparatively smooth bark roughened only slightly by narrow, low 
ridges are alone distinctive. Further characteristics are the small 
sharp-pointed buds and the small acorns with saucer-shaped cup. 

DISTRIBUTION—Borders of swamps and river bottoms in deep moist 
rich soil. Ontario; south to the valley of the lower Potomac in 
Virginia; west to Minnesota, east Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and 
Indian Territory. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Massachusetts—Amherst; Springfield, south to 
Connecticut, rare; Rhode Island—southern portions, bordering the great 
Kingston swamp and on the margin of the Pawcatuck River. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Common in the Connecticut river valley and near 
the coast in southwestern Connecticut; occasional or local elsewhere. 

wooD—Heavy, hard, coarse-grained, but liable to warp and check in 
drying; light brown, with thin rather darker colored sapwood; some- 
times used in construction and for shingles and clapboards. 
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SCARLET OAK 
Quercus coccinea Muench. 

HABIT—A tree of medium size, 30-50 ft. high with trunk diameter of 
1-3 ft., larger further south; trunk tends to be continuous into the 
crown, narrowed and giving off ascending branches above and 
horizontal, often terminally declined branches below; limbs long and 
comparatively slender for an Oak, forming a rather narrow, open head. 

BARK—Of young trunks and limbs smooth, light brown, on older 
trunks and limbs up to 2.5 cm. thick, divided by shallow furrows into 
irregular ridges which in general are neither so regularly flat-topped 
as the ridges of the Red Oak nor so roughly broken up as those of the 
Black Oak. The bark therefore may be considered as intermediate in 
character between these two species. Inner bark, reddish not bitter. 

TW1I1GS—Mediumly stout to slender, light red to orange red. LENTI- 
CELS—numerous, minute, pale, inconspicuous, LEAVES—broadly 
oval or obovate, with bristle-tipped lobes separated by deep rounded 
sinuses. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BUDS—Broadly oval to ovate, narrowed above to a typically rather 
blunt apex, widest at or slightly below middle, dark reddish-brown, 4-8 
mm. long, pale woolly above middle, lower half mostly free from wool. 
BUD-SCALES—numerous, free from distinct longitudinal striations. 

FRUIT—Maturing in autumn of second season, sessile or short-stalked, 
singly or in pairs. NUT—oval to oblong, variable in shape, 1 to 2.5 
cm. long, light reddish-brown, occasionally striate. CUP—thin, top- 
shaped or cup-shaped, constricted at base, enclosing % to ¥% of nut. 
Scales, light reddish-brown, thin, closely overlapping, slightly downy, 
tips of scales at rim typically appressed against the nut—not spread- 
ing. Meat pale yellow, slightly bitter. Immature acorns appressed, 
rather smooth and shiny, light brown, main basal scales generally 
reaching less than halfway up giving appearance of 2 rows of scales. 

COMPARISONS—The size and shape of the acorn cup as well as the 
greater woolliness of the upper part of the buds distinguish this species 
from the Red Oak. From the Black Oak it is distinguished by the 
appressed scales of acorn cup, by the fatter buds which are less woolly, 
and that only_ above the middle, and by the pale inner bark. See also 
under Black Oak. 

DIS” RIBUTION—Most common on dry, sandy soil. Ontario; south to 
the middle states and along the mountains to North Carolina and Ten- 
nessee; reported from Florida; west to Minnesota, Nebraska and Mis- 
sourl. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—valley of the Androscoggin, southward; 
New Hampshire and Vermont—not authoritatively reported by recent 
observers; Massachusetts—more common in the eastern than western 
sections, sometimes covering considerable areas; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent throughout. 

WooD—Heavy, hard, strong, coarse-grained, light or reddish-brown, 
with thick darker colored sapwood, less valuable than wood of Red Oak 
but used for the same purposes. 
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BLACK OAK 

Yellow-barked Oak, Quercitron, Yellow Oak. 
Quercus velutina Lam. 

Q. coccinea, var, tinctoria A.DC.; Q. tinctoria Bartr. 

HABIT—One of our largest oaks 50-75 ft. high with a trunk diameter 
of 2-4 ft., reaching its greatest development in Ohio basin with a 
maximum height of 150 ft.; somewhat similar in general habit to the 
Scarlet Oak; limbs generally somewhat stouter; head may be wide 
spreading or narrowed oblong. 
BARK—Dark gray to blackish often lighter near the seashore, up to 

4 em. thick, very rough, broken by deep furrows into thick ridges which 
are further divided by cross fissures giving an appearance of irregular 
block-like strips. The bark is roughened especially at the base of 
trunk even in quite young trees. The young bark in beginning to 

ure for a time may have flattened ridges resembling those of Red 
ak but they are soon transversely roughened. Inner bark orange- 
ellow, intensely bitter; this with the buds forms the most distinctive 

iracter, 
TW1GS—Stout, reddish-brown or reddish, mottled with gray; tasting 

bitter if chewed and coloring saliva yellowish. LENTICELS—scattered, 
zenerally large, conspicuous. LEAVES—obovate to oblong with broad 
bristle-pointed lobes sometimes indistinguishable from those of Scarlet 
Oak. Large, thin-walled, spherical insect galls formed on leaves seem 
to be most common on the Black Oak. PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 
BUDS—Ovate to conical, large, 6-12 mm. long, narrowed above to a 

rather sharp point, generally 5-sided, strongly angled, covered except 
basal row of scales with dense, pale yellowish-gray to dirty-white wool. 
BUD-SCALES—numerous, not distinctly longitudinally striate. 
FRUIT—Maturing in autumn of second year, singly or in pairs, sessile 

or short-stalked, deep cup-shaped to top-shaped. NUT—ovate-oblong, 
variable in shape, 1.2 cm. long, light reddish-brown, frequently 
coated with soft down, often striate. CUP—thin, deeply cup to top- 
shaped, more or less constricted at base; scales of cup thin, light 
reddish-brown, finely Woolly, closely overlapping at base _ loosely 
overlapping above with free tips horizontally wrinkled and forming a 
loose more or less spreading fringe-like border to cup. Meat yellower 
and more bitter than that of the Scarlet Oak. Immature acorns appressed 
or recurved toward twig, slightly woolly; main scales extending nearly 
to the top giving the appearance of a single row of scales. 
COMPARISONS—The three most common trees of the Black Oak group 

(the Red, the Black and the Scarlet) are readily distinguished by their 
bud characters. Those of the Black Oak are densely pale woolly over 
whole surface, those of Scarlet Oak are less densely pale woolly, and 
the woolliness is confined to upper half. They are more nearly oval 
than those of the Black Oak, the widest part being toward the middle. 
The Red Oak buds are generally free from pale  woolliness 
though having often rusty hairs at extreme apex; in dis- 
tinction from the Scarlet Oak the widest part is nearer 
the base. The yellow bitter inner bark and the yellow discol- 
oration of the saliva when the twigs are chewed distinguish the Black 
Oak from the other two. The Red Oak has flat-topped ridges, these in 
the Black Oak are broken into rough blocks, while the bark of the 
Searlet Oak is intermediate between the two types. The acorns of 
the Red Oak are large with large shallow saucer-shaped cups. those 
of the Red and Black are smaller, and have deeper cups. The cup 
scales of the Black Oak form a loose fringe at the rim and are wrinkled, 
those of the Scarlet are closely over-lapping and form no fringe. The 
acorn characters are distinctive for the Red Oak but are not so good 
quite in separating the Black and Scarlet Oaks from each other, 
although when typically developed, the acorns of the two trees can be 
readily distinguished. The bark characters can be used when typically 
developed in separating the Red from the Black Oak but are not as 
decisive as bud or inner bark characters. 
DISTRIBUTION—In poor soils; on dry gravelly plains and ridges. 

Southern and western Ontario; south to the Gulf states; west to Min- 
nesota. Kansas, Indian Territory, and Texas. 

IN NEW_ ENGLAND—Maine—York county; New Hampshire—valley of 
the lower Merrimac and eastward, absent on the highlands, reappearing 
within three or four miles of the Connecticut, ceasing at North Charles- 
town; Vermont—western and southwestern sections; Massachusetts— 
abundant eastward: Rhode Island—frequent. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional or frequent. 
_ WOOD—Heavy, hard, strong though not tough, coarse-grained and 

liable to check in drying, bright brown tinged with red, with thin lighter 
colored sapwood; of little value except as fuel. The bark abounds in 
tannic acid and is largely used in tanning, as a yellow dye and an 
astringent in medicine. 
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BEAR OAK 

Black Scrub Oak. 
Quercus ilicifolia Wang. 

Q. nana Sarg.; Q. pumila Sudw. 

HABIT—Usually a shrub 3-10 ft. high, though frequently becoming 
tree-like and reaching a maximum height of 25 ft. with a trunk 
diameter of % to 1 ft.; trunk short; branches stiff, contorted, slender, 
spreading and forming a wide flat or round-topped head. 

BARK—Thin, dark brown, smooth, except for small, close, thin scales 
on older trunks, never however breaking into large, flaky scales. 

TW1GS—Slender, yellowish-green to reddish-brown, covered with 
greenish-yellowish to reddish down which often disappears from expos- 
ed parts of the twig during the winter but which can generally be found 
in protected parts at the tips, bases or between the ridges of the season’s 
shoots. LENTICELS—minute, pale, inconspicuous on shoots of season. 
Leaves often breaking off above place of attachment leaving base of leaf- 
stalk projecting throughout winter (see illustration). LEAVES—small, 
obovate, nearly entire or with 38-7 bristle-tipped lobes, downy beneath. 
PITH—5-pointed, star-shaped. 

BuUDS—Ovate to conical, sharp or blunt pointed, small, generally not 
over 3 mm. long. BUD-SCALES—dark chestnut brown, generally 
minutely hairy on the margins. 

FRUIT—Maturing in second season, produced in great abundance, 
clustered along the stem, generally in pairs or rarely singly, sessile 
or generally short stalked. NUT—varying in shape, ovate to spheri- 
cal, 10-15 mm. long, light brown, shining, generally more or less 
longitudinally striate. CUP—top-shaped to rather deeply saucer- 
shaped, more or less constricted at base, thick, enclosing about % the 
nut; scales of cup reddish-brown, slightly downy, thin, closely over- 
lapping with free tips of upper scales forming a fringe-like border 
to cup. 

COMPARISONS—The Dwarf Chinquapin Oak is the only one likely 
to be confused with the Bear Oak. The points of difference between 
the two species may be found in Comparisons under Dwarf Chinquapin 
Oak. 

DISTRIBUTION—Dry sandy or rocky sterile ground. Maine; south 
to Ohio and the mountain regions of North Carolina and Kentucky; 
west to the Alleghany mountains. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—frequent in eastern and southern sec- 
tions and upon Mount Desert Island; New Hampshire—as far north as 
Conway, more common near the lower Connecticut; Vermont—in the 
eastern and southern sections as far north as Bellows Falls; Massachu- 
setts and Rhode Island—abundant, forming in favorable situations, dense 
thickets, sometimes covering several acres. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare in northwestern part of the state, local, 
frequent or common elsewhere. 

WOOD—Too scant to be of any economic value. 
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SLIPPERY ELM 

Red Elm, Moose Elm. 

Ulmus fulva Michx. 
U. pubescens Walt. 

HABIT—A small to medium-sized tree, 40-60 ft. in height with a 

trunk diameter of 1-2% ft.; forming a broad open rather flat-topped 

head, resembling the White Elm but with less drooping branches. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, more or less deeply furrowed, internally 

reddish-brown without conspicuously whitish layers (see bark section 

in plate); inner bark next the wood, whitish, strongly mucilaginous, 

giving the name Slippery Elm. 

TW1I1GS—Light, grayish, hairy, roughened by numerous. raised 

lenticels, strongly and characteristically mucilaginous if chewed. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, with generally 3 sunken bundle- 

scars, resembling those of the White Elm. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds about 6 mm. long, dark 

brown, covered especially at their tips with long rusty hairs; flower 

buds more or less spherical. BUD-SCALES—in 2 ranks of a nearly 

uniform color. 

FRUIT—A flat round entire-winged fruit without hairy fringe, ripen- 

ing in spring. 

COMPARISONS—The Slippery Elm is easily distinguished from the 

common White Elm and the rarer Cork Elm by its rough gray twigs, 

its dark buds covered with long rusty hairs, and by the strongly 

mucilaginous character of the inner bark of the trunk and even, though 

to a somewhat s extent, of the twigs, and further from the White 

Elm by the absence of distinct white layers in the outer bark. 

DISTRIBUTION—Rich, low grounds; low, rocky woods and hillsides. 

Valley of the St. Lawrence, apparently not abundant; south to Florida; 

west to North Dakota and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—District of Maine, rare; Waterborough, 

(York county); New Hampshire—valley of the Connecticut, usually 

disappearing within ten miles of the river; ranges as far north as the 

mouth of the Passumpsic; Vermont—frequent; Mas chusetts—rare in 

the eastern sections, frequent westward; Rhode Island—infrequent. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare to frequent. 

WwooD—Heavy, hard, strong, very coarse-grained, durable, easy to 

split, dark brown or red, with thin lighter colored sapwood; largely 

used for fence posts, railroad ties, the sills of buildings, the hubs of 

wheels and in agricultural implements. The thick fragrant mucil- 

aginous inner bark is used in medicine as a demulcent and Is some- 

what nutritious. 
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ENGLISH ELM 
Ulmus campestris L. 

U. glabra Mill. 

HABIT—A large tree reaching 100 ft. in height; trunk erect, gen- 

erally continuous well into the crown, with branches given off at a 

broad angle and continued horizontally or inclined upward, not drooping 

at the ends in the graceful curves characteristic of the American White 

Elm, producing rather an Oak-like appearance with an oblong round- 

topped head. 

BARK—Dark, with ridges broken transversely into firm oblong blocks. 

TWIGS—Similar to the White Elm but generally a darker reddish- 

brown, usually smooth or somewhat downy. 

LEAF-SCARS—Similar to the White Elm, bundle-scars frequently 

more than 3. 

BUDS—Similar to the White Elm but of a dark smoky brown color 

or almost black, smooth or more or less hairy. 

FRUIT—A flat, ovate, smooth, entire-winged fruit, ripening in spring. 

COMPARISONS—The erect Oak-like habit, the firm blocked ridges of 

the bark, and the smoky smoothish buds will serve to distinguish 

the English Elm from its American cousins. There are a number of 

varieties of the English Elm differing in habit of growth, one form 

having corky ridges. We have described the most familiar type. 

DISTRIBUTION—The English Elm is not confined to England but 

like the English sparrow occurs through Europe. It is not native to 

America but was considerably planted formerly in the eastern sections 

especially in Boston and vicinity, where some fine old specimens are to 

be found. The trees in the plate were taken from Boston Common, the 

two in the foreground at the right and the one in the background at 

the left being English Elms while the smaller one, indistinctly out- 

lined in the foreground at the left is an American White Elm. They 

have all been rather severely pruned on account of insect depredations. 

Wo0O0OD—Heavy, hard, fine-grained, durable in water, not liable to 

crack when exposed to sun or weather; used in Europe for ships’ blocks 

and other wooden parts of rigging, for the keels of ships, for pumps 

and water pipes, piles and other construction under water and for the 

hubs of wheels. 
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WHITE ELM 

American or Water Elm. 

Ulmus americana L. 

HABIT—A large tree 50-110 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 
1-8 ft.; trunk more or less widely buttressed dividing high up into 
a number of large limbs which grow upward and bend gradually and 
gracefully outward dividing repeatedly to form a broad round or 

flat-topped inversely conical head with drooping branchlets. In respect 
to its general outline various types of the Elm have been distinguished 
as the “Vase Form” shown in the photograph; the “Umbrella Form” 
with trunk undivided to near the top with abruptly spreading branches 
forming a broad shallow arch; the “Plume Form’ with a one-sided 
development of drooping branches from a tall trunk; the “Oak Form” 
with more tortuous and less arching limbs forming a wide rounded 
head; the “Feathered Form,” a modification of any of the other types 
with the trunk fringed with short branches. 

BARK—Dark gray divided by irregular longitudinal fissures into 
broad flat-topped ridges, rather firm though sometimes in very old 
trees coming off in flak the bark is internally stratified by thick 
conspicuously whitish layers alternating with layers of a dark brown 
(see plate for section of a ridge of bark). 

TWIGS—Slender, smooth or slightly or sometimes densely downy, 
light reddish-brown, often tinged with yellow, very slightly mucilagin- 
ous if chewed. LENTICI©LS—pale, scattered, more or less inconspicuous, 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, semi-circular, raised, small but 
conspicuous because of contrast in color between the light corky surface 
of the scar and the darker brown of the twig. STIPULE-SCARS— 
narrow, minute, sometimes indistinct. BUNDLE-SCARS—relatively large, 
conspicuous, typically 3 in number though often more by compound- 
ing of single scars, generally sunken in depressions of the leaf-scar. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds small, often placed at one 
side of leaf-scar, ovate-conical, pointed, about 4 mm. long, slightly 
flattened and more or less appre d against the twig, light reddish- 
brown, smooth and shining or slightly pale-downy; flower buds stouter, 
obovate, appearing as if stalked. BUD-SCALES—about 6-9 to a leaf- 
bud in 2 ranks increasing in size from without inward, generally 
With darker and more or less hairy-edged margins. 

FRUIT—A flat, oval, terminally deeply notched, winged fruit, hairy- 
fringed on edges, ripening in spring and scarcely to be found in winter. 

COMPARISONS—The White Elm differs from the Slippery Elm in the 
whitish layers of the bark, the absence of rusty hairs on the buds 
and the brownish color of its relatively smooth twigs. From the Cork 
Elm it may lI separated by its habit of growth and by the absence 
of corky ridges on the twigs. The graceful drooping habit of growth 
of its branches and the light reddish brown of its buds are sufficient 
to distinguish the American from the English Elm. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low, moist ground; thrives especially on rich inter- 
vales. Frequently planted as a street and shade tree. From Cape Breton 
to Saskatchewan, as far north as 54° 30’; south to Florida; west to 
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common, most abundant in central and 
southern portions; New Hampshire—common from the southern base of 
the White Mountains to the sea; in the remaining New England states— 
very common, attaining its highest development in the rich alluvium 
of the Connecticut river valley. 

WwooDdD—Heavy. hard, strong, tough, difficult to split, coarse-grained, 
light brown, with thick somewhat lighter colored sapwood, largely 
used for the hubs of wheels, saddle-trees, in flooring and cooperage, 
and in boat and ship building. 
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CORK ELM 

Rock Elm, Hickory Elm, Northern Cork Elm. 

Ulmus racemosa Thomas. 

U. Thomasi Sarg. 

HABIT—A large tree 50-75 ft. in height, with a trunk diameter of 
2-3 ft., in southern Michigan, reaching 100 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter of 5 ft.: trunk slender, erect, generally continuous into the 
crown, developing numerous slender rigid branches arising at a wide 
angle, those below generally strongly drooping near the point of origin, 
forming a narrow, oblong, round-topped head having somewhat the 
aspect of a Hickory with short twiggy, generally corky-ridged branches 
in the interior of the tree. A young tree showing corky-ridged 
branchlets and an old tree showing a more characteristic habit, though 
with rather long trunk for the open, are shown in the plate. 

BARK—On young trunks more deeply furrowed than in the White 
Elm, becoming with age flat-ridged, resembling the latter species. 

TWIGS—More or less downy, resembling twigs of White Elm but 
generally developing several irregular thick corky ridges not inter- 
rupted at the nodes. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, resembling these of White Elm 
but with bundle-scars generally more than 8 (4-6). 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds similar to those of White 
Elm but longer (about 5 mm. long) narrower, sharp-pointed, scarcely 
flattened, generally downy. BUD-SCALES—with darker and hairy-edged 
margins. 

FRUIT—A flat. oval, downy, shallow-notched, winged fruit, with 
hairy-fringed margins ripening in spring. 

COMPARISONS—In Hickory-like habit the Cork Elm differs from 
all our other Elms. The corky ridges on the twigs, moreover, occur 
on no other native New England Elm. The Winged Elm [Ulmus alata 
Michx.], a native of the south, is rarely cultivated in southern New 
England but is not hardy north. It has two opposite thin corky ridges 
which are abruptly interrupted at the nodes. A variety of the English 
Elm has several corky ridges to the twig which are interrupted at 
the nodes. The Cork Elm differs further from the White and especially 
from the Slippery Elm in its narrower buds. 

DISTRIBUTION—Dry, gravelly soils, rich soils, river banks. Quebec 
through Ontario; south to Tennessee; west to Minnesota, Iowa, 
Nebraska, and Missouri. Occasionally planted as an ornamental shade 
tree, 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—not reported; New Hampshire—rare and 
extremely local; Meriden and one or two other places; Vermont—rare, 
Bennington, Pownal, Knowlton, Highgate; comparatively abundant in 
Champlain valley and westward; Massachusetts—rare; Rhode Island— 
not reported native. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Not reported native. 

WoOOD—Heavy, hard, very strong and tough. close-grained and dif- 
ficult to split, light clear brown, often tinged with red with thick, 
lighter colored sapwood; largely used in the manufacture of many 
agricultural implements, for the framework of chairs, hubs of wheels, 
railroad ties, the sills of buildings and other purposes demanding 
toughness, solidity and flexibility. 
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HACKBERRY 

Sugar Berry, Nettle Tree, False Elm, Hoop Ash. 
Celtis occidentalis L. 

HABIT—A small to medium sized tree 20-45 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter up to 2 ft., reaching over 100 ft. in height further south; 
rather variable in habit, generally forming a flattish to round-topped 
wide-spreading, oblong head with somewhat the aspect of an Iklm; 
branches numerous, horizontal or slightly drooping, more or less zigzag; 
spray slender; berry-like fruit generally persistent throughout the 
winter. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, on trunk and older limbs roughened with 
narrow projecting ridges which are sometimes reduced to warts or are 
almost entirely lacking. 

TW1GS—Slender, somewhat zigzag, brownish, more or less shining, 
more or less downy; wood of twigs light greenish yellow when 
moistened. LENTICELS—scattered, raised and more or less elongated 
longitudinally. PITH—white, finely chambered. 

LEAF SCARS—<Alternate, 2-ranked, small, semi-oval, placed at right 
angles to the twig on a projecting cushion. STIPULE-SCARS—present, 
elongated, inconspicuous. BUNDLE-SCARS—appearing as a single con- 
fluent scar, evidently 8 in surface section. 

BUDS—Small, 6 mm. or generally under in length, downy, chestnut 
brown, ovate, sharp-pointed, flattened, appressed; terminal bud absent. 
Buds frequently transformed into insect galls (swellings on twig 
photographed). BUD-SCALIES—3-4 visible, closely overlapping in two 
ranks increasing in size from without inward. longitudinally striate if 
viewed toward light, generally dark margined. 

FRUIT—A small, purplish, more or less spherical stone-fruit on long, 
slender stems, 7-10 mm. in diameter, often remaining on tree throughout 
winter. Flesh edible, sweet as is also the seed inside the stone. 

COMPARISONS—The Hackberry is often taken for an Elm. The warts 
or narrow ridges on its bark. however, and its chambered pith readily 
distinguish it from the Elm if the berry-like fruit which is generally 
present fails to be found. The twigs are so frequently disfigured by 
insect galls that their presence might almost be given as a distinguishing 
character. 

DISTRIBUTION—In divers situations and soils; woods, river banks, 
near salt marshes. Province of Quebec to Lake of the Woods, occa- 
sional; south to the Gulf states; west to Minnesota and Missouri. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—not reported; New Hampshire—sparingly 
along the Connecticut valley, as far as Wells river; Vermont—along 
Lake Champlain, not common; Norwich and Windsor on the Connecti- 
cut; Massachusetts—occasional throughout the state; Rhode Island— 
common, 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional to frequent, especially in river valleys 
and along the coast. 

WOO0OD—Heavy, rather soft, not strong, coarse-grained, clear light 
yellow, with thick lighter colored sapwood; largely used for fencing 
and in the manufacture of cheap furniture. 
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RED MULBERRY 
Morus rubra L. 

HABIT—A small tree 15-25 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 8-15 
inches, of larger size in the Ohio and Mississippi basins; trunk short, 
dividing into a number of stout spreading limbs developing a compact, 
broad, rounded head with numerous small branches in aspect resembling 
an apple tree, somewhat less scraggly than the White Mulberry. (The 
tree photographed had been considerably trimmed). 

BARK—Dark brown, divided into irregular longitudinal plates which 
tend to lift at the ends and flake off, sometimes however not con- 
spicuously flaky. 

TW1GS—Slender though rather stouter than those of the White Mul- 
berry; somewhat zigzag, reddish to greenish-brown, with rather 
sweetish taste, cut twig showing milky juice. LENTICELS—small, 
scattered, inconspicuous. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, 2-ranked, raised, nearly circular, slightly 
hollowed in the center. STIPULE-SCARS—narrow. BUNDLE-SCARS— 
raised but generally less distinctly so than in the White Mulberry, 

forming a closed ring or irregularly scattered in the center. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds ovate, pointed. about 6 mm. 
long, stout but longer than broad, not at all or but slightly flattened, 
divergent, shining, greenish to chestnut brown. BUD-SCALES—2- 
ranked, with thin distinctly darker margins, 4-8 scales visible. 

FRUIT—Red, not to be found in winter. 

COMPARISONS—The Red is most readily separated from the White 
Mulberry by its darker twigs, its larger shining, greenish to chestnut 
brown buds with dark-margined bud-scales. 

DISTRIBUTION—Banks of rivers, rich woods. Canadian shore of 
Tee Erie; south to Florida; west to Michigan, South Dakota, and 

exas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—A rare tree; Maine—doubtfully reported; New 
Hampshire—Pemigewasset valley, White Mountains; Vermont—northern 

extremity of Lake Champlain, banks of the Connecticut, Pownal, North 
Pownal; Massachusetts—rare; Rhode Island—no station reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare or occasional; Bristol, Plainville, North 
Guilford, East Rock and Norwich. 

wooD—Light, soft, not strong, rather tough, coarse-grained, very 
durable, light orange color with thick lighter colored sapwood, used 
largely for fencing, in cooperage and in ship and boat building. 
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WHITE MULBERRY 
Silkworm Mulberry. 

Morus alba L. 

HABIT—A small tree with a maximum height of 30-40 ft. and with a 
trunk diameter of less than 3 ft.; branching low with wide spreading 
limbs forming a low rounded head resembling an apple tree somewhat 
in habit, but with a characteristic scraggly twigginess to the branch- 
lets. 

BARK—Deeply furrowed into long more or less wavy light yellowish 
brown ridges. 

TW1GS—Slender, yellowish-green to brownish-gray, for the most part 
smooth, round, more or less shining, generally zigzag, swollen at the 
nodes, short branches numerous, often arising at right angles to ranks 
of previous years and producing a characteristic scraggly complex of 
branchlets. Twigs slightly sweetish if chewed; bark exuding a white 
milk if cut on warm days or after being brought into a warm room. 
LENTICELS—scattered, similar in color to the twigs and hence incon- 
spicuous. PITH—light, rounded in cross-section. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate. in 2 ranks, small, projecting, oval to de- 
pressed circular. STIPULE-SCARS—narrow, inconspicuous. BUNDLE- 
SCARS—conspicuous, 3-10 projecting above leaf-scar; irregularly 
scattered. If leaf-scar is surface-sectioned leaftraces are reduced 
to 3 in number. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds small, about 3 mm. long, 
bright reddish-brown, roundish, generally about as broad as long, sharp 
or blunt pointed. somewhat flattened against twigs, often set oblique 
to the leaf-scar, 1 to 2 small collateral accessory buds sometimes 
present. BUD-SCALES—in 2 ranks, about 5 scales visible, increasing 
in size from below upward, margins somewhat finely hairy. 

FRUIT—A white, juicy, multiple fruit not to be found in winter. 

COMPARISONS—The projecting bundle-scars are characteristic of 
the Mulberries; for points of distinction from the Red Mulberry see 
under this species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Probably a native of China where its leaves have 
from _ time immemorial furnished food for silkworms, introduced into 
the United States and Canada from Ontario to Florida and_ naturalized 
more or less throughout New England appearing by roadsides or along 
fences and in waste places, being spread by birds which are very 
fond of its fruit. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Oceasional; early in last century extensively 
planted to furnish food for silkworms and many large trees remain 
about farm houses. 

WoOOD—Moderately hard, close-grained, light yellowish-brown. 
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CUCUMBER TREE 

Mountain Magnolia. 

Magnolia acuminata L. 

HABIT—When fully developed a tall tree up to 90 ft. in height with 

a trunk diameter of 3-4 ft. with comparatively slender branches widely 

spreading at the base, ascending above, forming a broadly conical head; 

when young having somewhat the aspect of a Pear Tree. 

BARK—Grayish-brown ridged and flaky. 

TW1IGS—Slender, brown, shining, smooth or at times slightly downy, 

aromatic. LENTICELS—scattered, inconspicuous, orange colored. PITH 

—white. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, crescent to U-shaped, 

elevated. STIPULE-SCARS—distinct, arising from upper margins of 

leaf-scar and encircling twig. BUNDLE-SCARS—large, few to numer- 

ous. scattered in an imperfectly double row, more or less raised. 

BUDS—Thickly covered with pale silky hairs; lateral buds blunt, 

nearly surrounded by leaf-scars, about % the size of terminal bud; 

terminal bud oblong, blunt, 10-20 mm. long. BUD-SCALES—valvate and 

adhering in pairs, with rudimentary leaf-scar and decurrent ridge at 

side of bud. 

FRUIT—An ovate to oblong cone, often curved, generally under 6 cm. 

long; in the young condition supposedly resembling a cucumber; seed 

flattish about 1 cm. in diameter. 

COMPARISONS—The Cucumber Tree belongs to the same genus as 

the Umbrella Tree but differs from it in its smaller, blunt, downy buds, 

its narrow leaf-scars and its scaly ridged bark; from the Large-leaved 
Magnolia by the smaller size of its buds, its narrow leaf-scars and its 

scaly ridged bark; from the Sweet Bay by its larger size, the color 

of its twigs and the character of its bark. The Chinese Magnolia 

[Magnolia conspicua Salisb.] is often cultivated and has downy buds 

resembling those of the Cucumber Tree. The buds, however, are 

stouter, the bark is smooth and the species is more shrubby than tree- 

like. 

DISTRIBUTION—Not native to New England; the hardiest of the 

Magnolias and extensively planted as an ornamental shade tree. It 
grows wild from western New York to southern Illinois and southward 

along the Appalachian mountains to southern Alabama. 

WoOOD—Light, soft, not strong, close-grained and durable, light 
yellow-brown, with thin lighter colored often nearly white sapwood of 

usually 25-30 layers of annual growth; occasionally manufactured into 

lumber used for flooring and cabinet making. 
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UMBRELLA TREE 

Elkwood. 

Magnolia tripetala L. 

M. Umbrella Lam. 

HABIT—A small tree with a maximum height of about 40 ft. anda 

trunk diameter of 1% ft., in New England generally much smaller; 

trunk erect or inclined with wide-spreading branches which generally 

bend up at their tips forming a wide spreading irregular open head; 

at times with several stems springing from near the base of the trunk, 

forming a bushy growth around the main stem. 

BARIX—Light gray, smooth, marked with small excrescences, fre- 

quently wrinkled and lumpy at the scars of branches. 

TWI1GS—Stout, reddish to greenish-brown, shining, swollen at the 

base of each year’s growth, aromatic. LENTICELS—conspicuous, scat- 

tered pale dots. PITH—white, with minute pink dots. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, conspicuous, 

oval, slightly raised, mainly clustered at swellings along the twig. 

STIPULE-SCARS—distinct, arising from the side of leaf-scar and en- 

circling twig. BUNDLE-SCARS—numerous, irregularly scattered, often 

slightly raised. 

BUDS—Lateral buds at best small, conical, divergent, frequently 

undeveloped or showing as mere bulges of the bark; terminal buds 

large up to 5 cm. long, conical, with curved pointed apex, purple, 

with a bloom, with minute pale dots, smooth with patch of rusty hairs 

at base of leaf-ridge. BUD-SCALES—valvate and adhering in pairs 

corresponding to stipules, each pair enclosing in succession an erect 

folded downy leaf, the stalk of which is united with the next inner pair 

of scales; the leaf connected with the outer pair of scales falls off 

before maturing, leaving a rudimentary scar on the bud with a decur- 

rent ridge corresponding to its leaf-stalk. 

FRUIT—Ovate to oblong cone, 6-10 cm. long, made up of numerous 

follicles which split open in the fall and let out the red flattish seeds 

which are about 1 cm. in diameter. 

COMPARISONS—For comparisons with the Tulip Tree see this species. 

The Umbrella Tree differs from the Cucumber Tree, the Large-leaved 

Magnolia and the Chinese Magnolia by its smooth buds and from the 

Sweet Bay by the size and color of its twigs and buds. 

DISTRIBUTION—Not native to New England but extensively culti- 

vated as an ornamental tree. It grows wild in the Appalachian 

mountain region from the valley of the Susquehanna river, Pennsyl- 

vania to southern Alabama. 

WooD—Light, soft, close-grained, not strong, light brown, with 

creamy white sapwood of 35-40 layers of annual growth. 
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TULIP TREE 

Whitewood, Yellow Poplar. 

Liriodendron Tulipifera L. 

HABIT—A good sized tree 50-70 ft. in height with a trunk diameter 
of 2-3 ft., in the Ohio basin reaching an exceptional height of nearly 
200 ft.; trunk tall, straight, continuous into the crown and giving 
off comparatively short, horizontal, declined or slightly ascending 
branches with upcurved tips, forming in young trees a pyramidal and in 
older trees an oblong head. Light yellow fruiting cones or at least 
their axes conspicuous at ends of twigs. 

BARK—Somewhat resembling bark of White Ash but ridges are 
longer and the furrows are shallower and more rounded and less inclined 
to form diamond-shaped patches; inner bark bitter; young bark ashy- 
gray and smooth, becoming dark with light colored seams. 

TW1IGS—Slender to somewhat stout, reddish-brown, smooth and shin- 
ing with more or less evident bloom, with an agreeable aromatie 
smell when broken but with an intensely bitter taste, not mucilaginous; 
on vigorous shoots often branching the first season. LENTICELS—con- 
spicuous pale dots. PITH—white with rather inconspicuous transverse 
woody partitions through the ground-mass, 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, conspicuous, 
elevated, circular or slightly flattened at the top. STIPULE-SCARS— 
conspicuous, arising from top of leaf-scar, encircling twig. BUNDLE- 
SCARS—small, numerous, scattered like perforations in a sieve. 

BUDS—Dark reddish-brown, covered with a bloom, white-dotted, 
blunt, flattish; lateral buds small, on vigorous twigs superposed acces- 
sory buds sometimes present which may be stalked or develop into 
branches the first season; terminal buds large 5-20 mm. long, oblong, 
blunt. BUD-SCALES—spoon-shaped, smooth, valvate in pairs corre- 
sponding to stipules, each pair enclosing in succession a long-stalked, 
smooth, reflexed and folded leaf with its 2 scale-like stipules; leaf- 
stalk attached only at its base, hence scar of rudimentary leaf when 
present located at base of bud. 

FRUIT—A light brown cone made up of winged seed-like portions, 
20-40 mm. long which remain aggregated together into the winter but 
which are gradually dropped leaving the persistent terminal axis. 

COMPARISONS—The Magnolias to which the Tulip Tree is botani- 
cally related have likewise aromatic twigs with circular stipule-scars. 
Their leaf-scars, however, are not circular; their buds are pointed or 
hairy and the scar of the rudimentary leaf is considerably above base 
of bud. The light brown fruiting cones from which the winged seed- 
like bodies have partially fallen are generally to be found on the Tulip 
Tree and are distinctive for this species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Prefers a rich, loamy, moist soil. Is sometimes 
planted as an ornamental tree. From New England south to the Gulf 
states; west to Wisconsin; occasional in the eastern sections of Missourt 
and Arkansas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Vermont—valley of the Hoosac River in the 
southwestern corner of the state; Massachusetts—frequent in the Con- 
necticut river valley and westward; reported as far east as Douglas, 
southeastern corner of Worcester county; Rhode Island—frequent. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional, local or frequent. 

WwooD—Light, soft, brittle not strong, easily worked, light yellow or 
brown, with thin creamy white sapwood; largely manufactured into 
lumber generally under the name of ‘““Whitewood”; used in construction, 
the Interior finish of houses, boat building and for shingles, brooms and 
woodenware. The intensely acrid bitter inner bark, especially of the 
root, is used domestically as a tonic and stimulant and hydrochlorate 
of tulipiferine, an alkaloid, separated from the bark, possesses the 
property of stimulating the heart. 
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SASSAFRAS 

Sassafras variifolium (Salisb.) Kuntze. 

S. officinale Nees & Eberm.; S. Sassafras Karst. 

HABIT—A small tree at times reaching 40-50 ft. in height, with 
a trunk diameter of 2-4 ft.; at the north smaller and often shrubby; 
in the southern states reaching a height of 100 ft.; branches numerous, 
stout, more or less contorted, often distinctly in yearly whorls, horizontal 
or forming a broad angle with the trunk. subdividing to produce a 
bushy spray and forming a flat-topped or slightly rounded oblong 
head. Limbs brittle and frequently lost through ice storms or other 
injuries, giving the tree a battered appearance as shown in photograph. 
The tree sprouts abundantly from the roots often surrounding itself 
with a thicket of saplings (see those at right in picture). 

BARIX—Reddish-brown, deeply furrowed even in comparatively young 
trees into broad flat ridges with narrow horizontal cracks running part 
way around the trunk and dividing the ridges into short blocks. 

TW1GS—Slender to stout, bright yellowish-green, often reddish where 
exposed to light, smooth and shining or somewhat downy: internodes 
very unequal; rapidly grown shoots freely branching the first season, 
the branches exceeding the main axis; twigs spicy-aromatic to both 
smell and taste, mucilaginous if chewed. LIENTICIELS—scattered, very 
inconspicuous. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked. small, raised. semi- 
elliptical, with elevated margins. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE- 
SCARS—single, forming horizontal line. 

BUDS—Green, more or less tinged with red toward tip; lateral buds 
small, divergent; terminal buds large, 5-10 mm. long. ovate, pointed; 
flower buds terminal. BUD-SCALIES—with thickened veins; generally 
3, narrower, thicker, shorter scales surrounding terminal bud. 

COMPARISONS—Its bright green aromatic mucilaginous twigs which 
form branches the first season surpassing the main axis. its single 

bundle-scar and the transverse cracking of the ridges of the bark 
render the Sassafras one of the most interesting of our native trees in 
winter. It is scarcely to be confused with any other form. 

DISTRIBUTION—In various soils and situations; sandy or rich woods, 
along the borders of peaty swamps, thickets and fence-rows. Trovinces 
of Quebec and Ontario; south to Florida; west to Michigan, lowa, 
Ikansas, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—this tree grows not beyond Black Point 
(scarboro, Cumberland county) eastward; (Josselyn’'s New [England 
Marities, 1672); not reported again by botanists for more than two 
hundred years; rediscovered at Wells in 1895 and North Berwick in 
1896; New Hampshire—lower Merrimac valley, eastward to the coast 
and along the Connecticut valley to Bellows Falls; Vermont—occasional 

south of the center; Pownal; Hartland and Brattleboro; Vernon; Massa- 
chusetts—common especially in the eastern sections; Rhode Island— 
common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WooD—Soft, weak, brittle, coarse-grained, very durable in the soil, 
aromatic, dull orange-brown, with thin light yellow sapwood of 7-8 
layers of annual growth; largely used for fence-posts and rails and in 
the construction of light boats, ox-yokes, and in cooperage. The roots 
and especially their bark are a mild aromatic stimulant, and oil of 
sassafras used to perfume soaps, flavor candy, etc. and as an ingredient 
{n liniment is distilled from them. 
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WITCH HAZEL 
Hamamelis virginiana L. 

HABIT—A large shrub or small tree occasionally 25-30 ft. in height 

with a trunk diameter of 10-14 inches, with short trunk, spreading 

crooked branches with conspicuous persistent fruiting capsules, form- 

ing a broad open head. 

BARK—Light brown, more or less mottled, generally smooth or 

minutely scaly. 

TW1GS—Rather slender, light orange brown, smooth and shining, or 

downy especially toward apex, more or less zigzag. LENTICELS—few, 

scattered, whitish dots. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, small, inversely triangular. 

STIPULE-SCARS—distinct, narrow, oblong, somewhat separate from 

leaf-scar. BUNDLE-SCARS—whitish in conspicuous contrast to dark 

brown surface of leaf-scar, generally 3 and separate or these may be 

compounded or more or less confluent. 

BUDS—Stalked, flattish, slightly curved, densely downy with short 

fine light to dark olive brown hairs; terminal bud larger than laterals, 

5-12 mm. long. BUD-SCALES—an outer pair of relatively thin scales 

corresponding to stipules and often represented by only a scar accom- 

panying the outermost thick downy laterally folded undeveloped leaf, 

which with smaller leaves within serves the function of bud-scales. The 

bud is therefore essentially naked. 

FRUIT—Produced in abundance, a downy 2-chambered capsule about 

15 mm. long, surrounded by the persistent calyx, discharging in autumn 

4 shining, brown, oblong seeds and remaining widely gaping on the 

tree throughout winter (see lower part of twig picture). The plant 

produces flowers in the autumn at the same time with the ripening of 

the fruit, and the remains of the flowers, showing the 4 downy sepals 

with their enclosing bracts, are to be found in clusters on the recent 

twigs (upper part of twig picture). 

COMPARISONS—In habitat and in its stalked buds the Witch Hazel 

resembles the Alders. The buds of the latter however are essentially 

smooth or at most fine-downy, not hairy and their fruit is a woody 

cone not a capsule. 

DISTRIBUTION—In moist or wet often rocky places. Nova Scotia to 

Ontario and Minnesota; south to Florida and Texas; west to eastern 

Nebraska. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common throughout. 

wooD—Heavy, hard, very close-grained, light brown tinged with red, 

with thick nearly white sapwood of 30-40 layers of annual growth. The 

bark is slightly astringent and though not known to have essential 

properties is largely used in the form of fluid extracts and decoctions 

as a popular application for sprains and bruises, Pond’s Extract being 

made by distilling the bark in dilute alcohol. Probably equally 

efficacious is the use of the twigs as divining rods to locate water and 

minerals, 
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SWEET GUM 

Bilsted, Rei Gum, Alligator-wood, Liquidzmbar. 
Liquidambar Styraciflua L. 

HABIT—A tree 40-60 ft. in height with a trunk diameter up to 2 ft., 
reaching 150 ft. in height and a trunk diameter of 3-5 ft. in the Missis- 
sippi and Ohio valleys; branches slender, regular and spreading, form- 
ing a very symmetrical tree, when young (right hand tree in plate) 
narrowly oblong-conical, with age (left hand tree in plate) becoming 
broader and rounded ovate, generally showing persistent stalked 
spherical fruits. 

BARK—Grayish brown, deeply furrowed into broad more or less 
flaky ridges. 

TWIGS—Mediumly stout to slender, light to dark reddish to yellowish- 
brown, rounded or often somewhat angled, smooth and shiny or seldom 
slightly hairy; generally developing the second season 3-4 parallel 
corky ridges on the upper side of horizontal branchlets and on all 
sides of vertical branchlets (lower twig figure). LENTICELS—scat- 
tered, dark. PITH—wide, 5-pointed, star-shaped. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, broadly crescent-shaped 
to inversely triangular, raised. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE- 
SCARS—3, each a circular white ring with dark center conspicuous 
against the dark surface of leaf-scar. 

BUDS—Ovate to conical, pointed, shiny, reddish-brown, more or less 
fragrant when crushed, lateral buds divergent, on rapidly grown shoots 
sometimes stalked or developing into branches the first season and 
then frequently with a pair of collateral accessory buds at a node; 
terminal bud exceeding the laterals, 5-10 mm. long. BUD-SCALES— 
ovate, fine-downy on the margins, rounded on the back, generally with 
a short abrupt point at the apex. 

FRUIT—A long stalked spherical spiny aggregate of ovaries, 2-4 cm. 
in diameter, hanging on the tree through the winter; the mature seeds 
falling in autumn leaving many minute abortive seeds in the ovaries. 

COMPARISONS—The corky ridges on the twigs of the Sweet Gum are 
striking distinctive characters which are found also in the Cork Elm 
and the Bur Oak. The Elm, however, has 2-ranked leaf-scars and 
the buds of the Oak are bunched at the twig ends; neither are shiny 
reddish-brown between the ridges. The corky ridges may be but 
sparingly developed upon some trees and may even fail entirely. The 
spiny fruits which persist through winter form the best single dis- 
tinctive character. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low, wet soils, swamps, moist woods, somewhat 
cultivated as an ornamental tree. Connecticut; south to Florida; west 
to Missouri and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Growing native only in Connecticut. 

IN CONNECTICUT—South Norwalk and occasional or frequent west- 
ward near the shores of the Sound. 

WwooD—Heavy, hard, straight, close-grained, not strong, bright brown 
tinged with red, with thin almost white sapwood of 60-70 layers of 
annual growth, inclined to warp and shrink badly; used for the outside 
finish of houses, in cabinet making. for street pavement, wooden dishes 
and fruit boxes. The resinous exudation from the stems (liquidambar) 
which is more marked in trees grown in the south, is used in the 
preparation of chewing gum. 
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SYCAMORE 

Buttonwood, Buttonball, Plane Tree. 

Platanus occidentalis L. 

HABIT—A large tree 50-100 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 
3-8 ft., in the bottom lands of the lower Ohio and Mississippi valleys 
reaching occasionally a height of 170 ft. with a trunk diameter of 
10-11 ft., the largest tree of the New England forest; with an erect 
or often declined trunk very gradually tapering and continuous into 
the top (see habit picture) or branched near the base into two or 
three secondary trunks (see bark picture) forming an open, irregular 
or rounded wide-spreading head; branchlets scraggly, often in tufts 
with dead twigs not infrequent. (See low cross-branch in bark picture). 

BARK—Dark brown, at the base of older trunks shallowly furrowed 
into broad ridges which are broken into small oblong thick plate-like 
scales; higher up on the trunk peeling off in large thin plates, exposing 
conspicuous areas of the whitish, yellowish or greenish inner bark. 

TW1IGS—Slender, rather shiny, smooth, yellowish-brown, generally 
zigzag, swollen at the nodes, rounded or with decurrent ridges from 
the bundle-scars; medulary rays conspicuous in sectioned twig. 
LENTICELS—pale, minute. PITH—thick. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, generally 2-ranked, sometimes appearing 
more ranked; narrow, projecting, nearly surrounding the bud, more or 
less swollen at the bundle-scars. STIPULE-SCARS—encircling twig. 
BUNDLE-SCARS—conspicuous, dark, generally raised, 5-10 or more in 
single curved line. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds large, conical, 5-10 mm. 
long, blunt-pointed, smooth, shiny, dark reddish-brown, divergent. 
BUD-SCALES—a single scale visible, forming a cap to the bud, second 
scale green, gummy, innermost scale covered with long rusty hairs. 

FRUIT—Spherical heads 2.5-4 cm. in diameter, on long stalks mostly 
solitary or seldom in 2’s composed of small hairy 1-seeded nutlets. 

The heads hang on the tree till spring. 

COMPARISONS—The native Sycamore [Platanus occidentalis] 1s closely 
related to the Oriental Sycamore [Platanus orientalis L.J] which is 
extensively planted as an ornamental tree. It bears its fruiting heads 
singly or rarely in 2's, while the Oriental Sycamore has its fruiting 
heads in clusters of 2-4. The whitewashed appearance of the upper 
limbs, the single cap-like scale of its bud, which is nearly surrounded 
by the leaf-scar, present characters which prevent the Sycamores from 
being confused with any other trees. 

DISTRIBUTION—Near streams, river bottoms, and low, damp woods; 
sometimes in dryer places. Ontario; south to Florida; west to Min- 
nesota, Nebraska, Kansas and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—apparently restricted to York county; 
New Hampshire—Merrimac valley towards the coast; along the Con- 
necticut as far as Walpole; Vermont—scattering along the river shores, 
quite abundant along the Hoosac in Pownal; Massachusetts—occa- 
sional; Rhode Island—rather common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WooD—Reddish-brown with light somewhat yellowish sapwood, 
heavy, tough, hard, not very strong, coarse-grained, difficult to split and 
work; Is used in manufacture of tobacco boxes, crates, butchers’ blocks, 
ox-yokes and when cut quartering is used for inside finishing of 
buildings and for furniture. 
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PEAR 
Pyrus communis L. 

HABIT—A tree sometimes 75 ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 

2 ft. or more; trunk erect, more or less continuous into the head, with 

ascending branches and numerous stubby branchlets forming an upright 

pyramidal head. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, on young trunks and branches smooth becom- 

ing with age longitudinally fissured into flat-topped ridges which are 

further broken by transverse fissures into oblong scales. 

TWIGS—Stout, smooth or but slightly downy, yellowish-green or 

sometimes with tinge of brown, without characteristic taste; short 

sharp-pointed branches not infrequently present; stubby, branched 

slow-growing fruit spurs abundant, with prominent fruit scars. LEN- 

TICIcSLS—scattered, pale, more or less conspicuous, 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, narrow, crescent- 

shaped, raised. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, often 

indistinct. 

BUDS—Conical, sharp-pointed, smooth or but slightly hairy; terminal 

bud about § mm. or less in length, lateral buds smaller, generally 

divergent and not flattened or at times on vigorous shoots both flattened 

and appressed. BUD-SCALES—ovate, generally with conspicuous grayish 

skin on surface, generally 4 or more visible scales to lateral buds, more 

to terminal bud. 

FRUIT—A large fleshy pome. 

COMPARISONS—The Pear Tree may be distinguished from the Apple 

by its erect habit of growth. The twig characters vary somewhat 

among the different varieties but in general the twigs of the Pear 

differ from those of the Apple in being smooth, generally of a yellow- 

ish-green color, devoid of a licorice-like taste and in having pointed, 

mostly divergent buds the scales of which are more or less covered 

with a grayish skin. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of the Old World cultivated in this country 

for its fruit and escaped from cultivation in waste places. 

WoOD—Hard, close-grained, reddish-brown; used for drawing instru- 

ments, for tools, in imitation of ebony and by the wood engraver. 
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APPLE 

Pyrus Malus L. 

Malus Malus (L.) Britton. 

HABIT—A tree reaching 30-50 ft. in height and a trunk diameter of 

2-3 ft.; trunk short with wide spreading limbs forming a broad round- 

topped head of familiar and very characteristic habit. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, scaling off in thin, brittle, flaky plates. 

TWI1GS—Stout, pale-woolly, at least toward the apex, mostly reddish- 

brown, rarely yellowish, shining where free from wool, with character- 

istically slightly bitter and licorice-like taste When chewed; short, 

stubby, contorted fruit-spurs abundantly present. LENTICELS—scat- 

tered, pale, more or less conspicuous. PITH—white. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, narrow, crescent- 

shaped, raised. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, often 
indistinct. 

BUDS—Ovate, blunt, bright reddish-brown, more or less densely 

covered with pale wool; terminal bud § mm. or less*long, lateral buds 

smaller, often triangular, flattened and appressed against twig. BUD- 

SCALES—ovate, about 3 scales visible to lateral bud, more to terminal 

bud. 

FRUIT—A large fleshy pome. 

COMPARISONS—The Apple Tree resembles the Pear but is readily 

distinguished from this species by its low spreading habit of growth. 

The numerous varieties differ somewhat in the twig characters, some 

with twigs and buds nearly smooth, others with yellowish rather than 

reddish-brown twigs. The licorice-like taste of the twigs seems to be 

a constant character for the Apple. Among its distinguishing characters 

which in the main hold good, may be mentioned the pale wool on the 

twigs and buds, the flat appressed lateral buds and the reddish-brown 

color of the twigs. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of the Old World, cultivated in this 

country for its fruit and frequently escaped from cultivation in waste 

places when it assumes a bushier habit of growth with smaller twigs 

frequently beset with short sharp-pointed thorn-like branches. 

W0O0D—Hard, tough, close-grained, reddish-brown, used for tool 
handles, shoe makers’ lasts, by the cabinet maker and esteemed as 
a fuel in open grate fires. 
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AMERICAN MOUNTAIN ASH 

Rowan or Service Tree. 

Pyrus americana (Marsh.) DC. 

Sorbus americana Marsh. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree 15-20 ft. high or in northern New 
England reaching a height of 25-30 ft. with a trunk diameter of 12-15 
inches; with slender spreading branches forming a rather narrow 
round-topped head. 

BARK—Grayish-brown, smooth or on older trees somewhat roughish. 

TWIGS—Stout, smooth, reddish to grayish-brown. LENTICELS—con- 
spicuous, large, pale, oblong, remotely scattered. PITH—broad, slightly 
reddish-brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, crescent to 
broadly U or V-shaped, raised on a projection darker than the twig. 
STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—regularly 5, often raised, 
arranged in a single curved line. 

BUDS—Terminal buds large, about 15 mm. long, ovate to broadly 
conical with a curved pointed apex, dark purplish-red, gummy and 
smooth or with few hairs on the surface, densely woolly within; lateral 
buds smaller, flattened and appressed. BUD-SCALES—2-3 visible to 
terminal bud; 1-2 to lateral bud. 

FRUIT—Berry-like, bright red, strongly acid, round, about the size 
of a pea, in flat-topped clusters persistent through the winter. 

COMPARISONS—A larger fruited form, the Western Mountain Ash 
{Pyrus silchensis (Roem.) Piper], is considered by some a_ distinct 
species but by others only a variety of the type described. It is more 
northerly ana westerly in its distribution. The European Mountain 
Ash [Pyrus Aucuparia (L.) Ehrh.] with many horticultural forms is 
more frequently cultivated than the American species and has escaped 
from cultivation in some places. It may be distinguished by the white 
hairy down present especially on the upper half of the terminal bud 
and by the larger fruits (about 10 mm. broad) arranged in a rather 
round-topped cluster. The habit, bark, fruit and lower twig photo- 
graphs are of the European species. 

DISTRIBUTION—River banks, cool woods, swamps, and mountains. 
Newfoundland to Manitoba; south, in cold swamps and along the moun- 
tains to North Carolina; west to Michigan and Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common; New Hampshire—common 
along the watersheds of the Connecticut and Merrimac rivers and on 
the slopes of the White Mountains; Vermont—abundant far up the 
slopes of the Green mountains; Massachusetts—Graylock, Wachusett, 
Watatic. and other mountainous regions; rare eastward; Rhode Island— 
occasional in the northern sections. 

_IN CONNECTICUT—Rare or local. Swamps and about ponds or some- 
times on dry ledges or in rocky woods; Stafford, Durham and Meriden, 
Granby, Winchester, Norfolk, Canaan, Salisbury, Kent. 

The variety (Pyrus sitchensis) the Western Mountain Ash, has the fol- 
lowing distribution—Mountain slopes, cool woods, along the shores of 
rivers and ponds, often associated with Pyrus americana, but climbing 
higher up the mountains. From Labrador and Nova Scotia west to the 
Rocky mountains, then northward along the mountain ranges to Alaska. 

In New England, confined to Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. 

W0O0D—Close-grained, light, soft and weak, pale brown with light- 
er colored sapwood of 15-20 layers of annual growth; of little economic 
value. The very astringent bark and berries are employed medicinally. 
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QUINCE 
Cydonia vulgaris Pers. 

Pyrus Cydonia L. 

HABIT—A low bushy straggling rounded shrub or small tree rarely 

exceeding 15 ft. in height with crooked distorted branches, 

BARK—Dark gray, finely streaked, becoming with age more or less 

roughened with large flaky scales. 

TW1GS—Slender, dark reddish-brown, often with tinge of green; in 

protected places and especially toward the tip of the twig generally 

more or less densely covered with pale wool, bright-shining where 

smooth; mostly tasteless, LENTICELS—small, numerous, becoming con- 

spicuous brownish dots on older growth. PITH—narrow, greenish. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, small, crescent-shaped 

to inversely triangular, raised on a somewhat shrivelled projection 

slightly darker than the twig and containing at its outer edges the 

roundish, rather inconspicuous stipule-scars at either side of the leaf- 

scar. BUNDLE-SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds minute, about 3 mm. or 

often less in length, ovate, blunt, flattened and appressed against 

twig; smoothish or somewhat hairy at base, with dense pale-rusty hairs 

within showing through at apex. BUD-SCALES—not easily distin- 

guished, about 2 visible, reddish-brown to light reddish, breaking away 

at the tip. 

FRUIT—A large, firm, fleshy, downy pome. 

COMPARISONS—The twigs and buds of the Quince resemble some- 

what those of the Apple but the twigs are much more slender and 

the buds show a distinctive tuft of rusty hairs. The bushy habit of 

growth further will distinguish the Quince from the other cultivated 

fruit trees. 

DISTRIBUTION—A tree native of Europe, cultivated for the fruit and 

escaped to a slight extent in some localities. 

WoOOD—The wood is of no commercial importance. The fruit is 

valued for preserving. The raw fruit and mucilaginous seed are used 

in domestic medicinal practice. 
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SHAD BUSH 

Service Berry, Shadblow, Juneberry. 

Amelanchier canadensis (L.) Medic. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree 10-25 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter of 6-10 inches, sometimes reaching a height of 40 ft. with a 
trunk diameter of 1% ft.; of variable habit. at times a shrub with many 
stems in a clump (see plate, picture at right) or again a symmetrical 
tree with a single trunk with many small limbs and fine branchlets 
forming an oblong or rather widespreading round-topped head (see 
plate.) 

BARK—Essentially smooth, grayish-brown, older trunks with narrow 
longitudinal fissures separating off shallow flat ridges which are some- 
what scaly at base of trunk; younger trunks and branches smooth, often 
characteristically streaked with darker longitudinal lines (see plate). 

TW1GS—Slender, grayish, olive-green to reddish-brown often covered 
with a gray skin, generally smooth, with slight taste of bitter almonds. 
LENTICELS—scattered or numerous, pale, minute dots. PITH— 
greenish with irregular edges. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, 2-ranked or at times appearing more than 
2-ranked, a raised very narrow flattened V-shaped line swollen at the 
bundle-scars, often with short somewhat decurrent ridges at outer 
edges. STIPULE-SCARS-—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, rather large. 

BUDS—Terminal buds present, long, narrow, 7-12 mm. long and 3-4 
times as long as broad, narrowly ovate to conical, sharp-pointed, green- 
ish-yellowish more or less tinged with reddish-purple, smooth or with 
white silky hairs at apex and edges of scales, mostly appressed; lateral 
buds on rapidly grown shoots normal, on slowly grown spurs, undevel- 
oped or rudimentary; generally a small lateral bud just below terminal 
bud. BUD-SCALES—increasing from below upward, the two lowest 
about J;length of the bud more or less keeled and 3-nerved, dark, 
margined and with a single short dark spiny tip, lower scales often 3- 
tipped, edges from slightly downy on outermost scales to densely silky- 
hairy on inner scales; on terminal buds about 5 scales visible. more or 
less imperfectly 2-ranked; lateral buds on vigorous shoots often with 
pair of extra lateral scales basally united giving short-stalked appear- 
ance to bud. 

FRUIT—Berry-like, sometimes if infected by a rust fungus remaining 
dried on the tree through the winter. 

COMPARISONS—The long narrow buds of the Shad Bush bear a super- 
ficial resemblance to those of the Beech. The Beech buds. however, are 
divergent, narrower, with 10-20 scales regularly arranged in four 
rows and have stipule-scars nearly encircling the twig. The Shad 
Bush is subject to the attacks of a fungus [Dimerosporium Collinsii] 
which blackens the leaves and causes a profuse branching at the 
point of infection. The “witches’ brooms” thus formed with the 
persistent blackened leaves often enables the tree to be recognized at 
a distance. 

DISTRIBUTION—Dry, open woods, hillsides. Newfoundland and Nova 
Scotia to Lake Superior; south to the Gulf of Mexico; west to Minne- 
sota, Kansas, and Louisiana. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Throughout, 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WoOOD—Heavy, exceedingly hard, strong, close-grained, dark brown 
often tinged with red, with thick lighter colored sapwood of 40-50 
layers of annual growth; occasionally used for the handles of tools and 
other small implements; under the name of “Lancewood” it is used in 
the manufacture of fish rods. 
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THE HAWTHORNS 

Thorns, Haws, Thorn Apples, White Thorns. 
Crataegus L, 

NOTE—The Hawthorns form one of the most complexing genera 
among flowering plants. Some 600 species have been described and 
Sargent in his Manual gives descriptions of 132 tree-like forms for 
North America. The distinctions used are based largely upon flower and 
fruit characters. They are at best often difficult of application and 
entirely unavailable in the winter. It seems, therefore, most advisable 
to give a description which will hold good for the whole group rather 
than a detailed account of any single species. The twig photographed 
was taken from the Cockspur Thorn [Crataegus Crus-galli L.]; the habit 
photograph from an undetermined specimen belonging to _ the 
Pruinosa group growing in a deserted pasture. 

HABIT—Generally low wide spreading trees or shrubs. 

BARK—Generally dark, scaly. 

TWI1GS—Rigid, round in section, more or less zigzag, rarely unarmed, 
generally armed with axillary thorns which are almost always un- 
branched—not infrequently branched when arising from the trunk and 
larger branches—generally similar in color to branches from which they 
grow; thorns generally absent from many of the nodes. LENTICELS— 
oblong, generally pale, 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, small, narrow, cres- 
cent-shaped, slightly raised. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE- 
SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Small, spherical or nearly so; terminal bud generally present, 
scarcely larger than lateral buds; a lateral accessory bud on each side 
of the axillary thorn, frequently only one of the two developed. BUD- 
SCALES--numerous, overlapping, thick, rounded, blunt, bright chestnut 
brown, shining. 

EOE Berayolkes botanically a small drupe-like pome with 1-5 
nutlets, 

COMPARISONS—The Hawthorns may be distinguished from other 
genera by the unbranched axillary thorns usually present on their 
twigs and by the bright, shining, chestnut brown, generally spherical 
buds. The thorns of the Honey Locust are branched and situated some 

distance above the axillary buds. The Osage Orange [Maclura pomifera 
(Raf.) Schneider], sometimes grown in hedges, has unbranched thorns 
generally present at all the nodes, decreasing regularly toward the 
tip of the greenish-gray twig, with buds lateral to the thorns and a 
single more or less ring-shaped bundle-scar to the broad leaf-scar. 

DISTRIBUTION—The Hawthorns are most abundant in eastern North 
America occurring here from Newfoundland to the mountains of north- 
ern Mexico, A few species occur in the Rocky mountains and Pacific 
coast regions and in China, Japan, Siberia, central and southern Asia 
and in Turope. 
Wo0OD—Heavy, hard, tough, close-grained, reddish-brown, with thick 

lighter colored usually pale sapwood; useful for the handles of tools, 
mallets and other smal! articles. 
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WILD BLACK CHERRY 

Rum, Cabinet or Black Cherry. 

Prunus serotina Ehrh. 
Padus serotina (Ehrh.) Agardh. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree 30-50 ft. in height with a trunk diameter 

from 8 or 10 inches to 2 feet, becoming much larger in the 

middle and southern states; branches spreading often more or less 

zigzag forming an irregular oblong head. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches smooth reddish-brown with 

conspicuous oblong whitish horizontal lenticels, easily peeled off in thin 

dark papery layers exposing the bright green bark below, becoming 

with age very much roughened by irregular, close, dark, scaly plates 

with upturned edges. 

TW1GS—Rather slender, smooth, reddish-brown, more or less covered 

with a grayish skin easily rubbed off; crushed twigs with odor and taste 

of bitter almonds. LENTICELS—numerous, pale, minute, rounded dots, 

becoming horizontally elongated and more conspicuous on later growth. 

PITH—of recent growth, generally whitish. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, more than 2-ranked, small, semi-oval to 

inversely triangular, raised. STIPULE-SCARS—inconspicuous or appa- 

rently absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, often inconspicuous. 

BUDS—Medium sized, ovate, blunt to sharp-pointed, about 4 mm. 

long, smooth, bright reddish-brown, divergent or sometimes somewhat 

flattened and appressed; terminal bud slightly larger than lateral buds. 

BUD-SCALES—about 4 visible, broadly ovate, more or less rounded 

and Keeled on the back, of nearly uniform color or with darker edges, 

sometimes partially covered with a grayish skin, similar to that usual on 

the twigs. 

FRUIT—A drupe about the size of a pea, ripening in summer in 

drooping elongated clusters. 

COMPARISONS—The Wild Black Cherry in its young” growth 

resembles the Choke Cherry but grows to be a good sized tree and 

develops a very rough scaly bark. Further the lenticels tend to be 

whitish and elongate horizontally with age, the buds are smaller and 

redder and their scales are not white-margined. From the cultivated 

Sweet and Sour Cherries the Black Cherry is distinguished by absence 

of fruiting spurs, by smaller buds and by the character of its bark. 

DISTRIBUTION—In all sorts of soils and exposures; open places and 

rich woods. Nova Scotia to Lake Superior; south to Florida; west to 

North Dakota, Kansas, and Texas, extending through Mexico, along the 

Pacific coast of Central America to Peru. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—not reported north of Oldtown (Penob- 

scot county); frequent throughout the other New England states. 

WwooD—Light, strong, rather hard, close straight-grained, with a 

satiny surface, light brown or red, with thin yellow sapwood of 10-12 

layers of annual growth; largely used in cabinet-making and the 

interior finish of houses. The bark, especially that of the branches and 

roots, yields hydrocyanic acid used in medicine as a tonic and sedative. 

The ripe fruit is used to flavor alcoholic liquors whence one of the 

common names. 
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CHOKE CHERRY 
Prunus virginiana L. 

Padus virginiana (L.) Roemer. 

HABIT—Generally a tall shrub or a small tree rarely reaching 20-30 

ft. in height with a trunk diameter of 6-8 inches. 

BARK—Dull grayish-brown, smoothish but slightly roughened with 

raised buff-orange rounded dots formed by the enlarged lenticels, not 

becoming rough-scaly with age; on young trunks and branches easily 

peeled off in thin, dark papery layers exposing the bright green bark 

below. 

TW1GS—Slender to rather stout, averaging stouter than those of the 

Wild Black Cherry, smooth, reddish to grayish-brown, without grayish 

skin easily rubbod off, crushed twigs with a rank odor and taste in 

addition to that of bitter almonds. LENTICELS—numerous, rather con- 

spicuous, buff-orange dots, slightly elongated longitudinally the first 

year and not becoming distinctly elongated horizontally on later 

growth. PITH—of recent growth white. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, elliptical, raised. 

STIPULE-SCARS—inconspicuous or absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, fre- 

quently sunken. 

BUDS—Rather large, narrow, ovate to conical, about 6 mm. or more 

long, smooth, pale brown, sharp-pointed, generally divergent with more 

or less strongly curved apex; terminal bud frequently slightly smaller 

than lateral buds. BUD-SCALES—a half dozen or more scales visible, 

broadly ovate, more or less rounded and keeled on the back, with thia 

grayish margins. 

FRUIT—A drupe about the size of a pea, ripening in summer in droop- 

ing elongated clusters. 

COMPARISONS—The Choke Cherry may be distinguished from the 

Wild Black Cherry with which it is frequently confused by its smaller 

size, smoothish bark even in old age, its buff colored lenticels which 

do not elongate horizontally, the rank odor of its twigs and by its 

larger and paler buds with whitish-margined bud-scales. From the 

cultivated Sweet and Sour Cherries the Choke Cherry is distinguished 

by the absence of short fruit spurs and by its gray-margined bud-scales. 

The lower twig in the plate is infected by a fungus disease—Black Knot 

(Plowrightia morbosa) which occurs also upon the Wild Black and Wild 

Jted Cherries and upon our cultivated Cherries and also upon the Plums. 

DISTRIBUTION—In varying soils; along river banks, on dry plains, in 

woods, common along walls and often in thickets. From Newfoundland 

across the continent, as far north on the Mackenzie river as 62 degrees; 

south to Georgia; west to Minnesota and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common throughout; at an altitude of 4,500 feet 

upon Mt. Katahdin. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare near the coast in the southeastern part of 

the state but frequent or common elsewhere. 

woobD—Hard, close-grained, weak, light brown; of insufficient size 

to be of value commercially. 
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WILD RED CHERRY 

Bird, Fire, Pin or Pigeon Cherry. 
Prunus pennsylvanica L. f. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree generally under 30 ft. in height with 
trunk diameter of $-10 inches; trunk erect generally continuous into 
crown with slender branches arising at a rather sharp angle, forming a 
rather narrow oblong open head. The trees growing in the open about 

Storrs have in general a narrower outline than the tree photographed. 

BARK—Reddish-brown, for the most part smooth, often slightly 
peeling in transverse strips especially toward the base of the trunk 
and in old trees somewhat roughened; inner bark on yeung branches 
bright green. LENTICELS—conspicuous, horizontally elongated, lens- 
shaped, orange colored and powdery on the surface. 

TW1I1IGS—Slender, generally less than 2 mm. thick, often less than 
1.5 mm. thick, smooth, bright red and shining, more or less covered with 
a gray skin easily rubbed off; bitter aromatic. LENTICELS—scattered, 
pale to bright orange colored, becoming slightly elongated horizontally 
and more conspicuous on older growth. PITH—brown, narrow. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, semi-oval, raised. 
STIPULE-SCARS—back of leaf-scars, generally indistinct or absent. 
BUNDLE-SCARS—3, the central larger one often alone distinct. 

BUDS—Minute, generally under 3 mm. long, blunt-pointed, ovate, 
reddish-brown, smooth, often partially covered with a grayish skin, 
divergent, on rapidly grown shoots characteristically clustered at the 
tips as well as scattered, with the terminal bud present but generally 
smaller than those in the cluster around it; also clustered buds at ends 
of short fruiting spurs; collateral accessory buds sometimes present. 
BUD-SCALES—ovate, often notched and short-pointed, not readily dis- 
tinguished as separate scales with the naked eye. 

FRUIT—A drupe about the size of a pea, ripening in summer in short 
clusters or with stalks arising from a common point on the stem. 

COMPARISONS—The appearance of the bark and the taste of the 
twigs shows the Wild Red Cherry to belong to the Cherry group. It 
differs from the other Cherries in its very slender twigs and small buds 
which are constantly clustered at the tips even of rapidly grown shoots. 
The Wild Black Cherry when tree-like is further distinguished by its 
scaly bark. The powdery bright reddish-orange lenticels on young 
and even old trunks form a striking character but a similar color 
may occur in the lenticels of the other Cherries especially if the outer 
surface is rubbed off. 

DISTRIBUTION—Roadsides, clearings, burnt lands, hill slopes, occa- 
sional in rather low grounds. From Labrador to the Rocky mountains, 
through British Columbia to the Coast Range; south to North Carolina, 
west to Minnesota and Missouri. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Throughout; very common in the northern 
portions, as high up as 4,500 ft. upon Katahdin, less common southward 
and near the seacoast. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional. Found in various soils and situations, 
but especially in rocky woods and clearings. 

WooD—Light, soft, close-grained, light brown, with thin yellow sap- 
wood of little commercial importance. 
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SWEET CHERRY 

Mazzard Cherry, European Bird Cherry. 
Prunus avium L. 

HABIT—A good sized tree reaching 50-75 ft. in height with a trunk 

diameter of 2-3 ft.; trunk erect continuous into the crown with slender 

ascending branches forming a narrow pyramidal head; with age becom- 

ing broad-spreading. 

BARK—Characteristically reddish-brown with horizontally elongated 

buff colored lenticels, tardily peeling off in transverse strips which 

curl back and expose the lighter bark below which on very old trunks 

may be roughened by scaly ridges; on young branches bark easily 

peeled off in a thin dark papery layer exposing the bright green bark 

below. 

TWIGS—Stout, bright reddish-brown, smooth and shining, more or 

less covered with a grayish skin easily rubbed off; crushed twigs with 

bitter taste. In addition to long rapidly grown shoots, stubby slowly 

grown fruit spurs with terminally clustered buds are abundant. LEN- 

TICELS—rather numerous, pale, becoming horizontally elongated. 

PITH—brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, rather broad, semi- 

oval to inversely triangular, raised. STIPULE-SCARS—slightly behind 

leaf-scars, oblique, often indistinct or absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Clustered at ends of fruiting spurs or scattered on rapidly 

grown shoots; terminal bud _ scarcely larger than lateral buds; 

lateral buds divergent, stout, ovate, pointed, constricted at base, about 

7 mm. long, reddish-brown, smooth, often partially covered with a 

grayish skin. BUD-SCALES—broadly ovate, with edges often lighter 

colored and more or less frayed and ragged. 

FRUIT—A drupe with edible flesh, generally sweet though in some 

varieties tart, with hard stone or pit enclosing the seed, ripening in 

summer, with stalks generally several in a cluster arising from a 

common point on the stem. 

COMPARISONS—The two types of cultivated cherries, the Sweet and 

the Sour are to be distinguished chiefly by habit of growth and relative 

size of twigs and buds, the Sweet Cherry having a pyramidal outline 

generally with a central leader and with relatively stout twigs and 

larger buds. These differences are well shown in the plates. (See 

Comparisons under Sour Cherry). 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of Europe, in this country cultivated for 

its fruit in several improved varieties such as the Black Tartarian, 

May Duke, Windsor, Napoleon, etc. and in some places escaped from 

cultivation. 

woobD—Strong, rather soft, close-grained, yellowish-red, taking a 

fine polish; largely used in Europe for fine furniture, inside finishing 

and for musical and other instruments. 
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SOUR CHERRY 

Pie or Morello Cherry. 
Prunus Cerasus L. 

HABIT—A small tree 20-30 ft. or less in height with a trunk diameter 

of 10 or 12 inches; with stout spreading branches and more or less 

drooping branchlets forming a broad, low, rounded head. 

BARK—Similar to that of the Sweet Cherry, but the outer smooth 

bark sooner peeling back and exposing the roughened inner bark. 

TW1GS—Slender, otherwise resembling twigs of Sweet Cherry. 

LEAF-SCARS—Similar to those of the Sweet Cherry. 

BUDS—Similar to those of the Sweet Cherry but smaller and appa- 

rently more frequently clustered toward the ends of long. shoots. 

Compare the twig photographs of the two species. 

FRUIT—Similar to that of Sweet Cherry but flesh tart. 

COWPARISONS—The Sour Cherry differs from the Sweet Cherry in its 

spreading habit of growth, its more slender twigs and smaller buds. 

Compare plates of the two species. From the native Wild Black and 

Choke Cherries the cultivated Sweet and Sour Cherries are distinguished 

by the short fruit spurs; from the Wild Red Cherry by their stouter 

twigs and buds and absence of a bud cluster at the tip of long shoots. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of Europe, in this country cultivated for its 

fruit in several improved varieties such as the Amarelles, Early Rich- 

mond, Montmorency, ete. and the Morellos, Louis Philippe, etc. and in 

some places escaped from cultivation. 

WooOD—Similar in appearance and uses to that of the Sweet Cherry 

from which it is not distinguished by wood workers. 
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CANADA PLUM 

Red, Horse or Wild Plum. 

Prunus nigra Ait. 

P. americana, var. nigra Waugh. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree 20-25 ft. in height with a trunk 

diameter of 5-8 inches, with contorted branches and more or less zigzag 

branchlets forming a low spreading head. It tends to sucker freely 

forming low thickets. 

BARK—On young trunks and branches dark brown with prominent 

raised lenticels which are horizontally slightly elongated; at first 

smooth but soon splitting and curling back in thick grayish-brown 

layered plates exposing the rough scaly bark below. 

TW1IGS—Slender, smooth, reddish-brown, often more or less covered 

with a grayish skin, bitter aromatic, lateral spiny spurs generally 

present. LENTICELS—scattered, large and rather conspicuous pale 

dots. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, broadly crescent- 

shaped. STIPULE-SCARS—indistinect or absent. BUNDLE-SCARS— 

3, often inconspicuous. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds about 4-8 mm. long, conical, 

narrow-pointed, grayish-brown; collateral buds sometimes present. 

BUD-SCALES—triangular, pale and thin on the margins, generally hairy 

at the apex. 

FRUIT—A smooth-skinned drupe with smooth stone. 

COMPARISONS—The Plums are distinguished from the other members 

of the genus Prunus by the absence of a terminal bud. The Canada 

Plum so far as one can judge from the material investigated {s 

distinguishable by its larger buds from the American Plum, of which 

it is considered by some only as a variety. 

DISTRIBUTION—Native along streams and in thickets, often spon- 

taneous around dwellings and along fences. From Newfoundland 

through the valley of the St. Lawrence to Lake Manitoba; rare south 

of New England; west to Wisconsin. Has given rise to some valuable 

fruit-bearing varieties in cultivation. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—abundant in the northern sections and 

common throughout; New Hampshire and Vermont—frequent, especially 

in the northern sections; Massachusetts—occasional; Rhode Island—not 

reported. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare. Norfolk, a few trees about an abandoned 
garden; Oxford. 

WoOOD—Heavy, hard, strong, close-grained, rich bright reddish- 

brown with thin lighter colored sapwood. 
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CULTIVATED PLUMS 
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NOTE—The Cultivated Plums are either improved forms of originally 

wild species or have been derived by hybridization from a number of 

such forms. The types most cultivated in the United States are the 

American (derived from Prunus americana), the European (derived 

from Prunus domestica) and the Japanese (derived from Prunus 

triflora). Although the varieties of a given type differ considerably so 

that without further study it does not seem desirable to try to offer 

a detailed winter classification of the cultivated plums, still the general 

characteristics of the unmixed types are recognizable in winter. 

Certain varieties, the Gold, the Lombard and the Red June have been 

chosen for the photographs to illustrate respectively the American, the 

European and the Japanese types. 

THE AMERICAN PLUM. VARIETY—GOLD 

Prunus americana Marsh. 

Illustrations on page 509. 

The American cultivated type of Plum has very slender grayish- 

brown twigs and branches which have a decidedly drooping habit of 

growth. The bark is brown; on young trunks and branches smooth, 

shining, with prominent, light-colored, horizontally elongated lenticels 

(see upper part of bark picture). The habit photograph was taken 

from a specimen of the native form, grown in the Arnold Aboretum. 

The American Plum, as growing wild, closely resembles the Canada 

Plum and by some this latter species is considered merely a variety 

of the former. The material examined shows smaller twigs than the 

Canada Plum with buds generally under 4 mm. long. The most northern 

station has been reported to be along the slopes of Graylock, Mass. 

In Connecticut it is reported as rare in the southern district, becoming 

occasional northward. 

THE EUROPEAN PLUM. VARIETY—LOMBARD 

Prunus domestica L. 

Illustrations on page 510. 

The European Plum has a lighter bark than the other two types 

without conspicuous horizontal lenticels, with stout, upright, long 

shoots and an upright habit of growth. 

THE JAPANESE PLUM. VARIETY—RED JUNE. 

Prunus triflora Roxbg. 

Illustrations on page 511. 

The Japanese Plum has a very dark deeply ridged bark without 

conspicuous lenticels. The long shoots are rather slender and bright 

colored and stout fruit spurs are numerous. 
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PEACH 
Prunus Persica (L.) Stokes. 

Amygdalus Persica L. 

HABIT—A small tree generally under 20 ft. in height with a trunk 

diameter of about 6 inches; trunk low with spreading limbs and ascend- 

ing branchlets forming a low broad rounded head. 

BARK—Dark reddish-brown, smooth, with prominent horizontally 

elongated lenticels, becoming roughened and scaly at base. 

TWIGS—Of medium thickness, smooth and very shiny, greenish to 

bright reddish-purple, often green below and red above toward the light, 

becoming redder as spring approaches; on rapidly grown shoots branches 

sometimes produced the same season; crushed twigs with odor and taste 

of bitter almonds. LENTICELS—very numerous and very minute pale 

dots, in reality stomata, best seen with hand-lens and on _ reddish 

portions of twigs, only part of them elongating with age. PITH—rather 

wide, often somewhat 5-pointed, whitish or tinged with brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, elliptical to semi- 

oval, strongly raised, often more or less decurrent. STIPULE-SCARS— 

behind and above leaf-scars or raised on persistent bases of stipules, 

often indistinct and readily confused with broken bud-scales; often 
a small raised leaf-scar above and on either side of the main leaf-scar 

in connection with the collateral buds when these are present. BUNDLE- 

SCARS—3, often inconspicuous. 

BUDS—Ovate, rounded at apex or blunt-pointed, generally under 5 

mm. long, densely pale-woolly at least toward apex and within, more 

or less appressed, 1 or 2 collateral buds often present at a node— 

these generally stout flower buds in sharp contrast to the narrower 

leaf bud between (in the group of three buds on twig in plate all are 

flower buds); terminal bud present often with one or more lateral 

buds adjacent. BUD-SCALES—reddish-brown, often with ragged edges 

and generally indistinct and covered with grayish wool. 

FRUIT—A large downy drupe with an irregularly pitted stone. 

COMPARISONS—The dense woolliness of its stout buds and the very 

numerous and extremely minute pale dots on its highly colored and 

polished twigs readily distinguish the Peach from its near relatives. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of Asia, cultivated in this country for its 

fruit, naturalized throughout the greater portion of the southern 

states and spontaneous in waste places and on road-sides in the 

northern states. 

WwooD—Rather soft, close-grained and light brown. The seeds 

develop considerable hydrocyanic acid and are used in the manufacture 

of a substitute for oil of bitter almonds. 
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KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE 

Coffee Nut, Coffee Bean, Nicker Tree, Mahogany. 

Gymnocladus dioica (L.) Koch. 

G. canadensis Lam. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree 30-60 ft. in height, trunk generally soon 

dividing into 3 or 4 slightly spreading limbs or less frequently with a 

continuous trunk, forming a narrow obovate head with thick branchlets 

devoid of spray; the large stout pods often remaining on tree through- 

out the winter. 

BARK—Dark brown, characteristically roughened with thin tortuous 

recurved scale-like ridges which are distinct even upon comparatively 

young branches. 

TW1IGS—Very stout, more or less contorted, blunt, prown or slightly 

greenish, generally white-crusted, smooth or often velvety-downy. 

LENTICELS—rather numerous, large, generally more conspicuous on 

second year’s growth. PITH—wide, salmon-pink to brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, pale, raised, 

broadly heart-shaped. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS— 

large, raised, generally 3-5. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds small, bronze, silky pubes- 

cent, partially sunken, scarcely projecting beyond the surface of the 

twig, surrounded by an incurved downy rim of the bark; axillary bud 

in the depression at top of leaf-scar, one or sometimes 2 superposed 

buds present. BUD-SCALES—sometimes 2 lateral scales visible. 

FRUIT—A reddish-brown, large, broad, flat, oblong, abruptly pointed 

pod, 4-10 inches long by 1%-2 inches wide, frequently remaining 

unopened on tree during winter, generally somewhat larger than shown 

in the photograph. Seed, dark brown, flattish. 

COMPARISONS—A superficial glance at the habit of the Kentucky 

Coffee Tree might lead one to mistake its stout branchlets for those of 

the Ailanthus, Its curious narrow ridged bark, however, should at 

once prevent any confusion between the two trees. The silky bronze 

superposed buds partially sunken in downy dimples of the bark in 

connection with the stout twigs and salmon-colored pith are sufficient 

characters to distinguish this tree from all other forms. 

DISTRIBUTION—Not native in New England but frequently cultivated 

as an ornamental tree; grows wild in rich deep soil from central New 

York and southern Minnesota southward to Tennessee and the Indian 

Territory. 

WooD—Heavy, though not hard, strong, coarse-grained, very durable 

in contact with soil, rich light brown tinged with red, with thin lighter 

colored sapwood of 5-6 layers of annual growth; it takes a fine polish 

and is occasionally used in cabinet-making and for fence-posts, rails 

and in construction. Its seeds were formerly used as a substitute for 

coffee. 
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HONEY LOCUST 

Three-thorned Acacia, Honey Shucks, Sweet Locust, Thorn 

Tree. 

Gleditsia triacanthus L. (Sometimes called Gleditschia.) 

HABIT—A medium sized tree 40-60 ft. in height with a trunk diameter 
of 1-3 ft.; trunk commonly short dividing into a number of slightly 
spreading limbs, with somewhat drooping lateral branches, forming 
a broad rounded obovate or flat-topped head. Seen against the sky 
the smaller branches appear zigzag with characteristic swellings at 
the nodes often surmounted with thorns and rudimentary branchlets 
developed from the extra buds. (See branches at side of trunk in 
bark picture). 

BARK—Grayish-brown darkening with age, on young trunks and 
branches smooth, on older trunks more or less roughened into broad 
ridges with firm persistent recurved edges. Some trunks have bark 
practically smooth except for a few deep fissures; some trunks are 
thickly fringed with dense masses of long branched spines, while others 
are free from them. 

TW1GS—Slender, shining, smooth, reddish to greenish-brown, often 
light mottled or streaked, zigzag with enlarged nodes; a large branched 
thorn with pale reddish-brown pith, discontinuous with that of the 
stem, generally present above node. LENTICELS—minute, scattered, 

becoming conspicuous brown raised dots on older growth. PITH— 
thick, whitish. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, generally more than 2-ranked, V-shaped 
with upper margins and ap generally swollen. STIPULE-SCARS 
—absent or inconspicuous. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, rather inconspicuous. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, the lateral buds small, generally about 
5 more or less distinct at a node, separated one above the other, 
decreasing in size from above downward, the uppermost a superposed 
smooth scaly bud breaking through the bark, the next also scaly 
covered by or breaking through the leaf-scar, the lower buds without 
scales, covered by bark and seen as minute green dots in a longitudinal 
section of twig; buds often continue to be produced at the nodes for 
several years especially when the twigs are trimmed as in hedges and 
give rise to a bunch of more or less rudimentary branches. 

FRUIT—A long, flat, reddish-brown, more or less twisted, indehiscent 
pod 10 to 18 inches long, containing numerous flat oval seeds about 
10 mm. long. The photograph of the fruit is reduced to about 4 nat- 
ural size. 

COMPARISONS—The Honey Locust is at once distinguished from the 
various other thorny species such as the Hawthorn and Common Locust 
by its large branched thorns situated above the leaf-scar. When the 
thorns are absent as is sometimes the case the vertical row of separated 
smooth buds, the upper scaly and superposed, the lower hidden by the 
bark, are sufficient points of distinction. 

DISTRIBUTION—In its native habitat growing in a variety of soils; 
rich woods, mountain sides, sterile plains. Southern Ontario; spreading 
by seed southward; indigenous along the western slopes of the Al- 
leghanies in Pennsylvania; south to Georgia and Alabama; west from 
western New York through southern Ontario and Michigan to Nebraska, 
Jxansas, Indian Territory, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Not native, but frequently planted as an orna- 
mental tree or for hedges and escaped from cultivation; Maine—young 

trees in the southern sections said to have been produced from self- 
sown seed; New Hampshire and Vermont—introduced; Massachusetts— 
occasional; Rhode Island—introduced and fully at home. Probably 
sparingly naturalized in many other places in New England. 

IN CONNECTICUT 

WooD—Hard, strong, coarse-grained, very durable in contact with 
soils, red or bright red-brown, with thin, pale sapwood of 10-12 layers 
of annual growth; largely used for fence posts and rails, for the hubs 
of wheels and in construction. 

Rare, occasional or local. 
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REDBUD 

Judas Tree. 
Cercis canadensis L. 

HABIT—A small tree up to 40 ft. in height though generally smaller, 

developing an upright or a low, broad, irregular head. 

BARK—Reddish-brown to almost black, somewhat ridged and scaly. 

TWIGS—Slender, dark reddish-brown, smooth, more or less zigzag. 

LENTICELS—very numerous, minute. PITH—especially of older growth, 

generally with reddish longitudinal streaks. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, small, slightly raised, inversely 

triangular, with short, decurrent, spreading, more or less evident ridge 

from outer edges. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, 
large. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds small, 3 mm. long, or 

generally much smaller, blunt, dark purplish-red, somewhat flattened 

and appressed, one or more superposed buds often present the upper- 

most the largest; flower buds conspicuously present on older wood 

often at the base of a branch (see plate) or even on the trunk itself. 

BUD-SCALES—overlapping, somewhat hairy on the edges, about 2 

visible to a leaf bud, several to a flower bud. 

FRUIT—A flat pod about $8 inches long, with small compressed 

seeds. 

COMPARISONS—The stout purplish flower buds below the insertion 

of the branches on the old wood will serve to identify this small tree. 

The reddish streaks in the older pith seem to be a constant character 

so far as investigated and if so will be a useful mark of distinction. 

DISTRIBUTION—Not native to New England but frequently planted 

as an ornamental tree. It grows native along the borders of streams 

and rich bottom land from Ontario to New Jersey south to Florida and 

west to Minnesota and Arkansas, 

wooD—Heavy, hard, not strong, close-grained, rich dark brown 

tinged with red, with thin lighter colored sapwood of 8-10 layers of 

annual growth; of little commercial importance. 
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YELLOW WOOD 

Virgilia, Gopher Wood. 
Cladrastis lutea (Mx. f.) Koch. 

HABIT—A small tree under 50 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 
1-2 ft.; trunk generally dividing low down into several slightly 
spreading limbs with numerous slender more or less zigzag branches, 
the lower often strongly declined, forming a broad rounded head. 

BARK—Thin, gray to light brown, in general smooth, resembling 
bark of the Beech with slight protuberances or ridges and horizontal 
wrinkles. 

TW1GS—Rather slender, more or less zigzag, brittle, smooth bright 
reddish-brown, covered often by a grayish skin, odor and taste resembl- 
ing that of a raw dried pea or bean. LENTICELS—pale, scattered, 
generally conspicuous. PITH—wide, white, round in section. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked, or more than 2-ranked, raised, 
pale yellow, forming a V-shaped collar of almost uniform diameter 
nearly encircling the bud. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS— 

typically 5 (4-9) generally regularly spaced and raised or at times 
some of the five indistinct or lacking. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds naked, superposed, 3-4, 
the uppermost the largest and generally alone developing, flattened, 
closely packed together to form a pointed bud-like hairy cone generally 
under 5 mm. long, nearly surrounded by the leaf-scar. BUD-SCALES— 
absent, their place taken by the densely hairy immature leaves. 

FRUIT—A smooth flat margined pod 5-10 cm. long, containing a few 
small oblong compressed seeds. 

COMPARISONS—The Yellow Wood is well characterized by its 
beech-like bark, its slender twigs, and its superposed hairy buds closely 
clustered into a bud-like cone and practically surrounded by the leaf- 
scar and is therefore scarcely to be confused with any other tree. 

DISTRIBUTION—In rich soil, limestone ridges and often along 
mountain streams, rare and local. Western North Carolina, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Alabama, Missouri; often cultivated in New England as an 
ornamental tree. 

WoOoD—Heavy, very hard, strong and close-grained, with a smooth, 
satiny surface, bright clear yellow changing to light brown on ex- 
posure, with thin nearly white sapwood; used for fuel, occasionally for 
gun stocks and yielding a clear yellow dye. 
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COMMON LOCUST 

Black, Yellow or White Locust, Locust, Acacia. 

Robinia Pseudo-Acacia L. 

HABIT—Generally a small tree 20-35 ft. or occasionally 50-75 ft. in 
height with a trunk diameter of eight inches to 2% ft.; trunk erect or 
inslined, frequently dividing into a number of ascending limbs with 
slender scraggly branches forming a narrow oblong open head; often 
spreading by underground stems and forming thickets of small trees. 
A rapidly growing tree but short lived and subject to the attacks of 
borers. 

BARK—Rough even on young trunks, dark reddish to yellowish- 
brown, becoming deeply furrowed into rounded ridges, not flaky. 

TWIGS—Rather slender, brittle, often zigzag, light reddish to green- 
ish-brown, smooth or nearly so. more or less angled with decurrent 
ridges from base and outer angles of leaf-scars, generally spiny with 
paired stipular prickles at nodes. LENTICELS—pale, scattered. PITH— 
wide, more or less angled. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, generally large and 
conspicuous. inversely triangular to pentagonal, raised, covering the 
buds. STIPULES—in the form of prickles, sometimes poorly developed 
or entirely lacking. BUNDLE-SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds minute, rusty-downy, 3-4 
superposed, generally close together, enclosed in a rusty-downy cavity 
below the leaf-scar which cracks between the bundle-scars at the 
development of a branch usually from the uppermost bud exposing the 
long rusty hairs attached to under side of the three persistent lobes 

of the leaf-scar: on rapidly grown shoots, the uppermost bud often 
develops into a branch the first season, which may be rudimentary and 
deciduous, leaving a small scar above leaf-scar. 

FRUIT—A dark brown, flat pod, 5-10 cm. long, containing 4-S small 
brown mottled flatish seeds, persistent on the tree throughout the 
winter. 

COMPARISONS—The paired prickles at the nodes form the most 
striking character of the Common Locust but since they are absent on 
some twigs and entirely lacking on certain varieties, the hidden closely- 
packed downy buds must be taken as the chief distinguishing features. 
They separate the Common Locust from the Honey Locust when the 
characteristie branched thorns are not present on the latter species. The 
Clammy Locust [Robinia viscosa Vent.] is a small southern tree fre- 
quently cultivated and established at many points throughout New 
England. It has the general characters of the Common Locust but 
the stipular prickles are less well developed and its twigs are covered 
with a sticky glandular coating. The Bristly Locust [Robinia hispida 

L.] is a mere shrub with twigs beset with bristly hairs but without 
stipular prickles. The Prickly Ash or Toothache Tree [Zanthoriulon 
americanum L.], a shrub occurring throughout New England, resembles 
the Locust in its stipular prickles (lower twig in plate). It is readily 
distinguished from the Locusts, however, by the red downy exposed 
clustered buds, the presence of a terminal bud and the pungent flavor 
of its twigs. 

DISTRIBUTION—In its native habitat growing upon mountain slopes. 
along the borders of forests, in rich soils.  Naturalized from Nova 
Seotia to Ontario. Native from southern Pennsylvania along the 
mountains to Georgia; west to Towa and southward. Formerly much 
planted as an ornamental and timber tree; more cultivated in Europe 
than any other American tree. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—thoroughly at home, forming wooded 
banks along streams; New Hampshire—abundant enough to be reckoned 
among the valuable timber trees; Vermont—escaped from cultivation in 
many places; Massachusetts. Rhode Jsland—common in patches and 
thickets and along the roadsides and fences. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent as an escape from cultivation. 

WoO0O0OD—Heavy, exceedingly hard and. strong, close-grained, very 
durable in contact with the soil. own or rarely light green, with 
pale yellow sapwood of two or three layers of annual growth; exten- 
sively used in shipbuilding for all sorts of posts, in construction and 
turnery; preferred for tree nails and valued as fuel. 
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AILANTHUS 

Tree of Heaven, Chinese Sumach. 

Ailanthus glandulosa Desf. 

HABIT—A small to good sized tree 50-75 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter of 2-3 ft.; forming a wide flat-topped head with stout branch- 
lets devoid of spray; freely sprouting from the roots; the female trees 
which are more frequently planted than the male often retaining the 
clusters of winged fruit throughout the winter. 

BARK—Grayish, slightly roughened with fine light colored longitu- 
dinal streaks in striking contrast to the darker background. 

TWI1GS—Stout, yellowish to reddish-brown covered with very short 
fine velvety down, or smooth, rather rank-smelling when crushed, older 
twigs often shedding the down in the form of a thin skin and exposing 
very fine light longitudinal striations below. LENTICELS—scattered, 
pale, somewhat longitudinally elongated becoming on older growth con- 
spicuous more or less diamond-shaped cracks. PITH—wide, chocolate 
brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—<Alternate, more than 2-ranked, large, conspicuous, 
heart-shaped. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—conspicuous, 
often compound or curved, generally under a dozen in number, forming 
a curved line. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds relatively small generally 
under 4 mm. long, half-spherical, reddish-brown, downy. BUD-SCALES 
—thick, the 2 opposite lateral scales generally alone showing. 

FRUIT—About 4 cm. long, winged, spirally twisted, the seed in the 
center, borne in conspicuous clusters which frequently remain on tree 
during winter. The species is dioecious, there being male trees bear- 
ing only staminate flowers and hence producing no fruit and female 
trees bearing only pistillate flowers and producing fruit. Owing to 
the vile smelling character of the staminate flowers, the male trees are 
now seldom planted. 

COMPARISONS—The Ailanthus in its stout twigs resembles somewhat 
the Kentucky Coffee Tree but its buds are solitary and not sunken, its 
pith is brown rather than salmon-colored and its bark is not ridged as 
is the bark of the Kentucky Coffee Tree. From the stout-twigged 
Black Walnut and Butternut it is distinguished by its solitary buds 
and continuous pith; from the Staghorn and Smooth Sumachs by its 
broad leaf-scars. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of China sparsely and locally naturalized 
in southern Ontario, New England and southward; a very rapid grower, 
thriving under the most unfavorable conditions of city existence. 

WooD—Light brownish-yellow, with lighter sapwood, soft, weak, 
rather open-grained; in Europe used in the manufacture of woodenware 
and charcoal, little used in this country. 
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STAGHORN SUMACH 
Rhus typhina L. 

R. hirta (L.) Sudw. 

(Lefthand twig and lower habit picture in plate) 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree rarely over 25 ft. in height with a 
trunk diameter less than a foot; making a straggling growth with 
forked branching forming a flat head with conspicuous red fruit clusters 
generally present and stout velvety branchlets; sprouting abundantly 
from the roots and thus forming broad thickets. 

BARK—Thin, dark brown, smooth or in older trees more or less 
rough-scaly. 

TWIGS—Stout, censpicuously covered with long velvety olive brown 
to almost black hairs, whence the common name from resemblance to 
a stag’s antlers in the ‘velvet’; the tips often killed back several 
inches by the frost; cut twig exuding a copious white milky juice. 
LENTICELS—conspicuous except as covered by the hairs, orange 
colored, becoming laterally enlarged rough dots on older growth, PITH 
—wide, yellowish-brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, deeply V-shaped, 
almost encircling the bud. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS 

cattered or frequently arranged in 3 groups, generally not con- 
spicuous. 

BUDS—Terminal buds absent, lateral buds conical, densely coated 
with long rusty hairs. 

FRUIT—In rather compact, erect, cone-like clusters; individual fruits, 
drupes about 4 mm. in diameter coated with acid-tasting red hairs and 
enclosing a small bony-covered seed. The conspicuous red fruiting 
clusters are persistent throughout the winter but, since the species 
tends to be dioecious, are not borne by all trees. 

COMPARISONS—A somewhat smaller form, the Smooth Sumach 
[Rhus glabra L.], closely resembles the Staghorn Sumach in habit, twig 
and fruit characters but the twigs are smooth (except the fruit stalks 
Which may be downy) and generally are covered with a bloom. (See 
twig on right and upper habit picture in plate.) The Dwarf Sumach, 
(Rhus copallina L.J, is generally smaller in New England than the 
other Sumachs. It has red fruit clusters like the Smooth and the 
Staghorn Sumachs but is distinguished from these two forms by the 
watery instead of white milky juice, by the leaf-scars which do not 
surround the bud and by the turpentine flavor to the young twigs. For 

comparison with the Poison Sumach see latter species. 

DISTRIBUTION—In widely varying soils and localities, river banks. 
rocky slopes to an altitude of 2,000 ft., cellar holes and waste plac 
generally, often forming copses. From Nova Scotia to Lake Huron, 
south to Georgia; west to Minnesota and Missouri. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common throughout. 

WoOoOD—Light, brittle, soft, coarse-grained, orange-colored, streaked 
with green, with thick nearly white sapwood. Pipes for drawing the 
sap of the Sugar Maple are made from the young shoots. The bark 
especially of the roots is rich in tannin. 
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POISON SUMACH 

Poison Dogwood, Poison Elder, Swamp Sumach. 
Rhus Vernix L, 

R. venenata DC, 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree 5-20 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter reaching $-10 inches; trunk generally forking near the ground 
producing an open, rounded, bushy head. 

BARK—Thin, light gray, smooth or slightly roughened with more or 
less conspicuous horizontally elongated lenticels. 

TWI1IGS—Stout, brown to orange brown, older growth light gray, 
smooth, with watery resinous juice turning black on exposure. LEN- 
TICELS—numerous, minute, raised dots. PITH—yellowish-brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, more than 2-ranked, comparatively large, 
conspicuous, inversely triangular, raised, upper margin straight, 

slightly depressed or elevated, pointed and projecting. STIPULE-SCARS 
absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—conspicuous, irregularly scattered in a 

closed ring or a single curved line. 

BUDS—Terminal buds present, small but larger than laterals; short- 
conical, 3-20 mm. long, purplish. BUD-SCALES—finely downy on the 
back and margins. 

FRUIT—A globular, slightly compressed, striate drupe about 5 mm. 
in diameter, very shiny, ivory white or yellowish-white, generally per- 
sistent through the winter in long pendant clusters. The species is 
dioecious, however, and therefore some trees do not fruit. 

COMPARISONS—From the other Sumachs the Poison Sumach is dis- 
tinguished by the presence of a terminal bud, its broad leaf-scars not 
encircling the bud, with conspicuous generally scattered bundle-scars. 
The loose clusters of white fruit are distinctive when present. The 
Poison Sumach is almost entirely confined to swamps or wet places 
While the other Sumachs grow for the most part in dryer situations. 
The Poison Sumach resembles its climbing relative the Poison Ivy [Rhus 
Toxicodendron L.] in that all parts of the plant at all times of the year 
contain an oil poisonous to the touch, only more actively so. Some 
individuals are more and others less’ susceptible. A preventive 
against the poison is thoroughly to wash as soon as possible in strong 
alcohol or strong soap suds the parts of the body that have come in 
contact with the plant. 

DISTRIBUTION—Low grounds and swamps; occasional on the moist 
slopes of hills. Infrequent in Ontario; south to northern Florida; west 
to Minnesota and Louisiana. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—local and apparently restricted to the 
southwestern sections; as far north as Chesterville, Franklin county, 
Vermont—infrequent; common throughout the other New England 
states, especially near the seacoast, 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional in most districts, becoming frequent 
near the coast. 

WooD—Light, soft, coarse-grained, light yellow, streaked with 
brown, with lighter colored sapwood. The juice can be used as a 
black lustrous durable varnish. 
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HOLLY 
American Holly, White Holly. 

Ilex opaca Ait. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree rarely reaching 30 ft. in height, with 
a trunk diameter of 15-18 inches; larger south and west; with slender 
horizontal drooping or slightly ascending branches furming a compact 
eonical head with spiny evergreen leaves. 

BARK—Light gray, smooth becoming somewhat roughened with age. 

TWIGS—Rather slender, grayish to yellowish brown, smooth or more 
or less downy. LIENTICELS—inconspicuous. 

2-ranked, semi-oval. BUNDLE- 

LEAVES—Thick, evergreen, elliptical to obovate, spiny-tipped and 
with few spiny teeth or rarely entire, dull yellowish-green above, pale 

and yellower beneath; midrib prominent beneath, with short, stout, 
slightly fin - leaf-stalks, grooved above. STIPULES—minute, awl- 
shaped, per 

BUDS—Short, blunt, roundish, more or less downy, terminal bud 
pointed. 

FRUIT—Persistent through the winter, about the size of a pea, dull 
red or rarely yellow, berry-like, with four ribbed nutlets. Some trees 

bear only sterile flowers and therefore never produce fruit. 

COMPARISONS—The American Holly closely resembles the cultivated 
European Holly [Jlex Aquifolium L.] but the leaves of this latter 
species are describcd as glossier, of a deeper green color, more wavy- 
margined with whitish translucent edges, and the berries as of a 
deeper red color. 

DISTRIBUTION—Generally found in somewhat sheltered situations in 
sandy loam or in low, moi soil in the vicinity of water. Massachusetts, 
southward to Florida; westward to Missouri and the bottom-lands of 
eastern Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND— So on the authority of Gray’s 
Manual, sixth edition, in various botanical works but no station is 
known; New Hampshire and Vermon station reported; Massachu- 
setts—occasional from Quincy southward upon the mainland and the 
{sland of Naushon; rare in the peat swamps of Nantucket; Rhode Island 
—common in South Kingston and Little Compton and sparingly found 
upon Prudence and Conanicut islands in Narragansett Bay. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare; roadsides and thickets; escaped from cul- 
tivation or possibly native 

WoOOD—Light, tough, not strong, close-grained, nearly white when 
first cut, turning brown with age and exposure, with thick rather light- 
er colored sapwood, valued and much used in cabinet making, in the 
Interior finish of houses and in turnery; the branches are much used in 
Christmas decorations 
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STRIPED MAPLE 

Moosewood, Whistlewood. 

Acer pennsylvanicum L. 

HABIT—A shrub or small tree 15-30 ft. high with a short trunk 5-10 
inches in diameter and slender straight branches, forming in northern 
New England a large part of the underbrush and a fav orite food of 
moose and deer whence the name of Moosewood. 

BARK—Rather thin, reddish-brown or dark green, conspicuously 
streaked longitudinally with narrow white lines, at length dark gray, 
often transversely warty. 

TWIGS—Stout, smooth, red or green; year's growth marked by two 
circles formed by scars of the two outer pairs of bud-scales. LENTI- 
CELS—inconspicuous, PITH—brown 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite; wide, broadly V-shaped; their adjacent edges 
nearly meeting and forming a pair of short stubby teeth separated by 
a more or less well developed decurrent ridge. BUNDLE-SCARS—3, 
generally more or less compounded forming often 5 to 7 separate 
bundle-scars. 

a ae stalked, 6-10 mm. long exclusive of the rather long 
stalk, tapering to a blunt tip, red, shining, more or less 4-sided; terminal 
bud larger than appressed lateral buds. BUD-SCALES—the thick, red, 

e, outer pair only visible, enclosing an inner pair of thick pale- 
scales, Within which are enclosed one or more pairs of thin greem 

scales. 

FRUIT—In long drooping terminal racemes with thin widely spread- 
ing wings; 2-2.5 cm. long, seed-like portion rather long with a pit-like 
depression on one side; the elongated racemes from which the fruit 
has fallen often remaining on tree throughout winter. 

COMPARISONS—Easily distinguishable at all times from all other 
Maples by the striking white streaks in the young bark which appear 
often as early as the second year (see photograph of twig) and persist 
even on comparatively old trunks. The large stalked buds are also 
characteristic. The brown pith of the twig and the one-sided pitting 
of the seed-like portion of the fruit are characters which distinguish 
the Bush Maples (i.e. the Mountain and the Striped) from our other spe- 
cies of the genus. Forms of the genus Viburnum, which are for the most 
part shrubs, resemble somewhat the Bush Maples but, aside from 
having drupe-like fruits, may generally be easily distinguished by 
bud characters:—some having naked, others scurfy buds, some with 
the first pair of scales shorter than the bud and some with the second 
pair of scales smooth. 

DISTRIBUTION—Cool, rocky or sandy woods, usually in the shade 
of other trees. Nova Scotia to Lake Superior; south on shaded moun- 
tain slopes and in deep ravines to Georgia; west to Minnesota. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—abundant, especially northward in the 
forests; New Hampshire and Vermont—common in highland woods; 
Massachusetts—common in the western and central sections, rare 
towards the coast; Rhode Island—frequent northward. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rocky woods in rich soil; occasional in the 
north western part of the state, becoming rare eastward and south- 
ward, reaching Ashford, East Haddam, Huntington and Redding. 

WwooD—Light, soft, close-grained, light brown with thick lighter 
colored sapwood of 30-40 layers of annual growth 
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MOUNTAIN MAPLE 
Acer spicatum Lam. 

HABIT—Shrub or small bushy tree up to 25 ft. in height with a 

trunk diameter of 6-8 inches; trunk short, straight, with slender upright 

branches. 

BARK—Very thin, reddish-brown to dingy-gray, smooth or slightly 

furrowed. 

TW1GS—Slender, bright red to purple on upper side where exposed 

to the light, yellowish to greenish on shaded under side, color per- 

sisting for several years; covered especially toward tip with short 

appressed grayish hairs, which may persist in scant amount for several 

toward upper part of each year’s growth. Year's growth marked 

by 2-3 circles formed by scars of bud-scales. LENTICELS—few, 

inconspicuous. PITH—brown. 

year 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, narrow, V-shaped, margined by a lighter 

colored and more or less raised rim, nearly meeting. BUNDLE-SCARS— 

8, undivided. 

BUDS—Stalked, small, slender, pointed; generally under 6 mm. in 

length including stalk, rel or greenish, covered, especially the terminal 

buds, with short appressed grayish hairs; terminal bud larger than 

appressed lateral buds. BUD-SCALES—thick, 2-3 pairs, one or at most 

2 pairs visible, the second pair hairy. 

FRUIT—In drooping racemes with wide more or less spreading wings 

about 2 cm. or less long, seed-like portion short, with pit-like depres- 

sion on one side. 

COMPARISONS—Resembles the Striped Maple (which see) in habit, 

distribution, color of twigs and few scales to the stalked buds. It 

differs from the Striped Maple in absence of white streaks on young 

bark and by pale down on twigs and especially on the smaller buds. 

DISTRIBUTION—Moist rocky hillsides usually in the shade of other 

trees. From Nova Scotia and Newfoundland to Saskatchewan, along 

mountain ranges to Georgia. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common, especially northward in the 

forests; New Hampshire and Vermont—common; Massachusetts—rather 

common in western and central sections, occasional eastward; Rhode 

Island—occasional northward. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional in the northern part of the state, 

becoming rare southward, reaching East Haddam, Guilford at Bluff 

Head, Meriden and Redding. 

WoOD—Light, soft, close-grained, light brown tinged with red, with 

thick lighter colored sapwood. 
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SUGAR MAPLE 
Rock Maple, Hard Maple. 

Acer saccharum Marsh. 

A. saccharinum Wang., not L.; A. barbatum Michx. 

HABIT—A large tree 50-90 ft. in height, with trunk diameter of 2-5 
ft.; trunk more or less continuous, in the open developing at 8-10 ft. 
from the ground stout, erect branches which form in young trees a 
broad or narrow egg-shaped head, becoming frequently a broad, round- 
topped head when older. Leaves sometimes persistent into winter 
especially on lower branches of young trees, 

BARK—On young trunks and limbs dark gray, with tinge of buff, 
close and firm, smooth or slightly fissured, becoming deeply furrowed 
into long, thick, irregular plates which often curve back along one 
edge, giving ploughed appearance to the trunk. Some trees are to be 
found with yellowish-gray, more or less flaky bark. (See upper bark 
picture). 

TW1GS—Slender, shining, reddish-brown to buff tinged with orange, 
smooth. LENTICELS—numerous, pale, conspicuous. PITH—white. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, narrow V-shaped; outer margins of a pair 
nearly meeting; often pale downiness within leaf-scar. BUNDLE- 

SCARS—3, sometimes compound. 

BUDS—Conical to ovate, sharp-pointed, reddish-brown, rather downy 
especially toward tip; terminal bud 4-6 mm. long, about twice as long 
as appressed lateral buds. BUD-SCALES—overlapping, 4-8 pairs visible, 
their margins finely hairy. Z 

FRUIT—3-5 cm. long, in short terminal clusters, wings broad, paral- 
lel or slightly spreading. 

COMPARISONS—The Sugar Maple is readily distinguished from other 
maples by its narrow, conical, sharp-pointed, brown buds and by the 
large number of scales to the bud. The fruit clusters of the Sugar 
Maple are from terminal buds, those of the Red and the Silver Maple 
are from lateral buds. The fruiting of the Sugar Maple in consequence 
causes a noticeable forking of the twigs while it does not interrupt 
the growth in the Red and the Silver Maple. Further, fruit stalks 
and sometimes even the fruits themselves are persistent into winter 
on the Sugar Maple and are not persistent on the Red and the Silver. 
The Black Maple [Acer saccharum, var. nigrum (Michx. f.) Britton] is 
found in the northern part of New England but is too closely related 
to the Sugar Maple to be considered a distinct species. It has darker 
buds and bark than the type form. 

DISTRIBUTION—Rich woods and rocky slopes, frequently planted by 
roadsides. Nova Scotia and Newfoundland; westward to Lake of the 
Woods; south to the Gulf States; west to Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas 
and Texas, 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Abundant, distributed throughout the woods, 
often forming in the northern portions extensive upland forests; attain- 
ing great size in the mountainous portions of New Hampshire and 
Vermont, and in the Connecticut river valley; less frequent toward the 
seacoast. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent or common in northern districts, be- 
coming rare near the coast, except as an escape from cultivation. 

wooD—Heavy, hard, strong, close-grained, tough, with a fine satiny 
surface susceptible of receiving a good polish, light brown tinged with 
red, with thin sapwood of 30-40 layers of annual growth; largely used 
for the interior finish of buildings, especially for floors, in the manu- 
facture of furniture and in turnery, in shipbuilding, shoe-lasts and pegs 
and largely as fuel. Accidental forms with the grain curled and 
contorted, Known as Curly Maple and Bird’s Eye Maple, are common 
and highly prized in cabinet making. Maple sugar is principally made 
from the sap of this tree. 
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SILVER MAPLE 

White, River, or Soft Maple. 

Acer saccharinum L. 

A. dasycarpum Ehrh. 

HABIT—A good sized tree 50-60 ft. high with trunk diameter of 
2-5 ft.; dividing near the ground into several slightly spreading limbs 
which bran-h further up. torming a very wide, broad-topped head. 
Lateral branchlets strongly tend to grow downward and then curve 
sharply upward at their tips. 

BARK—Smooth, gray, with reddish tinge on young trunks an@ 
branches; on older trunks reddish-brown more or less furrowed; the 
surface separating into long thin flakes which become free at the ends 
and flake off exposing the redder inner layers. 

Similar to those of Red Maple but with a distinct rank odor 
ly cut or broken. 

TWIG 

when fr 

LEAF-SCARS—Similar to those of Red Maple. 

BUDS—Similar to those of the Red Maple but generally somewhat 
larger. the flower buds more densely clustered with a larger number of 

buds in a cluster. 

FRUIT—Large, 4-7 cm. long, wings spreading, in lateral clusters, 
ripening in early spring and therefore difficult to find in winter. 

COMPARISONS—The Silver Maple closely resembles the Red Maple in 
twig characters but can be readily distinguished from the latter by 
the rank odor of the fresh twigs when broken. The flakiness of the 
bark of the Silver Maple is also distinctive. The bending down of the 
branchlets with a sharp upward curve at their tips while much more 
marked in the Silver Maple occurs to a certain extent in the Red and 
therefore cannot be depended upon alone as a distinctive character. If 
the flower buds be dissected out and examined with a hand-lens the 
immature flowers of the Silver Maple will be found to be surrounded by 
a cup-like calyx which in the Red Maple is made up of separate 
divisions. See under Red Maple for Comparisons with other species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Along river banks and in moist deep-soiled woods, 
not typically in swamps; often planted for ornament under the name 

of White Maple. Infrequent from New Brunswick to Ottawa, abundant 
from Ottawa throughout Ontario; south to the Gulf states; west to 
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, and Indian Territory; attaining its 
maximum size in the basins of the Ohio and its tributaries; rare 
towards the seacoast throughout the whole range 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Occeasional throughout; most common and best 

developed upon the banks of rivers and lakes at low altitudes. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent inland along the larger streams, rare 
elsewhere, 

WwooD—Hard, strong, close-grained, easily worked, rather brittle, pale 
brown with thick sapwood of 40-50 layers of annual growth; now some- 
times used for flooring and in the manufacture of furniture. Sugar ig 
occasionally made from the sap. 
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RED MAPLE 
Swamp, Soft or White Maple. 

Acer rubrum L. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree, 40-50 ft. high, occasionally in swamps 
reaching 75 ft. in height, with trunk diameter of 2-4 ft; branching low 
down and forming an oblong, rather compact head, frequently largest at 
the top but sometimes broad at the_ base. Branches slender 
as well as branchlets, the latter showing slight tendency to turn up at 
their tips; upper branches appearing decidedly gray and often resembling 
those of the Beech if viewed with the light. 

BARK—Smooth, light gray on young trunks and branches; on older 
trunks very dark gray, roughened into long ridges, sometimes some- 
what shaggy and separating in long plates. (See right hand bark 
photograph). 

TW1GS—Rather slender, bright or dark red, shining; odorless when 
cut. LENTICELS—numerous, conspicuous. PITH—pinkish toward upper 
part at least of each year's growth beyond the second. 

LEAF-SCARS—Broad, U to V-shaped, adjacent edges not meeting. 
BUNDLE-SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Red, blunt-pointed, broadly oval-ovate to spherical in flower 
buds, generally under 5 mm. long, short-stalked; flower buds numerous, 
stout, collateral (one on either side of smaller axillary bud). BUD- 
SCALES—4 pairs or generally fewer visible with pale hairs on margins, 
outer pair of scales not over half covering the bud. 

FRUIT—Small, generally under 3 cm. long, wings spreading, in lateral 
clusters, ripening in spring and therefore difficult to find in winter. 

COMPARISONS—The Red Maple closely resembles the Silver Maple 
in the winter condition. See Silver Maple under Comparisons for 
differences. The Red and the Silver Maple are distinguishable from our 
other Maples except the Box Elder by presence of collateral buds, and 
the numerous clusters of these flower buds give a characteristic beaded 
appearance to the twigs against the sky; from the Striped and Mountain 
Maples by the larger number of scales exposed in the bud; from the 
Striped and the Norway and Sycamore Maples by much smaller buds; 
from the Mountain Maple and the Box Elder by their smooth outer bud- 
scales; from the Sugar Maple by their red twigs and by their red, blunt 
buds with few scales. See under Sugar Maple. 

DISTRIBUTION—BEorders of streams, in low lands, wet woods and 
swamps or sometimes in dry ground, of rapid growth and a favorite 
for park planting but usually not adapted to city streets. Nova Scotia 
to the Lake of the Woods; south to southern Florida; west to Dakota, 
Nebraska and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Common throughout from the sea to an altitude 
of 3,000 ft. on Katahdin. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Common. 

WoOOD—Very heavy, close-grained, not strong, light brown often 
slightly tinged with red, with thick, rather lighter colored sapwood; 
used in large quantities in the manufacture of chairs and other furni- 
ture, in turnery, for wooden-ware and gun-stocks. 
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NORWAY MAPLE 
Acer platanoides L. 

HABIT—A mediumly large tree reaching in Europe 100 ft. in height, 
With round spreading head. 

BARK—Dark, broken into firm, close, narrow ridges which run 
together and enclose small diamond-shaped spaces, somewhat resembling 
bark of White Ash but the ridges and diamond-shaped spaces are finer. 

TWI1GS—Stout, smooth, shining, brown to greenish or yellowish- 
brown, branchlets of two or more years growth and even vigorous 
season’s shoots plainly streaked with fine, irregular, longitudinal cracks 
in bark. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, narrow V-shaped, half encircling the twig, 
the adjacent edges of opposite leaf-scars meeting and continued upward 
into a short tooth. BUNDLE-SCARS—3. 

BUDS—Completely red or yellowish-green toward the base, sometimes 
whole bud strongly tinged with yellowish-green; terminal bud larger 
than lateral buds, 5-8 mm. long, more than % as broad as_ long, 
oval to ovate; generally with a pair of comparatively large lateral buds 
below terminal bud; lateral buds small, appressed. BUD-SCALES—thick, 
more or less keeled, margin very finely hairy; scales to terminal bud 

generally 5 pairs—2, or at most 3 pairs only showing smooth but 
enclosing 2 pairs which are thickly covered with dark rusty-brown 
hairs; in small buds sometimes 4 pairs smooth and 1 pair hairy. 

FRUIT—Generally over 5 cm. long, seed-like portion flattish, with 
wings diverging in a straight line. 

COMPARISONS—The Norway Maple is easily distinguished from the 
Sycamore Maple by the redness of its buds, the brown hairiness of the 
inner scales, the ridging of the bark and the divergence of the wings 
of the fruit; from the native Maples by the large buds and the character- 
istically ridged bark. 

DISTRIBUTION—A European form extensively cultivated as a shade 
tree being more tolerant of unfavorable city conditions than most 
other forms. Its low head, however, is a disadvantage for city street 
planting. 

WooD—Moderately heavy, hard, close-grained, white or yellowish- 
white, fairly durable under cover but of short duration in the open; used 
in Europe by joiners, for finer wheelwrights’ work, for carving, for 
mathematical instruments and for various other purposes. 
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SYCAMORE MAPLE 
Acer Pseudo-Platanus L. 

HABIT—A rather large tree of vigorous growth, reaching in Europe 

120 ft. in height, with large spreading head. 

BARK—Dark reddish-brown, flaking off in squarish or short oblong 

scales, 

TW1GS—Stout, smooth, shining, yellowish-greenish to brown. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, shallow, V-shaped; adjacent edges of opposite 

leaf-scars not meeting. BUNDLE-SCARS—3 elongated lengthwise with 

the leaf-scar or compound. 

BUDS—Green, sometimes slightly reddish, terminal bud larger than 

lateral buds, 7-12 mm. long, broadly oval to ovate to nearly spherical, 

much more than % as wide as long; lateral buds divergent. BUD- 

SCALES—more or less keeled, with dark brown edging, dark pointed 

apex and finely hairy margin; scales to terminal bud, 6-7 pairs, 3 pairs 

at least generally visible, the outer scales smooth, the 2 inner scales 

thickly covered with silvery white hairs. 

FRUIT—Generally less than 5 cm. long, seed-like portion nearly 

spherical, wings making about a right angle resembling fruit of the 

Sugar Maple. 

COMPARISONS—Distinguished from the Norway Maple by the green 

buds, having outer scales with dark margins and white-hairy inner 

scales and by the flaky bark; from the native Maples by the larger 

buds and the peculiar bark. 

DISTRIBUTION—A European form, cultivated in the United States 

as a shade tree but less extensively than the Norway Maple. 

WoOoOD—Similar in character to that of the Norway Maple and used 

for the same purposes. 
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BOX ELDER 

Ash-leaved Maple. 
Acer Negundo L. 

Negundo aceroides Moench Negundo Negundo Karst. 

HABIT—A medium sized tree 40-50 ft. high with a trunk diameter 
of 1-2 ft.; dividing low down, sometimes only a few feet from the ground 

into a number of stout spreading branches, forming a wide head. 

BARIKXK—Pale gray or light brown, broken by rather shallow furrows 
into narrow, firm, close, irregular flat-topped ridges which are further 
eracked horizontally; bark of young trunks and branches smooth, with 
raised buff lenticels, which are horizontally more or less elongated. 

TWIGS—Stout, reddish-purple or green. smooth, polished or often with 
a whitish bloom which readily rubs _ off. LENTICELS—conspicuous, 
forming somewhat longitudinally elongated, scattered, raised buff dots. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, narrow V-shaped. margined by a lighter 
colored outer rim, half encircling the twig, the adjacent edges of 
opposite leaf-scars meeting and prolonged upward into a_ conspicuous 
narrow tooth, the inner margin often hairy. BUNDLE-SCARS—large, 
3 in number, generally undivided. 

BUDS—Short-stalked, red, more or less white-woolly, the terminal 
buds 6 mm. or less long, rather longer than the appressed lateral buds. 
BUD-SCALES—outer pair less densely woolly than inner pairs. grown 
together at base, entirely enclosing the bud or slightly gaping and 
exposing next inner pair; outer scales of lateral buds often distended 
by formation in their axils of stout collateral buds. 

FRUIT—3.5-5 cm. long in drooping racemes, wings spreading at a 
sharp angle, seed-like portion long, flattish; fruit stalks remaining on 
tree throughout winter. The Box Elder is strictly dioecious, therefore 
fruit is not borne by all individuals. 

COMPARISONS—The stout brightly colored red or green twigs and 
branchlets often covered with a bloom the first year and the downy 
buds with generally collateral buds present on some of the twigs, as 
well as the narrow tooth formed at the junction of adjacent deeply 
V-shaped leaf-scars render the Box Elder easily distinguishable in 
the winter condition. 

DISTRIBUTION—Banks of streams, lakes and borders of swamps; a 
rapid grower and often planted as a shade tree, thrives best in moist 
soil but is tolerant of dry situations. Infrequent from eastern Ontario 
to Lake of the Woods; abundant from Manitoba westward to the Rocky 
mountains south of 55 degrees north latitude; south to Florida; west to 
the Rocky and Wahsatch mountains, reaching its greatest size in the 
river bottoms of the Ohio and its tributaries. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—along the St. John and its tributaries, 
especially in the French villages, the commonest roadside tree, brought 
in from the wild state according to the people there; thoroughly estab- 
lished young trees, originating from planted specimens, in various parts 
of the state; New Hampshire—occasional along the Connecticut, abun- 
dant at Walpole; extending northward as far as South Charlestown; 
Vermont—shores of the Winooski river and of Lake Champlain. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Rare or local; apparently native along the Housa- 
tonic river from Oxford to Salisbury; escaped from cultivation at 
Putnam, Groton, Southington, Wethersfield and Norwalk. 

WwocD—Light, soft, close-grained, not strong, creamy white with 
thick hardly distinguishable sapwood; occasionally manufactured into 
cheap furniture and sometimes used for the interior finish of houses, 
for wooden ware, cooperage and paper pulp. Small quantities of 
maple sugar are occasionally made from this tree. 
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HORSE-CHESTNUT 
Aesculus Hippocastanum L. 

good sized tree reaching 70 ft. in height with a trunk 
diameter of 3 ft.; sometimes with trunk continuous into top of tree 
but more frequently dividing soon into a number of large slightly 
spreading limbs forming an oblong or broadly conical head, in old age 
with drooping lower branches with upturned tips; spray stiff and coarse 

with conspicuous terminal buds. 

HABIT—A 

BARK—Dull brown becoming shallowly fissured into irregular plate- 
like scales somewhat resembling bark of Apple Tree. 

TWIGS—Stout, reddish-yellowish to grayish-brown, smooth or slightly 
fine-downy. SCALE-SCARS—marking annual growth, distinct. LEN- 
TICELS—large, conspicuous, scattered. PITH—wide. 

in a single curved line. 

BUDS—Large, dark reddish-brown, varnished with sticky gum; 
terminal buds often flower buds, larger than laterals, 1.5 to 3 ecm. 
long; when a flower bud, a terminal scar is left and the twig forks from 
growth of bud pair below. BUD-SCALES—opposite in 4 rows, about 
5 pairs visible in terminal bud, thick with thin margins, the lower 
pairs more or less Keeled and often with abrupt sharp points. 

FRUIT—A weak-spined bur, containing the large seeds marked with 
a large conspicuous scar; not remaining on the tree during winter. 

COMPARISONS—Two western trees with buds free from_ resinous 
coating i. e. the Fetid or Ohio Buckeye [Aesculus glabra Willd.] and the 
Sweet Buckeye [Aesculus octandra Marsh.] are sometimes planted in 
New England. They belong with the Horse-chestnut to the genus 
Aesculus which {is readily distinguished from other New England genera 
by the large size of the twigs, buds, opposite leaf-scars and bundle- 
scars. 

DISTRIBUTION—A native of southern Asia much planted as an 
ornamental shade tree in this country and in Europe and naturalized 
in many places. 

wooD—Light, soft, very close-grained, whitish, slightly tinged with 
yellow; in Europe used by carvers and turners. 
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LINDEN 

Basswood, Lime Whitewood, Beetree. 
Tilia americana L. 

HABIT—A large tree 50-75 ft., to 100 ft. in height in the upper 
valley of the Connecticut river, with a trunk diameter of 2-4 ft.; with 
a straight trunk generally continuous into the top, beset with numerous 
slender branches, those at the base often strongly drooping, forming a 
narrow pyramidal head as shown in habit picture or more commonly 
becoming broadly ovate or round-topped and oblong. [Habit picture 
is taken from the European Linden, which resembles the American spe- 
cies in habit.] 

BARK—Dark gray, firm but easily cut, in young stems smooth 
(upper part of smaller trunk in photograph), becoming fissured into long 
rather narrow flat-topped ridges, divided by characteristically trans- 
verse cracks into short blocks (lower bark picture), becoming with age 
deeply furrowed with broader more rounded ridges (older trunk). 

TW1IGS—Rather slender, smooth, shining, bright red or greenish 
or covered with a gray skin; generally zizag, somewhat mucilaginous; 
fibr in inner bark long, tough, appearing as blunt conical masses in 
é section of older twig, and in surface sections of the bark as 
whitish wavy lines enclosing lens-shaped darker masses which show 
externally as wrinkled depressions of the bark. LENTICELS— 
scattered, dark, oblong. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, 2-ranked; large, elevated, semi-oval to 
elliptical. STIPULE-SCARS—narrow, often showing  bundle-scars. 
BUNDLE-SCARS—few to many. scattered or in a ring or forming a 
single curved line, showing as 3 in deep surface section. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent; lateral buds large to medium, ovate, 3-10 
mm. long, somewhat flattened, often lopsided, divergent, dark red or 
sometimes green, smooth or slightly downy at apex. BUD-SCALES— 
rarely more than 2-3 visible, thick, rounded at the back, not 2-ranked 
nor in pairs. 

FRUIT—About the size of a pea, woody, spherical, singly or in clus- 
ters of several with a common stalk attached midway to a leafy bract, 
sometimes remaining on the tree into the winter. 

COMPARISONS—The American Linden, more commonly known among 
lumbermen as Basswood differs but slightly in winter or summer condi- 
tion from the European species [Tilia vulgaris Hayne] which is much 
cultivated as a street tree. Another Basswood [Tilia Michauxcii Nutt.] 
has been reported in New England only from Connecticut, but 
is rare in this state. The Lindens are sometimes confused with the 
Elms, but aside from the different habit of growth the Linden has 
larger, bright colored buds with 2-3 scales only showing, while the Elms 
have many scales visible and their bundle-scars are depressed. 

DISTRIBUTION—In rich woods and loamy soils and often cultivated. 
Southern Canada from New Brunswick to Lake Winnipeg; south 
along the mountains to Georgia; west to Kansas, Nebraska and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Throughout, frequent from the sea coast to 
altitudes of 1,000 ft., rare from 1,000 to 2,000 ft. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional. 

WooD—Soft, straight-grained, light brown faintly tinged with red, 
with thick hardly distinguishable sapwood of 55-65 layers of annual 
growth, employed in the manufacture of paper-pulp; under the name 
of Whitewood largely used for woodenware, cheap furniture, the 
panels of carriages, and for inner soles of shoes, The tough inner bark 
furnishes fibres for mats, cordage, ete. 
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FLOWERING DOGWOOD 

Boxwood, Dogwood, Flowering Cornel. 

Cornus florida L. 

HABIT—A small tree 15-30 ft. in height, with a trunk diameter of 
6-10 inches; developing a low spreading bushy head with slender up- 
right or spreading branches and divergent sinuously curved branch- 
lets turning upward near the end and bearing on their upper sides 
clusters of fruiting twigs terminated by large conspicuous erect 
flower buds. 

BARK—Dark brown to blackish, ridged and broken into small 4-sided 
or rounded plate-like scales, resembling alligator leather in appear- 
ance. 

TW1IGS—Slender, bright red or yellowish-green, smooth or generally 
appearing more or less mealy from minute closely appressed gray 
hairs; with bitter taste. LENTICELS—inconspicuous. PITH—gritty, 
granular. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, on twigs of the season raised on bases of 
leaf-stalks with deep V-shaped notch between, on older’ growth 
practically encircling twig. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE- 
SCARS—3, in leaf-scars of the season often confluent and first seen in 
section through persistent base of leaf-stalk. 

BUDS—Lateral buds minute, covered by persistent bases of leaf- 
stalks; terminal leaf-buds flattened-conical, red, generally downy at 
least at apex, covered by a single pair of opposite pointed scales 
rounded at back and joined below for % their length; flowering 
buds very abundant, terminal, large, spherical to inverted flat turnip- 
shaped, 4-8 mm. broad, covered by two opposite pairs of bud-scales, 
the first 2-3 pairs of leaves below the flower buds generally reduced to 
narrow-pointed scales. 

FRUIT—Scarlet, oblong, about 1.5 cm. long, fleshy, with a grooved 
stone, clustered, ripening in October and generally not remaining on the 
tree during winter. 

COMPARISONS—The Flowering Dogwood differs from its relative the 
Alternate-leaved Dogwood [Cornus alternifolia L.] by its opposite leaf- 
scars, from the Bush Maples,—the Striped and the Mountain—which it 
somewhat resembles in twig characters, by its alligator bark, the 
presence of but a single pair of scales to terminal leaf-bud, by the 
persistent bases of leaf-stalks covering the lateral buds and by the 
abundant large flower buds. 

DISTRIBUTION—Woodlands, rocky hillsides, moist, gravelly ridges, 
frequently cultivated as an ornamental tree. Provinces of Quebec and 
Ontario; south to Florida; west to Minnesota and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—Fayette Ridge, Kennebec county; New 
Hampshire—along the Atlantic coast,-and very near the Connecticut 
river, rarely farther north than its junction with the West river; 
Vermont—southern and southwestern sections, rare; Massachusetts— 
occasional throughout the state, common in the Connecticut river 
valley, frequent eastward; Rhode Island—common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional, local or frequent. 

WooD—Heavy, hard, strong, close-grained, brown sometimes chang- 
ing to shades of green and red, with lighter colored sapwood of 30-40 
layers of annual growth; largely used in turnery, for the bearings of 
machinery, the hubs of small wheels, barrel hoops, the handles of 
tools and occasionally for engravers’ blocks. 
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TUPELO 

Pepperidge, Sour or Black Gum. 
Nyssa sylvatica Marsh. 

N. multiflora Wang. 

HABIT—A tree 20-50 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 1-2 ft. 
or in the forest 60-80 ft. high, reaching greater dimensions further 
south; generally easily recognized from the manner of branching alone, 
though extremely variable in outline. The trunk is erect, generally 
continuous well into the top, lower branches developed low down on 
trunk, horizontal or declined often to the ground, upper branches 
horizontal or slightly ascending, with numerous lateral branches and 
stubby branchlets forming he ontal layers. The branches are slender 
and exceedingly numerous, more so than in any other of our trees. The 
head may be short. cylindrical and flat-topped, or low and broader than 
tall, (see plate lower habit picture) or more commonly as when crowded 
in the forest, narrow, pyramidal or conical (see plate upper habit 
picture) or inversely conical and broad and flat at top. 

BARK—On young tree, grayish, flaky, on older trunks darker with 
deeper furrows and ridges broken into somewhat regular hexagonal 
blocks. 

TWIGS—Slender. smooth or nearly so, grayish to light reddish-brown, 
producing numerous short slow growing spurs crowded with leaf-scars 
on the sides of more rapidly grown shoots. LENTICILS—scattered, 
inconspicuous. PITH—with thin transverse woody partitions through 

the ground-mass, best seen with aid of a hand-lens. 

LEAF-SCARS—Alternate, generally more than 2-ranked. distinct, 
broadly crescent-shaped. STIPULE-SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS— 
econspi-uous, 3, simple or slightly compound but in 3 distinet groups, 
generally depressed, whitish in contrast to reddish-brown of leaf-scar. 

BUDS—Ovate, dark reddish-brown, smooth or slightly downy at tip, 
the lateral buds generally blunt-pointed, divergent, on vigorous shoots 
slightly raised on a cushion of the bark, sometimes on vigorous shoots 
developing a superposed accessory bud larger than the axillary one; 
terminal bud slightly larger than laterals. about 5 mm. long. generally 
sharper pointed, with slightly curved apex. BUD-SCALIS—3-4 visible, 
broadly ovate, rounded, terminally somewhat keeled and pointed. 

FRUIT—A small bluish drupe ripening in autumn. 

COMPARISONS—Although the outline of the crown differs widely, 
the numerous slender horizontally layered branches generally render 
the Tupelo distinguishable at a distance. Its 3 conspicuous bundle- 
scars in connection with the woody partitions in the pith will prevent 
{ts being confused with any other tree. 

DISTRIBUTION—In rich. moist soil, in swamps and on the borders 
of rivers and ponds. Ontario; south to Florida; west to Michigan, 
Missouri, and Texas. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—Waterville on the Kennebec, the most 
northern station yet reported; New Hampshire—most common in the 
Merrimac valley, seldom seen north of the White Mountains; Vermont— 
occasional; Ma chusetts and Rhode Island—rather common. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

woodD—Heavy, soft, strong, fine-grained, very tough, difficult to split, 
not durable, light yellow or nearly white, with thick lighter colored 
sapwood of §0-100 layers of annual growth; used for the hubs of wheels, 
rollers in glass factories, ox-yokes, wharf piles and sometimes for the 
soles of shoes, 
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WHITE ASH 
Fraxinus americana L. 

HABIT—In the forests a large tree with straight, tall trunk, free 
from branches to near the narrow crown, 50-75 ft. in height with trunk 
diameter of ft., reaching over 100 ft. in height in the Ohio basin; in 
the open a broader tree with ovate, round-topped or pyramidal to oblong 
outline, the trunk at times continuous into the crown but generally 
dividing comparatively low down into a number of slightly spreading 
limbs with slender spreading branches, the lower more or less drooping 
and recurved. The coarse twigs are formed at a broad angle approach- 
ing a right angle with the branch and this cross-shaped branching 
seen against the sky is an easy means of identification, 

BARK—Grayish-brown, characteristically furrowed with narrow, flat- 
topped, firm, irregular, longitudinal ridges which are transversely 
broken, more or less confluent and enclosing diamond-shaped hollows; 
old trunks becoming smoother by scaling off of the ridges. 

TWI1GS—Stout, smooth and shining, grayish or greenish-brown often 
with a slight bloom, very brittle, flattened at nodes at right angles to 
leaf-scars. LENTICELS—large, pale, scattered dots. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, large, conspicuous, raised, crescent-shaped to 
nearly semi-circular but always notched at the top. STIPULE-SCARS— 
absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—numerous, minute, in a curved line, often 
indistinct, sometimes more or less confluent, 

BUDS—Stout, semi-spherical to broadly ovate, scurfy, and more or 
less slightly downy, rusty to dark brown to sometimes almost black; 
on rapidly growing shoots, superposed buds often present; terminal 
bud larger than the laterals, about 5 mm. or less long, blunt, generally 
decidedly broader than long. A pair of lateral buds generally present at 
end of twig nearly on level with terminal bud, their leaf-scars causing 
terminal swelling of twig. BUD-SCALES—generally broadly ovate, oppo- 
site in pairs, 2-3 pairs visible, those of terminal bud with sharp, abrupt, 
sometimes deciduous points, 

FRUIT—Winged, 2-5 cm. long, the seed-bearing portion round in 
section, marginless below with much longer wing dilating from near 
the tip, hanging on the tree in clusters into the winter. The Ash 
is dioecious and consequently only the female trees ever bear fruit. 
Since further these do not bear every season, the fruit does not form 
a very usable winter character for any of the Ashes. The staminate 
flowers on the male trees are frequently infected by mites and persist 
through the winter in blackish distorted clusters. 

COMPARISONS—The White Ash is hardly to be confused with the 
few other genera of trees that have opposite leaf-scars. It is dis- 
tinguished from the other Ashes figured here in that its leaf-scar is 
generally narrow and deeply concave, further from the Black Ash by its 
rough ridged bark and generally rusty and blunter bud-scales and from 
the Red Ash by its smooth, generally shiny twigs. 

DISTRIBUTION—Rich or moist woods, fields and pastures near 
streams. Newfoundland and Nova Scotia to Ontario; south to Florida; 
west to Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas and Texas, 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—very common, often forming large 
forest areas; in the other New England states, widely distributed, but 
seldom occurring in large masses, 

IN CONNECTICUT—Frequent. 

WwooD—Heavy, hard, strong, close-grained, tough and brown with 
thick lighter colored sapwood; used in large quantity in the manu- 
facture of agricultural implements for the handles of tools, in carriage 
building, for oars and furniture, and in the interior finish of buildings; 
the most valuable of the American species as a timber tree. 
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RED ASH 

Brown, or River Ash. 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh. 

F. pubescens Lam. ; F. Darlingtonii Britton. 

HABIT—A medium to large-sized tree, 30-70 ft. in height with a 
trunk diameter of 1-3 ft.; in general appearance resembling the White 
Ash. 

BARK—Similar to that of White Ash but with somewhat shallower 
furrows. 

TWI1GS—-..>re slender than those of White Ash, densely velvety- 
downy in typical condition but often without down especially in the 
Green Ash [Fravinus pennsylvanica, var. lanceolata (Bork.) Sarg.]. 

LEAF-SCARS—Semicircular, upper margin rarely somewhat de- 
pressed. 

BUDS—Dark rusty brown smaller and narrower than those of the 
White Ash, about 2 pairs of scales visible to terminal bud. 

FRUIT—Seed-bearing portion round in section, marginless below with 
wing extending down its sides. 

COMPARISONS—The Red Ash is not distinguished by most people 
from the White A which it closely resembles. The downiness of its 
twigs which is considered its chief specific character is not constant. 
The shape of its leaf-scar, in general semi-circular with upper margin 
not concave, is perhaps its best distinguishing character. J*urther its 
terminal buds are narrower, showing fewer scales and the twigs are 
more slender. The smooth-twigged Green Ash [Frazrinus pennsylvanica, 
var. lanceolata (Bork.) Sarg.] is considered by the st authorities only 
a variety of the Red. The Black Ash is best separated by its char- 
acteristic scaly bark and generally black buds. 

a 

The European Ash [Frazrinus excelsior L.] is frequently cultivated. It 
has a bark resembling that of the White Ash and has a pair of lateral 
buds nearly on level with terminal buds; but its leaf-scars are semi- 
circular and its buds jet black. 

DISTRIBUTION—River banks, swampy lowlands, margins of streams 

and ponds. New Brunswick to Manitoba; south to Florida and Alabama; 
west to Dakota, Nebraska, Ikansas, and Missouri. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—infrequent; New Hampshire—occasional, 
extending as far north as Boscawen in the Merrimac valley; Vermont—~ 
common along Lake Champlain and its tributaries; occasional in other 
sections; Massachusetts and Rhode Island—sparingly scattered through- 
out. 

IN CONNECTICUT. Frequent. 

WooD—Heavy, hard, rather strong, brittle, coarse-grained, light 
brown with thick lighter brown sapwood streaked with yellow; some- 
times confounded commercially with the more valuable wood of the 
White Ash. 
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BLACK ASH 

Hoop, Swamp, Basket or Brown Ash. 
Fraxinus nigra Marsh. 

F. sambucifolia Lam. 

HABIT—A tall tree 60-80 ft. in height with trunk diameter of 1-2 ft., 
larger further south; in swamps in company with other trees with tall 
slender trunk of nearly uniform diameter to point of branching sup- 
porting a narrow head; in the open, where it is seldom found, said to 
have a habit similar to that of the White Ash 

BARK—Ash-gray, slightly tinged with buff, without deep ridges, 
forming thin scales smoothish on the outside and edges, easily rubbed 
off and exposing a surface rather soft to the touch suggesting some- 
what the feel of asbestos or talcum powder; trunk frequently with 
knobby excrescences, 

TW1GS—Very stout, similar to those of White Ash but lighter gray 
and not shiny. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite, large, conspicuous, circular to semi-circular; 
the upper margin not concave, often extending upward as a thin flap 
partially hiding the bud; otherwise resembling the White Ash. 

BUDS—Resembling those of White Ash but generally decidedly black 
though occasionally rusty, terminal bud ovate, pointed, as long as or 
longer than broad, more or less flattened at rig&t angles to outer pair of 
scales, last pair of lateral buds generally at some distance from the 
end giving terminal bud a stalked appearance. BUD-SCALES—of 
terminal bud broadly keeled and narrower than in White Ash, generally 
only 1-2 pairs visible. 

FRUIT—With broad wing, distinctly notched at apex, surrounding 
the flattened seed-bearing portion. 

COMPARISONS—The Black Ash is easily distinguished from the 
White by its soft, scaly bark, the even or raised upper margin of its 
leaf-scars, its narrower and generally black buds, and the stalked ap- 
pearance of its terminal bud. When growing in the swamps beside the 
White Ash its twigs can be seen to be much stouter and fewer than 
those of the latter species. 

DISTRIBUTION—Wet woods, river bottoms, and swamps. Anticostl 
LE ORE HES EED south to Delaware and Virginia; west to Arkansas and 
Missouri. 

IN NEW ENGLAND—Maine—common; New Hampshire—south of the 
White Mountains; Vermont—common; Massachusetts—more common in 
central and western sections; Rhode Island—infrequent. 

IN CONNECTICUT—Occasional. 

WwooD—Heavy, rather soft, not strong, tough, coarse-grained, durable, 
easily separable into thin layers, dark brown with thin light brown 
often nearly white sapwood; largely used for the interior finish of 
houses and cabinet-making, and for fences, barrel hoops and in the 
manufacture of baskets. 
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HARDY CATALPA 

Cigar Tree, Indian Bean, Western Catalpa. 

Catalpa speciosa Warder. 

HABIT—A tall tree reaching 100 ft. in height and 4 ft. in trunk 
diamenter in the Ohio basin, of smaller dimensions in New England 
with slender branches, forming a comparatively narrow round-topped 

head. 

BARK—Reddish to grayish brown, with longitudinal scaly ridges. 

TW1GS—Stout, smooth or slightly short-downy, reddish to yellowish- 
brown, the tips of twigs generally winter killed. LENTICELS— 
conspicuous, rather large and numerous. PITH—white, wide, occasion- 
ally chambered at the nodes. 

LEAF-SCARS—Opposite or more frequently 3 at a node, large 
and conspicuous, round to elliptical, with depressed center. STIPULE- 
SCARS—absent. BUNDLE-SCARS—conspicuous, often raised, forming a 
closed ring. 

BUDS—Terminal bud absent, lateral buds small, semi-spherical, 
generally under 2 mm. high. BUD-SCALES—brown, loosely overlapping, 
about 5 or 6 visible. 

FRUIT—A long cylindrical capsule, 8-20 inches in length, with nu- 
merous flattened, winged, white-hai fringed seeds, persistent on 
the tree through winter. The photograph of the capsule is reduced to 

about 35 natural size. 

COMPARISONS—The 8 large circular leaf-scars at a node with 
ylete ring of bundle-scars renders the Catalpa twig easily recog- 

= The long cigar-like fruits that hang on the tree supply a 

habit character. A very closely related southern and less 
hardy species the Common Catalpa [Catalpa bignonioides Walt.] was 
formerly more planted than the Hardy Catalpa. It is a smaller tree 
with a rather more spreading habit but is most readily distinguished 
from the western species at the time of flowering. 

DISTRIBUTION—Not native in New England but planted as an orna- 
mental shade tree and for timber. It grows native along borders of 
streams and ponds and rich often inundated bottom-land; southern 
Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri south into Kentucky, Tennessee and 
Arkansas. 7 

Wo0oD—Light, soft, not strong, coarse-grained, very durable in contact 
with the soil, light brown with thin nearly white sapwood of 1 or 2 
layers of annual growth; largely used for railroad ties, fence posts 
ee and occasionally for furniture and the Interior finish of 
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GLOSSARY. 

Accessory buds. Buds at or near the nodes but not in the axil. Of two 
kinds, collateral and superposed. 

Acorn. The complete fruit of an Oak consisting of a nut partially enclosed 
by an involucrate cup. 

Alternate. Scattered along the stem; said of leaves and scales in distinction 
from opposite. 

Apex. The top, as the tip of the bud. 

Appressed. Lying close against the twig, as the buds of the Shad Bush 
(p.493). 

Awl-shaped. Small and tapering to a slender point. 

Avil. The angle formed at the upper side of the attachment of the leaf 
to the stem. 

Agillary. In an axil. An axillary bud is the first bud above the leaf or 
leaf-scar. 

Bark. The outer covering of the trunk or branch. Unless otherwise speci- 
fied, the heading ‘‘Bark’” in the descriptions refers to the bark of the 
trunk. 

Berry. <A fruit fleshy throughout. 

Bloom. The powdery waxy substance easily rubbed off, as the bloom on 
the twigs of the Box Elder (p.547). 

Bract. A more or less modified leaf. 

Branch. A secondary division of a trunk. 

Branchlet. A small branch. 

Bud. An undeveloped branch or fruit cluster with or without a protective 
covering of scales. 

Bud-scales. Reduced leaves covering a bud. 

Bundle-scars. Scars of the fibro-vascular bundles which ran up through the 
leaf-stalk and connected with the veins of the leaf, seen as dots in the 
leaf-scar (fig.4). 

Bur. <A spiny fruit, as the bur of the Chestnut (p.431). 

Buttressed. Said of the trunk when enlarged at the base as frequently is 
the case in the White Elm (p.461). 

Calyr. The outer portion of a flower consisting of a circle of modified 
leaves usually green in color. 

Capsule. A dry fruit which splits at maturity to let out the seeds. 

Catkin. A unisexual, elongated, compact cluster of flowers with scaly 
bracts usually falling away in one piece, as in the Alders (p.427), 
Birches (p.415-425), ete. 

Cell. One of the chambers of the ovary. One of the microscopic structural 
elements out of which plant tissues are built up. 

Chambered. Said of the pith when interrupted by hollow spaces, as in the 
Butternut (fig.6). 

Collateral buds. Accessory buds at the side of the axillary bud as in the 
Red Maple (fig.7). 

Cone. A fruit such as of the Pines with woody closely overlapping scales. 

Confluent. Said of bundle-scars, when the separate scars are so close to- 
gether that they appear to form a single scar. 
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Conical. Cone-shaped, largest at the base and tapering to the apex. 

Crown. The upper mass of branches, 

Cup-shaped. Shaped like a cup; deeper than saucer-shaped. 

Deciduous. Falling away; said of trees that drop their leaves before winter. 

Decurrent. Said of ridges that run down from the leaf-scar. 

bie et ene Said of a tree with broad spreading habit as the Apple 
(p. . 

Dioecious, Said of plants such as the Willows and Poplars that have separ- 
ate male and female individuals. 

Divergent. Said of buds that point away from the twig as in the Carolina 
Poplar (fig.5). 

Downy. Covered with fine hairs. 

Drupe. A stone-fruit as in the Cherries with the seed enclosed in a stone 
or pit which is surrounded by a fleshy portion. 

Egg-shaped. Shaped like an egg with the broadest part below the middle. 

Elliptical. Oblong with regularly rounded ends. 

Entire. Margin without indentations. 

Epidermis. The outermost layer of cells. 

Escape. <A plant originally cultivated but now growing like a wild plant. 

Evergreen. With green leaves in winter, as the Pines and Holly. 

Excurrent. Said of a tree of erect habit of growth, such as the Spruce 
(p.359) or Poplar (p.395). 

Fan-shaped. Shaped like an expanded fan. 

Fibro-vascular bundles. The strands containing the elements for the trans- 
portation of fluids through the plant. They ultimately connect with the 
veins of the leaves. 

Flaky (bark). With loose scales easily rubbed off. 

Flower bud. A bud containing an undeveloped flower or flower cluster. 

Fluted. With rounded ridges. 

Fruit. The part of a plant containing the seeds. 

Gland. A small: protuberance, as on the leaves of the Arbor Vitae (p.377). 

Habit. The general appearance of the tree as seen at a distance. 

Habitat. The place where the tree naturally grows, such as swamps, sandy 

plains, etc. 

Hairy. With long hairs. 

Head. The upper portion of a tree. 

Heartwood. The dead central portion of the trunk. 

Hoary. Grayish-white with a fine close down. 

Hybrid. A cross between two species or varieties. 

Internode. The portion of the stem between two nodes. 

Inversely triangular. Inverted triangular with the apex below. 

Involucre. The bracts surrounding the flower cluster. 

Juvenile. Youthful, said of the leaves formed in the early stages of devel- 

opment. 
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Keeled. With a central ridge like the keel of a boat. 

Key. A winged fruit. 

Lanceolate. Lance-shaped: similar to ovate but narrower with outline 
tapering gradually to the apex. 

Lateral bud. A bud produced on the side of a twig. 

Leaf bud. A bud containing undeveloped leaves but not flowers. 

Leaf-scar. The scar left by the fall of the leaf (fig.4). 

Leaf-stalk. The stem of a leaf. 

Lenticels. Corky spots on the surface which admit air to the interior of the 
twig. 

Limbs. The larger branches. 

Linear. Long and narrow. several times as long as broad with parallel 
edges, as the leaves of the Pines. 

Lobed. With rounded indentations running 15 to 25 the way from the margin 
inward. 

Longitudinal. Lengthwise. 

Medullary rays. Rays of tissue extending from the pith toward the bark, 
best seen in cross section. 

Midrib. The central vein of a leaf. 

Naked bud. A bud without bud-scales. 

Needle. A narrow leaf as in the Pines. 

Node. .The place on the twig at which one or more leaves were produced 
(fig. 4) 

Nut. A large hard fruit as in the Hickory, Oak and Chestnut. 

Nutlet. A small nut. 

Oblanceolate. Inverted lanceolate. 

Oblong. Two or three times longer than broad with about uniform diameter. 

Obovate. Inverted ovate. 

Opposite (leaves and leaf-scars). With two leaves or leaf-scars opposed 
at a node. 

Oval. Broadly elliptical. 

Ovary. The part of the pistil producing the seeds. 

Ovate. Egg-shaped, with the broadest part below the middle. 

Persistent. Remaining on the tree. 

Pistil. The seed-bearing portion of the flower. 

Pith. The softer central portion of a twig. 

Pod. <A dry fruit which splits open at maturity. 

Pome. <A fruit like the Apple or Pear. 

Pungent. Sharp to the taste. 

Pyramidal. Shaped like a pyramid with broadest portion at the base. 

Raceme. A simple cluster of stalked flowers arranged along an elongated 
axis. 

Resin-duct. A tube for the conduction of resin seen in the leaves of the 
Pines. 

Sapwood. The young living wood outside the heartwood. 
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Saucer-shaped. Shaped like a saucer, shallower than cup-shaped. 

Scale. A small modified leaf seen in buds and cones. 
into which the outer bark often divides. 

One of the flakes 

Scurfy. Covered with small bran-like scales. 

Sepal. One of the divisions of the calyx. 

Sessile. Without a stalk. 

Shrub. A low woody growth, smaller than a tree and generally branching 
near the base. 

Smooth. Not rough nor hairy. 

Spray. The aggregate of smaller branches and branchlets. 

Spur. A short, slowly-grown branchlet. 

Stamens. The pollen-bearing portions of a flower. 

Staminate. Having stamens; said of trees bearing only male flowers. 

Sterile. Not producing seed. 

Stipular. Similar in form or position to stipules. 

Stipules. Two small leaf-like bodies located at the base of the leaf-stalk 
in some species. 

Stipule-scar. The scar left by the fall of a stipule (fig.5). 

Stomata. Breathing pores in leaves. 

Stone-fruit. A fruit like that of the Cherry. The same as drupe. 

Strengthening cells. Thick walled cells present in the leaves of some of the 
Pines. 

Striate. Longitudinally streaked. 

Submerged. Covered, as by the bark. 

Sucker. A shoot arising from below ground. 

Superposed buds. Accessory buds above the auxillary bud, as in the Butter- 
nut (fig.6). 

Surface-sectioned. Cut parallel to and near the surface. 

Teeth. Small projections along the margin. 

Terminal bud. The bud formed at the tip of a twig. 

Thorn. <A stiff woody sharp-pointed projection. 

Top-shaped. Shaped like a top with the broadest part above. 

Tree. A woody plant, larger than a shrub, from which it cannot always be 
distinguished. Usually defined as a woody growth, unbranched near the 
base and reaching a height of at least fifteen feet. 

Triangular. Shaped like a triangle with the base below. 

Trunk. The main stem of a tree. 

Twig. A young shoot. Unless otherwise specified, used in the descriptions 

to denote the growth of the past season only. 

Valvate. Said of buds in which the scales meet without overlapping. 

Whorl. A cluster of three or more leaves or leaf-scars at a single node. 

Wing. A thin flat appendage. 

Woolly. Covered with tangled or matted hairs resembling wool. 
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CCT aH fete brasciasono Bebo e Rieeserl COMMON K4ouceeseakea Senay 

GUT RAR eo hea iia Sy SG, LEAT OV cts tk aes Ot ANE ae eee ages 

KOE a esciiewiss o eeta eae sone BPECLOS A: os. sre aie tases ere te ute cere 

TEACH. foie ar eria eketea ep ies ov oapenisast ey t Western. ania tia names 2a 

Ti OCUSE” tere giao wh eenitenses: sostaer a ayes COROT. a5 dis intone 

MADTO™ 2 sisi ngieiaiie. eo cise aie io8.209 Coast White 326, 374, 876, 380 

Oak yau ets 450% R€G) saganewiewe tides 374, 378, 380 

Oak Group .... WRG: <ctedaders cs seaee 374, 376 

PUNE 6 teh 8 ee ee OER In Nae Celtis occidentalis .......... 464 

Scrub Oak Cercis canadensis ..........4. 518 

SPEUCG> asl giialn he vader ase ene ay Chamaecyparis: 

356, 358, 360, 362, 370, 376 SPNGCTOTUED oveecccineneveee 374 

Walnut: sei5 sag ead 398, 400, 524 thyoitdes ss2.nccedsavis een BT 

AWW ANA OWE aceceistesterane sd erouere eas. SNe 384 Cherry ....318, 319, 321, 341, 414 

Blue Beech: io ceca cs censcn wes 412 IAIMAPEWES. is re eustsrenemiigant eens 504 

OG? cei ea Aes AREA 438 BarGlie sete @avks wy yd emg stele 414 

SPW seiaie ss geste 358, 360, 364 Bird Sie ae BARS ES ieee 0.0 

BOO SHPUCC sscawensseoys areeeew 362 BIGGS hav Pheu ast esasebeas 496 

Box Elder .......e.---0s 540, 546 Black Tartarian ............502 

Bow White Oak .....-++++++5- 43 CODING J aanusee OIE REEL DEES 496 

Berwool .ci4sdcenxawt nce sane bbe Choke 3 

Bristly Locust ..........++.-.022 Early 
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Cherry (Continued) 

HUTOPCAN: BIGA acsotac cee es ns 502 

PURO serafaisth, Gia gtiard sie cise ee woe 500 

Ixey to Species .............341 

Louis Philippe 

May Duke 

NT G2SETO~ «2 cree 

Montmorency 

MEOT CULO ce isstansieNs feces ongtace weiensvene as 

INADOICOM: cian cw os) wwe) asian 

PUG BES eee hyd oe acai ees 

PRUTY we teslen sariptaiion ahs Sis oD aeeie endo) spelt 

Rum 

Sour ....316, 496, 498, 502, 504 

Sweet 316, 317, 496, 498 502, 504 

Wild Black 496, 498, 500, 504 

"Wild REG aaccieie 498, 500, 504 

WANGSOM | orators eae a0 

Qale ag wetted 440, 442, 444, 446 

Chinese Magnolia ....... 470, 472 

SUINGCH wee si ea seca nnn gas 624 

Chinquapin Oak ....432, 440, 442 

Chinquapin OG ascisdacencees 442 

Choke Cherry js... 496, 498, 504 

CUO GCE BREE. eiedhie bie 4 fe ereraiotntee 562 

Cladrastis lutea ............. 520 

Clammy Locust .s4esenerceaes 522 

Coast: White Ged at scccseenetio nace 

Cockspur Thorn 

Coffee Bean 

INIUG CES stg Gives Guede avai ai ah siana wee igual enere 

Coffee Tree, Kentucky 322, 514, 524 

Colorado Blue Spruce..........364 

Common Catalpa 

Juniper 

Locust 

Cornus: 

alternifolia 

HOVIDE sve Rae ote eee aces 

Cottonwood 

EGLACA CUS) oe a aipvegin site ease Niere ornate 

Crus-galli 

pruinosa 

Gueumber Tree: sass sscees 

BQFOE-lEQVER cic ees kieaicseaa' 

Cultivated Plums 

Cupressus, thyoides 

GOurly Maples o-sesrsceoa dace tases: oe svete 

Cydonia. VUlEaris: saisacla ele omae AS 

DGGTWGOE, <soent eialieews4iae 4 

DOGWOOD. gisiccsee aR toate ao srgmsnele 552 

Alternate-leaved 

Flowering 

P ORSON.» ieee ek ais PE va arate 

Double Spruce ....seceeevcaes 362 

Douglas: Wir exe sasesws ss 368, 37 

SPLUGE? <iieiaG ag oo eee ee eae 368 

Dewny Poplar ......2eeseees. 336 

Dwarf Chinquapin Oak .......... 

ee suelo wrardangiaiears 432, 440, 442, 454 

TUMID ET raisin las soe eee 378 

SUMACH? sowie sa seek eenaid: 526 

Elder: 

BO is Sama sshd aus ycuewauseaaune 3 

POON. iB odiactines eaves 

FUIWOOU, | de iain ise Stee Boe 

Felmy <4 322, 

ATCT CUTE ~ ciciie GOES 2 a CRS 

Cone: siaccsapsay 456, 460, 462, 480 

English ......316, 458, 460, 462 

TOGQUSO Gas doeividenis, cesar rater 464 

AAC OY. ae Shorts wine eee eres 462 

Key to Species ............. 340 

MOOS GF < tisnei eis RGNS SSeS 456 

Northern Cork 62 

Red «3 56 

PROCS = sec acistie Seceransuerists ¢-NNOA Se 2 

SHPDeEry” awedsiecsn gs 2 

Water sciiciiaasnagmedaast 0 

White ...316, 456, 458, 460, 462 

WAG) cgisccnnce seeps aos 

Ienglish Elm 

European Ash 

BeCGH: ssa ies aacngees ayes 

Bird Cherry 

Biack Alder <4. qtewenee 3.3 ae 426 

ER OUNY. e aeccisenstusdgac siete ore pees Men aie 530 

TGP CH. eye'svsize osare eo aay ecstatic er 356 

EAM GON, Berea a Giareaiaee € 8 teers ead 550 

Mountain ASh wc. 45 oceans 488 

Paper Birch. <sidawey ss cohen 424 

PLUM sccesacteen ase ees 9508 

var. Lombard ............508 

Weeping Willow ..........3S84 

Wrihite: IBITGh. sacedans. voles Avacas 424 

White Willow 2s .8sicnaaans 3S4 

Evergreens ..........316, 321, 32 

agus: 

GDMeETICGNG. ~ssuscciih OF shi Seieoees 428 

AEOPUNICER wicdiniweaeenes< 428 

PETTUGINID) sei cle sapere aes eeenancens 428 

SLrangitolia- cay ws ceaas Gaemeiad 28 

SVINAtICEs: sheen ken keen vase 428 

PUAUS Co) TILING esa. Sra tetn nits Guein. Salen 464 

Tetid Buckeye ..............548 

EVIE ig Sie gia Sse or a eae ES Mra ONT 

Balm of Gilead .........0.. 370 

Balsam 372 

DOWEIAS: ae4k se ana cess oO8, 310 

DCC Os acdsee Saphirel cio jeraya de otoaeveseverenans 368 
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Fir (Continued) 

ISICOLGTES Bla Aree eyenda dation boanacseactes 354 

BUYS ream C8 (NCL hat eI EN UR eRe 500 

Flowering Cornel .........0005 552 

DOEWOOE 66s iaeidacte wees 552 

BATES! eeateaste ou wi gi ava ene te ane ees lar 343 

GMETICANG. sachivels .oaas 328, 556 

DGVUNOCOMIN oe sake aa eee Ss 558 

EXCELSIOR ~ facge cet Aa chuceteekeare 55S 

Key 10 iSpeGles 2. eed cece 345 

HiSTra, Baiecnc csi weaewaces 5 

PeNNSYIVANICA. « s.ccohare des 

var. lanceolata 

PUDESCENS s.6555843 e0eee anes 

SAMDUCTIOUG. cae Sein we SES 

Gans O nos wyatt Granianor eee 

DUDA, 63sec. hoe emAawiet eo a8 

GlOMitESCHAG mooie ane. eee SS 

Gleditsia triacanthus ......... 516 

Golden. OS8ter si scenagveavscuees 384 

Gopher WO0d si. vedewwae dant. 520 

Gray: BInen incomes, sstaes 420, 422 

BUG Sc i ieee tat ado 4 erove hee Oo 416 

UIUC sre wrasse Mle MRM ae eae Sa eese 348 

(GREE) ASH” 9g ears ssi ks eee eer 558 

Gum: 

BUUCTO. «Moke Sd geste chs ede pera aie arerers 554 

FRE a ctishasita ienensienceda.e oeayoltte ste 480 

OMG “tccuh eet abe Be eee NT 554 

SWeet seis sos secsauas seas 480 

Gymnocladus: 

CONGGENSIS: 25% 600s 55 se aaes 514 

GIOVE was 2386 ho eee ey 514 

EVA DEPT Y sietig a srotuers sh 58 322, 464 

PLOCKINGERGIE pid 24 nes Geeta ek 356 

Hamamelis virginiana ....... 478 

GPE MPGPVC cnc wcwiagiess Mons aiendies 536 

PUNO gi 36 ae Ries Rh slg has 346 

Flardy Catal pa x5 y4ceaaeny ses 562 

ED GAD Sein sas ror dee Cherie ote fers satianssarasticn eee 494 

PRA WER OPN ecco se acne 68 494, 516 

Hazel, Witeh. 605 sewaaw ae os 478 

PlemIlOCK sana conskencd.d oon 870, 372 

SPTUCE cvs sie ARATE RUS ee 372 

Hickoria: 

QUO. LA ee Rascals arsenic anes eke 404 

Glabrae. Resa ese oho dasa 406 

TANINUG): essed OE Res Sa) ae CAS 408 

ONE BUG- b sseraiereiess gatas esas ce ey Ise 402 

HiGKOry eeeee ww aiesionis es 336, 462 

Big’ Bua- seas S iy ies se sas 404 

TREO OM. ay acguctstae(iieshor yore Rae ee As 406 

FMA: sot te les ayacacataes adres eva oe Be BAe 462 

Key to Species ........+++++ 336 

PUG NUE: sacra tee Rok Syd, ees S87 406 

Shag-bark 319, 402, 404, 406 

Shell-bDark .. cece cece ee eeeee 402 

Small-fruited ...........+-- 406 

Hickory (Continued) 

OCI » apeierdserdiacesaasoaisansvet a osenene 408 

WAGER CGE tang etcaca elon 82 Sent es 404 

Hoary: Alber sacencss.aind oe ack 426 

FLOW  j.cxanicvaSnetoise eet See 530 

ANG OT AC OM feiss itegia siete seers, 530 

BPO PEEN) rayirea Seaciosne sd wales 530 

Whe nic aaeertoia read erie os 530 

Tloney Locust ..309, 494, 516, 522 

ISUUGIES Ao sess ses inc leaet sieae ane es eneGee 516 

FLOOD)? AST 28 oh foac a anes Sob ose 464, 560 

Hop Hornbeam ..... 325, 410, 412 

Fiornbeam 

American : 

TIO, = Aen eh ae 325 

TE OPS CUI nil aisus0b dy gioietin toe perce eis 506 

Frorse-Chestmut.  ascaccicwaguae ae eee 

ACUVILOMUT 25 ase ewiasin ss an 000 

OPACA — saya oueweis sae rales ee 

Indian Bean 562 

Iron Oak 

LEONWOON. sirise ise aes Geb mk eS Fa 

Ivy, Poison 

Jack Pine 

Japanese: PUN cay sess fae ss 508 

Via, TR GG!--DUMM Ge canancttcansetioee 508 

UuUdas; LRCC: srscyecidawnn aaa wack 518 

Juglans: 

CINESTVSA. « syida wiragisemsse sa, hana ero 398 

HIBTA, ssi ewdwadns vendee cea 400 

PUNCOCTIU OMS b oe eee eee 492 

A ETVUDOTE Vt Sabo eteeseskac eS) Shula un aud arate 356 

Gommon? Acct teeteauannacks 37S, 380 

DAB OP PE wise ddistisonn a a aeaseeays = eS: 

HOG dace aamialenien's oy gun aenatealed 380 

Juniperus: 

GOMMNVUMISH) soar th oa ee ahs a 378 

WEN. “QUO "> sie eoaiakcs Betraie oe OS 

var. canadensis ..........378 

Var. Ge@preSsS@). 244.00 ene ees 378 

UIUC. Gay rarre sazinigs 6" 55 31d area neadira sareiae 378 

VMIPBiniawa: n458,c0 0 pea teliws 2s OOO 

Kentucky Coffee Tree ¢ 514, 524 

hey to Genera and Species ...329 

Labrador Spruce ..........00% 358 

Lancewood sseics sas nvedenees 492 

aren ..icesiace at oeaewes 335, 3882 

ACTIVIST VCAID, 9 24sc seers see aretha Saket 356 

BLACK: — se stowien wna e.nlse, «yh was 356 

BUPTOPean cciceedioasies cee as 356 

Key to Species: «secgaevins ey 335 

Large-leaved Magnolia .......... 
Po be Maun eeerae ate 340, 470, 472 
Cucumber LOE ss easie o's 3 din de 340 

Umbrella: Pre@ wee ec ee ss 840 

Large-toothed Aspen 356, 588, 390 

TATA, mc sarsseta nds goo weenie: aed moar ese 333 

GQNVCTICUNG.  aisesesduiwtes na Deca 356 
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Larix (Continued) 

d€Cidua: .ceganvadweee rasa 35 

EUTOPAED .scsseccccacecesies 

Key to Species 

VaTiCGina . jase 4 sean a eas oe 

Laurel Magnolia 

Leverwood .......... 

TAME: -begeraiay Sede sates Me Oia 

TOTMGEN » satsidaise-8 tedose See eeecand 

HMLOPCAaM, 1s..3.5.08-04 Faure 

DLiquidambar ce cscccceccsvcuus 

Styracitlua. 0 vses~ een ! 

Liriodendron Tulipifera ....... 474 

TZOCUSE jaca.te.te te. erecstis todos: tuts BSI eee 522 

BTDCTG | said seule ora vaile' ae Aythava cen heats 522 

BB BUSULY \ecesinderors yes onscesas wie wie 522 

Clam my wie aie sna aehen eaenes 522 

ComMon w.acisvecces 324, 516, 522 

FLON€Y a canec< 3809, 494, 516, 522 

NUECES veut aus tev sieversuaifenelenen hose Rae 516 

WENGE." aus kuin eo ee esata 522 

MOUOU:» vavetrnis cendtitniacdferg eens 522 

Lombardy Poplar 388, 390, 394, 396 

Maclura pomifera ........... 494 

Maenolia, ccnews dor cnaa gs 340, 474 

MOUMITMACA. AiG ausicncvacessve chores 470 

CMIMES Or sie Aacan amas 470, 472 

COMSPICUA ais nike awe ews 470 

LOWE S57 sie as sua aaa meals. 841 

Key to Species ............. 340 

DG GUBCL,> Rais tscice Serer ae arandpa site ses ests 3841 

Large-leaved ..... 340, 470, 472 

MACTOPHYN A. ips emmnsmeiewe as 340 

DE OUNUAU s sa.cocaiainvsneca dee scale idee 470 

Tri petalay.. c.ciccsag ata buechieees os 472 

OMOTEUG. ai6bies sind SES hatte eed 472 

VIN SIMA as <sso0 665 shies 341 

MOGNOGGNY .cceeges tabaci cilt 514 

Daidenhair Treé ...........4. 382 

Malus Malus 

IEG Nes, Aivevaare te ase ooer taste tna : 

Ash-leaved 

Bird’s Eye x 

BBV ACIE | saisteneexev es erbuetcovoyes gricarmrslictta 5: 

BUSH ee snccewace saa ee 532, 552 

Cuanlly? azicuerd diss ee arses aa pea 536 

PLATA: saciases deus se seed ee was 53 

Key to Species ............. 342 

Mountain ....532, 534, 540, 552 

NORWAY o.255 aa eles: 540, 542, 544 

Red 3238, 324, 325, 536, 538, 540 

TRADER, <acecela cecaneneaew ys kane pekbae 538 

ROCK: setusgegatiietence eax 36 

Silver ........ 325, 536, 5388, 540 

DO PEE seiecg weve ave enue ls 538 540 

Striped ......582, 534, 540, 552 

Sugar secsses 526, 536, 540, 544 

SWOMD: csdcasW ial ssswaw sawn 540 

Sycamore ........ 540, 542, 544 

Maple (Continued) 

W ite: os es ca a tetesipatan eles 538, 540 

Mazzard Cherry ceceseervesees 502 

Mockernut .....-+++- 402, 404, 406 

Moose Elm ...... a bratianicansaseh aces 456 

MOOSEWOOK cecccccecenneecees 532 

Morello Cherry coecccseccceeee 504 

MOPWS: nndieeciersc ain wiser Oiels, eat 340 

ADA) ai Pees k aS aee PS eee 468 

Key to Species ............. 340 

DUD PA, 6: dhielios eum HN Seles necete ieee and 466 

Mossy-cup OGK cucsccccsccsee 436 

Mountain Ash ......ceeeeeees 488 

MGGQn0lNG@ w.i5 5208864528588 470 

Maple ........ 532, 534, 540, 552 

Mulberry 322, 324, 325, 340, 468 

Key to Species ............ 340 

TRO: sie tfgusielars strace entre oes 466, 468 

Stwonm aassceeseeea vd ees 468 

WiHhILe selina caer eave aa 466, 468 

Necklace Poplar .......000008 394 

Negundo: 

WECTOIMES: 5c eieis Shandy eed 546 

NCOUNTO. sae sa aaldaginde ny kete ¥ 546 

Nettle: Dree> .ectaceng oes ieee ew 464 

NGCKEPLETCE: sain g Aged ese 514 

Northern Cork Elm .......... 462 

Northern Scrub Pine .........348 

Norway Maple ...... 540, 542, 544 

PUNE ewe bs de Gia es eimai ee Het 350 

Spruce ana< 000656 baw 360, 366 

Nyssa: 

WAGEUEU LORE * 6-0 bee '5-aieuetenianeae yds 554 

SVAV ACL CAL cee stcdieie Avalon: Seerteb 554 

Oak ...318, 322, 325, 337, 428, 430 

BOOT? tects a she Pea a pviaeanete 442, 454 

Black ........318, 446, 450, 452 

Black. SCvTud: si sce ea airs o0s 454 

EBUUL OE vhs atesty laiao aoe ee: Suapanalcayenc nea be 438 

Bow WAC sc giccgaseccnaveacsles 434 

EBUIR sapevcdeoace. scwestersos Wacleiasecn 436, 480 

Chestnut wives ae perder. 440 

Chestnut ..... 440, 442, 444, 446 

GRAN QUODUR. 65 pars 38 losete: Seen semis te 442 

Chinquapin ....... 432, 440, 442 

Dwarf Chinquapin .........0... 

ign agalveneenn : 432, 440, 442, 454 

TON: oss aaanesa eeu ses age asad 434 

Key to Species: s siieasiscas 33 

MOSSY-CUD sven sale eile ace ee 436 

OUCLEOUD™ eer cNG OES 436 

AD Ta Gade cd fevsvaras ities Gace eereeS oe ena 448 

POS G Sy: steuauncsnis.s abanee ose aia 432, 434 

Red ......430, 444, 446, 450, 452 

PE OCIS keto reis in anette too nauelees 444 

Rock Chestnut ..........20. 444 

Scarlet ...... 446, 448, 450, 452 

OU UOE | sae sy sravensieire ena lete sieges 442 

Serub Chestnut ............ 442 

SWAMP ase sisaieladens soley ar ae 448 
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Qak (Continued) 

Swamp White 316, 432, 438, 442 

WEDNEG. Gn yea Soran ena we eae 319 

432, 434, 436, 438, 444, 446 

Yellow ..eces aneateuss s M440) 452 

Yellow-bar ced oo... eee eens 452 

Obi0 Buckeye sacevssecdas ans 548 

OMNES 56 sce stee ieuerslo nosh teeake aueaeee 3898 

Old-field Birch wicccccccccsees 420 

Oriental Sycamore ........... 482 

Osaire: Orange” sie telea wie evs te 494 

Osier 

GOLGI, (syne oumsiens hee oare eas 384 

Ostrya virginiana ........... 410 

OUET=CUD? OOK hinsca scien exncstaee 436 

Padus: 

SETOUNG. Sei bv. gb How ewe eS 496 

VAT OUNIGNE ewe saascdacecaa os 498 

Paper Birch 318, 416, 420, 422, 424 

PCA CHD ecsg nay ho tras taser eens 341, 512 

Pear 316, 821, 322, 470, 484, 486 

POPPCTIAGE. scciadiwisisiseara aveunee acetals 554 

Id CO ain sh Rial pase us taflarce encnenemscattanais 335 

ADTOS! vichealagiseliuns cigs awede 366 

LUD Di ow ah sis editor tates acu iss avaroneseta dusts 358 

OKeCVITOUG wid Bsr oe senate 362 

CANAAENSIS: 65 neces ases eae 358 

OL CCLSG! ~ sha avereyare avegaraiavans hae 366 

Key to Species ............. 335 

MVAPIAN A ee avesilsatns.caaeawe 362 

var. semiprostrata ....... 362 

MIGNMICNSU 264008405 S44 Gad es 364 

NOTE: cer sreosaiereas 23 deeaid aa Oe 362 

UG TDI: 6s Bak oosceesn wer dled 360 

POTPYGN wii vas cecieee von dO4 

DUNGQONS sea eine ie ews 6 SACO a 364 

TUDENS: scewegceceyaes eva fecepares 360 

TUDIA:, oscaeee ee eeee wes «+. .360 

Pie CHETTY Beis hheeaes ‘ 504 

Pigeon Cherry ...csceccsecees 500 

PILNUG dos esses eases 402, 406 

Hickory ....ceeeee ates + 406 

Pin Cherry civssas sieves Bere ADO: 

Oak: seiceateeers eotes eta 448 

PANG: cepa scales rere eaters 326, 335, 382 

POUSET AM © sipcaceae oy oR cesese 350, 352 

BUGGED eisieitercadtataie ces ates arene 352 

GHEY. <cccasisissasatauennis pers nna oaue ais 348 

Ord. co nsisaeee V5 50 ORR RA EAS 346 

Jack .syssdctaewex os seaan 326, 348 

Key to Species ............. 335 

Northern Scrub .....eeeeeee 348 

NOTWAY wise wee are ddes sca. eswiere 350 

Pitch vate age 344, 346, 350 

FROG) ois siereusnctions 844, 346, 350, 352 

SCOtCh 22.08 See eeie na eree 348, 354 

Soft coccccccccccccreeeceees 344 

SPTUuce weveeeccccccerevereee 348 

Weymouth ..creccseereveees 344 

Pine (Continued) 

White...344, 346, 350, 

YOUOW sessence 

PINUS “.s444%s0ake ears sgaserss 

Banksiana secceesvovgccsens 

GIVATICALA ovacccccceccsencn 

Key to Species ............. 335 

Laricio, var. austriaca 352 

H@SINOSAy srcreciewiasne te eeiecnketetee 350 

TIBIVA: sig aig adios Gio yes arses 346 

DBUTODUS: sca hulelee da oe ese 344 

SYILVESUTIS: swisgeererorsceias 354 

Pitchy Pine~ Kes cee-o3,4 344, 346, 350 

PUANE: “EPCO: oso. peo ceseosas oobi as 482 

Platanus: 

OCCidentalis saceaa va earns ss 482 

OTTENCANS isssec vase ee sees 482 

Plowrightia morbosa .......... 498 

PHIM sis retpe0ns saxsenes 341, 498 

AMNETICAN: <.6-..t.drerarene wuss 506, 508 

Var. GOld  seascie cepa wees 508 

Canada sys.c05 ales sores 506, 508 

Cultivated cscs ers wee we 5 508 

HUPOpCan:. “osidisiisnaasieees sa 508 

var. Lombard, 2.¢ss6s5204 508 

TL OSE! “Bocersveteverciara voce ates a ated 506 

SAPAMESS “srereuavaia iow svarweve aera 508 

var. Red June .......... 508 

Key to Species ............ 341 

HECO  oid-a.5 Saisie uiaaee same gaces 506 

Wilds sacaaccs Sere a ee et 506 

Poison Dogwood ............- 528 

PUGET sa a.enarw 38 Sine la ein mncacewana cay 52 

TEV ck ss'evoe a wean aN seag a Te ceneeteen 52 

Sumach 318, 526, 52 

Poplar 316, 322, 225, 336, 388, 390 

Balsam .....6. .--388, 390, 392 

BURCN 4a scare eriersie even ce Soestyovace as 420 

EAVONNA: adie cevaves eels Gearseare aa 

321, 323, 324, 388, 390, 394, 396 

Downy” Poplar essroscs cea s 336 

Key to SpecieS: scsi cee cwices 33 

Lombardy ....388, 390, 394, 396 

INGCKIG CE « wis ot saused to Se Keo 394 

SUWVER eo sew stack 386, 388, 390 

BIWDEP EAP: se jeis ese eie-s9. 09 ee sin 386 

WHALES vaca bisa dense euaret hee sa 386 

Mi GLUO UW! © ers iectorsvocdsssracsaise 5 tevay seer aiaes 474 

PODDIGxeievwsordi es otis wtsieetete-9. 9% 388, 390 

POPUIUS 226s neadicsees od seeees 836 

BDA: eas a waheseaga0 Vee eee 386 

balsamitera: diseases eacte444 392 

CANAGdENSIS 2... cee eee eee 394 
CANGICANS) sawed. Sia qee ys BIZ 

GelVEOLMES so i5..itenee siasave eso tei se 39-4 

GUAtAta~ Diane. nce eae OUD 

fGSHOICLG:- “evar eaea ad ataana p96. 

erandidentata. ws. eaves csiew ae 390 

heterophylla ............... 336 

Key to Species ...2ccccee. nes 33 
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Populus (Continued) 

IMVONUMAT ENG. se sdjstaheverendsiera zis: os 394 

MLiSTA, Wate TCAICA, sccscinargosta 396 

DPUYUTAMIAAUS: wii Kanye, eae 396 

CrEMUlOIDES: sacs ee ee ....388 
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Publications of the Station 

AVAILABLE FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION 
The following publications of the Storrs Agricultural Experi- 

ment Station are available for distribution, and as long as the 

supply lasts, will he sent free to residents of Connecticut who desire 

them. 

No. 68. 

No. 69. 

Discussion of the Amount of Protein Required in the 
tation for Dairy Cows. 

The Camembert Type of Soft Cheese in the United States. 

The So-Called “Germicidal Property” of Milk. 

Pig Feeding Experiments. 

Creamery Problems. 

Spraying Notes, 1904-1905. 

Quality of Milk Affected by Common Dairy Practices. 

The Facility of Digestion of Foods a Factor in Feeding. 

The Apple Leaf-Miner. 

Directions for Making the Camembert Type of Cheese. 

Milking Machines. 

Comparative Studies with Covered Milk Pails. 

Petroleum Emulsion for the San Jose Scale. 

Proprietary and Home-Made Miscible Oils for the Con- 
trol of the San Jose Scale. 

Camembert Cheese Problems in United States. 

Bacterium Lactis Acidi and Its Sources. 

Apple Growing in New England. Parts I. and IT. 

Apple Growing in New England. Part III. 

The Cost of Feeding Heifers. 

Connecticut Weather Review. 

Butter Making on The Farm. 

Apple Growing in New England (Part IV.) 

Water Glass, a Preservative for Eggs. 

Bacillary White Diarrhea of Young Chicks. (Second 
Report.) 

New England Trees in Winter. 

REPORTS. 

The Reports of the Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station for 

1889, 1890, 94, °95, (Part III.), 96 (Part II.), 98, ’99, 1900, 
1901, 1905 and 1908-09, are available for free distribution. 

Address all requests to the Director of Storrs Agricultural Ex- 

periment Station, Storrs, Conn. 
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